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PREFACE

In the prefaces to previous volumes in this series, the writer has sought to express his fundamental debt to the late George A. Reisner, Director of the Harvard University - Museum of Fine Arts Expedition, the records of which form the basis of this work. This system of recording, evolved by Reisner, was followed by various assistants who worked on the sites, including the writer, Mr. Ashton Sanborn, the late Lyman Story, Amory Goddard and the late Mr. A. E. Austin, Jr. Despite the many hands involved, the diaries, object registers, photographs and survey, have provided a well-nigh complete record of the work, and the compilation of these volumes would have been impossible had they been less well devised or less conscientiously followed.

As in previous volumes I am very grateful for the invaluable assistance of a number of collaborators. Dr. L. M. Laming Macadam of Durham University has given me the benefit of his expert knowledge of Meroitic in the deciphering of a number of cursive inscriptions, some of which he has drawn for me himself, and in other cases has corrected my own inadequate readings. Miss Suzanne Chapman has worked tirelessly and with great skill on the drawing of many of the objects and in inking almost all of them. Miss Mary B. Cairns has been indefatigable and accurate in preparing the typescript, and my friend Mrs. Oric Bates has been most helpful in sorting out the large body of small and fragmentary material in the Museum’s storages, in the making of lists and in the many other tiresome but essential chores involved. Finally, but not least, I am grateful to the Director and Trustees of the Museum of Fine Arts in placing at my disposal both adequate working space and the facilities of the whole organization.

Museum of Fine Arts
Boston, Mass., January, 1963

DOWS DUNHAM
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ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

Site Designations
N. North Cemetery at Meroë (Beg. N.)
S. South Cemetery at Meroë (Beg. S.)
W. West Cemetery at Meroë (Beg. W.)
Ku. Cemetery at El Kurru = R.C.K. I
Nu. Cemetery at Nuri = R.C.K. II

General Abbreviations
C. Course of masonry or brick construction.
F.c. Foundation Course; that course of masonry upon which a building is founded; usually projecting somewhat beyond the limits of the superstructure.
F.D. Foundation Deposit.
Inc. Incised.
Inscr. Inscribed, Inscription.
Misc. Miscellaneous.
N.S. Not to scale.
Pol. Polished.
Prop. No. Proportional number: Number obtained by dividing the length of a grave by its width. This proportion varies greatly and, in graves where the burial is missing, gives some indication of the type of burial for which it was made. Graves of the bed-burial Kushite type were generally wide, while those with extended burials were usually narrow.
Ptd. Painted.
Substr. Substructure: that portion of a tomb which lies below ground level.
Superstr. Superstructure: that portion of a tomb which rises above ground level.
Encl. Enclosure.
Debris. The contents of a tomb in which objects are found not in their original position due to a variety of causes as natural collapse, roof falls, decay of burial, or washing due to penetration of water or mud during summer rains. Usually distinguishable from Thieves’ Debris.
T.D. Thieves’ Debris: material disturbed by ancient plundering.
Objects found in Thieves’ Debris are not necessarily from the particular tomb in which they are found, although there is a probability that they are: they may have been dropped by plunderers who had been looting another tomb, or may have been brought to their finding place by thieves of a later date, and be contemporary with the thieves rather than with the tomb in which they are found. Objects, on the other hand, which come from the original undisturbed deposit in a tomb must be contemporary with it.

Pottery Designations
Bk. Black
BkT. Black topped ware
BkW. Black ware
Br. Brown
BrW. Brown ware
C. Coarse
CRW. Coarse red ware
Db. Drab
DbW. Drab ware
Dec. Decoration, decorated
F. Fine
FHRW. Fine hard red ware
FRW. Fine red ware
H. Hard
HBrW. Hard brown ware
HRW. Hard red ware
Inc. Incised
P. Pink
Pol. Polished
PRW. Pinkish red ware
Ptd. Painted
PW. Pink ware
R. Red
RBrW. Red brown ware
RPol. Red polished
RW. Red ware
SI. Slip
W. Ware
Wh. White
Y. Yellow

Miscellaneous Explanations
For type designations of Superstructures and Substructures refer to Chart, p. 211.

References to Figures A–T. (Pottery, Metal Vessels, Stone Vessels, Beads and Pendants:) Where the object described is the one illustrated, its dimensions are given first, followed by the figure reference in italics: 12 Figure A; 1Id Figure R. Where the object described is like the one illustrated, it is referred to as “type of Figure A 12 or Figure R 1Id” followed by its dimensions.

Present Location of Objects: Objects now in Boston: if registered in the Museum collections the registration number, in parentheses, (23,345) is given; if not so registered, the letter B is used. Objects not in Boston are designated by the letter K, and were either delivered to Khartoum or, in the case of unimportant fragmentary material, left on the site.

Workmen X and Y: Dr. Reisner, during excavation both at El Kurru and Meroë, distinguished two styles among certain amulets found in graves contemporary with the early Kushite kings (Pt'ankhy to Tanwetamani), and he called them the products of “Workman X” and “Workman Y.”
Introduction

The four volumes in this series already published are as follows:

This fifth volume is intended to be used in conjunction with them and brings to completion the record of the burial places in the Kushite cemeteries excavated by Reisner between the years 1916 and 1923. It includes all the tombs in the great West Cemetery at Meroe as well as all those in the South Cemetery not dealt with in Volume IV.

The relative locations of the three cemeteries at Meroe North, South and West, are shown on the key-map (folded at the back of this volume). The West Cemetery was in continuous use from the time of PIRANKHY (2) to the end of the Meroitic Period. The South Cemetery was begun at the same period and remained in use up to about 275 B.C., ending with the tombs of Kings ARAKAKAMANI and AMANISLO and of Queen Bartare (30), after which the tombs of rulers are found in the North Cemetery (see R.C.K. IV). Thus from about 750 to 275 B.C. there were two cemeteries serving the city of Meroe, a fact which the writer believes may be explained by the existence of two parallel groups of people living there which he has called the Napatan and the Meroitic groups, the latter being the indigenous inhabitants of what was at first an important provincial city subservient to Napata, and the former consisting of Napatan officials stationed at Meroe but belonging to a different clan. Some years ago, before publication of the present series, the writer attempted to justify this conclusion, and he believes this still to be valid.

In the same place attention was called to another peculiarity of the two cemeteries at Meroe: the fact that, during the first few generations of their use, they contained tombs of two very distinctive types. In the first the deceased was buried in a natural sleeping position, without mummification and lying on a bed, according to indigenous Kushite custom first recorded much earlier at Kerma and later at El Kurru. In the second type burial was extended, usually in a coffin, often showing indications of mummification, and frequently covered with a bead net, in conformity with Egyptian practice at the period. The conclusion was drawn that these two types of graves were those, in the first instance, of the indigenous Kushite population, and in the second of Egyptians, the latter in all probability being priests, scribes or skilled craftsmen working for the Meroitic aristocracy. Such an interpretation seems to be born out by the fact that on the average the bed-burials, where unplundered, were much more plentifully equipped with grave goods than were the coffin burials.

**Dating Evidence**

Most of the tombs dealt with in the following pages carry an estimation of date (italicised numbers in parentheses) conforming to the system employed in Volumes I–IV. In most instances this is expressed by a range of dates within which the writer believes the particular tomb to fall, and in all too many cases this indication has had to be qualified by queries (?) for lack of sufficient evidence. The basis for these estimates are the following:

1. The natural growth of the site. Each of the two cemeteries was begun on the highest ground available — in each case the western part of the site, and grew in a general easterly direction.

---

2nd. Indications of date from the forms of superstructures and substructures as worked out on the main royal sites dealt with in the previous volumes and indicated on the chart in this volume which is condensed (with modifications) from those previously published. Further indications of date are supplied by comparing the objects with those from previously published sites in which the dating is fairly close.

3rd. Overlapping: in the many cases where one grave or building is constructed over or intrudes into an older one, attention to which has been drawn in each case by a note.

4th. Masking: in a number of cases tombs have been placed in such a position that their superstructures block or restrict access to the chapel of another tomb immediately to the west, which therefore must be assumed to be older.

All these four considerations have been helpful in the attempt to establish the relative dates of the tombs, and the general picture of development seems reasonably clear, although in far too many cases a firm date for individual tombs appears impossible to establish.

The writer, perhaps more than the users of these publications, is very conscious of the shortcomings resulting from the passage of over a quarter of a century between the completion of excavation and final publication. The sources available were the records of the Expedition and such physical objects as were assigned by division to the Museum in Boston. Like all such records, subject to the element of human error and omission under the pressures of active field work, there are some gaps, occasional inadequate photographs, or drawings not confirmed by photographs. Where it has been possible to correct such deficiencies from the objects in Boston, it has been done, but in a number of cases the objects are no longer available. This is particularly regrettable in the case of some Meroitic cursive inscriptions of which a number were only recorded in hand copies made by Prof. Reisner in the field. Though he had given much study to the previous pioneering work done by Griffith, it is obvious that he could not possibly anticipate the considerable advances made in the decipherment of Meroitic cursive during the last quarter of a century. Being himself an excavator rather than a philologist the writer has sought the advice and cooperation of Dr. M. F. Laming Macadam of Durham University, who has devoted many years of study to this particular field, and has been more than generous with guidance in these matters. He has agreed, when the work of archaeological publication should become available, to undertake a further study of the whole body of inscribed material which he hopes to publish in a 6th volume in this series.

In 1959 Prof. Dr. Fritz Hintze published his Studien zur Meroitischen Chronologie und zu den Opftafeln aus den Pyramiden von Meroë. Dr. Hintze was kind enough to send to both the writer and Dr. Macadam copies of this valuable contribution, and we have discussed it together in some detail. Many of the restorations of the texts of the offering tables have been obvious to us for some time. We have not included them because it was felt that philological commentary was irrelevant until the archaeological task was finished. Prof. Hintze has in the meantime covered some of this ground for us. Since we do not agree in every detail (though we do in the main) we shall in the final volume go over it again, making reference to him where necessary. It may be as well, however, to remind readers of this series that publication of the drawings and photographs of texts is not the end so far as we are concerned, but that commentaries on some of the Egyptian and Meroitic texts are intended. With reference to Dr. Hintze's chronological proposals, which differ in some respects from those published in Volume IV, the writer would like to say here that both Macadam and he are most grateful to him for his interesting and valuable suggestions, some of which are immediately acceptable, and might well have been arrived at by us after completion of the task of presenting the enormous body of relevant material in usable form. We have preferred, however, to reserve a definitive study of the royal and other names and their chronological grouping until this has been done, when we plan to re-examine this whole question in the final publication referred to above. In the meantime we prefer not to accept all of Dr. Hintze's suggestions, but rather to keep this publication consistent with the previous volumes pending further study based on the whole body of material, and since this volume deals primarily with the tombs of secondary personalities, mostly nameless, the chronological grouping formerly used in this series, will be applied to them without prejudice to any eventual modification.

W 493 (2-5) Map 3-D. Figure 1.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE
NO CHAPEL
NO STAIR

GRAVE Pit grave Type III A. 197 x 80 - 94. Proportional No. 2.5

DISTURBED Notrace of burial; objects in debris of grave in disorder.

REMARKS Older than W 494 (5-12) which is intact and intruded over W 493. Figure 1, a.

23-3-43 B Faience bird-amulet, pierced. H. 0.9 cm. Figure 1, c, 4/11. [DEBRIS]

24 B Faience flower element, ring top. Figure 1, c, 4/12. [DEBRIS]

25-46 B 2 faience standing Anubis-amulets, cut. H. 2.1 cm. Figure 1, c, 5/1, 2. [DEBRIS]

27 B Faience seated Sekhmet-amulet, cut. H. 2.1 cm. Figure 1, c, 5/3. [DEBRIS]

28 B Faience seated Isis(?), cut. H. 1.4 cm. Figure 1, c, 5/4. [DEBRIS]

29 B Lapis seated Isis and Horus(?). H. 1.9 cm. Figure 1, c, 5/5. [DEBRIS]

30 B Faience cat, cut. H. 1.6 cm. Figure 1, c, 5/6. [DEBRIS]

31 B Faience seated figure. H. 2.1 cm. Figure 1, c, 5/7. [DEBRIS]

32 B Faience seated Harpocrates(?). H. 2.1 cm. Figure 1, c, 5/8. [DEBRIS]

33 B Silver amulet: boy, corroded. H. 1.3 cm. Figure 1, c, 5/9. [DEBRIS]

34 B Soapstone nude female figure. H. 3.05 cm. Figure 1, d, 6/9. [DEBRIS]

35 B Faience pendant plaque, plain back. H. 4.5 cm. Figure 1, d, 6/10. [DEBRIS]

36-59 (23-761-763) 3 faience pendant plaques, plain backs. H. 3.8 to 4.5 cm. Figure 1, d, 1/2-4. [DEBRIS]

37 B Faience pendant plaque, plain back. H. 4.4 cm. Figure 1, d, 1/5. [DEBRIS]

38 B Faience pendant plaque, plain back. H. 4.5 cm. Figure 1, d, 1/6. [DEBRIS]

39 B Faience Be-staff, cut. H. 6.2 cm. Figure 1, d, 2/1. [DEBRIS]

40 B Faience Be-staff, cut. H. 6.2 cm. Figure 1, d, 2/2. [DEBRIS]

41 B Faience Be-staff, cut. H. 6.2 and 4.1 cm. Figure 1, d, 3/3, 4. [DEBRIS]

42 B Faience Ram's-head amulet with uraeus, cut. H. 4.5 cm. Figure 1, d, 2/5. [DEBRIS]

43 B Faience Ram's-head amulet. H. 1.3 cm. Figure 1, d, 2/6. [DEBRIS]
SELECTED TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

W 493, 611

23-3-66 (23.774) Faience Ptah, scarab on head, apes on shoulders: on back winged human figure with Udjat on head. Openwork. H. 7.5 cm. Figure 1, d, 2/6; e. [DEBRIS]

67-70 B 75 misc. shells. Samples on Figure 1, d, row 3. [DEBRIS]

71 B 7 carnelian bottle-pendants, type of Figure T, III d. H. 1.3 to 1.9 cm. [DEBRIS]

72 B 1 red faience bottle-pendant, type of Figure T, III d. H. 1.5 cm. [DEBRIS]

73 B 18 blue faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V a. L. ca. 1.8 cm. [DEBRIS]

74 B 8 carnelian beads and 2 of red jasper, types of Figure R, I a, II d, III h and VI a. [DEBRIS]

75 B Ca. 200 blue faience ring beads, type of Figure R, VI f. [DEBRIS]

23-3-76 B 2 coiled silver wire rings. D. 0.9 to 1.0 cm. [DEBRIS]

77 B Base gold band ring. D. 1.1 cm. [DEBRIS]

78 K Alabaster vase. H. 14.0, D. 7.1 cm. Figure 1, f. [DEBRIS]

79 B Frags. of two pottery vases, one grey W. (drawn type of Figure A, 34), the other PDW. (similar form). [DEBRIS]

80 B RBrW. saucer-lamp type of Figure F, 29-30. L. 7.6 cm. [DEBRIS]

82 K Bronze bowl, broken, type of Figure N, 11. H. 12.2, D. ca. 13.5 cm. [DEBRIS]

83 K Bronze bowl, broken, type of Figure N, 9. H. 7.0, D. ca. 7.9 cm. [DEBRIS]

W 611 (2-5)? Map 2-E. Figure 2.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE (?) NO CHAPEL NO STAIR GRAVE Grave Type II with two holes (for bed-legs?) at W. end. Roof collapsed. Figure 2 a.

PLUNDERED No trace of burial: objects in debris of chamber.

REMARKS A fragment of mud-brick rubble to the north may be a trace of Super. but not certainly.
W 630 (2±5)? Map 2-E. *Figure 3.*

**NO SUPERSTRUCTURE**

**NO CHAPEL**

**NO STAIR**

**GRAVE** Pit-grave Type III A. 187 x 92 ± 52 cm. Prop. No. 2.0+. *Figure 3, a.* Decayed bones of a small child, head W., in traces of wooden box coffin much smaller than grave. Apparently an intact burial in a grave made for an adult.

**REMARKS** Cut into by W 610 which is later.

23-3±426a K Base of a CRBrW. vessel. D. base 9.0 cm. *Figure 2, b.* [DEBRIS]

b K Base of round bottomed RBrW. vessel. [DEBRIS]

c K Scraps sheet bronze. [DEBRIS]

de K Few faded faience cylinder and ring beads. [DEBRIS]

427 B Incomplete alabaster vase. H. 14.6, D. 8.1 cm. *Figure 2, c.* [DEBRIS]

655a K Frags. DbW. ribbed jar type of Figure B, 9. D. rim ca. 8.0 cm. [DEBRIS]

b1 B Frags. H P-Grey W. ribbed jar with handles, type of Figure B, 12. H. ca. 17.0 cm. [DEBRIS]

b2 B Neck and Base of H P-Grey W. vase type of Figure A, 36. D. mouth ca. 3.8 cm. [DEBRIS]

c1,2 B Frags. of 2 CRBrW. basins on stands, type of Figure A, 23(?). Foot ribbed. D. top 18.8 cm. [DEBRIS]

23-M±217 K Shoulder frag. alabaster vase. *Figure 2, f.* [DEBRIS]

e-g K Frag. red sandstone knob; frag. faience; part of a snail shell. [DEBRIS]

23-M±218 B Beryl pendant. 0.65 x 0.4 x 0.3 cm. *Figure 2, d.* [DEBRIS]

23-M±219 B Faience seated Isis and Horus, black details. H. 5.0 cm. *Figure 2, e, f, r.* [DEBRIS]

23-M±220 B Fragment blue faience Ram’s head. H. 2.6 cm. *Figure 2, e, a upper.* [DEBRIS]

23-M±221 B Faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.1 to 3.2 cm. [DEBRIS]

23-M±222 B 12 blue and 1 red faience beads, type of Figure R, VI f, g. [DEBRIS]

23-M±223 B Misc. scraps from a bronze vessel. [DEBRIS]

23-M±236 B 3 faience amulets: Isis suckling Horus, cut. Details in black. H. 4.7 to 4.9 cm. *Figure 3, d, r.* [DEBRIS]

237 (23.759) Faience Bes-amulet with 4 feather headress. Well cut. H. 4.7 cm. *Figure 3, d, f.* [DEBRIS]

238 (23.760) Blue faience amulet: seated Ape. H. 3.6 cm. *Figure 3, d, 5.* [DEBRIS]

239 B ca. 60 faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R. V b, and 8 ring beads, type of Figure R, VI i to J. [DEBRIS]

666 B Blue faience amulet: obverse Bes, reverse Ptah with atef-crown. H. 8.7 cm. *Figure 3, e, f, i.* [DEBRIS]

667 (23.757) Blue faience Bes-amulet, cut. H. 7.0 cm. *Figure 3, e, f.* [DEBRIS]

688 (23.758) Blue faience Bes-amulet, cut; black details. H. 7.3 cm. *Figure 3, e, f, 3.* [DEBRIS]

Note: The misc. potsherds numbered 23-3-444 found in debris between W 630 and W 620, appear to have originated in the former grave. See below, p. 333.
Figure 3

SELECTED TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY
W 816
WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEREOE

W 816 (2-5) Map 2-3-F. Figure 4.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE
NO CHAPEL
NO STAIR

GRAVE

REMARKS
Cut on W. by W 808 which is later: see Map. and p. 325.

Figure 4

23-M-598 (23:335) Solid gold standing figure (amulet) of Bastet with suspension ring at neck and incised inscription under base. "Bastet: May she grant valor (and) strength to the Great Chief Pt-mj". H. 4.7 cm. Figure 4, a. Inscription Figure 4, b, c, 10:1. [DEBRIS]

599 K Tiny gold plaque: Standing Bastet incised on one face. 0.6 x 0.35 x 0.2 cm. Figure 4, d. [DEBRIS]

23-M-600 K Red stone barrel bead, polished. L. 1.25, D. 0.5 cm. [DEBRIS]

601 K Scattered faience beads of a mummy-net: cylinder and ring beads, blue, white, red and black. Not measured. [DEBRIS]

602 B Yellow faience Udjat and frags., of others of yellow and blue faience. L. 1.0 cm. [DEBRIS]

1 The title should be read mti wrt (or wr t). See Gardiner, Onomastica I, p. 120 and Yoyotte in B.I.F.A.O. 57, p. 86-87. There is a prince Pt-mj mentioned on the Piankhya Stela, line 116 (Urk. I, part 3, 1905 ed. Schäfer) and it may well be that the man of our amulet is the same. Petrie, Scarabs and Cylinders, p. 39 lists five scarabs with this name, of which one from the McGregor Collection (Newberry, Scarabs XXXVIII, 25) and one in Munich (Petrie, op.cit. Pl. LI E) have also the same title. I owe these references to the kindness of H. DeMeulenaere and J. J. Clère.
W 541 (2-6)? Map 2-D. Figure 5.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE
NO CHAPEL
NO STAIR


BURIAL INTACT Half grown girl? No clear evidence of coffin. Figure 5, a.

Figure 5

23-3-192a K Rounded base of RBBrW. vessel, not measured.
[GRAVE FILLING]

b K 18 cowries, cut. L. 1.5 cm.

c K Few faded blue faience ring beads. D. 0.35 cm.

853A B Uninscribed amethyst scarab. 1.1 x 0.8 x 0.5 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS OF GRAVE]

854 B Two quartz Udjats, no details. 1.1 x 0.95 x 0.4 cm. Figure 5, d. [DEBRIS OF GRAVE]

855 B Uninscribed quartz crystal scaraboid. 1.1 x 0.8 x 0.4 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS OF GRAVE]

856 B 2 carnelian disc beads, type of Figure S, X c. D. 0.9, Tk. 0.45 cm. [DEBRIS OF GRAVE]

857 B Inscribed steatite scarab. 1.6 x 1.2 x 0.8 cm. Figure 5, b. [DEBRIS OF GRAVE]

W 603 (2-6)? Map 3-E. Figure 6.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE
NO CHAPEL
NO STAIR

GRAVE Irregular pit-grave E-W. c.a 104 x 66 - 93. Prop. No. 1.6 - (?). Figure 6, a.

BURIAL Badly decayed child, apparently intact, head W. on left side. Skull and upper torso only preserved with beads and amulets at neck. Figure 6, b.

23-3-370 B 2 RBBrW. beakers, traces R.Pol. H. 10.95 and 11.85 cm. 17, Figure 6. [DEBRIS]

634 B (see below 23-M-214).

635a B 15 tiny blue faience ring beads, type of Figure R, VI j. [ON BODY]

b B Fragment of a blue faience rosette pendant, type of Figure T, III a. [ON BODY]

23-M-210 B Hollow gold Udjat: welded halves, no details. L. 1.3 cm. Figure 6, d, 1/1. [AT NECK]

23-M-211 B Blue faience Udjat: cut face, back plain. L. 1.6 cm. Figure 6, d, 1/2. [AT NECK]

212 B 3 faience Udjats: openwork. L. 0.9 cm. Figure 6, d, 1/3-5. [AT NECK]

213 B 1 faience Udjat: in rectangular frame. L. 1.3 cm. Figure 6, d, 1/6. [AT NECK]

214 B and 23-3-634 16 blue faience amulets: fly with Sekhmet-head and disc. L. ca. 1.5 cm. Figure 6, d, 2/11-11. C.f. 23-M-382 from W678 (Figure 9, p. 12). [AT NECK]

215 B Steatite scarab set in corroded silver band. Seal face obscured. 0.95 x 0.65 cm. Figure 6, c; d, 2/12. [DEBRIS OF GRAVE]

216a-c B 3 silver and 1 gold ball beads. D. 0.65 cm.; 1 faience tubular. L. 1.3, D. 0.25 cm. Figure 6, d, 1/7, 8, 2/13. [DEBRIS OF GRAVE]
W 620 (2-6)? and (6-12)? Map 2-E. Figure 7.

**NO SUPERSTRUCTURE**

**NO CHAPEL**

**NO STAIR**

**GRAVE** Rectangular pit-grave E-W. III A. 210 x 64 - 45 (denuded). Prop. No. 3.3. Intact.

**BURIALS**

Lower, and earlier: adult negroid skeleton extended on back, head W. in traces of wooden box coffin: no objects.

Upper, and later: small adult female extended on back, head W. in remains of bead net but without coffin. Figure 7, a, b.

23-M-235 K Many faience beads of mummy-net of usual types, not recorded in detail. See Figure 7, b, from upper burial.
W 662 (2-6)? Map 2-E. *Figure 8.*

**SUPERSTRUCTURE** Traces mud-brick, size not obtainable. Bricks 26 x 13 x 8 cm.

**NO CHAPEL**

**NO STAIR**

**GRAVE** Rectangular pit-grave EW. III A. 206 x 78 - 43 cm. Prop. No. 2.6+.

**BURIAL** Intact. Adult extended on back, head W., in traces wooden anthropoid(?) coffin, with bead net and girdle of barrel beads. *Figure 8 a, d.*

23- 3-715a,b; 720a,b K Net of faience beads on body: blue cylinder, blue, red, black and white ring. Not measured. See Figure 8, d.

715c: 720c-e K Girdle of barrel beads *in situ* at waist: 16 carnelian, 16 obsidian(?), 8 corroded silver (originally at least 14). In order: 2 carnelian, 2 obsidian, 2 silver, and repeat. L. of beads ca. 1.8 cm. *Figure 8, c.*

819 (23.432) Twin alabaster vase with separately made necks. H. 4.2, W. of pair 5.8 cm. *Figure 8, b.*
W 861 (2-6) Map 2-E. Figure 9.

**No Superstructure**
**No Chapel**
**No Stair**

**Grave** Shallow irregular pit-grave EW. 143 x 43 - 30 cm. Prop. No. 3.3+. 

**Burial** Intact. Half grown child (L. 110 cm.) extended on back, head W., hands on pelvis. No trace of coffin or net. Objects in situ. Figure 9, a. 

**Note:** Grave partly under Super. of W 741 (see Map) and hence older.

Figure 9

23- 3-631 (23.1459) Blue faience amulet: Fly with Lion’s head (Sekhmet?) crowned with disc and uraeus. H. 3.8 cm. Figure 9, b, c. [BESIDE LEGS OF BURIAL]

**Note:** Cf. the similar but smaller amulets of this type in W 603 (above) 23-M-214. Both graves are those of children. The only other example known to the writer comes from the E. Palace at Kawa: Kawa II p. 192, 8Z [868] and Pl. XCVI a.

23- 3-632 and 719a B 92 faience flower beads, bored lengthwise. L. 0.9 cm. XIII e, Figure 9. [FROM NECK AND BESIDE LEGS]

633 and 719b B Over 30 faience ring beads, type of Figure R, VI j. D. 0.2 to 0.3 cm. [NEAR LEGS AND A FEW AT NECK]

718 B Steatite scarab. 1.15 x 0.8 x 0.57 cm. Figure 9, d. [AT NECK]

W 486 (3-4) Map 3-D. Figures 10, 11.

**Superstructure** Traces ferricrete rubble mastaba, not defined.

**No Chapel**

**No Stair**

**Grave** Wide pit-grave EW. III B. 215 x 127 - 123. Prop. No. 1.7 -.

**Burial** No trace preserved. Pottery and other objects in situ. Figure 10 a-d.

23- 3-86 B CRBrW. pot, Wh.slip. H. 35.0, D. 30.3 cm. 1, Figure B. [#1]

23- 3-87 B Gritty HBkW. jar with two handles, red exterior. H. 41.5, D. 25.2 cm. 3, Figure B. [#2]

88 B Shallow bronze bowl, cracked. H. 5.9, D. ca. 17.6 cm. Figure 11, a. [#4]

89 (1 in B) Two deep bronze bowls, cracked, type of Figure N, 11. H. 10.1 and 10.3, D. ca. 12.3 cm. [#3, 6]

90 B Thin RBrW. cup. H. 4.8, D. 6.2 cm. 9, Figure A. [#11]

91 B FBrW. bottle, broken. H. 12.65, D. 6.5 cm. 34, Figure A. [#5]
Figure 10
23- 3- 144 B PDbW. ribbed jar with two handles. In frags. H. 21.0 cm. Figure 11, k, 3/23. | [AT x]

119 B 2 blue faience scarabs, inscribed. 1.3 x 0.9 x 0.65 cm. Figure 11, f. | [DEBRIS]

120 B 2 faience scarabs, inscribed. 0.8 x 0.6 x 0.4 cm. Figure 11, g. | [DEBRIS]

123 B 2 amethyst scaraboids, uninscribed. Base 0.8 x 0.7 cm. Figure 11, n, 2, 3. | [DEBRIS]

124 B 3 amethyst double cone beads, type of Figure R, III d. ca. 0.85 x 0.75 cm. | [DEBRIS]

125 B 1 green pebble pendant. L. 1.2 cm. Figure 11, k, 3/9. | [DEBRIS]

131 B Faience Udjat: molded, details black, back plain. Figure 11, k, 4/10. | [DEBRIS]

132 B 3 steatite Udjats: openwork, both sides alike. Hand cut. L. 1.1 to 1.8 cm. Figure 11, i; k, 4/2-7. | [DEBRIS]

133 B Faience Udjat: molded and retouched, back plain. L. 1.7 cm. Figure 11, k, 4/6. | [DEBRIS]

134 B Faience Udjat: openwork, molded and retouched, back plain. L. 2.2 cm. Figure 11, j; k, 4/11. | [DEBRIS]

135 B 9 faience Udjats: molded, black details, plain backs. L. 1.6 to 1.9 cm. Figure 11, k, 5/3-11. | [DEBRIS]

136 B 2 faience Udjats: molded, plain backs. L. 1.7 and 1.8 cm. Figure 11, k, 6/3. | [DEBRIS]

137 B 2 faience Udjats: cut, both sides alike. L. 1.9 cm. Figure 11, k, 6/4. | [DEBRIS]

138 B 3 faience Udjats: molded, black details, back plain. L. 2.4 to 2.9 cm. Figure 11, k, 6/6-8. | [DEBRIS]

140 B 20 split cowries (perhaps from two bracelets). Figure 11, k, row f. | [DEBRIS]

144 B PDbW. ribbed jar with two handles. In frags. H. 29.4, D. 21.0 cm. g. Figure B. | [AT x]
WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROE

W 503, 567

W 503 (3-4) Map 3-D. Figures 12, 13.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE
NO CHAPEL
NO STAIR

GRAVE
Roughly rectangular pit-grave EW. with trenches at both ends. III D. 280 x 163 - 97 cm. Prop. No. 1.7+.

BURIAL
Plundered out; objects disturbed. Figure 12, a, b.

23- 3-81
B White quartzite rubber: flat face polished. 8.4 x 4.5 x 2.8 cm. Figure 13, e. [DEBRIS]

151
K Frags. of large bronze basin with two vertical loop handles. D. ca. 42.5 cm. Figure 13, a. [#1]

152a
K Frags. of a bronze vessel with vertical walls (perhaps a deep bowl). Rim turned over a lead core. D. ca. 25.0 cm. Figure 13, b. [#7]

152b (24.880) Yellow limestone vase with separately made neck. H. 20.8, D. 8.1 cm. Figure 13, c. [#6]

153
B CRW footed cup in fragments. White slip(?). H. 11.9, D. 14.8 cm. 20, Figure A. [#8]

154
B RW Zamzamiyeh, white slip. H. 12.7, W. 10.5, Tk. 8.4 cm. 31, Figure 12, a. [#9]

155 (+23-M-710) B 119 blue faience disc beads, type of Figure R, VI m. D. ca. 0.9 cm., strung with ca. 275 ostrich shell disc beads, D. ca. 1.0 cm. Order not recovered [#9]

156
B Misc. beads and amulets. [DEBRIS]

a) 3 blue-grey stone barrel beads, type of Figure R, II b. L. 1.15 cm.

W 567 (3-6) Map 2-D. Figure 14.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE
NO CHAPEL
NO STAIR

GRAVE
Wide rectangular pit NE-SW. III C. 160 x 108 - 100. Prop. No. 1.5-.

BURIAL
Plundered out. Objects disturbed, mostly in S. corner. Figure 14, a.

Note: W 515 is superimposed over N. corner of W 567, is shallower and clearly later.

23- 3-298
K Gold mounted steatite(?) scarab, inscribed. 1.0 x 0.65 cm. over all. Figure 14, b; c, 1. [DEBRIS]

299
B Blue faience amulet: Uraeus(?) like 23-M-96 in W 609 (below, p. 37). H. 1.25 cm. Figure 14, c, 2. [DEBRIS]

300
B Faience amulet: Hathor-head like 23-M-96 in W 609 (below, p. 37). H. 1.0 cm. Figure 14, c, 3. [DEBRIS]

b) Few thin blue faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V a. D. 0.55 cm.

c) Fragmentary faience amulet: Anubis. H. ca. 3.0 cm. Figure 15, d.

d) Frag. of a faience suspension ring from an amulet.

B Frag. of a silver(?) figure with Atet-crown and hands extended, palms up. Corroded; missing from waist down. Technique: an iron rod of D. 0.4 cm. runs vertically through mass of white plaster, over which is the thin metal shell. H. from waist up 4.6 cm. Figure 12, c.

B Frags. of a blue faience round topped plaque: in relief Haroeris on crocodile holding scorpion, snakes, etc. Ring shank (perhaps 23-3-156 d above) missing. Figure 12, d; g 1. [#2]

B Frags. of a blue faience round topped plaque with incised decoration: tree, giraffe, and disc with pendant uraei. Possibly the back of 707 split off, but its position in grave makes this unlikely. Figure 12, e; g 2. [#3]

B Blue faience amulet ca. complete. Seated hawk-headed figure with complex crown, holding Ankh. H. 11.0, W. 6.5 cm. Figure 12, f; g, 3. [#4]

Note: This is a duplicate of 19-3-1120 found in Ku. 52, and appears to have come from the same mold. Cf. RCK I, Pl. LIV a, 3/7.
SELECTED TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

K Potsherds: [DEBRIS]
a) Frags. PDbW. jar, type of Figure B, D. rim ca. 9.5 cm.
b) Frags. RBrW. bowl. D. 20.0 cm. 21, Figure A.
c) Misc. sherds of RW. one R. Pol.

B Pottery: [DEBRIS]
a) Frags. of RBrW. jar. H. 33.2, D. 21.8 cm. 2, Figure B.
b) Frags. similar to a.

23-M-430, 433 (24-546) Girdle of agate barrel beads, type of Figure R. II c, and shell disc beads, type of Figure R, VI f. Order: 5 barrel, 3 to 4 disc, and repeat. Figure 15, d. [AT WAIST # 1]

431 (24-547) Chaplet of 7 blue Udjats, openwork, black details, flat backs. L. 2.0 to 2.5 cm. Figure 15, e. [ON BROW # 2]

432 (23.866) Glazed steatite scarab, inscribed. 1.8 x 1.4 x 0.7 cm. Figure 15, d, e. [BODY DEBRIS]

434-436 B Band beads as follows: 28 gold, Figure 15, f; 27 red glass paste; 26 bue frit. All of same form and size. L. 0.15 to 0.25, D. 0.25 to 0.3 cm. [BODY DEBRIS]

W 715 (3-6)? Map 2-E. Figure 15.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE
NO CHAPEL
NO STAIR

GRAVE Wide pit EW. with two holes at W. end only. III C. 188 x 111 - 46. Prop. No. 1.7 - .

BURIAL Intact. Adult skeleton on right side, head W. Objects in situ. Figure 15, a, b.

Note: In contact with W 731 which is intruded into its E. end and is presumed later.

23-3-705a,b B 2 similar bronze bowls, type of Figure N. 11. One broken. H. 10.1, D. ca. 12.0 cm. [AT W. END # 3, 4]

706 K Potsherds: Frags. CRBrW. and PDbW. ribbed. Forms not recovered. [DEBRIS]

Figure 14
Figure 15
### W 761 (3-6) Map 2-F. Figure 16.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23-M-467</td>
<td>B 14 blue faience scarab beads, type of Figure S, XIV b. (Workman X). Not measured. Figure 16, g, 8 lower. [#1 AT NECK]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>468</td>
<td>B Quartzite pebble pendant, bored. H. 0.8 cm. Figure 16, g, 9 lower. [BODY DEBRIS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>469 (23.806)</td>
<td>Blue faience amulet: Squatting ape (Workman Z). H. 1.5 cm. Figure 16, g, 10 lower. [#1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470</td>
<td>B 2 faience amulets: Pataikos(?). H. 1.3 and 1.6 cm. Figure 16, g, 10 upper, 11 lower. [#1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>471</td>
<td>K 86 faience amulets: Standing Isis(?). H. 1.3 to 1.6 cm. Figure 16, g, 11-14 upper, 12-14 lower. [#1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>472</td>
<td>K 73 carnelian barrel beads, type of Figure R, II c. L. 1.0 to 1.2 cm. [GROUP #2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>473</td>
<td>B 9 red glass paste barrel beads, type of Figure R, II c. L. 1.0 to 1.1 cm. [GROUP #2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>474</td>
<td>B About 150 gold band beads. L. 0.12, D. 0.2 cm. Figure 16, d. [#1 AT NECK]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 475 | B Many beads as follows:  
| a) | Many shell disc beads, type of Figure R, VI n. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm. [GROUP #2]  
| b) | Faience ring beads, type of Figure R, VI t-u. D. 0.4 to 0.55 cm. [BODY DEBRIS]  
| c) | Ca. 20 faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.5 to 1.65 cm. [BODY DEBRIS]  
| d) | 9 red glass paste band beads, type of Figure R, VI d. D. 0.2 cm. [BODY DEBRIS]  
| e) | Included in 474 above. [BODY DEBRIS]  
| f) | 2 blue frit multiple band beads, type of Figure R, VI d. L. 0.35 cm. [BODY DEBRIS]  
| g) | Hollow gold cylinder beads, burst open, filled with grey cement. L. 1.7, D. 0.5 cm. Not drawn. [BODY DEBRIS] |

### W 786 (3-6) Map 2-F. Figure 17.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23-3-578</td>
<td>B Broken bronze bowl. H. 10.4, D. 12.2 cm. [#5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>579</td>
<td>K Bronze bowl. H. 8.1, D. 10.9 cm. Figure 17, c. [66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>580</td>
<td>B Bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 4. H. 6.9, D. 12.1 cm. [#7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>581a</td>
<td>B Frags. PDbW. pot. H. ca. 15.5, D. ca. 15.3 cm. Figure B, 11. [DEBRIS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b,c</td>
<td>Sherds of RBrW. and frags. thick walled alabaster. Discarded. [DEBRIS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-M-503</td>
<td>K 1 pair crescent band gold hair-rings. D. ca. 1.5 cm. Figure 17, f, 1, 2/l. [#9 AT NECK]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
23-M-504  
K 1 pair gold basket earrings. 1.4 x 1.3 cm. Figure 17, f, 1/2. [#10 AT NECK]

505  
B 155 faience Udjats and fragments, cut: 90 blue, L. 1.1 to 1.8 cm.; 65 yellow, L. 0.95 to 1.7 cm. Figure 17, f, 1/2-3. [#8 DIadem]

506  
B 1 steatite Udjat cut from base of an old scarab, with remains of bee hieroglyph on back. L. 0.8 cm. Figure 17, f, 1/9. [DEBRIS]

507 (24.545) 95 carnelian barrel beads, type of Figure R, VI. L. 0.25 to 0.3 cm. Figure 17, f, 4/6-8. [#1 GIRDLE]

508a(24.541) About 500 shell disc beads, type of Figure R, VI. D. 0.15 cm. [DEBRIS]

Note: The two previous items formed a girdle with groups of 4 to 5 barrel beads alternating with grouped disc beads of equivalent length. See Figure 17, b.

508b  
B 16 purple glass band beads, type of Figure R, VI. L. 0.25 to 0.3 cm., and one cowrie shell. [DEBRIS]

509  
B 8 red glass paste barrel beads, type of Figure R, VI. L. 0.8 cm. Figure 17, f, 4/9-12. [DEBRIS]

510  
B 1 gold barrel bead, type of Figure R, II. L. 1.05 cm. Figure 17, f, 3/1. [DEBRIS]

511  
B 3 gold band beads. L. 0.3 to 0.4 cm. Figure 17, f, 3/2, 3. [DEBRIS]

512  
B 5 gold ring beads. D. 0.3 cm. Figure 17, f, 4/5. [DEBRIS]

513  
B 3 carnelian barrel beads. D. 0.3 cm. Figure 17, f, 3/6, 7. [DEBRIS]

514  
B 15 garnet band beads, type of Figure R, VI d. [DEBRIS]

515  
B Blue faience decorated cylinder bead. L. 1.15 cm. Figure 17, f, 2/9. [DEBRIS]

516  
B 22 blue faience scarab beads, type of Figure S, XIV. L. 0.35 cm. Figure 17, f, 3/8. [DEBRIS]

517  
K 14 large blue faience cylinder beads. L. 2.2, D. 0.8 cm. Figure 17, f, 4/1-3. [#1 AT NECK]

518  
B 4 barrel beads, 3 silver, 1 electrum. L. 1.6 cm. Figure 17, d, f 4/13. [#1 AT NECK]

Note: The two preceding items may have formed a necklace, but their grouping was not recovered.

519  
B 1 blue faience barrel bead. L. 1.8, D. 0.7 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS]

520  
K Blue frit scarab, inscribed. Legs cut free from base. 1.7 x 1.3 x 0.8 cm. Figure 17, e. [DEBRIS]

521  
B Brown pebble. 2.5 x 1.0 x 0.5 cm. Figure 17, f, 4/5. [DEBRIS]

522  
B Lump of lead ore. 1.5 x 1.2 X 1.2 cm. Figure 17, f, 4/1. [DEBRIS]

523  
B Misc. beads as follows: [DEBRIS]
31 blue frit cylinder, L. 0.6 cm.; 104 silver band, L. 0.26 to 0.4 cm.; 9 blue faience ring, D. 0.6 cm. Not illustrated.

524  
B Pair of bronze armlets, wire above left elbow. D. 5.2 cm. [#4]

525  
B Pair of silver wire armlets, below left elbow. D. 4.9 cm. [#3]

W 832 (3-6)? Map 2-F. (approximate only) Figure 18.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE
NO CHAPEL
NO STAIR

GRAVE  
Rectangular pit-grave E-W. with 4 corner holes, III C. 192 x 74 - 58. Prop. No. 2.6. - Figure 18, a.

BURIAL  
Decayed bones of a small child on left side, head W. in full sized grave, apparently intact but too decayed for photography. Amulets, etc. apparently in situ on remains of body.

23-3-602 (24.941) Bronze bowl with incised decoration all over. H. 10.9, D. ca. 12.0 cm. Figure 18, e. [WEST OF HEAD]

23-M-620 (23.771) Blue faience amulet: Double standing figure on crocodiles: One side Pataikos with scarab on head; the other side a hawk-headed figure. H. 3.7 cm. Figure 18, e. [ON BODY]

23-M-621  
K Carnelian pendant: sun barque and disc(?). H. 4.4, W. 3.05 cm. Figure 17, h, 1-3/1. [ON BODY]

622 (23.838) Silver amulet: standing Amun with two-feather headdress (broken). Ring at back. H. 3.1 cm. Figure 18, h, 2, 3/2. [ON BODY]

623 (23.839) Silver amulet: standing hawk-headed figure with two-feather headdress (incomplete). H. 2.1 cm. Figure 18, h, 2, 3/3. [ON BODY]

624  
B Ostrich shell disc: relief spiral on one face, hole through center. D. 1.7, Tk. 0.25 cm. Figure 18, h, 1/2. [BODY DEBRIS]

625  
K Hollow gold cupped disc with ring welded to back. D. 1.4, Tk. 0.55 cm. Figure 18, h, 2/4. [BODY DEBRIS]
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Figure 18
23-M-626  K Solid gold amulet: seated Isis suckling Horus. H. 1.5 cm. Figure 18, f; h, 2/5. [BODY DEBRIS]

627  K Hollow gold amulet: standing Isis suckling Horus in relief. H. 1.18 cm. Figure 18, h, 1/3. [BODY DEBRIS]

628  K Solid gold amulet: seated boy wearing double crown. H. 1.4 cm. Figure 18, h, 1/4. [BODY DEBRIS]

629  K 6 gold amulets: gold wire twin boys; two rings on back of each. H. 1.1 cm. Figure 18, h, 1/5-7, 2/6-8. [BODY DEBRIS]

630  K 6 lapis amulets: seated boy with side-lock. (One in Boston). H. 1.1 cm. Figure 18, h, 1/9. [BODY DEBRIS]

631  K 3 gold imitation cowries, pierced at both ends. L. 1.7 cm. Figure 18, h, 1-3/10. [BODY DEBRIS]

632  K Pair of gold hair-rings(?). D. 1.0, W. 0.04 cm. Figure 18, h, 3/7, 8. [BODY DEBRIS]

633  K 7 hollow gold twin barrel beads. L. 0.5, W. 0.65 cm. Figure 18, h, 3/4-6. [BODY DEBRIS]

634  K Large blue faience Udjat. Modelled one side only, black details. L. 7.8 cm., Tk. 1.2 to 1.4 cm. Figure 18, h, 1-3, 11. [BODY DEBRIS]

635  K Blue faience amulet: Sow, fine work. L. 2.3 cm. Figure 18, g. [BODY DEBRIS]

636  K Steatite scaraboid in gold frame: both faces inscribed. L. 1.0 x 0.7 x 0.3 cm. Figure 18, d. [BODY DEBRIS]

637  B 4 carnelian bottle pendants. H. 1.2 to 1.3 cm. III d, Figure T. [GRAVE DEBRIS]

638  B 1 carnelian ball bead. D. 0.4 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS]

639  B Faience heads as follows: [GRAVE DEBRIS] Ca. 300 ring, D. 0.3 to 0.6 cm.; 1 barrel, L. 0.4, D. 0.4 cm.; ca. 55 band, type of Figure R, VI d, L. 0.3 cm.

640  B Misc. beads: [GRAVE DEBRIS] a) 1 carnelian barrel. L. 0.32, D. 0.35 cm. b) 7 carnelian ball. D. 0.28 to 0.31 cm. c) 1 lapis ball. D. 0.28 to 0.32 cm. d) 1 red glass paste ball. D. 0.31 cm. e) 6 shell disc. D. 0.38 to 0.73 cm.

641  B Split cowrie shells. 17 apparently at both wrists of burial and 8 more in grave debris. [AT WRISTS AND IN DEBRIS]

642  B Bowl of a bronze spoon, handle missing. L. 10.8 cm. Figure 18, b. [BESIDE BRONZE BOWL W. OF HEAD]

W 508 (4-5) Map 2-D. Figure 19.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE
NO CHAPEL
NO STAIR
GRAVE  Irregular pit-grave E.W., denuded. III B. 157 x 83 - 37. Prop. '0.1 g-. Figure 19, a.

BURIAL  Traces of body of a very small child on right side, head W. apparently disturbed. Group of amulets (#4) disturbed near E. end of grave. Figure 19, a, b.

23-3-163  B Bronze bowl. H. 6.7, D. ca. 15.5 cm. Figure 19, c. [N. OF HEAD]

164  K Broken bronze cup with another corroded inside it. H. 7.1, D. ca. 8.75 cm. Figure 19, d. [N. OF HEAD]

165  K DbW. vase in fragments, and parts of another. H. 14.9, D. ca. 8.0 cm. 36, Figure A. [GRAVE DEBRIS]

166  K Misc. [GRAVE DEBRIS] a) 3 small frags. alabaster. b) 5 blue faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V b. c) 3 garnet ring beads like those in 23-M-187 below.

23-M-172  K Large faience amulet: Ptah with atef-crown. H. 8.2 cm. Figure 19, h, 1/1. [GROUP 4]

173  K Faience amulet: Pataikos on crocodiles, hawks on shoulders, scarab on head. On back figure of Sekhmet with drooping wings. H. 5.7 cm. Figure 19, g; h, 1/2. [GROUP 4]

174  K Faience amulet: Pataikos, scarab on head, worn. H. 3.2 cm. Figure 19, h, 1/3 lower. [GROUP 4]

175  K Faience amulet: Bes. H. 2.5 cm. Figure 19, h, 1/3 upper. [GROUP 4]

176  K Faience amulet: Bes, incomplete. H. 5.2 cm. Figure 19, h, 1/4. [GROUP 4]

177  K Faience amulet: seated Sekhmet suckling a boy. Openwork. H. 7.2 cm. Figure 19, h, 1/5. [GROUP 4]

178  K Faience amulet: seated Isis and Horus, incomplete. H. 6.0 cm. Figure 19, h, 1/6. [GROUP 4]

179  K 2 faience amulets: seated Sekhmet, both incomplete. H. 4.4 cm. Figure 19, h, 1/7, 8, lower. [GROUP 4]
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Figure 19
23-M-180  B Faience amulet: Isis and Horus, incomplete. H. 2.3 cm. Figure 19, h, 1/7 upper. [GROUP 4]
181  B Faience amulet: seated Sekhmet, incomplete. H. 2.3 cm. Figure 19, h, 1/8 upper. [GROUP 4]
182  B Faience amulet: seated Isis and Horus, incomplete. H. 4.7 cm. Figure 19, h, 2/1. [GROUP 4]
183  B Faience amulet: Nefertum, incomplete. H. 6.0 cm. Figure 19, h, 2/2. [GROUP 4]
184  B Faience amulet: hawk, double crown broken off. H. without crown 4.3 cm. Figure 19, h, 2/3. [GROUP 4]
185 (23.755) Faience amulet: 2 frogs on base, with 2 threading holes. 2.7 x 1.6 cm. Figure 19, h, 2/4 upper. [GROUP 4]
186 (23.753) Oval plano-convex steatite plaque with Hathor-head in relief on obverse; incised dec. on reverse. Suspension ring above. H. 3.85 cm. Figure 19, f; h, 2/4 lower. [GROUP 4]
383 B Complete bronze bowl, type of Figure 11. H. ca. 14.0 cm. [#29]
384 K Bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 11. H. ca. 16.4, D. ca. 16.75 cm. [#27]
384A B Bronze beaker. H. 12.4, D. 10.9 cm. Figure 22, d. [INSIDE #29]
385 (23.77B) Bronze basin, cracked, type of Figure O, 10. Simple bail handle. H. 11.5, D. ca. 29.8 cm. [#28]
385A B Bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 11. H. 11.7, D. 11.9 cm. [#31]
386 K Bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 11. In fragments, with cloth adhering. D. ca. 15.2 cm. [#30]
386A K Bronze bowl, base broken, type of Figure N, 11. D. 13.2 cm. [#32]
387 K Bronze bowl in fragments, type of Figure N, 11. H. ca. 13.7, D. over 13.0 cm. [#33]
Figure 20
Figure 25
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23-3-387A  B  Deep bronze bowl. H. 12.9, D. ca. 13.8 cm. Figure 22, e. [#35]

388  K 5 bronze bowls, type of Figure N, 11. All broken. D. ca. 11 to 12 cm. [#36-40]

389 (24.962) Bronze vase with single handle. Seated ape on top of handle. Band of incised decoration with debased hieroglyphic inscription around body. H. 29.1, D. 7.4 cm. Figure 22, a, e. [#34]

390  K  Bronze colander with loop handle and flaring rim. Perforations decayed. D. 13.8 cm. Figure 23, a. [#41]

391a,c-e  K 4 bronze bowls, type of Figure N, 11, more or less complete [#42, 46-48]
   a) D. ca. 13.0 cm.
   b) D. ca. 11.5 cm.
   c) H. 8.5, D. ca. 19.0 cm.
   d) D. ca. 13.5 cm.

391b  B  Broken bronze bowl as preceding. H. 13.8, D. ca. 14.0 cm. [#43]

392a,b  B 2 bronze disc mirrors with tangs.
   a) Cloth adhering. H. 18.7, W. 16.5, Tk. 0.27 cm. Figure 23, d. [#44]
   b) Cloth and part of a string of silver wire beads adhering. H. 19.9, W. 18.3, Tk. 0.4 cm. Figure 23, e. [#45]

393  K  Bronze basin, broken, type of Figure 0, 10. H. 13.8, D. 32.5 cm. [#49]

394  K  Broken bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 23. Not measured. [#51]

395  B  DbW. vase, incomplete. H. 6.75, D. 4.7 cm. Figure 23, f. [#52 UNDER #12]

396a,b (23.781, 782) 2 ivory sticks with ape(?)-beads, and fragments, of another.
   a) L. 9.75, D. 0.75 cm. [#20]
   b) L. 6.8, D. 0.55 cm. [#55 UNDER #39]
   Figure 23, 0, 1/5, 6.

397  B 2 silver bracelets, corroded together, one inside the other. D. 6.2, W. 2.1, Tk. 0.2 cm. Figure 23, f. [#17]

398  B 4 ivory convex discs and fragments of 10 more, incised markings: 6 crosses and 10 parallel lines. (Game pieces, associated with 23-3-375 and 396 above.) D. 2.4 to 2.65, Tk. 0.4 to 0.6 cm. Figure 23, 0, 2, 3/1. [#19 AND WITH #15]

399  K Various potsherds: [GRAVE DEBRIS]
   a) Rim frag. RBrW. jar. Tk. 0.9 cm.
   b) Fraggs. RBrW. cup, R.Pol. D. rim 7.8 cm. Figure A.
   c) RBrW. sherds, handmade. Tk. 0.5 cm.
   d) Sherds of a PDbW. vase, type of Figure A, 36.
   e) Sherds of large PDbW. jar.
   f) Rim frag. grey ware.

400  B  Fragments of a small bronze knife. W. 1.3, Tk. 0.2 cm. Figure 22, f. [#52 UNDER #4]

23-3-401 (23.784a + b) Pair of blue frit ear-studs, one larger than the other. H. 2.85 and 2.9, D. 3.25 and 3.3 cm. Figure 23, O, 1/3, 2/2. [#11]

402 (23.786a + b) Pair of polished quartzite studs, one larger than the other. H. 1.65 and 1.8, D. 1.5 and 1.65 cm. Figure 23, O, 3/2, 3. [#13]

403a  B  Yellow sandstone tablet, both sides incised, broken. 7.1 x 3.9 x 0.95 cm. Figure 23, L; O, 1/4. [DEBRIS]

b  K 2 yellow sandstone game pieces(?). H. 2.3 and 2.5, D. 1.8 and 1.9 cm. Figure 23, O, 3/2, 4. [DEBRIS]

404  K Bronze and iron fragments: [DEBRIS]
   a) Fragment iron knife. L. 8.0, W. 2.45, Tk. 0.4 cm. Figure 22, g.
   b) Fragment of an iron blade (unclear). L. 12.6 cm.
   c) Bronze adze-like tool or model. L. 4.1, W. 2.05, Tk. 0.2 cm. Figure 23, b.

405a  B  Fragments, small alabaster vase. H. 6.05, D. 3.0 cm. Figure 20, h. [DEBRIS]

b  B  Steatite oval disc with hole through center. 3.5 x 3.9, Tk. 1.1 cm. [DEBRIS]

c  B  Spiral shell. L. 4.3 cm. [DEBRIS]

d  K 15 blue faience cylinder beads. L. 1.3 to 2.2 cm. [DEBRIS]

e  K 3 faience ring beads. D. 0.5 cm. [DEBRIS]

f  K 1 ostrich shell disc bead. D. 0.6 cm. [DEBRIS]

g  B  White quartzite pebble, one roughly flat face. 5.9 x 4.3 x 2.1 cm. [DEBRIS]

406a  B  Upper part of a blue faience vessel with scalloped mouth. H. 4.2 cm. Figure 23, h. [DEBRIS]

b  B  Ca. 15 silver ring beads, stuck together, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.4 cm. [DEBRIS]

c  K  Fragments of a red sandstone rectangular socket. 18.0 x 11.5 x 12.4 cm. [DEBRIS]

407a (24.879)  Alabaster vase in form of a bound gazelle. Slate horns, eye sockets empty, red filled triangle on forehead and nose, plug at tail end. L. 17.6, W. 6.1, H. 8.0 cm. Figure 21, b-e. [#1]

b  B  Alabaster vase similar to preceding. Horns missing, head separately made, no tail plug. L. 17.2, W. 6.4, H. 8.2 cm. Figure 21, c-f. [#2]

k  B  Alabaster vase similar to 407a and b. Head missing, tail plug with tail indicated. L. 15.4, W. 7.1, H. 8.2 cm. Figure 21, d, g. [#3]

K  Glazed steatite scarab, worn, anciently repaired(?). L. 4.5; W. 3.4, Tk. 1.9 cm. Figure 23, b. [#10]

2  K  Carnelian scarab, uninscribed. 1.2 x 1.1 x 0.7 cm. Figure 25, b-e, 1/7. [GROUP 16]

3  K  Glazed steatite scarab, inscribed. 1.3 x 0.9 x 0.6 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 1/2. [GROUP 16]

4  K  Glazed steatite scarab, inscribed. 2.1 x 1.5 x 0.7 cm. Figure 25, b-e, 1/3. [GROUP 16]

5  K  Glazed steatite scaraboid, inscribed. 2.2 x 1.3 x 0.8 cm. Figure 25, b-e, 1/4. [GROUP 16]
K Glazed steatite plaque, inscribed. 1.75 x 1.0 x 0.65 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 1/5. [GROUP 18]

7 K Glazed steatite plaque, inscribed. 1.5 x 1.1 x 0.5 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 1/6. [GROUP 18]

8 K Glazed steatite plaque, inscribed. Not measured. Figure 25, b-c, 1/7. [GROUP 18]

9 K Glazed steatite seal: U'djat in relief, base inscribed. 1.9 x 1.1 x 0.7 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 2/7. [GROUP 18]

10 K Glazed steatite plaque: Two rows of scarabs on back, base incised Imu twice. 1.9 x 1.1 x 0.6 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 2/5. [GROUP 18]

11 K Glazed steatite plaque: U'djat on back, base inscribed. 1.45 x 1.1 x 0.5 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 2/2. [GROUP 18]

12 K Glazed steatite plaque: U'djat on back, base inscribed. 1.45 x 1.1 x 0.45 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 2/3. [GROUP 18]

13 K Glazed steatite scaraboid: U'djat on back, base inscribed. 1.9 x 0.95 x 0.5 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 3.4. [GROUP 18]

14 K Rectangular carnelian plaque set in gold band, uninscribed. 1.9 x 1.2 x 0.6 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 2/6. [GROUP 18]

15 K Blue faience scarab, worn; inscribed. 1.5 x 1.1 x 0.6 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 1/7. [GROUP 18]

16 K Glazed steatite scaraboid, cowrie back, inscribed. 1.5 x 0.8 x 0.45 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 2 3/2. [GROUP 18]

17 K Blue faience scarab, inscribed. 1.5 x 1.1 x 0.8 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 3/2. [FLOOR DEBRIS]

18 K Rectangular lapis plaque in gold frame, uninscribed. 1.7 x 1.27 x 0.53 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 2 3/2. [GROUP 18]

19 K Glazed steatite scarab, inscribed. 1.5 x 1.2 x 0.5 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 3/4. [GROUP 18]

20 K Worn faience scarab, inscribed. 1.4 x 1.0 x 0.6 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 3.5. [GROUP 18]

21 K Worn faience scarab, inscribed. 1.8 x 1.4 x 0.7 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 3 6/7. [FLOOR DEBRIS]

22 K Glazed steatite scaraboid, inscribed. 1.55 x 1.0 x 0.5 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 3 7/10. [FLOOR DEBRIS]

23 K Worn steatite scarab, inscribed. 1.35 x 1.0 x 0.55 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 4 1/10. [GROUP 14]

24 K Steatite scarab, slightly worn, inscribed. 1.35 x 0.95 x 0.65 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 4 2/5. [GROUP 14]

25 K Steatite scarab, slightly worn, inscribed. 1.2 x 0.85 x 0.6 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 4 3/5. [GROUP 14]

26 K Lapis cartouche plaque, one side inscribed, 1.4 x 1.0 x 0.55 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 4 4/7. [WITH #17]

27 K Lapis cartouche plaque, uninscribed, one side convex, 1.95 x 1.1 x 0.5 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 4 5/7. [GROUP 15]

23-M-28 K Rectangular lapis plaque, bored lengthwise. Broken, silver ring at each end of hole. 1.35 x 1.0 x 0.45 cm. Figure 25, b-c, 4/6. [FLOOR DEBRIS]

29 (23.818) Blue faience playing piece, hole through head. H. 2.7 cm. Figure 24, b, 1/1. [GROUP 16]

30 B Blue faience amulet: Hathor-head, back plain. H. 3.55 cm. Figure 24, b, 1/2. [GROUP 16]

31 B Blue faience amulet: Bes, hand cut. H. 3.3 cm. Figure 24, b, 1/3. [GROUP 16]

32 B Blue faience amulet: Bes, hand cut. H. 3.8 cm. Figure 24, b, 1/4. [GROUP 16]

33-36 B 4 faience amulets: Pa'takis. H. 2.85 to 3.8 cm. Figure 24, b, 1/5-8. [GROUP 16]

37 (23.819) Incomplete faience amulet: 4 apes supporting a recumbent ram or lion, with protective hawk behind. Not clear. H. 2.6 cm. Figure 23, i; 24, b, 1/9. [GROUP 16]

38-40 B 3 blue faiience amulets: hawks with double crown. H. 2.7 to 3.1 cm. Figure 24, b, 2/1-3. [GROUP 16, 23, AND DEBRIS]

41 K Blue faience amulet: hawk, crown missing. H. 1.9 cm. Figure 24, b, 2/4. [GROUP 16]

42 B Blue faience amulet: hawk with double crown. H. 2.4 cm. Figure 24, b, 2/5. [GROUP 16, 23, DEBRIS]

43 K Blue faience amulet: hawk with double crown. H. 2.9 cm. Figure 24, b, 2/6. [GROUP 16]

44 K Bronze amulet: hawk with double crown. H. 2.6 cm. Figure 24, b, 2/7. [FLOOR DEBRIS]

45 (23.820) Blue faiience amulet: sun barque bearing scarab, plain back. L. 3.1, H. 3.0 cm. Figure 24, b, 3/1. [GROUP 14]

46 (23.821) Worn soapstone amulet: Bes, modelled both sides. H. 6.1 cm. Figure 24, b, 3/2. [GROUP 14]

47 (23.822) Faded blue faiience amulet: pair of Ba-birds. H. 3.3 cm. Figure 24, b, 3/3. [GROUP 14]

48 K Red faience amulet: seated Nephthys. H. 3.8 cm. Figure 24, b, 3/4. [GROUP 14]

49 K Blue faience amulet: Hathor-head, plain back. H. 3.2 cm. Figure 24, b, 3/5. [GROUP 14]

50 B Blue faience amulet: Isis suckling Horus, black details. H. 5.0 cm. Figure 24, b, 3/6. [GROUP 23]

51 B Worn blue faience amulet, seated ape. H. 2.6 cm. Figure 24, b, 2/8. [GROUP 23]

52-55 B 4 blue faiience amulets: frogs. L. 0.95 to 1.3 cm. Figure 24, b, 1/10-12, upper, 12 lower. [GROUP 23]

56 K Blue faience amulet: frog like 52-55 above. Figure 24, b, 1/11 lower. [GROUP 23]

57 K Blue faience amulet: pair of frogs. L. 0.8 cm. Figure 24, b, 1/10 lower. [GROUP 23]

58 (23.823) Blue faiience amulet: Isis suckling Horus. H. 1.6 cm. Figure 24, b, 2/9. [FLOOR DEBRIS]

59 B Blue faience amulet: boy with side-lock. H. 1.9 cm. Figure 24, b, 2/10. [GROUP 16]
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23-M-60 (23.824-826) 7 faience flower pendants: 2 red, 5 blue (4 in B, unregistered). H. 1.4 cm. Figure 24, b, 2, 11 upper, middle, lower. [GROUP 21 AND DEBRIS]

61 K Lapis amulet: Pataikos, scarab on head, gold studs under arms. H. 2.6 cm. Figure 24, b, 3/7 upper. [GROUP 15]

62 B Lapis amulet: Pataikos as preceding, gold studs missing. H. 2.4 cm. Figure 24, b, 3/8 upper. [GROUP 15]

63 (23.827) Lapis amulet: Pataikos like preceding: one stud missing. H. 2.9 cm. Figure 24, b, 3/8 lower. [GROUP 15]

64 B Lapis amulet: Pataikos, two gold studs. H. 29 cm. Figure 24, b, 3/9. [GROUP 15]

65 (23.828) Worn hard stone amulet: One side Pataikos, the other hawk-headed. H. 3.3 cm. Figure 24, b, 3/7; e. [GROUP 15]

66 B 3 blue faience Udjats: both faces in relief, black details. L. 4.3 cm. Figure 24, a, 8, 1-2. [GROUP 15]

67 B 5 blue faience Udjats: molded face, back knife dressed. L. 3.2 cm. Figure 24, a, 6, 1-2. [GROUP 15]

68 K 2 blue faience Udjats: molded face, black details, back knife dressed. L. 3.3 cm. Figure 24, a, 3, 1-2. [GROUPS 16 + 21]

69 B Blue faience Udjat: molded face, back plain. L. 2.8 cm. Figure 24, a, 7 1-7. [GROUPS 16 OR 21]

70 B 4 blue faience Udjats: openwork, one side molded, back plain. L. 2.8 cm. Figure 24, a, 8, 3, 4. [GROUPS 16 AND 21]

71 B 4 blue faience Udjats: face molded, back plain. L. 2.7 to 3.3 cm. Figure 24, a, 6, 5-4. [GROUPS 16 AND 21]

72, 73 B 19 glass paste Udjats: 10 red, 9 blue: both sides molded. L. 1.7 cm. Figure 24, a, 5, 9, 4, 3. [GROUPS 16 AND 21]

74 B 39 blue faience Udjats: openwork, hand cut sides. L. 1.5 to 1.9 cm. Figure 24, a, 1, 2, 3, 2, 3. [GROUPS 16 AND 21]

75 B 11 yellow faience Udjats: type of 74 preceding. L. 1.1 to 1.2 cm. Figure 24, a, 1, 2, 4, 5. [GROUPS 16 AND 21]

76 B 8 blue faience Udjats: type of 74 above. L. 1.1 to 1.2 cm. Figure 24, a, 1, 2, 4, 5, 7. [GROUPS 16 AND 21]

77 B 6 red glass paste Udjats: hand cut, plain flat back. L. 0.8 cm. Figure 24, a, 1-3/8. [GROUPS 16 AND 21]

78 B 10 white stone Udjats: like 77 preceding. L. 0.8 cm. Figure 24, a, 3/5, 5/5, 6. [DEBRIS]

79 K Crystal Udjat: one side only cut. L. 1.5 cm. Figure 24, a, 4/5. [DEBRIS]

80 K Amethyst matrix Udjat: one side cut. L. 1.9 cm. Figure 24, a, 8/5. [DEBRIS]
23-M-104  B 1 blue faience Uraeus: both sides alike. (Workman X.) H. 1.9 cm. Figure 25, a, 2/10. [#15]

23-M-134  B 27 garnet beads, type of Figure R, III d. L. 0.45 to 0.7, D. 0.4 to 0.55 cm. [DEBRIS]

135,136  B 4 amethyst ball beads, type of Figure R, I a. D. ca. 0.85 cm. [DEBRIS]

137  B 8 green glazed quartz ball beads. D. 0.7 to 0.9 cm. [DEBRIS]

138  B 1 green glazed quartz heavy ring bead. L. 0.5, D. 0.8 cm. [DEBRIS]

139  B 1 lapis cylinder bead. L. 4.3, D. 1.0 cm. [DEBRIS]

140  B 2 blue frit cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V c. L. 1.5 cm. [DEBRIS]

141  B 2 porphyry barrel beads, type of Figure R, II b. L. 2.2 cm. [DEBRIS]

142  B 2 glass (or amethyst matrix?) barrel beads, type of Figure R, II b. L. 1.65 and 1.75 cm. [DEBRIS]

143  B 1 red glass paste barrel bead, type of Figure R, II b. L. 1.85 cm. [DEBRIS]

144  B 10 blue frit ribbed beads. L. 0.4 to 1.1, D. 0.6 to 1.1 cm. III j, Figure R. [DEBRIS]

145  B 1 red glass paste ribbed ball bead. D. 1.1 cm. I e, Figure R. [DEBRIS]

146  B 1 blue frit pendant, L. 1.2, W. 0.35 cm. Figure 23, n. [DEBRIS]

147  B 7 blue frit ball beads, type of Figure R, I a. L. 0.15 to 1.5 cm. [DEBRIS]

148  B 1 blue frit irregular band bead. L. 0.6, D. 0.7 cm. [DEBRIS]

149  B a) 1 blue frit barrel bead. L. 1.3 cm. II c, Figure R. [DEBRIS]

    b) 1 ribbed steatite barrel bead. L. 1.3 cm. II g, Figure R. [DEBRIS]

150  B 2 lapis flower beads. L. 1.4 cm. XIII c, Figure S. [DEBRIS]

151  K 182 gold band beads strung together. L. 0.15 to 0.2, D. 0.3 cm. [GROUP 12]

152  K 134 gold band beads strung together. L. 0.2 to 0.3, D. 0.3 cm. [GROUP 12]

153  K 262 gold band beads strung together. L. 0.1 to 0.15, D. 0.25 cm. [GROUP 12]

154  K 419 gold ring beads strung together. L. 0.05 to 0.25, D. 0.25 cm. [GROUP 12]

155,156  B 73 gold band beads. L. 0.05 to 0.1, D. 0.15 to 0.25 cm. [GROUP 12]

157  K 625 gold disc beads. L. 0.05 to 0.25, D. 0.45 cm. [GROUP 12]

158  K String of 366 electrum disc beads like 157 preceding. [GROUP 12]

159  B 2 gold earrings, bent. D. 2.4, Tk. 0.4 cm. Figure 23, m. [DEBRIS]

160  K 1 crushed gold cylinder. L. 1.9, D. 1.7 cm. [DEBRIS]

161  B Piece of gold wire with another wound spirally around it. L. ca. 5.0, D. 0.15 cm. Figure 23, k. [DEBRIS]
Figure 26
23-M-306  K 3 faience amulets: Shu. H. 1.55 to 2.0 cm. Figure 28, a, 1/6-8. [GROUP 18 AT NECK]

307  K 2 faience amulets: Hawk. H. 1.3 and 1.4 cm. Figure 28, a, 1/9, 10. [GROUP 18 AT NECK]

308  K Faience amulet: seated cat, head missing. H. 1.3 cm. Figure 28, a, 1/11. [GROUP 18 AT NECK]

309  B+K 7 faience amulets: crocodile. L. 1.8 to 1.9 cm. Figure 28, a, 1/12, 13. [GROUP 18 AT NECK]

310  K 2 blue faience Udjats. Molded, black details, flat back. L. 2.0 cm. Figure 28, a, 2/1, 3/2. [GROUP 18 AT NECK]

311 (23.332) and K 2 gold cowries. L. 2.6 cm. Figure 28, a, 4/3, 4. [GROUP 12, BESIDE HEAD]

312 (23.440) and K 2 gold ornaments. H. 1.5, D. 0.85 cm. Figure 28, a, 3/3. [#16]

313  K Gold hollow disc pendant, 2 halves molded, with suspension ring. D. 0.8, Tk. 0.4 cm. Figure 28, a, 3/5. [GROUP 14 AT NECK]

314 (23.368-371) and K 7 gold amulets: twin boys with side-lock. H. ca. 1.3 cm. Figure 28, a, 2/3-9. [GROUP 14 AT NECK]

315  K Solid gold amulet: Isis suckling Horus. H. 1.62 cm. Figure 28, a, 2/10. [GROUP 14 AT NECK]

23-M-306 (23.380) Solid gold amulet: Hippo. L. 1.2 cm. Figure 28, a, 2/11. [GROUP 14 AT NECK]

317 (23.381) Solid gold amulet: Sow. L. 1.0 cm. Figure 28, a, 2/12. [GROUP 14 AT NECK]

318 (23.375) Hollow gold Udjat: welded halves. L. 1.15 cm. Figure 28, a, 2/2. [GROUP 14 AT NECK]

319  K 9 gold cylinder beads. L. 0.8, D. 0.3 cm. Figure 28, a, 3/6. [GROUP 14 AT NECK]

320 B Cylindrical silver charm case, corroded. L. over rings 3.3, D. 1.25 cm. Figure 27, e; 28, a, 4/6. [BODY DEBRIS]

321 B 2 electrum conical pendants (electrum ball bead stuck to lower end of one when found). L. 3.6 cm. Figure 28, a, 4/7, 8. [BODY DEBRIS]

322 B 7 silver amulets: double wedge, face incised with flower decoration. L. 1.0 to 1.2 cm. Figure 27, f; 28, a, 3/11-13. [BODY DEBRIS]

323 K 2 electrum ball beads. D. 0.5 cm. Figure 28, a, 3/4. [BODY DEBRIS]

324 (23.1458) 1 complete and fragments of 7 blue faience Udjats, elaborately decorated and inlayed. Very fine work. L. 4.1 cm. Figure 27, g; 28, a, 4/5. [GROUP 15 BY RIGHT ARM]
### Figure 28

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B 18</td>
<td>blue and yellow faience lentoid beads with scalloped edges. D. ca. 0.8 cm.</td>
<td>Figure 28, a, 4/9 upper. [DEBRIS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B 16</td>
<td>natural shells. L. 1.0 cm.</td>
<td>Figure 28, a, 4/9 lower. [DEBRIS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B 18</td>
<td>Girdle of 18 blue faience Bes amulets, strung with shell disc beads as spacers. H. 4.2 to 5.3 cm.</td>
<td>Figure 28, b. [#17 AT WAIST]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W 634 (4-6)</td>
<td>Map 2-E. Figure 29.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO SUPERSTRUCTURE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO CHAPEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO STAIR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAVE</td>
<td>Wide pit-grave without holes SE-NW. III B. 168 x 93 - 90. Prop. No. 1.8#. Partially overlaid by shallower W 621, which is clearly later.</td>
<td>Figure 29, a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURIAL</td>
<td>Half-grown child on right side, head NW. Missing from waist down due to intrusion of W 621 and partial plunderings. Objects in NW. half of grave appear to be in situ.</td>
<td>Figure 29, a.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

K Bronze cup, rim broken. H. 8.3, D. 10.9 cm. Figure 29, b. [#3 IN W. CORNER]

K RBrW. bowl, red washed inside and on rim, in frags. H. 10.6, D. 14.1 cm. Figure 29, c. [#4 IN W. CORNER]

B Pair of electrum crescent earrings. D. ca. 1.2, W. max. 0.25 cm. Figure 29, d, t/1, 2. [#2 AT HEAD]

B 2 glazed steatite decorated short cylinder beads. L. 0.8, D. 0.36 cm. Figure 29, d, t/3, 4. [AT NECK #1]
B Steatite twin scarab, base inscribed _Mn-hpr-Rr_.
0.6 x 0.6 x 0.3 cm. Figure 29, d, i/5. [AT NECK]

B Blue frit amulet: Pataikos. H. 0.75 cm. Figure 29, d, i/6. [AT NECK]

9  _Udjats:_ 4 faience, 1 carnelian, 2 lapis, 2 gold.
L. 0.4 to 0.6 cm. Figure 29, d, i/7-11. [AT NECK]

4 gold barrel beads, type of Figure R, II c. L.
0.6, D. 0.5 cm. Figure 29, d, i/12, 13. [AT NECK]

B 23 gold cylinder, band, and ring beads. L. 0.15
to 0.55, D. 0.25 to 0.3 cm. Figure 29, d, i/14-18.
[AT NECK]

B 1 gold barrel bead, type of Figure R, II c. L.
0.45, D. 0.25 cm. [AT NECK]

B Carnelian beads as follows: [AT NECK]
a) 1 double cone. L. 0.7, D. 0.6 cm. b) 3 ribbed
ball. L. 0.35 to 0.45, D. ca. 0.7 cm. c) 2 ball.
D. 0.6 and 0.7 cm. d) 15 small ball. D. 0.3 to
0.4 cm. e) 3 small barrel. L. 0.4 cm. Figure 29,
d, i/19-22.
23-M-261 B Misc. stone beads as follows: [AT NECK]
   a) 1 black and white ball. D. 0.55 cm.; b) 3 black and white cylinder, 0.28 cm. Figure 29, d, 1/23; c) 3 carnelian cylinder. L. 0.23, D. 0.32 cm.; d) 3 amethyst cylinder. L.0.22, D. 0.28 cm.; e) 1 crystal double cone, L. 0.22, D. 0.3 cm.; f) 13 misc. lapis cylinder and barrel, L. 0.25 to 0.55, D. 0.2 to 0.25 cm.

262 B Blue faience amulet: Thocris. H. 2.4 cm. Figure 29, d, 2/1.

263 B Blue faience amulet: Sekhmet. H. 2.0 cm. Figure 29, d, 2/2. [AT NECK]

264 B Silver amulet: Boy with side-lock, corroded. H. 1.7 cm. Figure 29, d, 2/3. [AT NECK]

265 B Bronze amulet: Boy, corroded. H. 1.9 cm. Figure 29, d, 2/4. [AT NECK]

266 B Gold amulet: Boy, made of wire. H. 1.3 cm. Figure 29, d, 2/5. [AT NECK]

267 B 2 faience amulets: boys. H. 1.4 and 1.55 cm. Figure 29, d, 2/6, 7. [AT NECK]

268 B Red glass amulet: Ape, corroded. H. 1.45 cm. Figure 29, d, 2/8. [AT NECK]

269 B 2 crystal amulets: Ape's, corroded. H. 1.05 cm. Figure 29, d, 2/9, 10. [AT NECK]

270,271 B 2 faience amulets: Ape's. H. 1.3 cm. Figure 29, d, 2/11, 12. [AT NECK]

272 B 2 faience amulets: Perhaps Bes(?). H. 0.95 cm. Figure 29, d, 2/13, 14. [AT NECK]

273 B Glazed steatite amulet: Animal(?). L. 0.61 cm. Figure 29, d, 2/15. [AT NECK]

274 B Faience amulet: Seated cat. H. 1.1 cm. Figure 29, d, 2/16. [AT NECK]

275,276 B 2 faience amulets: Frogs. L. 0.9 and 1.1 cm. Figure 29, d, 2/17, 18. [AT NECK]

277 K Red glass amulet: Ram's head. H. 1.1 cm. Figure 29, d, 2/19. [AT NECK]

23-M-278 K Carnelian Udjat. L. 1.3 cm. Figure 29, d, 3/1. [AT NECK]

279 B 2 red glass Udjats: worked on one side. L. 1.1 and 1.2 cm. Figure 29, d, 3/2, 3. [AT NECK]

280 K 6 carnelian bottle pendants. H. 1.55 cm. Figure 29, d, 3/4, 5. [AT NECK]

281 B 2 carnelian amulets: turtle(?). H. 1.2 and 1.3 cm. Figure 29, d, 3/6-7. [AT NECK]

282 B 4 lapis Udjats, worked one side only. L. 0.6 to 0.72 cm. Figure 29, d, 3/8-11. [HEAD + NECK]

283,284 B 7 scarab amulets: 4 faience, 3 carnelian. L. 0.8 to 0.9 cm. Figure 29, d, 3/12-17. [HEAD + NECK]

285 B 4 blue faience Udjats: black details, backs flat. L. 1.9 to 2.0 cm. Figure 29, d, 4/1, 2. [HEAD + NECK]

286 B 6 blue faience Udjats: L. 0.82 to 1.4 cm. Figure 29, d, 4/3-6 upper, 5-7 lower. [HEAD + NECK]

287 K 5 red glass Udjats: Green patinated. L. 0.95 to 1.2 cm. Figure 29, d, 4/7 upper, 5-7 lower. [HEAD + NECK]

288 B 3 quartzite Udjats: L. 1.0 to 1.1 cm. Figure 29, d, 4/8 upper and lower. [HEAD + NECK]

289 B Mother of pearl Udjat: L. 1.1 cm. Figure 29, d, 4/9 upper. [HEAD + NECK]

290 B 7 white quartzite Udjats: L. 0.8 to 0.9 cm. Figure 29, d, 4/10 upper, 10, 11 lower. [HEAD + NECK]

291 B 5 serpentine Udjats: L. 0.6 to 0.8 cm. Figure 29, d, 4/11, 12 upper, 12-13 lower.

292 B Misc. beads: [FLOOR SWEEPINGS]
   a) 20 faience cylinders. L. 1.4, D. 0.25 cm.; b) 1 faience ball, D. 0.85 cm.; c) 1 faience ribbed double-cone. D. 0.8 cm.; d) 1 faience ribbed ball, type of Figure R. I e, D. 0.8 cm.; e) 1 faience ball, D. 0.72 cm.

293 K Misc. beads as above. [FLOOR SWEEPINGS]

W 671 (4-6) Map 2-E. Figures 30, 31.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE
NO CHAPEL
NO STAIR
GRAVE Rectangular pit-grave EW. III A. 286 x 120 - 65 cm. Prop. No. 2.4. Figure 30, a.

BURIAL Intact. Adult male extended on back, head W. in rectangular wooden coffin and traces of inner anthropoid case. All objects apparently in situ, including remains of a bead net with red face and winged scarab on chest. Figure 30, a, b.

23- 3-486 (24.945) Small alabaster vase, knob, handles, decayed. D. 3.7 cm. Figure 30, c.
   [#1 INSIDE HEAD END OF OUTER COFFIN]

23- 3-487 K Tiny alabaster bowl. H. 2.1, D. 3.8 cm. Figure 30, d. [#5 INSIDE HEAD END OF OUTER COFFIN]

488 K Alabaster vase, knob handles. H. 6.5, D. 3.05 cm. Figure 30, e.
   [#2 INSIDE HEAD END OF OUTER COFFIN]

489 (24.945) Alabaster vase, knob handles. H. 5.7, D. 3.1 cm. Figure 30, f.
   [#3 INSIDE HEAD END OF OUTER COFFIN]

490 K Alabaster vase, knob handles. H. 6.95, D. 3.85 cm. Figure 31, a.
   [#4 INSIDE HEAD END OF OUTER COFFIN]

491 (24.887) Alabaster vase, knob handles. H. 5.0, D. 3.95 cm. Figure 31, b. [#10 OVER PELVIS]
23-3-492 K Faience beads out of place:  
[OVER BODY, DISPLACED]
   a) Faded cylinder beads. L. 1.0 to 1.35 cm.
   b) Red, black, blue, and white ring beads. D. 0.3 to 0.55 cm.

23-M-360 K Glazed steatite scarab, worn, inscribed. 2.4 x 1.75 x 1.0 cm. Figure 30, g-h, 6.  
[NECKLACE #6, 2ND FROM LEFT]

361 K Blue faience button seal: rosette back, base inscribed. D. 2.7 cm. Figure 30, g-h, 4.  
[NECKLACE #6, 5TH FROM LEFT]

362 (23.858) Steatite circular seal: rosette back, base inscribed. D. 1.5 cm. Figure 30, g-h, 5.  
[NECKLACE #6, 3RD FROM LEFT]

363 K Steatite cartouche plaque, base inscribed. 1.7 x 1.05 x 0.4 cm. Figure 30, g-h, 2.  
[NECKLACE #6, 8TH FROM LEFT]

364 (23.859) Grey steatite scarab, base inscribed Dd-kr-Rt “Shabako”. 1.3 x 0.9 x 0.65 cm. Figure 30, g-h, 3.  
[NECKLACE #6, 4TH FROM LEFT]

365 (23.860) Glazed faience scarab in silver band, inscribed. 1.6 x 1.1 x 0.8 cm. Figure 30, g-h, 1.  
[NECKLACE #6, LEFT END]

366 (23.861) Oval steatite scaraboid set in gold bank, inscribed. 1.3 x 1.05 x 0.55 cm. Figure 30, g-h, 7.  
[NECKLACE #6, POSITION UNCLEAR]

367 K Glazed steatite scarab, inscribed. 1.0 x 0.7 x 0.5 cm. Figure 30, g-h, 8.  
[NECKLACE #6, 6TH FROM LEFT]

368 (23.862) Glazed steatite scarab, flower design. 1.5 x 1.2 x 0.7 cm. Figure 30, g-h, 9.  
[NECKLACE #6, 7TH FROM LEFT]

369 K Glazed steatite scarab, flower design. 1.3 x 0.9 x 0.5 cm. Figure 30, g-h, 10.  
[NECKLACE #6, 9TH FROM LEFT]

370 (23.857) Blue faience openwork plaque, flat back. H. 4.3, W. 3.4 cm. Figure 31, e, 4.  
[NOT LOCATED]

371 (23.359) Cylindrical stone pebble enclosed in openwork gold casing. H. 1.5, D. 0.7 cm. Figure 31, e, 3 lower.  
[#9 ON LEFT WRIST]

372 K Natural gold nugget, pierced. 1.4 x 0.9 x 0.5 cm. Figure 31, e, 3 upper.  
[#8 AT LEFT WRIST]

373 K Lapis amulet: four headed standing ram(?). L. 1.6 cm. Figure 31, e, 2 upper.  
[#8 AT LEFT WRIST]

374 K Lapis amulet: uraeus with lion head. H. 1.7 x L. 1.4 cm. Figure 31, e, 2 lower.  
[#8 AT LEFT WRIST]

375 B Amazon stone amulet: offering-table(?). 2.5 x 2.0 x 0.6 cm. Figure 31, e, 1.  
[#7 NEAR RIGHT FOREARM]

376 B Fragment of a silver plaque, perhaps an offering-table with objects in relief (?). L. 2.5, H. 2.4 cm. Figure 31, e, 5 lower.  
[NOT LOCATED]

377 B Tiny silver bucket with bail handle. Traces of relief design. Bail of a second vessel adhering. H. 5.6, bucket H. 3.9, D. 1.4 cm. Figure 31, e, 5 upper.  
[NOT LOCATED]

378 K Bead mummy-net: Red face, scarab on breast, diamond mesh net over whole body. See Figure 30, b.  
[OVER BODY]
W 678 (4-6)? Map I-D. Figure 32.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE
NO CHAPEL
NO STAIR

GRAVE Rectangular pit-grave E-W. III A. 140 x 54 – 58. Prop. No. 2.6 –.

BURIAL Intact. Half-grown child extended on back, head W., in rectangular wooden coffin. No trace of bead net. Objects in situ. Figure 32, a.

23-3-514 B RBrW. beaker, R.Pol. H. 10.4, D. 9.4 cm. 16, Figure A. [#1 AT HEAD, OUTSIDE COFFIN]
515 B RBrW. cup, R.Pol. H. 9.8, D. 8.0 cm. 14, Figure A. [#2 AT HEAD, OUTSIDE COFFIN]

23-M-379 (23.801) Faience openwork plaque: above, 2 seated hawk and ram-headed figures; below, two apes adoring. Plain back. 3.8 x 2.8 cm. Figure 32, d, 1. [AT NECK OR CHEST]

380 (23.802) Faience amulet: Pataikos holding small figure of Bes. H. 2.7 cm. Figure 32, d, 2. [AT NECK OR CHEST]

381 B Blue faience column amulet. H. 2.5 cm. Figure 32, d, 3. [ON CHEST]

23-M-382 B 25 faience fly amulets: molded, with lion’s head, disc, and uraeus. H. 1.5 to 1.6 cm. Figure 32, b; d, 4-6 upper. cf. 23-M-214 from W 603, p. 9 above. [AT NECK AND CHEST]

383-384 B 160 blue and 140 black faience barrel beads, type of Figure R, II c. L. 0.5 to 0.7, D. 0.35 to 0.45 cm. Figure 32, d, 7, 8 upper, 5-10 lower. [AT NECK]

385 B 1 hollow gold barrel bead. L. 0.35, D. 0.5 cm. Figure 32, c; d, 4 lower. [AT NECK]

386 B Misc. beads: [DEBRIS OF BODY]
a) 1 white quartzite cylinder, type of Figure R, V d. D. 0.6 cm.; b) 2 blue faience cylinder, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.7, D. 0.35 cm.; c) 1 blue faience double cone, type of Figure R, III c. L. 0.8, D. 0.75 cm.; d) 1 blue faience ribbed barrel, type of Figure R, II i. L. 0.45, D. 0.5 cm.; e) 1 shell disc, type of Figure R, VI i. D. 0.7 cm.; f) ca. 150 faience ring, D. 0.2 to 0.4 cm.

387 B Indeterminate fragments of a bronze vessel — not measured, not illustrated. [DEBRIS]

388 B Fragments of an ivory bracelet of triangular section. W. 2.5, Tk. 1.0 cm. [DEBRIS]
Figure 33

W 818 (4-6)? Map 2-F. Figure 33.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE

NO CHAPEL

NO STAIR

GRAVE Rectangular pit EW, III A. 194 x 60 - 48. Proportional No. 3.2 +.

BURIAL Adult skeleton extended on back, head W., in traces of a wooden box coffin. The body appears undisturbed, but no objects were found in situ. The later grave W 833 was intruded over W 818 and this appears to have led to disturbance of the grave goods though not of the body. Figure 33, a, b.

23- 3-599
g B 6 blue faience ring beads, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.5 cm. [DEBRIS]
h B 1 faience rosette bead, type of Figure S, XII a. [DEBRIS]
i B Fragment of charred wood. 1.3 x 0.9 cm. [DEBRIS]

23-M-603

B 1 yellow faience Udjat, cut both sides. L. 0.8 cm. Figure 33, c, 1/1. [DEBRIS]

604

B 1 blue faience Udjat, cut both sides. L. 1.2 cm. Figure 33, c, 1/2. [DEBRIS]

605

B 2 blue faience Udjats: molded, black details, flat back. L. 1.2 cm. Figure 33, c, 1/2. [DEBRIS]

606

B 7 faience rosette beads. D. 0.75 cm. XII a, Figure S. [DEBRIS]

607

B Misc. as follows: [DEBRIS]
a) 4 faience ball beads, type of Figure R, I a. D. 0.8 to 1.0 cm.
b) 1 faience double cone bead. L. 0.7, D 0.8 cm.
c) 2 blue faience cylinder beads. L. 0.6 and 0.8, D. 0.5 cm. V'd, Figure R.
d) ca. 40 blue faience ring beads, type of Figure R, VI g, strung together. D. 0.5 cm.
e) 2 split cowrie shells. Not illustrated.
W 585 (5-6) Map 2-E. Figure 34.

**NO SUPERSTRUCTURE**

**NO CHAPEL**

**NO STAIR**

**GRAVE** Rectangular pit-grave E-W. III A, 228 x 88 – 40. Prop. No. 2.6 –.

**BURIAL** Intact. Young adult female extended on back, head W. Outer rectangular box coffin, traces anthropoid inner coffin and bead net. Objects in situ. Cut through older denuded and plundered grave W 586 of which leg bones and a few beads only remain. Figure 34, a, b.

**23-3-358** K Faience beads of net: [SCATTERED OVER BODY AND IN DEBRIS]

a) Cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V b. L. 0.85 to 1.3, D. 0.2 to 0.35 cm.
b) Ring beads, type of Figure R, VI j, red, black and blue. D. 0.3 to 0.45 cm.

c) 1 broken multiple ring bead. L. 1.2, D. 0.3 cm.

23-M-198 K Gold signet ring on index finger of left hand. Bezel, welded to ring, is a cartouche with incised name of TAHARQA. H. 1.9, W. 2.5 cm. Figure 34, c (hand copy of name); d, 1/1. [#1 ON LEFT HAND]

199 K 2 natural gold nuggets, both worn and pierced for stringing. [NEAR EARS OF BODY]
a) 1.1 x 0.7 x 0.4 cm. Not illustrated.
b) 1.1 x 0.9 x 0.5 cm. Figure 34, d, 2/1.

200 B Pair of corroded silver ear-studs. L. 1.4, D. 1.2 cm. Figure 34, d, 1/2, 3. [#3]

201 B Amazon stone set in gold band with gold tube lengthwise below. L. 1.3 cm. Figure 34, d, 2/2; e. [#4 UNDER #3]

202 B Natural chip of amazon-stone bored as a pendant. L. 1.8 cm. Figure 34, d, 2/3. [#2]

W 520 (4-8)? Map 2-D. Figure 35.

**NO SUPERSTRUCTURE**

**NO CHAPEL**

**NO STAIR**

**GRAVE** Broken down, ill defined. Oriented N.S. Depth ca. 28 cm. Proportions unclear.

**BURIAL** Intact. Very young child, loosely contracted on right side, head N. No trace of coffin. Objects in situ. S. end of W 520 intrudes into W 518 which is shallower. N. end cut into by W 528 of same depth. Figure 35, a, b.
WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROE

Figure 35

23-3-184
K a) Fragments of bronze ribbed bowl. H. ca. 6.1, D. ca. 11.6 cm. Figure 35, c. [#2]
b) Fragments of CRBrW. cup, type of Figure A, 8. H. 8.5, D. ca. 11.8 cm. [DEBRIS]
c) Sherd of thick RBrW. R.Pol. Tk. 0.8 cm. [DEBRIS]

243
B 8 faience amulets: Pataikos. H. 1.7 to 2.05 cm.
Figure 35, d, 1/1. [ON BODY]

244
B 7 faience Udjats, cut, openwork. L. 1.9 to 2.2 cm. Figure 35, d, 1/2. [#1]

23-3-245
B White quartzite pebble pendant. L. 1.5 cm. Figure 35, d, 2/1. [#3]

246
B Beads as follows: [DEBRIS]
a) a few blue faience ring beads. Figure 35, d, 2/2.
b) a few shell disc beads. D. 0.21 cm. Not illustrated.
c) 14 cowries strung as a necklace. See Figure 35, b. [BEHIND HEAD]

W 846 (ca. 4-8) Map 2-E. Figures 36-38.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE

NO CHAPEL

NO STAIR

NOT A GRAVE Roughly circular pit E-W 60 x 53-40.

CONTENTS A deposit of vessels, amulets, scarabs, and beads of unknown purpose. Figure 36, a, b.

23-3-699
K Few shell disc beads of D. 0.65 cm. Grouped in pairs and spaced ca. 0.5 cm. apart. (See Figure 36, b.) [#4]

23-M-654
K Red glass paste amulet: ram's head with projecting uraeus, the latter bored transversely. H. 3.2 cm. Figure 36, d, 1. [GROUP 2]

655
K Bronze amulet: ram's head like 654. H. 2.4 cm. Figure 36, d, 2. [GROUP 2]

656 (23.337)
Solid gold amulet: seated Isis suckling Horus. H. 3.2 cm. Figure 36, d, 3. [GROUP 2]

657
K Gold amulet: twin boys of wire. H. 1.5 cm. Figure 36, d, 4 lower. [LOCATION?]

658
K Solid gold drop pendant. H. 0.8, D. 0.4 cm. Figure 36, d, 4 upper. [LOCATION?]
SELECTED TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

Figure 36
Figure 37
SELECTED TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

23-M-659 K Steatite (?) amulet: ram’s head. (Workman X.) H. 1.1 cm. Figure 36, d, 5 upper. [LOCATION?]
660 K Blue faience amulet: frog, crude, no base plate. L. 0.92 cm. Not illustrated. [LOCATION?]
661 K White specked grey stone bottle pendant. H. 1.3 cm. Figure 36, d, 5 lower. [LOCATION?]
662 K White specked black stone drop pendant. H. 1.2 cm. Figure 36, d, 6 lower. [LOCATION?]
663 B Misc. beads: [GROUP I]
a) 1 garnet double cone. L. 0.6, D. 0.5 cm.
b) carnelian double cone. L. 0.35, D. 0.5 cm.
c) 6 blue faience conical beads. (Workman X.) L. 0.55 to 0.6, D. 0.4 to 0.53 cm. Figure 36, d, 6 upper.
d) 10 blue frit band beads. L. 0.3, D. 0.25 cm.
e) 2 blue frit barrel. L. 0.25, D. 0.28 cm.
f) 6 faience ring beads: 1 red, 2 white, 3 blue. D. 0.4 to 0.45 cm.
g) 4 red faience multiple ring beads. D. 0.3 cm.
h) 65 shell disc beads. D. 0.65 cm.
664 B Fragments of ivory inlays, undecorated, the largest 2.6 x 1.9 x 0.3 cm. [LOCATION?]
665 (23748) Blue faience amulet: Bes. H. 5.7 cm. Figure 36, e, f, 1/1. [GROUP 2]
666 (23747) Blue faience amulet: Ptah with scarab on head, apes on shoulders; back, Sekhmet with drooping wings. H. 4.8 cm. Figure 36, e, f, 1/2. [GROUP 2]

23-M-667 (23752) Blue faience amulet: Ptah standing on crocodiles, apes on shoulders, ram’s head on head; back pillar with illegible hieroglyphic inscription. H. 6.8 cm. Figure 36, e, f, 2/3. [GROUP 2]
668 (23749) Blue faience amulet: Ptah standing on crocodiles, apes on shoulders, scarab on head; back, winged Sekhmet. H. 6.0 cm. Figure 36, e, f, 2/1. [GROUP 2]
669 (23751) Blue faience amulet: Ptah standing on crocodiles, apes on shoulders, vulture with spread wings on head; plain back. H. 7.3 cm. Figure 36, e, f, 2/2. [GROUP 2]
670 (23750) Blue faience amulet: Ptah wearing Atef crown: plain back. H. 4.5 cm. Figure 36, e, f, 1/3. [GROUP 2]
671 K Blue faience amulet: Ptah standing on crocodiles, wearing Atef crown; back, winged Isis. H. 6.6 cm. Not illustrated. [GROUP 2]
716 B Group of 191 scarabs and scaraboids of steatite and pale amethyst, as follows: [GROUP 1] Nos. 1–91. Figure 37, a, b. Nos. 1–3 amethyst. Uninscribed. Nos. 92–191. Figure 38. Nos. 162–168 and 177–191 inscribed Tuthmosis III; Nos. 170–172 inscribed Amenhotep III; No. 173 inscribed Ramesses I.

Note: The numbers run from left to right in consecutive rows from top to bottom.
NO SUPERSTRUCTURE

NO CHAPEL

NO STAIR

GRAVE Rectangular pit-grave NE-SW. III B. 1.12 x 0.57 - 0.75. Proportional No. 2.0.

BURIAL Intact. Small child extended on back, head SW. in remains of a wooden box coffin. Objects at neck, waist, and ankles in situ. Figure 39, a, b.

Note: W 652 is intruded into the SW. corner of W 641, which is plundered and older.

23-M-332 K Gold cylindrical charm-case containing black granular organic matter. Over all L. 2.75, D. 0.85 cm. Figure 39, c, 1. [AT NECK #3]

333 K Natural gold nugget, pierced. 1.2 x 1.0 x 0.45 cm. Figure 39, c, 2. [AT NECK #3]

334 K Gold amulet: Hippo in relief on flat plate. L. 1.4 cm. Figure 39, c, 3 upper. [AT NECK #3]

335 K Gold amulet: Sow, technique like 334. L. 1.45 cm. Figure 39, c, 3 lower. [DEBRIS]

23-M-336 K 2 gold cowries, hollow, (or perhaps the two halves of one). L. 1.45 cm. Figure 39, c, 4. [AT WAIST #1]

336 (23-841) Faience scaraboid set in silver band. Back: relief seated hawk-headed figure. Seal inscribed. 1.4 x 1.1 x 0.45 cm. Figure 39, c, 5 lower; d. [AT NECK #3]

337 K Lapis amulet: frog. L. 0.85 cm. Figure 39, c, 5 upper. [DEBRIS]

338 K 2 gold barrel beads. L. 1.55, D. 0.6 cm. Figure 39, c, 6, 7. [AT ANKLES #2]

340 K 5 hollow gold ball beads. D. 0.5 cm. Figure 39, c, 8-10. [AT WAIST #1]

341 K 1 amazon stone ball bead. D. 0.5 cm. Figure 39, c, 11. [DEBRIS]

342 B Few faience ring and barrel beads. Not measured, not illustrated. [AT WAIST #1]

343 B 2 lots of 10 split cowries each. Not measured. [AT WAIST #1 AND ANKLES #2]

Note: Amulets at neck (#3) in the following order, left to right: 23-M-337, 334, 332, and 333. At waist (#1), order not recovered: 23-M-336, 340, 342, and 343.
W 502 (3-9) Map 3-D. Figure 40.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE

NO CHAPEL

NO STAIR

GRAVE     Rectangular pit with 4 corner holes N-S. III C. 235 x 167 - 107. Prop. No. 1.4+. Figure 40, a.

BURIAL   Plundered, no trace of body. Few objects on floor, the rest in debris. Traces of wood (from bed-leg) in NW. corner hole.

23-3-149 B 3 RBrW. beakers, R.Pol. outside, R. washed inside rim. All in fragments. No measurements. 24, Figure A. [§1, 2 AND 4]

150 K Misc. [DEBRIS]
   a) Sherds of CRBrW. Tk. 1.1 cm.
   b,c) Few faded blue faience cylinder and ring beads. Not measured.
   d) 1 ostrich shell disc bead. D. 1.0 cm.

219 K Beryl amulet: scorpion, set in silver frame to which are attached legs, tail, and (vertically on head) disc and horns. L. 2.5 cm. Figure 40, e, f. [DEBRIS]

23-3-220 B Steatite scarab, base inscribed. 1.05 x 0.75 cm. Figure 40, c, d. [DEBRIS]

814 B Ivory inlays: 2 Hathor faces, lotus flowers and stalks, some stained green, and many odd fragments. Figure 40, b. [§3 UNDER §2]

815 B Misc. as follows: [DEBRIS]
   a) 1 blue faience ribbed bead. X c, Figure S. [DEBRIS]
   b) 2 green glass beads and fragments. IX a, Figure S.
   c) 1 lump lead ore.
   d) 2 lumps crude beryl.
   e) 11 small cowries.
   f) (23.1460) 1 green glass frog. Figure 40, f. [DEBRIS]

816 B Lapis scarab, uninscribed. Figure 40, f. [DEBRIS]

817 B Irregular pendant of polished beryl, bored. L. 2.1 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS]

818 K Fragment of blue glazed faience. L. 2.0 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS]

23-M-592 B Misc. fragments of ivory inlays, of which two are drawn. Figure 40, g. [FLOOR DEBRIS]
W 701
WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROÈ

Figure 41
W 701 (5-9) Map 1-E, Figures 41, 42.

**NO SUPERSTRUCTURE**

**NO CHAPEL**

**NO STAIR**

**GRAVE** Rectangular pit EW. with four holes. III C 215 x 118 - 83. Prop. No. 1.8+.

**BURIAL** Intact. Loosely contracted adult on left side, head W., right hand before face. No coffin. Objects in situ. Intruded into the plundered tomb W 735 which is clearly older. Figure 41, a, b.

23- 3-536 B Large bronze basin in fragments, incomplete. Two loop handles rising from bosses riveted to bowl. D. ca. 40.0 cm. Figure 41, c. [#1 AT NE. CORNER]

537 B Bronze basin with two plates for ring handles (missing). Basin, type of Figure O, 10; handle plates like Figure O, 12. H. 8.7, D. 23.3 cm. [#2 AT SE. CORNER]

538 B 2 bronze vessels: [#3 NEAR NW. CORNER]
   a) Bowl like W 609, Figure 22, e (p. 31). H. 11.6, D. 11.7 cm. inside which is
   b) Bronze colander like W 609, Figure 23, a (p. 32). H. 8.9, D. 12.9 cm.

539 K Fragments of a bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 5. H. ca. 12.7, D. ca. 17 cm. [#5 IN NW. CORNER HOLE]

23- 3-540 B Bronze bowl, hole in base, cloth adhering. H. 9.8, D. 15.4 cm. Figure 42, a. [#7 IN SW. CORNER HOLE]

541 B Bronze basin with two loop handles riveted on, in fragments. H. ca. 10.7, D. ca. 37.0 cm. Figure 42, b. [#4 AT NW. CORNER]

542 B Oval polishing stone. 5.7 x 4.15 x 1.9 cm. Not illustrated. [#6 BY SOUTH FOOT]

543 K Fragments of 2 large PDbW. jars, ribbed, white slip. 2 handles. Two have pot marks. H. ca. 50.0, D. 27.0 cm. 4, 5. Figure 42, b. [GROUP 9 AT WAIST]

572 B Bronze mirror. H. 21.6, W. 19.4, Tk. 0.25 cm. Not illustrated. [#6 NEAR SW. CORNER]

23-M-411 (23.843) and K Pair of gold crescent earrings(?). D. 2.8 cm. Figure 41, d, i, 2. [AT HEAD]

412 K Girdle of 60 carnelian double-cone beads. L. 1.5 to 1.9, D. 0.9 to 1.1 cm. Figure 41, d, 3-5; 42, e. [GROUP 9 AT WAIST]

413 B Steatite scarab, chipped, inscribed. 2.35 x 1.6 x 0.8 cm. Figure 41, d, 6; e, i. [ON BODY]

414 B Rectangular steatite plaque, incised on both sides. 1.8 x 0.9 x 0.4 cm. Figure 41, d, 7; 7, 2. [ON BODY]

415 B Lump copper ore. L. 2.1 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS]

416 B 2 lumps lead ore. L. 1.0 and 1.3 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS]
W 701, 507

W 507 (6-9)? Map 2-D. Figure 43.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE
NO CHAPEL
NO STAIR

GRAVE Wide pit EW, vague in outline. III B ca. 162 x 82–38. Prop. No. 2.0–(?). Breaks into the older W 513 to the North, the latter plundered.

K Girdle of 145 short cylinder beads; 73 white quartzite, 37 red glass paste, 35 black glass paste. In order one each, white, red, white, black, and repeat. L. 0.7 to 0.95, D. 0.55 cm. Figure 42, d. [GROUP 9 AT WAIST]

B Long string of shell disc beads. D. ca. 0.55 cm. Not illustrated. [GROUP 9 AT WAIST]

B 44 tiny faience scarab beads, type of Figure S, XIV, b, c. (Workman X.) L. 0.4, W. 0.35 cm. [DEBRIS OF BODY]

23-M-177
B Large faience ball bead. L. 1.1, D. 1.3 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS]

418
B Misc. beads as follows: [DEBRIS]
a) 1 red faience ring. D. 0.4 cm.
b) 7 faience disc. D. 0.55 cm.
c) 1 red glass paste band. L. 0.15, D. 0.15 cm.
d) 5 faience cylinder. L. 0.9 to 1.0, D. 0.4 cm.
e) 1 blue frit multiple ring.

419
B 4 conical shells, pierced. [DEBRIS]

23-M-420
K Girdle of 145 short cylinder beads; 73 white quartzite, 37 red glass paste, 35 black glass paste. In order one each, white, red, white, black, and repeat. L. 0.7 to 0.95, D. 0.55 cm. Figure 42, d. [GROUP 9 AT WAIST]
SELECTED TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

BURIAL

Apparantly intact. Baby (2 to 3 years?) loosely contracted on left side, head W., much decayed. Objects appear in situ. Figure 43, a, b.

23-3-161  K Bronze bowl. H. 9.8, D. rim 10.9 cm. Figure 43, c. [#1]

162  K Fragments of a bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 9. D. ca. 13.0 cm. [#2]

227  B 9 blue faience amulets: seated apes. H. 1.4 cm. Figure 43, d, 11, 12. [GROUP 3]

228  B 3 tiny agate beads: 1 ball, D. 0.25 cm. and 2 barrel, L. 0.3 cm. Figure 43, d, 1. [GROUP 3]

229  B Corroded silver uraeus(?) . H. 1.9 cm. Figure 43, d, 2. [GROUP 3]

230  B Silver Udjat, both sides in relief, and fragments of 2 more. L. 1.25 cm. Figure 43, d, 3. [GROUP 3]

231  B 3 lapis Udjats. L. 1.25 to 1.5 cm. Figure 43, d, 4-5. [GROUP 3]

232  B 9 faience Udjats: cut, openwork, both sides alike. L. 1.7 to 1.9 cm. Figure 43, d, 6-9. [GROUP 3]

233  B Steatite scarab, inscribed. 1.4 x 1.0 cm. Figure 43, d, 10; e. [GROUP 3]

234  B Green faience compound Udjat, cut. L. 1.2 cm. Figure 43, f, 3/1. [GROUP 3]

Note: All the objects above in Group 3 lay on the head and in front of face, but no order could be recovered.

W 651 (2-12)? Map 1-D. Figure 44.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE

NO CHAPEL

NO STAIR

GRAVE

Rectangular pit EW. III A. 255 x 56 - 53. Prop. No. 4.5+. Re-used for burial of a child.

BURIAL

Intact. Body of a small child extended on back, head W. in center of this full-length grave. No trace of coffin. Objects in situ at neck, both wrists and ankles. Figure 44, a, b.
W 793 (2-12)? Map 2-F. Figure 45.

**NO SUPERSTRUCTURE**

**NO CHAPEL**

**NO STAIR**

**GRAVE** Rectangular pit EW. III A. 220 x 59 - 57. Prop. No. 3.7.

**BURIAL** Intact. Adult male extended on back, head W., in traces of a wooden box coffin. Bead net over body has slumped down to E. so that face lies over chest and scarab at level of elbows. Figure 45, a, b.

23-M-556 K 5 boxes of beads from net, which had a red face. Not measured. See Figure 45, b.

[OVER BODY]

557 (23.351) Blue glazed steatite scarab, inscribed. 1.5 x 1.15 x 0.8 cm. Figure 45, c, 3; d. [AT NECK]

558 K Cylindrical gold amulet case containing black organic matter. L. 2.4, D. 1.05 cm. Figure 45, c, 2. [AT NECK]

559 K Hollow gold Udjat, 2 halves welded, top only modelled. L. 1.4 cm. Figure 45, c, 1 upper.

[ON BODY]

560 K Hollow silver Udjat, paste filled, 2 halves welded, both sides modelled. L. 1.4 cm. Figure 45, c, 1 lower. [ON BODY]
W 848 (2-12)? Map 3-E. Figure 46.

**NO SUPERSTRUCTURE**

**NO CHAPEL**

**NO STAIR**

**GRAVE** Irregular (originally rectangular?) pit SE-NW. III B. 211 x 114 - 7.0. Prop. No. 1.9 - (?).

**BURIAL** Intact. Adult skeleton extended on back, head W., in traces of anthropoid coffin which shows traces of painted plaster decoration (yellow, red, and blue identified). Figure 46, a, b.

23- 3-582a B Shallow bronze dish with single loop handle attached to a thick rim-plate running one third around the vessel. H. ca. 4.1, D. ca. 24.4 cm. Figure 46, c. [#1 WEST OF COFFIN]

23- 3-582b K Bronze beaker, type of Figure O, 4, base broken. H. 16.8, D. ca. 12.0 cm. [#4 WEST OF COFFIN]

584a B Pol. RW. bowl, in fragments. H. 9.0, D. 10.7 cm. 13, Figure A. [#2 WEST OF COFFIN]

584b K Fragments of a bronze bucket with bail handle, incomplete. D. rim ca. 7.0 cm. Figure 46, d. [#3 WEST OF COFFIN]

585 B RBrW. jar, white slip, broken. H. 32.2, D. 17.5 cm. 33, Figure A. [#5 WEST OF COFFIN]

23-M-672 B Faded steatite scarab, inscribed, worn. 1.8 x 1.3 x 0.6 cm. Figure 46, e; f, t. [BODY DEBRIS]
Figure 46
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W 734 (6-12)? Map 2-E. Figure 47.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE
NO CHAPEL
NO STAIR

GRAVE: Ill defined child's grave intruded into and over W 733 and clearly later. Depth -31. No other measurements possible. Somewhat denuded.

BURIAL: Apparently intact. Half grown child extended on back, head W., in traces of a box coffin. Figure 47, a.

Note: The record on this grave is unsatisfactory. There is only one poor photograph of the burial, and none of the objects. The necklaces, bracelets, and diadem are here recorded from inadequate field notes. The complex of graves shown on Figure 47, a is not wholly clear as to relative date, but it seems obvious that W 733, which is of type III C, is older than both W 732 and W 734 which are intruded over it. W 776 appears to intrude into the E. end of W 733 and is presumably later although this is not proven.

23 M 675, 676 K 2 natural gold nuggets, pierced. 1.4 x 0.85 x 0.4 cm. and 0.8 x 0.4 x 0.3 cm. Figure 46, f, 2. [BODY DEBRIS]

675 K Pebble set in gold wire forming a floral pendant. 1.05 x 0.7 x 0.4 cm. Figure 46, f, 3 lower. [BODY DEBRIS]

676 K White flecked red agate (?) pebble pendant. 1.1 x 1.0 x 0.9 cm. Figure 46, f, 4 lower. [BODY DEBRIS]

K Carnelian pebble pendant. 1.2 x 0.7 x 0.4 cm. Figure 46, f, 4 upper. [BODY DEBRIS]

K Cloudy agate pebble. 1.2 x 0.5 x 0.4 cm. Figure 46, f, 3 upper. [BODY DEBRIS]

K Bracelet: [LEFT WRIST]
   a) 4 amazon stone ribbed lentoid beads. L. 0.95, W. 0.9 cm.
   b) 2 carnelian ribbed lentoid beads. L. 0.95, W. 0.9 cm.
   c) 14 hollow gold ball beads. L. 0.45 cm. D. 0.4 cm.
   d) 26 blue faience ring beads. L. 0.3 cm. D. 0.3 cm. Original grouping shown Figure 47, b.

K Necklace: [NECK]
   a) 42 blue faience amulets: Pataikos, rudely cut. H. 1.4 cm.
   b) 1 blue faience amulet: Sov. L. 1.8 cm.
   c) 376 blue faience ring beads. L. 0.1, D. 0.3 cm. (Of these ring beads about 150 were probably used as spacers in the second necklace of -700.)

Suggested original grouping shown Figure 47, c.

K Diadem: [ON HEAD]
   9 blue faience Udjats, cut, plain backs. L. 1.3 cm. Not illustrated.

Figure 47
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23-M-700 K Necklace: [NECK]
a) 82 blue faience "pumpkin-seed" eyes with black pupils. L. ca. 1.7 cm.
b) ca. 25 hollow silver-gilt ball beads. L. 0.45, D. 0.6 cm.
c) 2 pale amethyst ball beads. L. 0.45, D. 0.6 cm. Original grouping shown Figure 47, d.

Note: Many of the ball beads b) have probably disintegrated. Faience ring beads as spacers are probably included in 23-M-698c above.

23-M-702 B 2 small fragments from a bronze bowl. Not measured, not illustrated. [DEBRIS]

703 B Miscellaneous as follows: [DEBRIS]
a) Scrap white onyx.
b) Thin blue faience barrel bead. L. 1.7 cm.
c) 1 crushed hollow gold ball bead.
d) Tiny decayed fragments of silver Udjats and ball beads. Not illustrated.

704 B 5 silver-gilt hollow Udjats, molded. L. 0.9 to 1.5 cm. [DEBRIS]

705 B Hollow silver charm-case. L. 2.3, D. 1.3 cm. Figure 47, e. [DEBRIS]

706 B Bracelet of 11 split cowrie shells. Not illustrated. [LEFT WRIST]

W 859 (6-12)? Map 2, 3-E. Figure 48.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE

NO CHAPEL

NO STAIR

GRAVE Rectangular pit EW. III A. 232 x 87 - 105. Prop. No. 2.7-. Intruded through S. part of W 604, which is clearly older.

BURIAL Intact. Adult male extended on back, head W., in remains of a bead net with a red face. Traces of wooden box coffin. Figure 48, a.

23-3-547 (24-946) Veined alabaster vase with dummy knob handles. H. 12.25, D. 5.5 cm. Figure 48, b. [NEAR SW. CORNER]

707a K Fragments RBrW. cup. H. 17.2, D. 14.2 cm. tt, Figure A. [DEBRIS]
SELECTED TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

23-3-707b and 23-M-685 K Faience beads of mummy net, mostly broken. At pelvis is preserved a small strip with rows of ring beads as follows vertically: 2 rows white, 2 red, 2 white, 2 black, 2 white, 2 blue, 2 white, 2 black, etc. The face of the net was red. Cylinder beads of diamond mesh, L. 1.5 cm., ring beads 0.35 to 0.6 cm. Not illustrated. [OVER BODY]

23-M-680 (24.544) Girdle of stone barrel beads strung in alternate pairs of amazon stone and carnelian. 32 beads of each material. L. 1.7, D. 0.9± cm. Figure 48, d. [AT WAIST]

23-M 681 (23.311) Large gold nugget, wide gold ring soldered to back. 3.2 x 2.3 x 1.2 cm. Figure 49, e, 1. [AT NECK]

682 B Natural lump of amazon stone, bored for suspension. 3.2 x 2.2 x 1.1 cm. Figure 48, e, 2 lower. [AT NECK]

683 B Blue faience scarab amulet, legs projecting. L. 1.6 cm. Figure 48, e, 2 upper. [AT NECK]

684 B Fragments of a corroded silver cylindrical charm-case. D. 1.2 cm. Not illustrated.

W 469 (8-12) Map 3-C. Figure 49.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Stepped masonry mastaba (or pyramid). Type VII or IX? ca. 5.40 M. Sq.

ENCLOSURE None preserved.

CHAPEL Masonry, without pylon, type II. No reliefs preserved.

STAIR Under chapel, type V, only partly cleared.

DOOR BLOCK Not preserved.

ENTRANCE Unclear.

CHAMBER Single, rock-cut, type V. Plundered. Figure 49, a.

BURIAL Plundered out.

F.D. At all four corners of Super.

Note: The E. end of stair is overlaid by SW. corner of enclosing wall of W 468, which is later than W 469.

23-3-672 K Round topped yellow sandstone stela, uninscription. H. 35.0, W. 23.5, Tk. 8.5 cm. Not illustrated. [THIEVES HOLE IN CHAPEL FLOOR]

332 B Tapering cylindrical iron implement, perhaps modern. L. 10.15, D. 0.75 cm. Figure 49, b. [DEBRIS E. OF SUPER.]

23-3-170 B Faience beads as follows: [T.D. IN CHAMBER] a) a few faded red and blue cylinder, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.75, D. 0.35 cm.
b) a few red, black, and faded ring. D. 0.5 cm.

672 B and 676a K Foundation Deposit: [SE. CORNER] 676a Calf's head. 672a 3 RBrW. saucers. 18, Figure A.

b 6 RBrW. saucers. Figure 49, c, g, t/1, 2.
c 2 grey mud saucers. Figure 49, d, g, t/1, 2.
d Yellow sandstone rectangular block (grinder) 14.0 x 9.0 x 5.0 cm. Figure 49, g, 2/1.

e Blue faience tablet, grey body, two faces and one edge glazed. 3.8 x 4.0 x 5.0 cm. Figure 49, e, h, row 4.
f Lead tablet, uninscribed. 2.0 x 1.55 x 0.85 cm.
g 2 bronze tablets, uninscribed. 1.9 x 1.35 x 0.4 cm.
h 1 beryl tablet, uninscribed. 1.5 x 0.95 x 0.27 cm.
i 1 jasper tablet, uninscribed. 1.45 x 1.05 x 0.4 cm.
j 1 lapis tablet, uninscribed. W. 0.95, Tk. 0.2 cm.
k 1 alabaster tablet, uninscribed. 1.5 x 1.05 x 0.3 cm.
l 1 silver (?) tablet, uninscribed. 1.95 x 1.3 x 0.1 cm.
m A few faience ring beads. D. 0.45 cm. All on Figure 49, h.

673 and 676b K Foundation Deposit: [NE. CORNER] Calf's head and foreleg.

10 RBrW. and 1 mud saucers as at SE. corner.

1 yellow sandstone grinder. 17.0 x 9.6 x 4.0 cm. Figure 49, g, 2/2.

1 lead, 1 faience, 2 bronze, 1 beryl, 1 jasper, 1 lapis, 1 alabaster, 1 silver tablets, all uninscribed. No faience beads.

674 and 676c K Foundation Deposit: [NW. CORNER] Calf's head and foreleg.

11 RBrW. and 3 mud saucers as at SE. corner 1 yellow sandstone grinder.

Uninscribed tablets: 1 faience, 1 lead, 2 bronze, 1 beryl, 1 jasper, 1 lapis, 1 alabaster. A few faience ring beads.
Figure 49
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W 469, 591, 477

23-3-675B and 676d K Foundation Deposit: [SW. CORNER]
Calf’s head and foreleg.
11 RBrW. and 2 mud saucers.
1 yellow sandstone grinder. 15.3 x 9.7 x 4.2 cm.
Figure 49, g, 2/3.
Uninscribed tablets: 1 faience, 1 lead, 2 bronze, 1 beryl, 1 jasper, 1 lapis, 1 alabaster.
Fragments of a silver tablet. No beads.

Note: For foundation deposit groups see Figure 49, g.
According to Chart III in RCK IV these deposits fall within the date range (8-24), but since this tomb is older than W 468 (13-17) they indicate a date range for the tomb of (8-12).

W 591 (11-12) Map 3-E. Figure 50.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE

NO CHAPEL

NO STAIR

GRAVE Rectangular pit EW. III A. 225 x 77 - 75. Prop. No. 2.9 +.

BURIAL Intact. Adult female extended on back, head W., in traces of a wooden coffin which shows indications of white paint. No trace of bead net. 2 scarabs and a few beads at right wrist. Figure 50, a.

23-3-362 B Beads: [RIGHT WRIST]
a) 2 beryl ribbed beads, four lobed. L. 1.8, D. 1.0 cm. IV g, Figure R.
b) 2 blue faience cylinder beads. L. 1.2 and 1.8 cm.

23-M-208 (23.350) Faience scarab set in silver band, inscribed. L. 2.5, W. 1.6 cm. Figure 50, b, 1. [RIGHT WRIST]

209 K Faience scarab set in gold band, inscribed. L. 1.8, W. 1.4 cm. Figure 50, b, 2. [RIGHT WRIST]

Note: The queen named on this scarab is clearly Queen Akheqa of Nuri 38, sister-wife of AMTALQA. See RCK II, p. 129, whose shawabtis bore the inscription copied on Fig. 206.

W 477 (10-15) Map 3-D. Figure 51.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Sandstone masonry mastaba or pyramid, rubble filled. 1 course in part preserved. Type VII or IX(?), ca. 4.20 M. Sq.

STAIR Under chapel emplacement. Type V. Runs under SW. corner of W 472 which is later.

BLOCK Missing

ENTRANCE Sunk landing. Type II.

CHAMBER Single rock-cut. Type V.

COFFIN BENCH Axial, attached at W. end. Type VI. Plan and Section Figure 51, a.

Figure 50

Figure 51
Figure 51
COFFIN  Rectangular box coffin with corner posts. Type IX A. Print in "gebel" only preserved. The lid bore a design (impressed on "gebel" of north wall) representing a funerary boat being drawn E. by at least 3 men. Sketch of what could be made out Figure 51, g. Scale ca. 1:5 (taken from Diary).

BURIAL  Plundered, scattered objects in debris.

F.D.  At all 4 corners of Super. Figure 51, c, d.

23-3-14  B  Faience beads, presumably from a mummy net. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

23-3-14  B  Faience beads, presumably from a mummy net. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

217  B  Crumpled gold foil. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

218  B  Blue frit Udjat. Relief on one side only. L. 1.6 cm. Figure 51, f, 4/7. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

Note: Figure 51, 4/1-6 are unidentified (surface finds)

683  B  Foundation Deposit. [F.D. SE. CORNER]

683  B  Foundation Deposit. [F.D. SE. CORNER]

685  K  Foundation Deposit. [F.D. NW. CORNER]

686  K  Foundation Deposit. [F.D. NE. CORNER]

724  B  Pair of mummy eyes. Bronze rims, alabaster whites, obsidian disc pupils. 9.0 x 2.7, Tk. 2.3 cm. Not illustrated. [T.D. IN CHAMBER]

Not Registered and Not Preserved. Indicated by mud mould only. [CHAMBER]

Rectangular wooden box coffin, probably with vertical projecting corner-posts and three cross battens under floor. The lid was thrown back against N. wall of chamber and left a colored impression of its decoration adhering to mud "gebel." Design could be only partly recovered as shown on Figure 51, g. At least 3 male figures hauling boat by a rope. Behind them traces of what may be hangings on prow. On the boat 3 (or 4) male figures facing aft praying at an altar, and behind this another male figure facing forward. Boat and figures a dull pinkish drab; water is black zig-zags on greyish white; general background blue.
Figure 52
W 466 (17-21) Map 3-4-B-C. Figure 52.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Sandstone masonry, 1 course only, mastaba or pyramid? ca. 7.15 M. Sq.

ENCLOSURE Masonry, type II.

CHAPEL Traces only, masonry, type unclear.

STAIR Under chapel. Type V.

ENTRANCE Broken down. Type II.

CHAMBER Single rock-cut, roof fallen. Type V.

F.D. At all four corners of super. in round holes.

BURIAL Plundered. This tomb previously excavated, perhaps by Garstang. Figure 52, a.

Note: The SE. corner of enclosing wall encroaches on NW. corner of enclosing wall of W 468, the latter being destroyed at this point. The stair of W 469 runs under the SW. corner of enclosing wall of W 468. See Map. Thus the indicated chronological order is W 469, W 468, W 466.

23-2-330 B Miscellaneous:
[f.D. in stair plundered from chamber]
a) Pair of DbW. pottery mummy eyes. L. 8.1 cm. Figure 52, b. Centers missing, incised details at corners filled with white plaster.

b) Fragment of a pottery eyebrow, incised details. L. 2.6 cm. Not illustrated.

c) Base of a small alabaster vase. D. 5.7 cm. Figure 52, c.

23-3-677 K Foundation Deposit. [F.D. NW. CORNER]
1 RBrW. cup, H. 9.0, D. 13.1 cm. 21, Figure B.

678 K Foundation Deposit. [F.D. NW. CORNER]
a) ca. 24 RBrW. saucers, type of Figure A, 18. D. 8.8 to 16.2 cm.

b) Yellow sandstone mortar. 7.7 x 5.8 x 4.2 cm.

c) Yellow sandstone pestle. L. 6.2 cm.

d) Blue faience tablet, uninscribed. 2.15 x 2.1 x 0.7 cm.

e) 2 jasper tablets, uninscribed. 1.4 x 1.1 x 0.4 cm.


NO SUPERSTRUCTURE

NO CHAPEL

STAIR Narrow with long landing.

BLOCK Stone slabs, type VI.

ENTRANCE Drop with internal step, type IV.

CHAMBER Single rock-cut, type VIII. Roof fallen.

BENCH Axial, attached at W., type VI. Figure 53, a.
BURIALS
Disturbed by fallen roof. Main burial A on bench, head W. Two subsidiary burials (B and C) S. of bench. All crushed by roof falls. Objects in W. part of chamber appear in situ, protected by roof falls. E. part of chamber probably plundered. Figure 53, b.

Note:
On the dating of W 263 Reisner in Diary, January 18, 1923, says:
"This large stair and chamber lies in a wide free space between W 4 and W 14. W 4 at north is crowded up against W 3 and W 32, and masks the chapel of W 5, which suggests that a large structure must have existed to the south at the time W 4 was built. No trace of Superstructure W 263 now remains. Thus probably W 4 is later than W 263 and certainly later than W 5 and W 32." See Map. On the basis of this observation, and other considerations of building type and contents, I place W 263 first in date, followed by W 14 and W 32 about contemporary with each other, with W 5 a generation later, and place W 3 still later than these tombs, with W 4 latest of all in the series.

23-1-129a,b,c (23,364) Necklace: 69 hollow gold heart pendants, L. 0.85 cm.; 149 carnelian ball and barrel beads, D. ca. 0.3 cm.; 70 blue faience band beads, L. 0.3, D. 0.35 cm. Strung together as shown Figure 54, c, f.

Note:
On the dating of W 263 Reisner in Diary, January 18, 1923, says:
"This large stair and chamber lies in a wide free space between W 4 and W 14. W 4 at north is crowded up against W 3 and W 32, and masks the chapel of W 5, which suggests that a large structure must have existed to the south at the time W 4 was built. No trace of Superstructure W 263 now remains. Thus probably W 4 is later than W 263 and certainly later than W 5 and W 32." See Map. On the basis of this observation, and other considerations of building type and contents, I place W 263 first in date, followed by W 14 and W 32 about contemporary with each other, with W 5 a generation later, and place W 3 still later than these tombs, with W 4 latest of all in the series.

23-1-126 B Small bronze bowl in fragments. H. 6.5, D. 13.1 cm. Figure 53, e. [#3 ON BENCH]

127,128 (23,366) Necklace: 54 gold elements consisting of a human head over a ram's head with disc, L. 2.4 cm.; 10 carnelian barrel beads, L. 0.3 cm.; and a few faded faience ring beads of D. 0.3 cm. Strung together as indicated Figure 54, c, d. [#4, WITH BODY A]

23-1-387 B Pottery [FILLING OF STAIR]
a) 3-footed bowl of CBkW., incised decoration. In fragments. H. ca. 10.2, D. 14.0 cm. Figure L. [#7, 8]

SUPERSTRUCTURE
Traces only, re-used sandstone masonry blocks.

NO CHAPEL

STAIR
See plan and section. Figure 55.

CHAMBER
Original chamber largely collapsed. Intruded in it a mud-brick grave with leaning course hip roof in which leg bones of an adult extended burial, head W., remain. East part of brick roofing, intact. Burial partly plundered through W. end of brick roof. The filling of stair, dating to the brick lined burial, contained pottery contemporary with this re-use of the tomb. No other objects found.
Figure 56
WIO

WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROÉ

W 10 (ca. 35)? Map 11-12, H-I. Figures 56-58.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Masonry pyramid with molded corners, type X. ca. 5.50 M. Sq.

ENCLOSURE Masonry, trace only at W.

CHAPEL Destroyed.

STAIR In front of chapel area, type IV.

CHAMBERS One pillared, burial chamber higher. Type VI-2.

F.D. 3 only found: lead ore and faience beads.

BURIAL Plundered out. Few objects in Room A, S. side. Figure 56, a; b.

Note: The stair runs under the NW. corner of W 11 and must be older. The S. part of Super. W 10 is destroyed, perhaps before the building of Super. W 265 (no longer standing). See Map.

23- 1-228 B Bronze bucket standing on three feet, with loops for bail handle. In fragments. H. without feet 19.0, D. rim 19.1 cm. Figure 57, a. [#1]

229 B Broken bronze bowl. H. 8.0, D. 19.0 cm. Figure 57, b. [#2]

230 B Bronze beaker with pouring lip, incomplete. H. 13.1, D. 12.3 cm. Figure 57, c. [#3]

231 B Bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 7, but without incised lines. H. 9.5, D. 13.1 cm. [#4]

232 K Silver bowl, incomplete. H. ca. 9.0, D. 17.5 cm. Figure 57, d, 2; e. [#5]

233 K Smaller silver bowl. D. ca. 14.2 cm. Figure 57, d, 2; f. [#6 INSIDE #5]

234 K Silver cup with spouted lid. Figure 57, d, 2; g. [#7 INSIDE #6]

235 B Bronze colander with goose neck handle, corroded. White cloth (linen?) adhering. L. 29.6, D. 15.6, Depth 7.8 cm. Figure 58, a. [#8]

236 B Incomplete bronze basin, in fragments. Cloth adhering. D. ca. 44.5 cm. Figure 58, b. [#12]

237 B Bronze beaker, and fragments of another. D. ca. 13.3, H. 13.0 cm. Figure 58, c. [#10]

238 K Silver two barreled cylindrical kohl tube, H. 21.5 cm. Figure 57, d, t. [#11]

K Miscellaneous objects with 238. [WITH #11]

a) 7 fragments kohl. L. Max. 14.2, D. Max. 1.0 cm. Figure 58, f, rows 5, 6.

b) Piece of pinkish color: a tube with enlarged flattened end. L. 9.5, W. 1.6, D. 1.1 cm. Not illustrated.

c) Wooden kohl stick and fragments of 2 others. L. 21.0 cm. Figure 58, f, rows 2-4.

240 K Bronze implement (kohl stick?). L. 20.3 cm. Figure 58, e; f, rows 1. [WITH #11]

241 (24.648) Bead bag, blue faience ground with gilt glass pattern. Beads L. 0.3, D. 0.4 cm. Reconstructed Figure 58, d. [WITH #11]

Note: The bag was wrapped around #11 and the items 239 and 240 were originally contained in it.

242 B Large bronze basin, type of Figure N, 2, in fragments. D. ca. 23.0, H. ca. 9.4 cm. [#9]

243 B Bronze as follows: [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

a) Fragment of a bronze hinge with iron pin. L. 6.6 cm. Figure 58, f, 2 left.

b) 2 bronze wire rings, D. 1.95 cm. Figure 58, f, 3 left.

244 K Misc. [T.D. AND WIND BLOWN SAND]

a) Fragment of an iron hook(?). L. 5.5 cm.

b) Fragment bronze (vessel?)

c) Large carnelian barrel bead. L. 1.2, D. 0.6 cm.

245 B Fragments mud with cloth adhering. Traces painted decoration in blue, red, and black. Also gold leaf adhering and some loose. [DEBRIS IN B]

246 K Misc. Not measured. [DEBRIS IN B]

a) Gold ring beads.

b) Gold wire ring, overlapping ends.

c) As b) but smaller.

237 3 tiny fragments lead ore. Not measured. [SE. FOUNDATION DEPOSIT]

B I cubical lump lead ore. 1.1 x 0.9 x 0.7 cm. [SE. FOUNDATION DEPOSIT]

Note: The other two F.D.s seem not to have been recorded — presumably in Khartoum, unregistered. The Diary mentions NE. and NW. deposits consisting of lead ore and blue faience beads. No deposit was found at SW. corner.
Figure 61
W 19, 2
WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEREO


SUPERSTRUCTURE Sandstone masonry, molded corners, type X. ca. 10.80 M. Sq.

ENCLOSURE Masonry, type II, later altered to make room for W 20.

CHAPEL Destroyed.

STAIR In front of chapel emplacement. Type IV.

CHAMBER Destroyed by plunderers.

BURIAL Destroyed. Principal objects found deposited against S. and W. faces of Superstructure at X and Y on Plan. Note: The stair is partly overlaid by S. face of W 20, for the accommodation of which the N.E. part of enclosing wall has been moved and re-built. Thus W 20 is clearly later than W 19.

22-2-61a+c Discarded. 3 sherds BrW. and 3 fragments of bronze vessels. [DEBRIS IN THIEVES HOLE]

61b B 2 fitting fragments of a blue glazed faience vessel, yellowish drab body. Tk. ca. 1.0 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS IN THIEVES HOLE]

23-3-871 (23.870) Granite stela. H. 45.5, W. 28.5, Tk. 11.2 cm. Figure 60, b, c, d. [AT X AGAINST S. FACE OF SUPER.]

Under winged disc with uraei depends a tablet with incised inscription in Meroitic hieroglyphs reading “Son of R. Osiris.” Scene: male figure offering to Osiris enthroned with Isis behind. Below: four lines of Meroitic cursive text with the name TEDEQEN. Pub. by U. Monneret de Villard, “Inscrizione della Regione di Merco” in Kush VII, 96-98 with Pl. XXIII.

23-3-872 B Granite offering stand: small basin on a pillar. H. 70.4, D. base 28.0 cm. Figure 60, a, d. [AT X AGAINST S. FACE OF SUPER.]

Unregistered A. B Rectangular granite basin with lion’s head in relief in center of one long face. ca. 54.0 x 38.5 x 25.0 cm. Figure 61, a, e. [AT Y AGAINST W. FACE OF SUPER.]

Unregistered B,C. B Granite fluted column on a tripod base, separately made, onto the top of which fits the offering table D below. H. ca. 71.0 cm. Figure 61, b, e. [AT Y AGAINST W. FACE OF SUPER.]

Unregistered D (23.873) Granite offering table with sinkage on under side to fit on B, C. above. Incised scene: Nephthys and Anubis at a table of offerings. Two bordering Meroitic cursive inscriptions, the inner one largely illegible (deliberately chiselled out?). The owner’s name is TEDEQEN as in the stela above. Pub. with 23-3-871 above. Kush VII, 94-96, Pl. XXII. L. over spout 37.0, W. 38.0, Tk. 9.5 cm. Figure 61, b-e. [AT Y AGAINST W. FACE OF SUPER.]

Note: The objects 23-3-871, 872 and Unregistered A-D. all appear to have come from the same chapel. Although it cannot be proven that they belong to W 19, the fact that the chapel of that tomb has been completely destroyed and that the two deposits X and Y have been carefully made against the faces of W 19, suggests that they had been piously removed from that chapel and deposited close to the pyramid when the chapel was dismantled at a later period.

W 2 (ca. 40, re-used ca. 60)? Map 15-G. Figures 62, 63.

Original Tomb:

SUPERSTRUCTURE Stepped masonry (2 courses only). Type IX. 8.00 M. Sq.

NO ENCLOSURE

CHAPEL Destroyed.

STAIR Under Super., type VI.

F.D. Gold wire rings under 4 corners.

CHAMBER Single rock-cut, type V.

BURIAL Plundered out, was on axial bench, attached W., type VI.

Altered Tomb:

SUPERSTRUCTURE Red brick, plastered, type XII. 7.50 M. Sq.

CHAPEL Red brick with pylon, type IV.

NO STAIR

BURIAL Plundered out. In red-brick dome-vaulted chamber built into body of Super. on ground level. Figure 62, a, b. Note: A relieving arch of two sandstone blocks over old stair may have been inserted to prevent subsidence when stone pyramid courses were strengthened at rebuilding of tomb, at which time cramps were inserted in original masonry courses to make a solid base for the later brick Superstructure. Figure 63, a, b.

No objects except F.D. rings.

23-1-336a,b (23.791,792) 2 gold wire rings. Not measured. Figure 63, c. [F.D. NE. AND SE.]

336c,d K 2 gold wire rings. Not measured. [F.D. NW., SW.]
W 2, 14

WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROE

Figure 63

W 14 (40-50) Map 13-14-I-J. Figures 64, 65.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Masonry on plinth, type IX. ca. 11.00 M. Sq.

ENCLOSURE Masonry, modified type II.

CHAPEL Masonry with pylon, type IV.

CHAPEL RELIEFS West Wall: Man on lion throne with Isis behind, Osiris seated with Isis behind, both seated figures carrying palm branches. Figure 65, a. Pub. RCK III, Pl. 21E (after Lepsius). North Wall: Man on lion throne with large and small figures behind, arm of a figure offering in front. Not clear. Figure 65, b. South Wall not recorded.

STAIR In front of chapel, type IV.

ENTRANCE Type I(?).

CHAMBER Single rock-cut under chapel, type V.

BURIAL Plundered out. Axial bench attached at West, type VI. Figure 64.

Note: The stair of W 13 runs under Super. of W 14, which must be later than W 13.

22- 1-580a,b K Fragments of a blue glazed faience offering table. Relief scene in field, bordering Meroitic hieroglyphic inscription. Incomplete. Tk. ca. 4.5 cm. Figure 65, c, d. [EXACT PROVENANCE NOT RECORDED]

580c B Gold wire ring. Figure 65, e. [F.D. SE. CORNER]

23- 3-458 K Fragmentary sandstone block, with incised Meroitic hieroglyphs in border giving what appears to be a name: Osiris ṢSPNASP. 31.0 x 29.0 x 11.0 cm. Figure 65, f. [DEBRIS IN FRONT OF CHAPEL]
Figure 65
Figure 66
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SUPERSTRUCTURE Masonry, molded corners, rubble filled. Type X. 7.25 M. Sq.

ENCLOSURE Masonry, type II. Interrupted on N. by W 30 and Enclosure W 19 altered at W. (see Map and Figure 66).

CHAPEL Masonry, type IV, incomplete.

CHAPEL RELIEFS Now destroyed. L.D. Text V, p. 327, No. 17. W. end shows empty niche for round topped stela. N. wall only described: King(?) on lion throne with winged Isis behind standing on lotus. Behind Isis standing woman with palm branch.

STAIR Under chapel, type V.

BLOCK Masonry in front of jambs, type III, disturbed.

CHAMBER Rock-cut, type VIII.

BURIAL Plundered. Funerary bed near center, bronzes on floor. Figure 67 a.

F.D. Two only found, NE. and SW. Gold wire rings.

22-2 89 K Fragmentary silver bowl with flat rim. H. ca. 7.0, D. ca. 10.5 cm. Figure 67, b. [

78 K Incomplete bronze bucket with bail handle. H. 16.6, D. rim 9.5 cm. Figure 67, c. [\#2]

79 K Incomplete bronze cup, one handle(?) and ledge rim. H. ca. 8.5, D. ca. 6.3 cm. Figure 67, d. [\#9a]

80 K Disc rim of a bronze vessel, not part of 79. D. ca. 4.5 cm. Not illustrated. [\#3b]

81 K Bronze pitcher, dented. Handle soldered on. H. 15.0 cm. Figure 67, e. [\#4]

82 (23.814) Bronze pitcher. Handle ends in goose head at base. H. 17.8 cm. Figure 67, f. [\#5]

83-85 K 3 legs of a funerary bed in situ. Iron rods with ivory fittings and traces of wooden cross bars. Figure 67, g; 60, g. [\#6, 7, 8]

86 K Fragments of a RW. jar, black centered, rimless neck. D. ca. 96.0 cm. 7. Figure D. [\#9]

87 K Fragments of a RW. jar like 86. D. ca. 36.0, H. ca. 48.0 cm., with scratched pot mark Figure 67, h. [\#10]

88 (23.813) Remains of a shallow bronze bowl of which only the heavy ring-base is preserved. Figure 67, i. 22-2-92 is probably the handle — see below. [\#11]

1 Compare similar basins from Sennar: Addison in “Antiquity” No. 93 (March 1950) p. 17, Fig. 4, Nos. 6 and 8.

90 K Bronze basin similar to 89. H. ca. 16.0, D. 36.8 cm. Not illustrated. [\#13]

91 K Large bronze basin with two handles and decorated rim. D. ca. 44.0 cm. Figure 68, a. [\#14]

92 K Fragments of a bronze handle, probably belonging to 88 above. Not measured, not illustrated. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

93 (24.488) Gold and carnelian necklace: 43 gold elements separated by carnelian ball beads. Figure 68, b, row 2; c. [AT #15]

94 (24.555) Necklace: 500 gold wire rings strung with two cylindrical gold terminals. Figure 68, b, row 2; the terminals Figure 68, d. [AT #15]

95 B Blue faience amulet: ram’s head. L. 1.8 cm. Figure 68, e. [STAIR DEBRIS]

96a (24.726) Rock crystal pendant. Small hole at top, silver rod transversely through center. L. 2.6 cm. Figure 68, b, 4/1; f. (g9b, b was similar, not otherwise recorded). [FLOOR DEBRIS IN CHAMBER]

97a (24.729) Rock crystal pendant. Figure 68, b, 1/1. [FLOOR DEBRIS IN CHAMBER]

97b (24.728) Rock crystal pendant, top broken off. Figure 68, b, 1/3. [FLOOR DEBRIS IN CHAMBER]

98 (24.727) Carnelian amulet: Ram’s head. Figure 68, b, 1/2; g. [FLOOR DEBRIS IN CHAMBER]

99 B 2 obisidian pendants. Figure 68, h. [FLOOR DEBRIS IN CHAMBER]

100 K Electrum signet ring with agate(?) set bearing intaglio figure of the Goddess Athena. H. 2.3, D. 1.75 cm. bezel L. 1.75 cm. Figure 68, i. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

101 B Sheet gold Udjat. L. 1.2 cm. Figure 68, b, 4/2. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

102a-b B 8 bronze bells, originally with iron clappers. 6 of them have incised marks. Figure 68, j, k, l; 69, a-e. [STAIR ON STEP 13 (X ON PLAN)]

103 K 3 broad headed bronze tacks (from leather trappings?). Heads slightly dished. D. 1.0, L. 1.8 cm. Not illustrated. [WITH BELLS ON STEP 13 (X ON PLAN)]

104 K Potsherds. Not measured. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

a) from a broad bottomed HRW. jar.

b) from 2 pointed vases HRW.

c) 2 baskets of RBrW. and RW. sherds.

Not Registered B Gold wire ring from foundation deposit. Figure 69, f. [F.D. SW.]
W 177 (40-45) Map 15-16-I. Figures 70, 71.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Destroyed.

CHAPEL Destroyed.

ENCLOSURE Destroyed.

STAIR 13 steps with long landing.

BLOCK Masonry in front of jambs, type IV, disturbed.

CHAMBER Single rock-cut of drop type VIII.

BURIALS Free standing stone bench (single slab) on axis, type IV A. Plundered. Disturbed bones of one body on bench, bones of at least one adult and one child, possibly more, scattered in chamber. Objects piled up N. of bench. Figure 70, a-c.

22- 2-387 K RW. Askos jar, type of Figure I, 14. H. 35.0, D. 30.0 cm. Not illustrated. [#5]

388A B Bronze bucket with bail and two loop handles. In fragments. H. 23.0, D. 24.0 cm. Figure 70, d. [#6]

388B B Fragments of a two handled bronze vessel. Neck with handles and base only. Figure 70, e. [UNDER #6]

389 K Bronze bucket with bail handle. H. 21.0, D. 25.0 cm. Figure 70, f. [#7]

390 B Bronze bowl with flaring rim. H. 9.0, D. ca. 15.0 cm. Figure 71, a. [#8 UNDER #7]

391 K Large bronze bowl: two handles and base not clear. H. 16.7, D. 29.5 cm. Figure 71, b. [#9 UNDER #7]

392 B Footed bronze basin with two ring handles. H. ca. 18.0, D. 31.5 cm. Figure 71, c. [#10 UNDER #9]

22- 2-383-385 K 3 globular BkW. jars with rocked impressed decoration, all type of Figure L, 9 and same size. [#1-3]

K Amphora of FHRW, Drab slip, with fragments of mud stopper. H. 78.0, D. 28.0 cm. 3, Figure E. [#4]
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Figure 71

22- 2-393  B Bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 7, without incised lines. H. 6.0, D. 10.6 cm.  [#11]

394  B Bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 3. H. 5.5, D. ca. 12.7 cm.  [#12]

395  K Bronze bowl like 394. H. 5.8, D. 11.0 cm.  [#13]

396  B Bronze klepsidra dipper or beer strainer(?). L. 26.1 cm. Figure 71, d.  [#14]

397  K Ivory kohl tube. Lathe turned, molded lid. H. 10.0, H. of lid 4.0 cm., D. not recorded. Not illustrated.  [#15]

B Beads and ornaments with disturbed bones. [ON BENCH]
a) Earring. Gold wire loop from which hangs a bell-shaped cap filled with discolored paste. H. 1.8 cm., also wire loop of a second one. Figure 71, e.
b) 4 minute green faience ring beads. L. 0.15, D. 0.27 cm.
c-e) (24.522) Following beads restrung as a necklace. Figure 71, f.
290 + gold ring beads. D. 0.35 cm.
24 carnelian ball beads. L. 0.5, D. 0.45 cm.
22 white stone ball beads. L. 0.6, D. 0.48 cm.
**W 317 (40-50)?? Map 10-11-F. Figure 72.**

**SUPERSTRUCTURE** Destroyed.

**CHAPEL** Destroyed.

**NO ENCLOSURE**

**STAIR** Irregular: flaring, short landing.

**BLOCK** Two slabs, type VI, intact.

**CHAMBER** Single rock-cut chamber, type V.

**BURIAL** Intact. Adult body extended, head W. lying on ca. 20 cm. of debris without trace of coffin. Objects in situ. Figure 72, a, b.

**Note:** The finding of this intact burial lying on debris indicates either a re-use of an older tomb, or else a long delay between making of the chamber and deposit of the burial, more probably the former. The tomb is probably older than W 316, the Superstructure of which, now destroyed, would probably have lain over the stair of W 317. See Map.
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W 317, 369

K Pottery as follows:

a) 4 RBrW. bowls. Max. H. 10.1, Max. D. 10.4 cm. 16, Figure C.
b) Pol.BkW. jar, incised lines on rim and shoulder, lower part missing. D. rim ca. 7.7 cm. 9, Figure D.
c) Pol.RW. bowl, broken, type of Figure C, 9. H. 5.3, D. 11.7 cm.
d) Sherds of Pol.RW.

K Beads, etc. [AT NECK OF BURIAL]
a-c) Necklace: 33 stone pendants of leaf form: 17 white quartzite, 8 black (serpentine?), 8 carnelian. H. of units ca. 1.5 cm. Figure 72, e.
d) glass ball beads: 6 light green, 1 gilt, 1 white, 1 blue, 3 faded. Not measured, not illustrated.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Destroyed.

CHAPEL Destroyed.

STAIR Irregular, cut through an earlier small tomb (W 367).

BLOCK Destroyed.

CHAMBER Oval, single rock-cut. Type V. Roof largely fallen.

BURIALS Disturbed, probably partly plundered: Main burial A at N. side, extended, head W., without preserved trace of coffin: Burials B and C to S. of A, heads W., all crushed by roof falls. Objects in situ. Figure 73, a, b.

K Silver bowl, cracked, distorted. H. 8.2, D. ca. 14.5 cm. Figure 73, c. 157a

B Fragments of 2 glass vessels:

a) Pinkish glass bowl, corroded. H. ca. 6.2, D. ca. 9.2 cm. Figure 72, e.
b) Clear colorless vase. H. ca. 5.6, D. rim ca. 3.2 cm. Figure 72, f.

K R.Pol.RBrW. bowl, broken. H. ca. 7.0, D. 15.5 cm. 9, Figure C. [NEAR NECK OF BURIAL]

K RBrW. "brazier," R. washed, perforated, broken. H. 33.0, D. 42.0 cm. 25, Figure D. 87

K BrW. jar, Bk.Pol. exterior, in fragments. H. 17.4, D. 16.4 cm. 8, Figure D. 86

e) 1 green glass short cylinder bead. Not measured, not illustrated.
f) Tiny gold amulet: Hathor-head. H. ca. 1.0 cm. Figure 72, d.

B Fragments of 2 glass vessels:

a) Pinkish glass bowl, corroded. H. ca. 6.2, D. ca. 9.2 cm. Figure 72, e.
b) Clear colorless vase. H. ca. 5.6, D. rim ca. 3.2 cm. Figure 72, f.

K R.Pol.RBrW. bowl, broken. H. ca. 7.0, D. 15.5 cm. 9, Figure C. [NEAR NECK OF BURIAL]

K RBrW. "brazier," R. washed, perforated, broken. H. 33.0, D. 42.0 cm. 25, Figure D. 87

K BrW. jar, Bk.Pol. exterior, in fragments. H. 17.4, D. 16.4 cm. 8, Figure D. 86

e) 1 green glass short cylinder bead. Not measured, not illustrated.
f) Tiny gold amulet: Hathor-head. H. ca. 1.0 cm. Figure 72, d.

B Fragments of 2 glass vessels:

a) Pinkish glass bowl, corroded. H. ca. 6.2, D. ca. 9.2 cm. Figure 72, e.
b) Clear colorless vase. H. ca. 5.6, D. rim ca. 3.2 cm. Figure 72, f.

K R.Pol.RBrW. bowl, broken. H. ca. 7.0, D. 15.5 cm. 9, Figure C. [NEAR NECK OF BURIAL]

K RBrW. "brazier," R. washed, perforated, broken. H. 33.0, D. 42.0 cm. 25, Figure D. 87

K BrW. jar, Bk.Pol. exterior, in fragments. H. 17.4, D. 16.4 cm. 8, Figure D. 86

e) 1 green glass short cylinder bead. Not measured, not illustrated.
f) Tiny gold amulet: Hathor-head. H. ca. 1.0 cm. Figure 72, d.

B Fragments of 2 glass vessels:

a) Pinkish glass bowl, corroded. H. ca. 6.2, D. ca. 9.2 cm. Figure 72, e.
b) Clear colorless vase. H. ca. 5.6, D. rim ca. 3.2 cm. Figure 72, f.

K R.Pol.RBrW. bowl, broken. H. ca. 7.0, D. 15.5 cm. 9, Figure C. [NEAR NECK OF BURIAL]

K RBrW. "brazier," R. washed, perforated, broken. H. 33.0, D. 42.0 cm. 25, Figure D. 87

K BrW. jar, Bk.Pol. exterior, in fragments. H. 17.4, D. 16.4 cm. 8, Figure D. 86

e) 1 green glass short cylinder bead. Not measured, not illustrated.
f) Tiny gold amulet: Hathor-head. H. ca. 1.0 cm. Figure 72, d.

B Fragments of 2 glass vessels:

a) Pinkish glass bowl, corroded. H. ca. 6.2, D. ca. 9.2 cm. Figure 72, e.
b) Clear colorless vase. H. ca. 5.6, D. rim ca. 3.2 cm. Figure 72, f.

K R.Pol.RBrW. bowl, broken. H. ca. 7.0, D. 15.5 cm. 9, Figure C. [NEAR NECK OF BURIAL]

K RBrW. "brazier," R. washed, perforated, broken. H. 33.0, D. 42.0 cm. 25, Figure D. 87

K BrW. jar, Bk.Pol. exterior, in fragments. H. 17.4, D. 16.4 cm. 8, Figure D. 86

e) 1 green glass short cylinder bead. Not measured, not illustrated.
f) Tiny gold amulet: Hathor-head. H. ca. 1.0 cm. Figure 72, d.
Figure 73
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W 418 (40-50)? and (50-60)?? Map 8-F. Figure 75.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Destroyed.
CHAPEL Destroyed.
NO ENCLOSURE
STAIR 8 irregular steps and long flat landing.
BLOCK Slab type VI, intact.
ENTRANCE Drop type IV.
CHAMBER Oval, single rock-cut drop type VIII.
BURIAL Original burial plundered out. Grave re-used for intact later burial resting on drift sand over thieves debris. Adult body extended, head W., in wooden box coffin. Objects in situ. Figure 75 a-c.

Note: The dating of this tomb must remain tentative. The form of chamber and entrance can hardly be much earlier than (50). The date of the re-use of the tomb may well be considerably later than that suggested above.

W 18 (ca. 45)? Map 14-15-K. Figures 76, 77.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Smooth faced masonry on plinth, type XI(?). 7.60 M. Sq.
ENCLOSURE Masonry, type II.
CHAPEL Masonry with pylon, type V.
CHAPEL RELIEFS Not recorded by Expedition, but see description in L.D. Text V. p. 327. Side walls show Prince(?) on lion throne. W. wall contained small black stone stela in Berlin 2253 (L.D. VI, 10, No. 43). W. wall photographed by Breasted after removal of stela. Figure 77, a.1 See also Mer. Inscr. I, p. 73, No. 49, Pl. XXVII, XXVIII 49. Where the name of the owner (a prince (?) is given as TAKTIDAMANI.
STAIR In front of chapel. Type IV.
NO BLOCK

ENTRANCE Drop type IV.
CHAMBER Simple drop type VIII.
BURIAL Plundered out. Free standing axial bench of masonry, type IV a. Objects not in situ. Figure 76.

Note: By position W 18 is probably later than W 17 since it masks the chapel of the latter, see Map.

22-1-591 B 4 bronze bells and fragments of more.
[a] 1 with ring handle and remains of iron clapper. H. 5.0, D. 3.25 cm. Figure 77, b.
[b] 3 and fragments of 3 more. H. ca. 3.6, D. 3.85 cm. Figure 77, c.

1 Photo. courtesy of Oriental Institute, University of Chicago, Orinst 2943.
Figure 76
Figure 77
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101
B Misc. bronze fragments and fittings.

[CHAMBER DEBRIS]

a, b) 2 duck-heads with rings and links of chain, corroded. L. 3.4, H. 1.95 cm. Figure 77, d.

c) Fitting. L. 6.1, W. 1.5, H. 1.7 cm. Figure 77, e.

d) 2 solid spool shaped objects, L. 2.5, D. 2.6 cm. Figure 77, f.

e) 3 bronze shells. 1.3 x 2.5, H. 1.2 cm. Figure 77, g.

f) Bell, traces iron dapper. H. 2.1, D. 3.3 cm. Figure 77, h.

g) 2 fragments leaf ornament from a vessel (?). L. 7.8 cm.

h) Fragment of a bail handle. L. 4.2, W. 2.4, Tk. 0.8 cm.

i) Heavy bronze foot from a bucket (?). L. 1.5 to 2.8, W. 0.9 to 2.85 cm. Figure 77, i.

593 B 10 blue faience ram's head amulets of 3 types. L. 1.5 to 2.8, W. 0.9 to 2.85 cm. Figure 77, j.

594 B Misc. as follows: [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

a) 126 blue faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V d, L. 0.7, D. 0.6 cm.

b) 4 hemispherical faience objects. D. 1.5 to 1.8 cm. Not illustrated.

c) 2 animal teeth. L. 3.8 cm.

d) 2 lumps sandy blue coloring matter.

e) Many rough fragments flint and chalcedony.

f) Lump of unidentified yellowish-white substance.

g) Fragment corroded silver (?).

h) Crumpled gold coil.

595 K Potsherds: [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

a) Fragments, RW. amphora, type of Figure E, 1.

b) Fragments neck and base of 2 Askos, H.P.W. Figure 77, j.

c) Rim and neck of sandy BrW. amphora, white slip, type of Figure I, 16.

d) Rim fragment RBrW. vessel.

e) Fragments of at least 3 jars, type of Figure L, 3.

22- 1-592 B Misc. bronze fragments and fittings.

[CHAMBER DEBRIS]

a) 2 duck-heads with rings and links of chain, corroded. L. 3.4, H. 1.95 cm. Figure 77, d.

b) 2 solid spool shaped objects, L. 2.5, D. 2.6 cm. Figure 77, f.

c) Fitting. L. 6.1, W. 1.5, H. 1.7 cm. Figure 77, e.

d) 2 bronze shells. 1.3 x 2.5, H. 1.2 cm. Figure 77, g.

Summary:

- misc. bronze fragments and fittings
- blue faience ram's head amulets
- faience cylinder beads
- hemispherical faience objects
- animal teeth
- lumps of sandy blue coloring matter
- rough fragments of flint and chalcedony
- lump of unidentified yellowish-white substance
- fragment of a bail handle
- heavy bronze foot from a bucket
- blue faience ram's head amulets
- potsherds: RW. amphora
- Askos
- sandy BrW. amphora
- jars

Not Registered B Foundation deposit gold wire rings. Figure 77, p, 1, 3. [F.D. NW., SW.]
SELECTED TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

W 27 (45-50)? Map 10-11-I. Figures 78-80.

BURIAL No bench. Plundered. Objects in situ and in debris. Figure 78, 79 a.

CHAMBER Single, large, oval, one interior step. Type V.

NO ENCLOSURE

STAIR In front of chapel. Type IV.

ENTRANCE Unclear.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Masonry, smooth faced. Type XI(?). 3.70 M. Sq.

NO ENCLOSURE

CHAPEL Masonry, trace only.

BLOCK Missing.

K 302 gold ball beads. D. ca. 0.3 cm. Figure 80, f, row 4. [WASHED DEBRIS ON FLOOR]

K Beads and pendants now strung together. Figure 80, f, row 6. [WASHED DEBRIS ON FLOOR]
 a) 371 gold ring beads.
 b) 12 carnelian pendants, type of Figure T, I d.
 c) 2 jasper pendants like b).
 d) 1 blue faience drum bead, VII b, Figure R.
 e) 1 gold cowrie.
 f) gold amulet: squatting ape.
 g) 1 carnelian bottle pendant.

B Point of an ivory implement or pin. L. 0.6 cm. Not illustrated. [WASHED DEBRIS ON FLOOR]

K Beads and pendants now strung together. Figure 80, f, row 3. 85 gold and 81 carnelian ball beads, 5 carnelian and 1 crystal pendants. Not measured. [WASHED DEBRIS ON FLOOR]

B Misc. beads and pendants: [FLOOR DEBRIS AND SIFTINGS]
 a) 143 ostrich shell ring beads. D. 0.35 to 0.62, L. 0.13 to 0.2 cm. Figure 80, e, row 2.
 b-e) 14 green faience band beads. D. 0.12 to 0.6, L. 0.35 to 0.6 cm.
 f) 1 conical shell.
 g) 13 cowrie shells. L. 0.8 to 1.1 cm.
 h) 1 grey paste amulet bead. 0.4 c, 0.5 x 30. cm. XV f, Figure S.
 i) 2 green steatite drum beads. L. 0.35, D. 0.3 cm. VII d, Figure R.
 j) 1 ribbed yellow faience barrel bead. L. 0.45, D. 0.3 cm. II u, Figure R.
 k) 1 amber colored crystal pendant, type of Figure T, I d. L. 0.75 cm.
 f-h) 7 gold, 1 garnet, 1 agate ball beads.
 i) 16 carnelian discoid. L. 0.35, D. 0.5 cm.
 j) 43 carnelian barrels. L. 0.52 cm.
 k) 52 small carnelian balls. D. 0.4 cm.

K 302 gold ball beads. D. ca. 0.3 cm. Figure 80, f, row 4. [WASHED DEBRIS ON FLOOR]

K Beads and pendants now strung together. Figure 80, f, row 6. [WASHED DEBRIS ON FLOOR]
 a) 371 gold ring beads.
 b) 12 carnelian pendants, type of Figure T, I d.
 c) 2 jasper pendants like b).
 d) 1 blue faience drum bead, VII b, Figure R.
 e) 1 gold cowrie.
 f) gold amulet: squatting ape.
 g) 1 carnelian bottle pendant.

B Point of an ivory implement or pin. L. 0.6 cm. Not illustrated. [WASHED DEBRIS ON FLOOR]

B Beads and pendants: [FLOOR DEBRIS AND SIFTINGS]
 a) 143 ostrich shell ring beads. D. 0.35 to 0.62, L. 0.13 to 0.2 cm. Figure 80, e, row 2.
 b-e) 14 green faience band beads. D. 0.12 to 0.6, L. 0.35 to 0.6 cm.
 f) 1 conical shell.
 g) 13 cowrie shells. L. 0.8 to 1.1 cm.
 h) 1 grey paste amulet bead. 0.4 c, 0.5 x 30. cm. XV f, Figure S.
 i) 2 green steatite drum beads. L. 0.35, D. 0.3 cm. VII d, Figure R.
 j) 1 ribbed yellow faience barrel bead. L. 0.45, D. 0.3 cm. II u, Figure R.
 k) 1 amber colored crystal pendant, type of Figure T, I d. L. 0.75 cm.
 f-h) 7 gold, 1 garnet, 1 agate ball beads.
 i) 16 carnelian discoid. L. 0.35, D. 0.5 cm.
 j) 43 carnelian barrels. L. 0.52 cm.
 k) 52 small carnelian balls. D. 0.4 cm.

K 302 gold ball beads. D. ca. 0.3 cm. Figure 80, f, row 4. [WASHED DEBRIS ON FLOOR]

K Beads and pendants now strung together. Figure 80, f, row 6. [WASHED DEBRIS ON FLOOR]
 a) 371 gold ring beads.
 b) 12 carnelian pendants, type of Figure T, I d.
 c) 2 jasper pendants like b).
 d) 1 blue faience drum bead, VII b, Figure R.
 e) 1 gold cowrie.
 f) gold amulet: squatting ape.
 g) 1 carnelian bottle pendant.

B Point of an ivory implement or pin. L. 0.6 cm. Not illustrated. [WASHED DEBRIS ON FLOOR]

B Beads and pendants: [FLOOR DEBRIS AND SIFTINGS]
 a) 143 ostrich shell ring beads. D. 0.35 to 0.62, L. 0.13 to 0.2 cm. Figure 80, e, row 2.
 b-e) 14 green faience band beads. D. 0.12 to 0.6, L. 0.35 to 0.6 cm.
 f) 1 conical shell.
 g) 13 cowrie shells. L. 0.8 to 1.1 cm.
 h) 1 grey paste amulet bead. 0.4 c, 0.5 x 30. cm. XV f, Figure S.
 i) 2 green steatite drum beads. L. 0.35, D. 0.3 cm. VII d, Figure R.
 j) 1 ribbed yellow faience barrel bead. L. 0.45, D. 0.3 cm. II u, Figure R.
 k) 1 amber colored crystal pendant, type of Figure T, I d. L. 0.75 cm.
 f-h) 7 gold, 1 garnet, 1 agate ball beads.
 i) 16 carnelian discoid. L. 0.35, D. 0.5 cm.
 j) 43 carnelian barrels. L. 0.52 cm.
 k) 52 small carnelian balls. D. 0.4 cm.

K 302 gold ball beads. D. ca. 0.3 cm. Figure 80, f, row 4. [WASHED DEBRIS ON FLOOR]

K Beads and pendants now strung together. Figure 80, f, row 6. [WASHED DEBRIS ON FLOOR]
 a) 371 gold ring beads.
 b) 12 carnelian pendants, type of Figure T, I d.
 c) 2 jasper pendants like b).
 d) 1 blue faience drum bead, VII b, Figure R.
 e) 1 gold cowrie.
 f) gold amulet: squatting ape.
 g) 1 carnelian bottle pendant.

B Point of an ivory implement or pin. L. 0.6 cm. Not illustrated. [WASHED DEBRIS ON FLOOR]

B Beads and pendants: [FLOOR DEBRIS AND SIFTINGS]
 a) 143 ostrich shell ring beads. D. 0.35 to 0.62, L. 0.13 to 0.2 cm. Figure 80, e, row 2.
 b-e) 14 green faience band beads. D. 0.12 to 0.6, L. 0.35 to 0.6 cm.
 f) 1 conical shell.
 g) 13 cowrie shells. L. 0.8 to 1.1 cm.
 h) 1 grey paste amulet bead. 0.4 c, 0.5 x 30. cm. XV f, Figure S.
 i) 2 green steatite drum beads. L. 0.35, D. 0.3 cm. VII d, Figure R.
 j) 1 ribbed yellow faience barrel bead. L. 0.45, D. 0.3 cm. II u, Figure R.
Figure 78
459  B Miscellaneous as follows:

[FLOOR DEBRIS AND SIFTINGS]
a) Carnelian chip.
b) 1 white paste cone, D. 0.57, H. 0.38 cm.
c) 2 gilt glass beads. VI r, Figure R.
d) 8 gilt glass ring beads. L. 0.2, D. 0.5 cm.
e) 23 tiny gilt glass ball beads. D. 0.3 cm.
f) 2 gilt glass ribbed ball beads. L. 0.43, D. 0.5 cm. I g, Figure R.
g) 1 glass bead. D. 0.3, L. 0.35 cm.
h) 3 decayed glass ball beads of D. ca. 1.0 cm.
i) 1 small green faience barrel bead, L. 0.4, D. 0.3 cm.
j) Green glass compound bead, type of Figure R, VI t.
k) 1 yellow paste double cone bead III g; Figure R.
l) 14 green faience cylinder beads. L. 0.38, D. 0.25 cm.
m) Fragment of an unclear faience amulet.
  a) 16 dark blue glass barrel beads, L. 0.4 to 0.55, D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm.
  b) 27 white glass ball beads, L. 0.2 to 0.4, D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm.
p) 1 faience double barrel bead and fragments. XV g, Figure S.
q) 646 faience ring beads, D. 0.2 to 0.35 cm.
r) 31 misc. faience ring beads. D. 0.45 to 0.55 cm.
s) 42 misc. faience ball beads. D. 0.35 to 0.7 cm.
t) 1 paste barrel bead, L. 0.45 cm. II o; Figure R.
u) 764 black glass ball beads. D. 0.4 to 0.75 cm.

460  B Miscellaneous small objects.

[WASHED DEBRIS ON FLOOR]
a) Pair of gilded electrum(? car-studs. Figure 79, f; 80, f, 2/2, 4.
b) Gold tubular bead. V j, Figure R.
c) Silver ball beads corroded together. Not illustrated.
d) Rock crystal bead, type of Figure S, X n. L. 0.3, D. 0.7 cm.
e) White quartzite band bead. L. 0.45, D. 0.8 cm.
f) Carnelian ring bead. L. 0.2, D. 0.6 cm.
g) Fragment of a green glass cruciform amulet. Not illustrated.
h) Green faience bead. D. 0.6, H. 0.45 cm. XII d, Figure S.
i) Glass Bes-amulet, encrusted. H. 2.1 cm. Figure 79, g.
j) Glazed steatite amulet: 2 squatting men back to back. H. 1.2 cm. Figure 79, h.
k) White glass(? frog. H. 0.73 cm. Figure 79, i.
l) Green jasper scaraboid. L. 1.05 cm. Figure 79, j; 80, f, 2/3.
m) 2 rectangular faience beads. IX d, Figure S; Figure 80, f, top.
n) Steatite rosette bead. L. 0.6, D. 1.1 cm. XII b, Figure S.
o) Blue faience rosette. D. 1.95 cm. XII e, Figure S.
p) Crude blue faience scarab. L. 2.05 cm. Figure 79, k; 80, f, 2/1.
q) Faded faience scarab. L. 0.9 cm. Figure 79, l.
r) Steatite scarab. L. 1.0 cm. Figure 79, m.
s) White steatite double scarab. L. 1.2 cm. Figure 79, n.

K RW. bowl, blackened inside. H. 6.5, D. 16.6 cm. 18, Figure C. [1]
K Bronze bowl; lip turned over heavy bronze ring, type of Figure N, 16. H. 9.0, D. 25.2 cm. [2]
K Bronze mirror. Floral ornament at base. H. 24.8, D. 21.0 cm. Figure 79, o. [3]
K Bronze vessel, in fragments. H. 18.0, D. 23.0 cm. Figure 79, p. [4]
K Fragments of a bronze basin, type of Figure N. 25. H. 11.5, D. 28.8 cm. [5]
K Small incomplete bronze vessel of unusual form. Ornament soldered to side, possibly the fitting for a single handle. H. 14.0, D. 13.4 cm. Figure 79, q. Suggestive of a jug from Sennar: Cf. Addison in "Antiquity" No. 93 (March 1950) p. 17, Fig. 4, No. 5. [6]
K Bronze sprinkler with perforated base. Stem reconstructed from small fragments. L. ca. 38.6 cm. Figure 79, t. [6a]
K Silver(?) beaker, decorated with incised lines. H. 9.6, D. 9.6 cm. Figure 79 r. [8]
K Bronze bucket with bail handle. H. 18.9, D. 20.4 cm. Figure 79, s. [7]
K Fragmentary crushed bronze beaker, type of Figure O, 4. H. 13.2, D. 9.2 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR]
K Bronze cup, type of Figure N, 5. H. 8.0, D. 11.6 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR]
K Bronze cup. H. 8.9, D. 14.8 cm. Figure 80, a. [CHAMBER FLOOR]
K Bronze cup similar to 472, nested inside 472. [CHAMBER FLOOR]

1 I am indebted to L. P. Kirwan for this suggested parallel.
Figure 80
W 27, 231

WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROE

22-2-474  K Unclear vessel(?) of thin bronze, decayed wood inside. H. ca. 4.6, D. 5.0 cm. Figure 80, b. [CHAMBER FLOOR]

475  B Bronze ledge handle of a vessel. Figure 80, c. 619  B 6 bronze rings. D. ca. 2.2 cm. [WASHED DEBRIS OVER FLOOR]

476  B 3 heavy bronze ledge fittings or feet from a vessel. 5.6 x 2.5, Tk. 1.2 cm. Figure 80, d. 620  B Bronze pin. Not measured.

477  K Fragmentary bronze and silver rim from a vessel (possibly 22-2-466?). Not measured, not illustrated. [CHAMBER FLOOR]

621, 623  B Bronze disc and horns, in fragments.

622  B Fragment of a bronze signet ring. Incised star on bezel. Bezel 0.8 x 0.7 cm.

624  B Misc. scraps of bronze.

W 231 (45-50)? Map 15-G. Figure 81.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE

NO ENCLOSURE

NO CHAPEL

STAIR 4 large irregular steps.

BLOCK Slab, intact. Type VI.

ENTRANCE Drop(?), type IV.

CHAMBER Single oval, type VIII.

BURIALS Intact. Main burial (A) at N., 14-year-old child or very small adult on right side, head W. Subsidiary burial (B) at S., adult on right side, head W. Both loosely contracted, crushed. No trace of coffins. Ornaments in situ on A, none on B. Figure 81, a, b.

Note: This tomb appears to be older than W 3 (see Map) since the intact enclosure of the latter would have interfered with the Super. of W 231, which must have been removed before its construction.

23-1-53  23-2-478  c) 1 carnelian double cone bead, type of Figure R, III b. L. 1.15, D. 0.6 cm. Figure 81, g, 1/1.

54a-d (23.363) Necklace. Figure 81, h. [DEBRIS OF BODY A]

a) 15 carnelian drop pendants, type of Figure T, I a. L. 0.75 cm.

b) 12 sheet gold drop pendants. L. 0.7 cm. Figure 81, c.

c) 10 sheet gold heart pendants. L. 0.8 cm. Figure 81, d.

d) Many faded faience ring beads as spacers, 4 each between a, b, and c. D. ca. 0.3 cm.

54e  B 2 carnelian multiple barrel beads. 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.35 cm. ll p. Figure R. [DEBRIS]

f  B 39 gilded silver ball beads, forming a plain string. L. 0.3, D. 0.4 cm. Figure 81, g, 3/1. [ON WRIST OF BODY A]

58  K 2 bronze bowls, nested, b inside a.

[81 AT W. BETWEEN HEADS OF A AND B]

a) Hemispherical bowl. H. 8.5, D. 12.3 cm. Figure 81, e.

b) Bowl with recurved rim. H. 8.3, D. 11.3 cm. Figure 81, f.
Figure 82
W 145 (45-55)? Map 15-L. Figures 82, 83.

**SUPERSTRUCTURE** Plastered red brick platform, type XII. ca. 5·75 M. Sq.

**NO ENCLOSURE**

**CHAPEL** Red brick, type VI.

**STAIR** Well cut, regular, under Super., type VI.

**BLOCK** Rubble, type IV, disturbed.

**CHAMBERS** Two rooms, niched, type VII.

**BURIAL** No bench or coffin. Plundered. Objects not *in situ.*

*Note:* The substructure may well be older than the superstructure and may have been re-used with a later superstructure, but the objects are consistent with a date of ca. (50).

---

K. 2 R.Pol. pottery bowls, type of Figure F, 14. H. 8.0, D. 16.7 cm. [FLOOR IN A]

B Pol.RW. cylindrical vessel. H. 25.2, D. 26.0 cm. Figure C. [FLOOR IN A]

K Sandy speckled ware jar, type of Figure I, 13. H. 40.0, D. 32.0 cm. [FLOOR IN A]

K FHRW pot lid(?) cut from base of a larger vessel. D. 6.0 cm. Figure 82, b. [DEBRIS IN A]

B Incomplete FDbW. cup, Db. slip, impressed decoration. H. 8.2, D. 8.0 cm. 25, Figure C. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

B FDbW. cup, impressed decoration. H. 8.4, D. 9.4 cm. 24, Figure C. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

---

Figure 83
WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEREO

23-2-317 K Fragments of 2 or more clear green glass bottles. Not measured. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

318 (24.987) Fragments of glass inlays. Bird's wings in millefiori technique (part of 22-2-537a, below). [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

319 B Lump of pale yellowish green sulphur(?). Not measured. [DEBRIS IN A]

320 K Misc. bronze: plates, tacks, etc. See below 22-2-537 i. [T.D. IN A]

321 K Bronze loop handle from a basin. L. 12.8 cm. Figure 82, c. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

322 K Fragments of iron nails. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

323 K 15 pebbles: 9 agate, 2 slate, 4 undetermined. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

324 K Sandstone Ba-bird, incomplete. H. ca. 34.0 cm. Figure 83, b. [SURFACE W. OF STAIR]

325 K 2 CRW. "Ankh"-trays, mat print on base, 22, Figure D, L. 20.5, and 21.0, W. 14.5 and 14.0 cm. [SURFACE W. OF STAIR]

B Miscellaneous: [FLOOR DEBRIS IN B]

a) Fragments of millefiori glass inlay wings like 22-2-318 above. Figure 82, d.

b) Fragments of one or more glass bottles. D. rim, 4.0 cm. Not illustrated.

c) Fragment ostrich egg shell.

d) 2 turned ivory discs. D. 1.5 cm. Figure 82, e.

e) 3 fragments corroded iron rods. L. 1.95 to 4.95, D. 0.55 to 0.8 cm.

f) A fragment sheet iron with nail through it.

g) Scrap opaque green glass.

h) Ornament: double convex oval of clear green glass, set in a bronze rim. 4.48 x 3.3 x 1.3 cm. thick. Figure 82, f.

i) Many fragmentary bronze fittings: straps, angles, and a circular plate, all with nails. (See above 22-2-320.) Figure 83, a.

B Misc. as follows: [T. D. IN A]

a) Small strips of gold leaf, rolled up.

b) Bezel of a carnelian finger ring, uninscribed. 1.33 x 1.05 cm. Figure 83, c.

c) Orange glass ring bead. L. 0.26, D. 0.5 cm.

d) Lunate green glass inlay. L. 1.4 cm.

e) Opaque green glass inlay. Figure 83, d.

f) Fragment opaque green glass.

W 176 (45-55)? Map 15-16-I. Figure 84.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE

NO ENCLOSURE

NO CHAPEL

STAIR Small, four steps well cut.

BLOCK Masonry in front, type III, intact.

CHAMBER Single rock-cut, type V. Roof fallen, oriented N-S.

BURIAL Intact. Adult body extended on back, head S., in remains of wooden box coffin. Objects in situ but damaged by fallen roof. Figure 84, a, b.

22-2-378 K RBrW. "brazier," R.Pol., broken, type of Figure I, 6. H. 36.0, D. 41.5 cm. [#1]

379 K Pol.FRW. bowl, type of Figure E, 24. H. 6.5, D. 15.8 cm. [#2]

380 K 3 jars, type of Figure L, 8, ware not stated. H. 53.0 to 59.0, D. ca. 33.0 cm. [#3-5]

K Fragments of a bronze cup or beaker. Not illustrated. H. ca. 9.0, D. ca. 6.0 cm. [#6]

382 K BkW. bottle-jar, Bk.Pol. H. 21.0, D. 18.6 cm. Figure D. [#7]

557 B Small objects. [WITH BURIAL]

a) 2 mother-of-pearl (?) pendants, type of Figure T, I a. and fragments of ca. 14 more. L. 0.94, D. 0.5 to 0.9 cm. [AT NECK]

b) Oxidized silver finger ring, bezel detached and missing. Finger-bone inside ring. D. ca. 2.0 cm. Figure 84, c. [ON FINGER]

c) Cut sheet silver amulet(?). H. 1.8, W. 1.45, Tk. 0.14 cm. Figure 84, d. [RIGHT WRIST]

d) White quartzite barrel bead, type of Figure R, II c. L. 0.7, D. 0.46 cm. [AT NECK]

e) Carnelian pendant. H. 1.07 cm. [AT NECK]

f) Green stone ball bead, type of Figure R, I b. D. 0.73 cm. [AT NECK]

g) r tiny green glass ball bead. D. 0.25 cm. Not illustrated. [AT NECK]
Figure 84
WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROÉ


NO SUPERSTRUCTURE

NO ENCLOSURE

NO CHAPEL

STAIR  Irregular with long landing.

BLOCK  Slab type, disturbed. Type VI.

ENTRANCE  Type IV.

CHAMBER  Single drop, type VIII.

BURIAL  Disturbed. Wooden box coffin EW. north of axis, from which bones of an adult skeleton have been thrown out to N. and S. Many objects in situ on floor, others in thieves debries. Figure 85, a, b.

105  B  Four RBrW. cups, R.washed. H. 7.6 to 9.1, D. 10.3 to 11.0 cm. 17, Figure C. [63]

106  B  Pol.BkW. jar, irregular. H. 22.2, D. 15.7 cm. 11, Figure D. [22]

107 (23,152)  Ebony folding stool with bronze and silver fittings. Bronze ram's head terminals. Octagonal bars wrapped with alternating bronze and silver bands. The form of feet in restoration is conjectural. Figure 86, a, restored photograph; b, scale drawing. [1]

108  K  Remains of basket-work. [10]

a) Fragment of matting sandal(?). W. 7.8 cm. Figure 87, a.

b) Fragment basket-work, diaper pattern. Figure 87, b.

c) Rim fragments from at least two baskets. Figure 87, c.

d) Fragments of basket rim. Figure 87, d.

e) Fragment basket-work. Figure 87, e.

109  B  Corroded iron axe(?)-head, in fragments. W. ca. 13.5 cm. Figure 87, f. [7]

110  K  Fragments of another axe(?)-head like 109 above. [8]

111  K  Fragments of basket-work like 108 above. [9]

112  B  Fragments of a glass jug with fluted handle; neck and rim only. D. rim 7.3 cm. Figure 87, g.

113  B  Fine yellow limestone archer's loose, polished. H. 2.5, D. 4.5 cm. Figure 87, h. [T. D. ON FLOOR]

114  B  Oval slate palette, worn. 7.5 x 4.35 x 1.0 cm. Figure 87, i. [DEBRIES]
Figure 87

SUPERSTRUCTURE Masonry of type VII, rubble and mud core. 7.0 to 7.5 M. Sq.

ENCLOSURE Traces, apparently type II.

CHAPEL Masonry, type IV.

CHAPEL RELIEFS W. wall, Queen offering to Osiris with Nephthys. Pub. RCK III, Pl. 18 A, Photo. RCK III Pl. 28 a, b, n. and S. walls show winged figure (behind enthroned queen?) ibid. Pl. 28 c. W. wall. View Figure 89, a.

STAIR In front of chapel, type IV, runs under W. face of W 4.

BLOCK Destroyed.

ENCELOSE Single rock-cut, type V. Roof collapsed. Partly plundered.

BURIALS Main burial (B) at N., adult extended on back, head W. in remains of wooden box coffin. Principal subsidiary burial (A) at S. head W., and burials (C), (D) and (E) as shown on plan. The E. part of chamber appears to have been plundered, but the W. part remains substantially intact with objects in place. It looks as though plundering was given up before completion owing to collapse of roof. Figure 88, a, b; 89, a-c.

Note: W 5 is clearly older than W 4 since its stair runs under tomb at about the last quarter of the First Century B.C.

23- 1-138a B Fragments of a green glazed faience bowl, white body paste. H. 4.7, D. 11.0 cm. Figure 90, a. [#16 INSIDE #11]

138b K Faience bowl similar to a). H. ca. 4.0, D. rim 9.0 cm. Figure 90, b. [#16 INSIDE #16]

139 B Bronze disc with perforations. D. 5.0 cm. Not illustrated. [#24]

140 B Broken bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 5, ca. complete. H. 7.8, D. 12.0 cm. [#30 INSIDE #29]

141 K Fragments of an iron rod with flattened end. L. ca. 16.0, D. 2.2 to 3.3 cm. Not illustrated. [#22]

142 B 6 lumps pale pink plaster (or pigment?) and 1 small grey-green lump. Not illustrated. [#37]

143 K Bronze disc mirror with raised edge and no tang. D. 21.8, Thickness rim 0.6, face 0.25 cm. Figure 90, e. [#10]

144 K Broken bronze bowl. H. 9.4, D. 16.25 cm. Figure 90, d. [#19]

145 K Thin bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 5, bent. H. 6.8, D. 9.0 cm. [#26]

146 K Bronze bowl, bent, with incised scene. H. 8.25, D. ca. 10.35 cm. Figure 90, e, f. [#25 INSIDE #26]
Figure 90
23-1-167 B. Fragments of an ivory tube. D. ca. 3.0 cm. Figure 92, a. [#13 inside #11]

168 K. Fragments of a haematite? bottle. D. rim 2.8 cm. Not illustrated. [#33 inside #11]

169 B. Misc. bronzes: Not illustrated. [DEBRIS]
   a) 2 tiny coiled wire rings. D. 1.5, sec. 0.2 cm.
   b) Fragment of a larger ring. D. sec. 0.35 cm.
   c) 2 small washers. D. 1.5, Tk. 0.2 cm.

170 K. Decayed fragments of a haematite vessel. Not measured, not illustrated. [INSIDE #27 ADHERING TO 23-1-160]

171 B. Silver amulet: frog. L. 1.0 cm. Figure 92, b. [DEBRIS]

173 (23.376) and K. Pair of gold and carnelian bracelets strung on gold wire, intact. L. 14.4 cm. Figure 92, m, upper. [#2]

174 (23.377) and K. Pair of gold and carnelian bracelets, strung on gold wire, intact. L. 14.5 cm. Figure 92, m, lower. [#1]

175 (23.424) Gold signet ring: purple glass set, broken and largely missing. Figure 92, c. [#3]

176 (23.365) Necklace: multiple strings of gold, carnelian, and blue glass ball beads, with 2 gold terminals. Figure 94, 3rd row. [#4]

177 (23.363) Necklace: gold ball beads with two gold terminals. Figure 94, 1st row. [#5]

178 (23.340) and K. Pair of gold earrings: 2 Hathor-heads with pendants. L. 5.7 cm. Figure 93, a, 1/5, 6. [#6]

Note: The preceding 6 objects were found in a compact mass lying on the chest of body A (see Figure 88, b,) as if they had been enclosed in a cloth bag (completely disintegrated). Lower down on the same body, lying under the disc mirror (910) were the further items of jewelry 9, 8, and g. The suggestion presents itself that these items of jewelry belonged to the main burial (B) and had been placed in the keeping of body A who was perhaps a personal maid. Figure 89, e.

179 (23.341) and K. Pair of gold earrings. Large Hathor-heads with pendants, hung from rosette discs. L. 5.7 cm. Figure 93, a, 1/3. 4. [#7a]

180 (23.339) and K. Pair of gold earrings. Hathor-heads with pendants, hung from rosette discs. L. 5.25 cm. Figure 93, a, 1/1, 2. [#7b]

181 (23.342) and K. Pair of gold earrings. Hathor-heads similar to preceding but smaller. L. 4.8 cm. Figure 93, a, 2/3, 4. [#7c]

182 (23.343) and K. Pair of earrings. Gold rosette disc from which depend carnelian ball beads partly encased in gold caps with cloisonné decoration. L. 5.0 cm. Figure 93, a, 2/5, 6. [#7d]

23-1-183 (23.344) and K. Pair of gold earrings. Incomplete lunate elements from which hang vultures and three hanging granulated balls. H. 3.7 or more cm. Figure 93, a, 2/1, 2. [#7e]

184 (23.390) Necklace: hollow gold ball beads in groups of two alternating with groups of three spirally decorated glass cylinder beads. Two gold terminals. Figure 94, 4th row. [#8]

185-186 K. Necklace: Hollow gold and variegated glass ball beads. Figure 93, b. [#20 AT NECK OF BODY B]

187 (23.394) Necklace: gold ball beads with two gold terminals. Figure 94, 2nd row. [#20 AT NECK OF BODY B]

188 B. Group of glass beads as follows: [#31 AT E. END OF ROD #22]
   a) Opaque green glass barrel beads, type of Figure R, II d.
   b) 1 gilt glass "spool" bead. XV e, Figure S.
   c) Gilt glass ball beads, type of Figure R, I c.
   d) Yellow glass "eye" beads. XI g, Figure S.
   e) Blue glass "eye" beads. Not illustrated.
   f) Green glass "eye" beads. Not illustrated.

189 (24.517) Electrum finger ring: rectangular bezel. 4 registers with 1st, 2 or more seated lions(?), 2nd one large recumbent lion, 3rd & 4th crocodile. Figure 92, k. [#32 WITH GROUP #1-6]

190 B. Beads and amulets as follows: [#34]
   a) 23.378) Gilt glass star beads. Figure 92, d.
   b) Tiny blue faience band beads, type of Figure R, VI d.
   c) Larger blue faience band beads, type of Figure R, VI d.
   d) Blue faience crude Bes-amulets. Figure 92, e.
   e) Blue, green, red, and yellow glass wedge-shaped pendants. Figure 92, f.

191 (23.307) Gold finger ring with rectangular bezel. 3 registers: seated lions and crocodiles. Figure 92, b; l, 3/1. [#35 UNDER #4]

192 (23.306) Carnelian finger ring, uninscribed. Figure 92, l, 2/3. [INSIDE #29]

193 (23.383) Blue glass squatting figure, cast in a mold. Figure 92, g; l, 2/2. [INSIDE #27]

194 (24.514) Electrum finger ring, Oval bezel with applied wire cloisons. Figure 92, g; l, 2/2. [WITH BODY C]

195 K. Electrum finger ring. Rectangular bezel: 2 rows of 4 seated lions. Figure 92, j; l, 3/3. [WITH BODY C]

196 B. Scraps of curled bark (aconite?). [WITH BONES OF SUBSIDIARY BURIAL]

197 (number duplicates 23-1-187 above)

198 K. Misc. small objects: [UNDER #36]
   a) Gold amulet: seated Isis suckling Horus. Not measured, not illustrated.
   b) Fragments iron, indeterminate. Not measured, not illustrated.
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Figure 91
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W 139 (50-55) Map 15-J-K. Figures 95, 96.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Remains brick platform. Type XII. ca. 4.00 M. Sq.

NO ENCLOSURE

CHAPEL Remains of red brick, type VI.

STAIR Under Super., type VI.

BLOCK Rubble in front, type IV.

CHAMBERS 2 of type VIII.

BURIAL Plundered. Objects on floor and in debris. No trace of body. Figure 95, a, b.

22-2-264 K Bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 3. H. 9.0, D. 19.20 cm. [#1]

256 K Bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 4. Rosette in relief on base and band of birds (unclear). H. 12.0, D. 22.0 cm. [#2]

257 K Bronze basin. H. 15.0, D. 24.0 cm. Figure 95, c. [#3]

258 K Bronze basin, type of Figure N, 25. H. 16.8, D. 27.8 cm. (Listed as a vessel on tomb card.) [#4, 5]

259 K Bronze bowl with enlarged rim. H. ca. 9.0, D. ca. 26.0 cm. Not illustrated. [#6]

Note: #1-6 nested together, but only 5 vessels.

260 K Indeterminate oval hollow lead object, perhaps a vessel (?), L. ca. 12.0, W. ca. 8.0 cm. Not illustrated. [#7]

261 K Deep bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 4. Rim swollen, corroded, not clear. H. 12.8, D. 20.0 cm. [#8]

262 K 6 Pol.RW. offering tables, type of Figure H, 6. D. 25.0 to 27.0 cm. [#9-13]

263 B Pol.RW. offering table. D. 19.5 cm. 4, Figure H. [UNDER #9-13]

Note: All the above objects were in Chamber A.

201 B Misc. fragments indeterminate bronze vessels. [INSIDE #27]

202 B Fragment of a corroded iron implement, not identified. Not measured, not illustrated. [WITH BONES OF BODY E]

23-1-198 c) A few blue faience ring beads. Not measured, not illustrated.

199a (23.816) Carnelian ball beads, type of Figure R, I a, and barrel beads, type of Figure R, II d. [SIFTINGS]

b B Many blue, yellow and white faience band beads. D. ca. 0.25 cm.

c B 1 white stone pebble.

23-1-200 (23.391) Rock crystal duck. Figure 92, 1, 1/1.

[PERIODS]

23-1-264 K Bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 3. H. 9.0, D. 19.20 cm. [#1]

256 K Bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 4. Rosette in relief on base and band of birds (unclear). H. 12.0, D. 22.0 cm. [#2]

257 K Bronze basin. H. 15.0, D. 24.0 cm. Figure 95, c. [#3]

258 K Bronze basin, type of Figure N, 25. H. 16.8, D. 27.8 cm. (Listed as a vessel on tomb card.) [#4, 5]

259 K Bronze bowl with enlarged rim. H. ca. 9.0, D. ca. 26.0 cm. Not illustrated. [#6]

Note: #1-6 nested together, but only 5 vessels.

260 K Indeterminate oval hollow lead object, perhaps a vessel (?), L. ca. 12.0, W. ca. 8.0 cm. Not illustrated. [#7]

261 K Deep bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 4. Rim swollen, corroded, not clear. H. 12.8, D. 20.0 cm. [#8]

262 K 6 Pol.RW. offering tables, type of Figure H, 6. D. 25.0 to 27.0 cm. [#9-13]

263 B Pol.RW. offering table. D. 19.5 cm. 4, Figure H. [UNDER #9-13]

Note: All the above objects were in Chamber A.

22-2-264 K Bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 3. H. 9.0, D. 19.20 cm. [#1]

256 K Bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 4. Rosette in relief on base and band of birds (unclear). H. 12.0, D. 22.0 cm. [#2]

257 K Bronze basin. H. 15.0, D. 24.0 cm. Figure 95, c. [#3]

258 K Bronze basin, type of Figure N, 25. H. 16.8, D. 27.8 cm. (Listed as a vessel on tomb card.) [#4, 5]

259 K Bronze bowl with enlarged rim. H. ca. 9.0, D. ca. 26.0 cm. Not illustrated. [#6]

Note: #1-6 nested together, but only 5 vessels.

260 K Indeterminate oval hollow lead object, perhaps a vessel (?), L. ca. 12.0, W. ca. 8.0 cm. Not illustrated. [#7]

261 K Deep bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 4. Rim swollen, corroded, not clear. H. 12.8, D. 20.0 cm. [#8]

262 K 6 Pol.RW. offering tables, type of Figure H, 6. D. 25.0 to 27.0 cm. [#9-13]

263 B Pol.RW. offering table. D. 19.5 cm. 4, Figure H. [UNDER #9-13]

Note: All the above objects were in Chamber A.
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**Figure 96**

22-2-279 B FDbW. bowl, wavy line decoration in relief; in fragments. H. 5.8, D. 10.4 cm. 26, Figure G. [DEBRIS]

280 K FDbW. pot with impressed decoration (apparently a frog with a collar?). H. 9.5, D. 10.6 cm. 22, Figure G. [DEBRIS]

281 K Pol.FR.W. bowl with impressed decoration. H. 10.0, D. 14.0 cm. 22, Figure G. [DEBRIS]

282 K Pol.RW. bowl. H. 6.2, D. 16.2 cm. 22, Figure G. [DEBRIS]

283, 284 K 3 pottery bowls like Figure F, 5. Type size. [DEBRIS]

285 K Pol.RW. cup. H. 7.2, D. 9.0 cm. 10, Figure F. [DEBRIS]

286 K RW. cup. H. 7.4, D. 10.0 cm. 25, Figure E. [DEBRIS]

287 K RW. "Brazier." H. 18.0 cm. 3, Figure I. [DEBRIS]

288 K Fragment of a RBrW. "Brazier." H. 26.0, D. 30.0 cm. t, Figure I. [DEBRIS]

289 K RBrW. bowl. H. 6.4, D. 14.0 cm. 15, Figure F. [DEBRIS]

290 B Yellow faience (?) bowl. H. 2.4, D. 5.45 cm. Figure 95, e. [DEBRIS]

291 K Jar of red surfaced dark sandy ware, white specked. H. 46.0, D. 29.2 cm. t, Figure K. [WITH #17]

292 B 5 RBrW. jars. H. 50.0, D. 29.2 cm. 13, Figure I. [#21-25]

293 K BkW. pot, type of Figure L, 9, incised decoration. H. ca. 33.0, D. ca. 33.0 cm. [#26]

294 K Bronze angle-plates and nails from a wooden box (not preserved). The box was ca. 36.5 x 61.0 cm. Not illustrated. [T. D. IN STAIR]

295 K Stick of grey kohl. L. 9.6 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS IN A]

296 B Bronze kohl-stick and spoon. L. 16.9 cm. Figure 95, f. [DEBRIS IN A]

22-2-519 B Disc of sheet gold. D. 0.8, Tk. 0.025 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS IN A]

290 (24.497) and K. Pair of gold ear-studs. Conical boss in center. Enamel cloisonné border filled with red (outer) and yellow (inner) color. D. 2.4 cm. Figure 96, a. [DEBRIS IN A]

291 B Misc. as follows: [DEBRIS IN A]

a) 16 mud pellets. D. 0.9 to 1.05 cm. Figure 96, b, 10 lower.

b) 3 pottery rings and fragments. D. 1.6 to 2.0 cm. Figure 96, b, 2, 3.

c) 3 scraps thin silver.

d) 2 gold pendants. L. 1.4 cm. II i, Figure T; Figure 96, b, 5, 6.

e) Faded green faience Udjat. L. 1.3 cm. Figure 96, b, 8 upper.

f) Red jasper uraeus. H. 2.1 cm. Figure 96, b, 7.

g) Faience button. D. 1.75, H. 0.85 cm. Figure 96, b, 17.

h) Silver crescent pendant. H. 1.9 cm. III f, Figure T; Figure 96, b, 4.

i) White quartzite ball bead. D. 0.5 cm. Figure 96, b, 10 upper.

j) 2 white quartzite pendants. L. 0.9 cm. Figure 96, b, 8 lower.

k) 1 carnelian pendant. L. 0.9 cm. Figure 96, b, 9 lower.

l) 3 carnelian pendants, type of Figure T, I h. L. 0.95 cm.

m) 1 carnelian barrel bead. L. 0.8, D. 0.6 cm. Figure 96, b, 9 upper.

n) 5 carnelian ball beads. D. 0.35 to 0.4 cm.

o) 1 yellow paste band bead. L. 0.65, D. 0.8 cm.

p-r) 5 tiny yellow glass ring beads. D. 0.2 to 0.4 cm.
Superstructure. Rubble and brick platform, type XII. ca. 5.20 M. Sq.

No enclosure.

Chapel. Destroyed.

Stair. Under Super., type VI.

No block.

Chamber. Rock-cut single, rectangular. Type V.

Burial. Plundered, no body. Coffin bench cut in gebel and traces wooden box coffin, type IX. Pottery in SW. corner of chamber, many small objects in debris on bench.

Figure 97, a, b.

K 5 Pol.R.W. jars, type of Figure I, 13. H. ca. 53.0, D. ca. 37.0 cm. Figure 97, b. [SW. CORNER]

K 4 RBrW. offering tables, type of Figure H, 6. H. 8.9, D. 25.4 cm. Figure 97, b. [SW. CORNER]

K FRPol. footed bowl. H. 6.6, D. 13.5 cm. 20. Figure F. [SW. CORNER]

K 9 pottery bowls, ware not stated. D. 16.0 to 18.0 cm. 14. Figure F. [SW. CORNER]

K Fragments of bronze angle-irons from a box, fastened with bronze nails. W. of plates ca. 2.0 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS]

B a) 2 fragments gold wire, sec. o.15 cm. Not illustrated. [T. D. AT DOORWAY]

b) 1 folded gold sheet band bead(?). D. ca. 0.35, L. 0.3 cm. Not illustrated.

c) (24.1072) Carnelian set for a ring with intaglio figure of a bird. 1.1 x 1.2, Tk. 0.2 cm. Figure 97, c.

d) Carnelian set for a ring, uninscribed. D. 1.1, Tk. 0.45 cm. Figure 97, d.

B Gold studs, rings, etc.

[ORGANIC DEBRIS ON COFFIN BENCH]

a) Length of gold wire like 525a.

b) Gold and enamel ear-stud. Female head in relief, enamel discolored. D. 1.5 cm. Figure 97, e.

c) Gold band ring. D. 1.5, W. 0.25 cm. Not illustrated.

K Gold signet ring. Elongated bezel with incised floral design. D. 1.4 cm. Figure 97, i.

K (24.572) Gold signet ring. Intaglio seated figure on bezel. D. 1.5, bezel 0.5 x 0.7 cm. Figure 97, h. [ORGANIC DEBRIS ON COFFIN BENCH]

K (24.566) Gold signet ring. Intaglio seated figure on bezel. D. 1.65, bezel 0.65 x 0.95 cm. Figure 97, g.

K Gold signet ring. Intaglio seated figure on bezel. D. 1.7, bezel 0.8 x 1.0 cm. Figure 97, f.

B Miscellaneous small objects.

[ORGANIC DEBRIS ON COFFIN BENCH]

a) Glass paste ball bead: green with yellowish-white band. D. 1.0, L. 0.97 cm. I q. Figure R.

b) 15 discolored glass paste ball beads. D. 0.8 to 1.0, L. 0.67 to 0.95 cm.

c) 1 green glass paste ball bead, type of Figure R, I b. D. 0.55, L. 0.4 cm.

d) 7 white and green faience ball beads. D. 0.52 to 0.65, L. 0.42 to 0.5 cm.

e) 32 yellowish-green faience ball beads, type of Figure R, I b. D. 0.6, L. 0.47 cm.

f) 1 faded faience disc bead. D. 0.9, L. 0.25 cm.

g-n) Misc. discolored glass and faience ball beads like a-f above.

o) Blue glass barrel bead: red, yellow, red bands. D. 0.5, L. 0.7 cm. II q. Figure R.

p) Upper part of a faience buckle amulet. L. 1.35 cm. Figure 97, j.

q) Translucent blue glass pendant, type of Figure T, I e. L. 0.5 cm.

r) Fragments of misc. blue and green glass beads.

B Misc. small objects.

[FLOOR DEBRIS NEAR BENCH]

a) Fragments of a "millefiori" glass bottle: green shot with orange and red. Not illustrated.

b) 2 fragmentary iron nails and 3 of bronze. L. 1.6 to 1.75 cm.

c) Bronze plate covered with silver(?). 1.6 to 1.75 cm. Not illustrated.

[f] Scraps of bronze.

g) Fragmentary glass beads like 527q above.

h) Fragments translucent amber glass (vessel).

i) Carnelian ball bead. D. 0.4 cm. (Possibly from between the two caps 529g, h below.)

j-m) Misc. glass ball beads and fragments.

n) 2 minute gold ring beads. D. 0.25, L. 0.15 cm.

o) 5 minute glass ring beads. D. 0.2, L. 0.1 cm.

p) Fragmentary white glass bead. 0.35 x 0.35 cm. II n. Figure R.

q) Fragments of gilt glass beads, type of Figure R, VI e, but twins.

B Miscellaneous. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

a) Back of a gold ear-stud like 526b above. D. 0.8, L. 0.63 cm.

b) 3 gold ball beads. D. 0.15 to 0.27 cm.

c) 2 gold nuggets(?) flattened by hammering. D. 0.5 and 0.6, Tk. 0.18 and 0.25 cm.

d) 1 quartzite pendant. L. 1.2, W. 1.0, Tk. 0.6 cm. Figure 97, k.

e) 1 quartzite pendant, type of Figure T, I c. L. 0.9 cm.
f) 1 faded faience pendant, type of Figure T, L. 0.95 cm.
g, h) 2 gold caps, apparently for holding a bead as pendant. D. ca. 0.5 cm. (see above 528 i). Figure 97, 1.
i, j) 5 carnelian barrel beads. L. 0.25 to 0.36, D. 0.3 to 0.33 cm.
k-n) Misc. blue and yellow glass beads. D. 0.3 to 0.4 cm.
o) 2 black glass ring beads. D. 0.37, L. 0.15 cm.
B Miscellaneous beads. [siftings]
a) Large cowrie shell, back cut.
b-z) Misc. beads of glass and faience, of which the following are noteworthy: j) 2 yellow glass squared conical. L. 0.8 cm. IV e, Figure R;
y) Faded blue faience ball bead with dark spiral bands beneath glaze. D. 0.55 cm. I u, Figure R.
22-531 B Misc. [DEBRIS]

a) 2 bronze nails like 528c above.

b) 3 dark blue glass ball beads. D. 0.65, L. 0.55 cm.

c) Misc. beads not specially noted.

22-2-532 (24.1046) Beads re-strung as a necklace. Figure 98, middle row. [DEBRIS]

149 carnelian ball beads. D. 0.34 to 0.45 cm.
8 carnelian and 8 quartzite conical beads. L. 0.8 cm; 4 gold cylinder beads. L. 0.57 cm;
8 blue glass ball and ring beads. D. ca. 0.45 cm.
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22-2-533 (24.1045) Beads re-strung as a necklace. Figure 98, outer string. [DEBRIS]
Barrel beads: 1 gold, 8 carnelian, 10 quartzite, 1 amazon stone.
Ball beads: 17 carnelian, 7 blue glass, 1 amazon stone. Beads, type of Figure 8, X n: 118 carnelian, 1 blue glass.
Cylinder beads: 2 gold.

534 (24.521) Beads forming a 3-strand necklace (re-strung) Figure 98, inner row. [DEBRIS]
a, b) 653 gold ball beads. D. 0.15 to 0.3 cm.
c, d) 151 carnelian ball beads. D. 0.2 to 0.35 cm.
e) 12 blue glass ring beads. D. 0.25 to 0.33 cm.
f) 6 gold cylinder beads. L. 0.35, D. 0.25 cm.
g) Gold spacer with three holes, L. 2.35 cm. Figure 98, center, g.

W 159 (50-55)? Map 12-M-N. Figure 99.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Brick and rubble, abnormal. Type XII? Ca. 6.00 M. Sq.
ENCLOSURE Rubble, perhaps type IV, but filled in at W. to form platform.
CHAPEL Destroyed.
STAIR Under Superstructure, type VI.
BLOCK Unclear.
CHAMBER Single chamber, type VIII.
BURIAL No trace of bench or coffin. Plundered. All objects in T. D. in chamber. Figure 99, a.

Miscellaneous: [CHAMBER SIFTINGS]
a) White quartzite pendant. H. 1.0, D. 0.8 cm. Figure 99, a.
b) 4 translucent brown glass beads with relief decoration. 1.35 x 1.4 x 0.55 cm. XV k, Figure S.
c) 7 green faience(? ) uraeus amulets. H. 1.1 cm. Figure 99, b.
d) 10 univalve shells with cut backs. L. ca. 1.0 cm. Not illustrated.
e) 3 carnelian pendants, type of Figure 8, II f. L. 0.8, D. 0.6 cm.
f) 1 carnelian pendant, type of Figure T, I a. L. 0.6, D. 0.4 cm.
g) 1 carnelian bead, type of Figure R, III h. L. 0.3, D. 0.45 cm.
h, i) 23 carnelian ball beads, D. 0.3 to 0.8 cm., and 11 carnelian barrel beads, L. 0.3 to 0.45, D. 0.3 to 0.35 cm. Not illustrated.
j) 4 dark blue glass rectangular oblong beads with horizontal white stripes. 0.5 x 0.5, L. 1.2 cm. Figure 99, c.

h) 10 hollow gold pendants. L. 0.52 cm. Figure 98, center, h.
i) 1 carnelian pendant like h). L. 0.55 cm.
j, k) 6 amazon stone pendants like h). L. 0.45 to 0.55 cm.
l) 1 blue glass pendant like h). L. 0.6 cm.
m) 1 carnelian pendant. L. 0.75 cm. Figure 98, center, m.
n) 3 blue glass pendants. L. 1.0 cm. Figure 98, center, n.
o) 1 gold disc pendant. L. 0.55 cm. II g, Figure T.
p) Small lapis square set in gold. L. 0.87 cm. Figure 98, center, p.
q) Gold lion's head pendant. H. 0.67 cm. Figure 98, center, q.
r) Gold heart amulet. L. 0.7 cm. Figure 98, center, r.
k) 1 black stone pendant, type of Figure T, I f. H. 0.8, D. 0.55 cm.
l) 1 discolored glass barrel bead. L. 0.5, D. 0.4 cm. Not illustrated.

B Miscellaneous: [CHAMBER SIFTINGS]
a) discolored glass knobbed bead. L. 0.8, D. 0.8 cm. XV d, Figure S.
b) 1 discolored glass ribbed bead, type of Figure R, II i. L. 0.5, D. 0.4 cm.
c) 1 white quartzite lentoid bead. L. 0.5, W. 0.6, Tk. 0.4 cm. Figure 99, d.
d) 2 white quartzite pendants, type of Figure T, I f. H. 0.75 to 0.8, D. 0.55 to 0.6 cm.
e) 2 white quartzite ball beads. D. 0.6 cm. Not illustrated.
f) 1 translucent blue glass ball bead with 3 "eyes," blue on opaque white. L. 0.8, D. 1.1 cm. Not illustrated.
g) 1 glass ball bead. Pale blue ground with "eyes" of brown and white. L. 0.8, D. 0.9 cm. XI f, Figure S.
h) 1 gilt glass barrel bead. L. 0.6, D. 0.5 cm.
i) 1 gilt glass ball bead. L. 0.5, D. 0.6 cm.
j) 1 black glass barrel bead. L. 0.8, D. 0.9 cm.
k) 2 translucent brown glass ball beads. L. 0.5, D. 0.6 cm.
l) 8 green, blue, and discolored glass ball beads. D. 0.4 to 0.55 cm.
m) 6 glass ring beads: blue, opalescent, gilt and yellow. D. 0.3 to 0.35 cm.
n) 1 broken clear colorless glass ball bead.
B Miscellaneous: [SIFTINGS]
a) Unglazed steatite (?) scarab, uninscribed. L. 0.9 cm. Figure 99, i.
b) 2 decayed white steatite (?) ball beads. D. 0.7 and 1.0 cm. Not illustrated.
c) 1 opaque green glass bead. L. 1.2, D. 0.65 cm. Illa, Figure R.

B Misc. metal fragments including a perforated bronze disc. D. 5.3, Tk. 0.2 cm. Figure 99, j. [T. D. IN CHAMBER]
B BkW. saucer-lamp (?) and fragments of another. H. 3.35, L. 7.9, W. 4.5 cm. 28, Figure F. [T. D. IN CHAMBER]
B A stick of grey kohl, L. 7.1, D. 1.5 cm.; fragment of an iron nail; bits of wood, some charred. Not illustrated. [T. D. IN CHAMBER]
B Fragments of two clear green glass bottles. D. ca. 8.9 cm. Figure 99, k. [T. D. IN CHAMBER]
B R. Pol. HRW. bowl. H. 6.8, D. 15.5, cm. Figure 99, l. [T. D. IN CHAMBER]
K R. Pol. RBrW. footed dish. H. 12.5, D. 25.5 cm. 5, Figure H. [T. D. IN CHAMBER]
K Fragments of a RBrW. "brazier" (?). D. ca. 48.0 cm. Not illustrated. [T. D. IN CHAMBER]
B Crude RBrW. lid. D. 9.75 cm. Not illustrated. [T. D. IN CHAMBER]
B R. Pol. RBrW. dish. D. of bowl ca. 12.0 cm. Not illustrated. [T. D. IN CHAMBER]
K Base fragment of a translucent pink glass vessel, very thick. Tk. 0.8 cm. Not illustrated. [SIFTINGS]
Figure 100

25-1-43a (23.331) and K Pair of gold and blue enamel ear-studs. Design of Ankh-was-neb with granulated border. D. 1.2 cm. Figure 100, d, 1, 2/4. [SIFTINGS FROM SKELETON]

b B 23 silver elements: corroded lion's-head aegis. L. 1.15 to 1.25 cm. Figure 100, d, 1/5-9, 2/5-10; i (2:1, after cleaning). [12 AT RIGHT HAND, 11 AT LEFT HAND]

c B Tiny silver cap with hole in center (from box 23-1-63 below). 1.2 x 0.4 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS]

d B 2 gilt glass ring beads. L. 0.2, D. 0.3 cm.

e B 5 carnelian ring beads. D. 0.3 to 0.4 cm.

B Miscellaneous as follows:

a) Carnelian pendant. L. 0.8 cm. II k, Figure T; Figure 100, d, 1/11. [RIGHT HAND]

b) Fragments of a gold and silver ornament, unclear. Figure 100, d, 1/12. [RIGHT HAND]

c) 1 ivory barrel bead. L. 0.55, D. 0.4 cm. Figure 100, d, 2/12. [DEBRIS OF SKELETON]

d) Tiny silver stud. D. 0.25, L. 0.25 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS OF SKELETON]

B Fragments of an ivory object. Figure 100, d, 3/1. [BESIDE COFFIN]
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23-1-61a (23.847) Silver signet ring, corroded. On bezel lapis (or glass) inlaid Udjat. Figure 100, d, 3/4; f, 1. [ON FINGER OF RIGHT HAND]

K Silver signet ring, corroded, unclear. Figure 100, d, 3/3. [AT RIGHT HAND]

62 B Corroded silver signet ring, unclear. Figure 100, f, 1. [ON FINGER OF LEFT HAND]

63 B Remains of an ivory box:

a) Fragments of ivory strips, some with holes. Figure 100, d, 3/8.

b) 5 silver ring handles. Figure 100, d, 3/5-7; g.

67 K 4 RBrW. cups. D. 12.0 to 12.5 cm. 2, Figure F. [#7-10]

68 B Pol.BkW. globular jar. H. 22.4, D. 18.8 cm. 1, Figure J. [#6]

Note: #18 is not indicated (number not used).


SUPERSTRUCTURE Rubble platform, type XII, NE. corner only preserved.

NO ENCLOSURE

CHAPEL Destroyed.

STAIR In front of chapel site, type IV.

BLOCK Slab type VI, partly removed.

ENTRANCE Type IV.

CHAMBERS Two of type VIII.

BURIAL Plundered. Pottery, etc. more or less in situ in chamber A. Other objects in debris. Figure 101, a, b.

Note: W 115 appears to be older than W 114 to the S. and W 113 to the N. since the superstructures of both encroach on the area once occupied by its superstructure. See Map.

22-1-570 (Khtm. 1944) 3-spouted bronze lamp with attachments for three iron chains for suspension. Traces of chain about 60 cm. long visible on floor. H. 10.4, Max. W. 28.2 cm. Figure 101, b; 102 a, b. [#1]

571 B Small objects as follows: [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

a) Irregular gold wire loop. 3.4 x 3.1, sec. 0.2 cm. Not illustrated. (Possibly a foundation deposit ring dropped by plunderers.)

b) Gold element: human face, flat backed, vertical hole. 0.9 x 0.9, Tk. 0.3 cm. Figure 102, c lower.

572 K R.Pol.RBrW. "brazier," perforated. H. 29.5, D. 42.4 cm. 4, Figure I. [#1]

73 K 4 RBrW. jars, type of Figure L, 2. H. 32.8, D. 24.8 cm. [#2-5]

74 K Fragments of a CRBrW. jar, type of Figure L, 8. [#11]

93 B R.Pol.RBrW. offering tray on foot. H. 15.2, D. 29.2 cm. 3, Figure H. [#15]

94 B Fragments of a clear glass bottle. D. rim ca. 3.4 cm. Figure 100, f.

96 K 4 CRBrW. jars with pot marks. H. 62.0, D. 33.0 cm. 5, Figure K. [#12-14, 19]

Note: #18 is not indicated (number not used).
Figure 101
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Figure 102
SUPERSTRUCTURE Destroyed.

CHAPEL Destroyed.

STAIR Steep, regular, with short landing.

BLOCK Intact, type VI.

CHAMBER Small, flaring, rock-cut, type V.

BURIAL Intact. Skeleton of a small child, somewhat flexed on right side, head W. in small rectangular wooden box coffin. Beads at neck and ankles. Intact except for damage from roof falls. Figure 103, a-d.

23-1-248 B FDbW. globular pot. Ptd. decoration of naturalistic plant forms in red and brown. H. 10.7, D. 11.0 cm. 18, Figure G. [#1]

249 K Pol.HRW. globular pot. Stamped decoration of circles and crossed lines. Incomplete. H. 10.85, D. 11.8 cm. 34, Figure G. [#2]

250 B FDbW. beaker, white slip. Pink wash on lip. Incised line below rim. H. 10.2, D. 10.4 cm. 13, Figure E. [#3]

251 B FDbW. globular pot. Stamped cross decoration. In fragments (restored). H. 9.5, D. ca. 12.0 cm. 23, Figure G. [#4]

252 B RBrW. bowl, R. washed. Bands of white and dark brown paint. Broken. H. 7.3, D. 9.8 cm. 2, Figure G. [#5]

253 B Pol.RW. beaker. Bk. painted band below rim. Stamped decoration: row of “buckle” emblems; 5 rows of circles. Decayed, ca. complete. H. 6.9, D. ca. 8.0 cm. 31, Figure G. [#6 UNDER #4]

254 B Fragments of a Pol.RW. beaker, undecorated. 14, Figure E. [#7]

255 B Fragments of a Pol.RW. vertical sided bowl. H. 6.1, D. 10.7 cm. 16, Figure F. [#8]

256 B Incomplete Pol.RW. pot. H. 7.6, D. 9.8 cm. 33, Figure F. [#9 WITH #8]

257 K Broken RW. cup. Stamped diamond decoration. H. 10.5, D. 10.8 cm. 27, Figure G. [#11]

258 B FDbW. beaker. Decorated with dark painted bands. Nearly complete. H. 12.3, D. 9.0 cm. 4, Figure G. [#10]

259 B RBrW. globular pot. R. washed. Painted bands of black and white. Cracked. H. 7.3, D. 8.9 cm. 8, Figure G. [#12 INSIDE #11]

260 K Pol.RW. beaker. Decorated with 7 rows of wavy lines in relief. H. 11.9, D. 7.8 cm. 29, Figure G. [#13]

Note: Technique like the bowl 22-2-279, see W 139 above, p. 129.
B Misc. ornaments: [26]

a) Silver crescent pendant, decayed. H. 2.4, W. 2.2 cm. Figure 103, f.

b) Pair of silver earrings. L. 1.65 cm. Figure 103, g.

c) Tiny beryl pendant, type of Figure T, 1 1. L. 0.65 cm.

d) Hollow gold heart amulet. L. 0.8 cm. Figure 103, h.

e) Misc. fragments of faience beads and glass pendants. [siftings]
W 306 (50-60) Map 12-E. Figure 104.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Destroyed.

CHAPEL Destroyed.

STAIR Long and regular, very short landing.

BLOCK Slab type VI. Intact. Figure 104, b, c.

CHAMBER Single rock-cut. Type V.

BURIAL Intact. Traces small wooden box coffin N. of axis with faint remains of body of a very young child, head W. No ornaments on body. Objects in situ. Figure 104, a-e.

K Large RBrW. jar. H. 40.5, D. 27.8 cm. 2, Figure K. [#1]

K Fragments of a clear green glass bottle. D. rim 3.9 cm. Figure 104, f. [#2]

B Broken Pol.RBrW. offering table, type of Figure H, 11. H. 35.6, D. 40.65 cm. [#3]

B 2 Pol.RW. saucer-lamps. H. 4.5 and 5.4, W. 5.5 and 5.9, L. 9.5 and 10.1 cm. 29, Figure F. [#4 AND 16]

K Pol.RBrW. jar. Painted bands of black and white. H. 12.0, D. 9.0 cm. 10, Figure G. [#5]
### SELECTED TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY  
**W 306, 308**

**23-1-277**  
R. washed askoid jar. Mouth and interior black coated (Bitumen). H. 35.0, D. 16.4 cm. Figure 107, a, 2/1; 14, Figure 1.  
**23-1-278**  
K. Remains of a finely woven cotton shawl with ornamental border and fringe. Hemstitch technique: warp gathered together in threes and fours by a woof thread. Figure 107, b; see Figure 105, d.  
**23-1-283**  
K. R. Pol. pottery bowl. H. 6.8, D. 14.6 cm. Figure 107, a, 1/3; 13, Figure F. Contained remains of a small basket, textile fragments, and seeds(?).  
**23-1-284**  
B. R. Pol. pottery bowl. H. 6.0, D. 10.3 cm. 12s, Figure F. Contained fragments of textile.  
**23-1-285**  
(23.766) Dark transparent blue glass vase. Decorated with incised lines and cut bands. Patinated. H. 11.0, D. 10.4 cm. Figure 107, d; i, t.  
**23-1-286**  
K. Bronze beaker with incised line decoration. H. 10.0, D. 6.5 cm. Figure 107, e.  
**23-1-287**  
B. R. Pol.RBrW. globular pot, type of Figure F, 42. H. 14.85, D. 16.6 cm. Figure 107, a, 1/2. Traces fine textile adhering.  
**23-1-288**  
K. Many fragments cotton textile as follows:  
- Single warp, thicker double woof. Figure 107, f.  
- Same as a) but finer.  
- Fine single warp and woof, loose weave.  
**23-1-289**  
(23.767) Clear green glass bottle. H. 17.2, D. 8.7 cm. Figure 107, h; i, 2.  
**23-1-290**  
B. R. Pol. beaker decorated with 11 rows of impressed rectangles. H. 9.8, D. 8.5 cm. 28, Figure G.  
**23-1-291**  
B. R. Pol.RBrW. globular pot, type of Figure F, 42. H. 12.0, D. 14.5 cm. Figure 107, a, 1/4.  
**23-1-292**  
B. Broken R. Pol. cup. H. 8.4, D. 8.5 cm. 29, Figure G. Contained fragments black cloth and a few dried berries(?).  
**23-1-293**  
B. F DbW. cup. Brown painted decoration. H. 8.4, D. 8.5 cm. 19, Figure G.  

---

### SUPERSTRUCTURE  
**Destroyed.**

### CHAPEL  
**Destroyed.**

### STAIR  
**Short, medium landing, step down to doorway.**

### ENTRANCE  
**Type II.**

### BLOCK  
**Intact. Type VI. Figure 105, c.**

### CHAMBER  
**Single, type VIII, long axis N-S.**

### BURIAL  
**Intact. Skeleton of male child (8-10 years) slightly flexed on back, head W. in remains of wooden box coffin approximately on axis. Objects in situ both N. and S. of burial. Figure 105, a-d; 106, a, b.**

---

### W 308 (50-60) Map 11-E. Figures 105-110.

---

### 23-1-283(K)  
R. Pol. pottery bowl. H. 6.8, D. 14.6 cm. Figure 107, a, 1/3; 13, Figure F. Contained remains of a small basket, textile fragments, and seeds(?).  

---

### 23-1-284(B)  
R. Pol. pottery bowl. H. 6.0, D. 10.3 cm. 12, Figure F. Contained fragments of textile.  

---

### 23-1-285(23.766)  
Dark transparent blue glass vase. Decorated with incised lines and cut bands. Patinated. H. 11.0, D. 10.4 cm. Figure 107, d; i, t.  

---

### 23-1-286(K)  
Bronze beaker with incised line decoration. H. 10.0, D. 6.5 cm. Figure 107, e.  

---

### 23-1-287(B)  
R. Pol.RBrW. globular pot, type of Figure F, 42. H. 14.85, D. 16.6 cm. Figure 107, a, 1/2. Traces fine textile adhering.  

---

### 23-1-288(K)  
Many fragments cotton textile as follows:  
- Single warp, thicker double woof. Figure 107, f.  
- Same as a) but finer.  
- Fine single warp and woof, loose weave.  

---

### 23-1-289(23.767)  
Clear green glass bottle. H. 17.2, D. 8.7 cm. Figure 107, h; i, 2.  

---

### 23-1-290(B)  
R. Pol. beaker decorated with 11 rows of impressed rectangles. H. 9.8, D. 8.5 cm. 28, Figure G.  

---

### 23-1-291(B)  
R. Pol.RBrW. globular pot, type of Figure F, 42. H. 12.0, D. 14.5 cm. Figure 107, a, 1/4.  

---

### 23-1-292(B)  
Broken R. Pol. cup. H. 8.4, D. 8.5 cm. 29, Figure G. Contained fragments black cloth and a few dried berries(?).  

---

### 23-1-293(B)  
R. Pol.RBrW. bowl, R. washed. H. 10.0, D. 14.5 cm. 29, Figure G. Contained fragments black cloth and a few dried berries(?).
The image contains a page from a document discussing archaeological findings from West and South Cemeteries at Meroe, including descriptions of various artifacts such as pottery, beads, and amulets. The page provides detailed descriptions and measurements for each object, along with notes on their context and composition. The text is a part of a larger report on the artifacts found during an excavation, with specific details about each item's appearance, materials, and historical significance. The page also includes references to other segments of the report, indicated by references to figures and groups, which suggest a comprehensive analysis of the artifacts found. The text is technical and informative, aimed at providing a detailed account of the archaeological discoveries.
Figure 107
Figure 109
Figure 110

K Stone pendants.  [GROUP 27]

a) 1 carnelian. 2.2 x 1.8 x 1.0 cm.  Figure 110, row 8, No. 10.

b) 1 carnelian. 1.8 x 1.25 x 0.8 cm.  Figure 110, row 8, No. 9.

c) 8 carnelian. L. 1.4, D. 0.95 cm.  Figure 110, row 8, Nos. 6-8.

d) 1 obsidian. 2.7 x 2.1 x 1.1 cm.  Figure 110, row 8, No. 11.

e) 2 obsidian. 2.0 x 1.7 x 1.0 cm.  Figure 110, row 8, No. 12, 13.

f) 8 obsidian. L. 1.9, D. 0.95 cm.  Figure 110, row 8, Nos. 14-16.

K Glass ball beads.  [GROUP 27]

a) 47 opaque white with "eyes"; white on blue. D. 0.8 to 0.9 cm.  Figure 110, row 4.

b) 25 opaque white with "eyes"; blue patches encircled by thin wavy brown lines. D. ca. 0.8 cm.  Figure 110, row 3.

K Tiny red glass stud with silver top. L. 1.1, D. 0.75 cm.  Figure 109, a, 1/5.  [GROUP 27]

K Carnelian beads and pendants.  Figure 110, row 6.  [GROUP 27]

a) 15 pendants. L. 0.7 cm.  II h, Figure T.

b) 25 pendants. L. 0.6 cm.  I h, Figure T.

c) 4 tiny pendants. L. 0.35 cm.

d) ca. 80 ball beads. D. 0.25 to 0.4 cm.

e) ca. 80 barrel beads. L. 0.4, D. 0.3 cm.

f) 5 discoid beads, type of Figure R, III h. D. 0.4 cm.

B Miscellaneous.  [GROUP 27]

a) 2 small lumps white color. D. 1.2 x 1.9 cm.

b) Fragment woven textile.

c) Turned wooden pin. L. 1.5 cm.  Figure 110, a.

K Miscellaneous beads, etc.  [GROUP 27]

a) Over 350 gilt glass ring beads. D. 0.4 cm.  Figure 110, row 2.

b) 10 opaque bright blue glass ball beads. D. 0.75 to 0.9 cm.

c) Over 300 amber glass ball beads. D. 0.6 to 0.9 cm.

d) 4 faience barrel beads; red, brown, and blue. L. 1.0 cm.

e) 1 white glass barrel bead.

f) A few silvered glass ball beads.

g) 16 discolored glass ribbed barrel beads. L. 1.3, D. 0.65 cm.  II k, Figure R.
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23-1-317  B  Glass and faience beads. [GROUP 27]
a) ca. 50 blue, red, and yellow glass ring beads. D. ca. 0.2 cm.
b) ca. 50 blue, yellow, and faded faience ring beads. D. 0.15 cm.
c) 38 blue glass ball beads. D. 0.25 to 0.3 cm.
d) ca. 30 green, yellow and discolored faience ball beads. D. ca. 0.3 cm.

318a (23.817) Necklaces: Silver disc with Bes in relief, D. 2.0 cm.; 22 silver crescents, D. 1.6 cm; separated by 69 carnelian ball and barrel beads, 42 blue and green glass ball beads, 10 silver ball beads, and 50 gilt glass ring beads. D. 0.35 to 0.4 cm. Figure 110, row 5.

319 K  Gold amulets: [NECK]
a) Gold Bes, hollow, both faces alike. L. 1.6 cm. Figure 109, a, 1/7.
b) Cylindrical amulet. L. 1.9, D. 0.7 cm. Figure 109, a, 1/6.

320 K 27 faience amulets of types like 23-1-308 above. (15 kinds). [NECK]

321 K  Beads and amulets at wrists. [Wrist]
a) Carnelian drop pendant. L. 0.7, D. 0.5 cm.
b) Carnelian pendant, pointed base. L. 1.0, D. 0.5 cm.
W 390 (50-60) Map 10-H. Figure 111.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Destroyed.

CHAPEL Destroyed.

STAIR Long and narrow, short landing.

BLOCK Intact. Rubble, type IV.

CHAMBER Irregular oval, type V.
SELECTED TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

BURIAL Intact. Adult skeleton extended on back, head W. at N. side of chamber. No trace of coffin or bench. Objects in situ. Figure III, a, b.

23-2-89 B Pol.BkW. pot, roughly incised decoration. H. 17.3, D. 14.2 cm. 4, Figure J. [*1]

90 K RBrW. globular jar, R. washed with white painted decoration on shoulder. H. 31.5, D. 27.3 cm. 9, Figure I. [*2]

91 K RBrW. jar like preceding, but with slightly different painted decoration. H. 32.5, D. 27.3 cm. 10, Figure I. [*3]

92 B Pol.RBrW. "brazier," broken. H. 33.4, D. 43.8 cm. 5, Figure I. [*4]

93 B Pol.RBrW. bowl. H. 7.0, D. 16.3 cm. Figure III, g. [*5]

94 K 4 CRW. cups, type of Figure C, 17. H. 8.5 to 10.2, D. 9.0 to 11.2 cm. [*6-9]

95 K Fragments of a pink glass vessel. H. ca. 6.2, D. ca. 9.2 cm. Figure III, c. [*10]

96 B Hemispherical bronze bowl, incised lines below rim. H. 7.2, D. 12.5 cm. Figure III, d. [*11]

97a B Fragments of a Pol.BkW. saucer-lamp. H. 5.0, W. 8.5, L. 11.9 cm. 30, Figure F.

97b K Fragments of a Pol.BkW. pot. H. ca. 9.0, D. rim 7.8 cm. 40, Figure F. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

23-2-287 K Misc. as follows: [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

a) Rim fragment Pol.RBrW. vessel. D. ca. 9.0 cm. Figure III, h.

b) Fragments of a plaster pot seal without discernible impression. D. ca. 8.5 cm.

c) Rim and fragments Pol.RBrW. vessel. D. rim ca. 5.5 cm. Figure III, i.

99a (23.309) Silver finger ring. Wire ring with circular bezel bearing protruding circular glass set (discolored). D. ring 1.8, D. bezel 1.7 cm. Figure III, e. [*12 ON RIGHT HAND]

99b B Fragments of a finger ring like 99a. Same size. [*13 AT RIGHT HAND]

100 B Bronze band ring with overlapping ends, ribbed. D. 1.6, W. 1.0 cm. Figure III, f. [*14 BELOW FEET]

W 453 (50-60)? Map 10-E. Figure 112.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Traces only, red brick, type XII or XIII.

CHAPEL Destroyed.

STAIR Under superstructure, type VI.

BLOCK Mud brick, type V.

ENTRANCE Type IV.

CHAMBER Single, type VIII.

BURIAL Plundered. Gebel coffin bench at N., type VII. Objects in thieves debris. No trace of skeleton.

Note: W 868 is a plunderer's penetration through roof of chamber, not a grave. A few objects found at bottom of this hole are presumed to have come from W 453, dropped by thieves. Figure 112, a.

23-2-285 K Pol.BkW. jar. H. 24.9, D. 19.2 cm. 8, Figure J. [T. D. CHAMBER FLOOR]

286 B 1 RBrW. bowl, R. washed, and fragments of at least 12 more. H. 8.1, D. 15.0 cm. 11, Figure F. [T. D. CHAMBER FLOOR]

290 K Potsherds: [T. D. CHAMBER FLOOR]

a) Fragments of an RBrW. "ankh"-tray.

b) Sherd R.Pol. Pink W. Tk. 0.5 cm.

c) 2 fragments painted DbW., one with "ankh"-sign. 16, Figure G.
K 3 baskets potsherds, GPBrW., R.Pol., including 2 necks and rims. Figure 112, e.

B Misc. corroded iron. [T. D. CHAMBER FLOOR]
a) Spear-head. L. 8.3, W. 2.25, Tk. 0.6 cm. Figure 112, c.
b) 5 arrow-heads. L. 3.5 to 3.95 c. Figure 112, d.
c) 5 arrow-heads, similar to b).
d) Nail. L. 4.6, head D. 1.7 cm.
e) Fragment of a knife-blade (?).
f) Fragment of resin (?).

B Fragments of at least 3 large jars: brown specked Pol.BkW. with inlaid gold bands. Uninscribed. L. 1.7, W. 1.25, Tk. 0.6 cm. Figure 112, f.

K Gold cylindrical tube. Imitation bow-lashing like 22-1-623 from W 106 (below p. 194).

B Many fragments ivory strips and other fragments decorated with concentric circles. Tk. 0.3 cm. Figure 112, k. [T. D. OVER FLOOR]

B Misc. as follows: Not illustrated. [T. D. OVER FLOOR]
a) Rectangular mud plaque with oval sinkage on top. L. 5.1, W. 3.2, Tk. 1.6 cm.
b) Fragments of a thick green glass vessel. Tk. 0.35 cm.
c) Chips stone.
d) 3 bronze wire rings and staples.
e) Lump of corroded silver.
f) Tiny orange glass inlay piece.

B Misc. as follows: [T. D. OVER FLOOR]
a) ca. 130 ostrich shell disc beads, type of Figure R, VI. L. 0.2, D. 0.55 cm.
b) A few tiny blue faience ring beads. D. 0.2 cm.
c) A few gilt glass ring beads. D. 0.2 cm.
d) 3 black glass barrel beads.
e) Fragment of several red, blue, and green glass bands, one framing a millefiori glass rosette disc. D. 1.25, H. 0.6 cm. Figure 112, m.
f) 10 blue faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V d. L. 1.0 cm.
g) 19 cowrie shells, back cut.
i) 1 yellow glass bead. L. 0.55, D. 1.0 cm. X

SELECTED TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

300a-c, l (23.567) Beads and pendants restrung as a necklace. Figure 112, l. [T. D. OVER FLOOR]
a) 26 carnelian pendants. L. 1.7 cm.
b) 4 obsidian pendants as a).
c) 6 white quartzite pendants as a).
l) Many carnelian ball beads as spacers. D. 0.3 to 0.4 cm.

300d-k (23.429) Beads strung together. [T. D. OVER FLOOR]
d) 7 white quartzite barrel beads. L. 1.1, D. 0.9 cm.
e) 2 white quartzite double cone beads. L. 0.8, D. 0.8 cm. III f, Figure R.
f) 2 obsidian barrel beads like d). Same size.
g) 2 carnelian barrel beads like d). Same size.
h) 2 carnelian double cone beads like e). Same size.
i) 1 carnelian imitation cowrie. L. 0.95 cm. IV h, Figure R.
j) 2 beryl imitation cowrie like i).
k) 1 small carnelian pendant. L. 0.9 cm.

300m B Misc. carnelian ring beads. D. 0.25 cm. [T. D. OVER FLOOR]

301 B Many fragments ivory strips and other fragments decorated with concentric circles. Tk. 0.3 cm. Figure 112, h. [T. D. OVER FLOOR]

302 B Misc. as follows: Not illustrated. [T. D. OVER FLOOR]
a) A few tiny blue faience ring beads. D. 0.2 cm.
b) A few tiny blue faience ring beads. D. 0.2 cm.
c) A few gilt glass ring beads. D. 0.2 cm.
d) 3 black glass barrel beads.
e) Fragment of several red, blue, and green glass bands, one framing a millefiori glass rosette disc. D. 1.25, H. 0.6 cm. Figure 112, m.
f) 10 blue faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V d. L. 1.0 cm.
g) 19 cowrie shells, back cut.
i) 1 yellow glass bead. L. 0.55, D. 1.0 cm. X

23-2-299d K Stone signet ring with oval glass bezel, unscribed. H. 2.3, bezel 1.3 x 1.9 cm. Figure 112, j, 3. [T. D. OVER FLOOR]
j) Fragment of a blue paste amulet, unclear.
k) Hemispherical disc of opaque white glass.
D. 1.2, H. 0.55 cm.
l) Scraps gold foil.

[AT BASE OF W 868]

B 1 carnelian pendant like 23-2-300a above.
[AT BASE OF W 868]

B 1 blue faience bead, type of Figure R, V d.
W 118 (?5-60)?; re-used (?6-70)? Map 18-H-I.
Figures 113-115.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Destroyed.

CHAPEL Destroyed.

STAIR Narrow, flaring.

BLOCK Slab type VI. Intact. *Figure 114, a.* Block to Chamber B. *Figure 114, d.*
ENTRANCE Type IV.

CHAMBERS 2 of type VIII.

BURIALS Original burial plundered: confused human bones and pottery thrust into Chamber B which was blocked. Second use of tomb, intact, confined to Chamber A on top of accumulated debris. Main burial adult extended on back, head W. in wooden box coffin at N. side of chamber. Figure 114, b. Adult skeleton in contorted position just inside entrance, lying on surface and suggesting death from asphyxiation after sealing of tomb. Figure 114, c. Objects in Chamber A appear to be in situ and undisturbed. Figure 113, a, b; 114, a-d.

22-2-125 K Remains of a small shallow circular basket, containing 126 below. Not illustrated. [T. D. in A]

126 K Broken clear yellowish glass bottle (in 125 above). H. ca. 16.0, D. ca. 11.5 cm. Figure 115, b. [T. D. in A]

127 K Hemispherical bronze bowl. H. 6.9, D. 12.8 cm. Figure 115, c. [T. D. in A]

128 K RBrW. “brazier,” top surface R. washed, burnished. H. 35.0, D. 47.4 cm. 1, Figure L. [T. D. in A]

129 K 4 RBrW. cups, R. washed, lying on 130 below. H. 9.4, D. 10.2 cm. 15, Figure K. [T. D. in A]

130 K Remains of a circular basket-tray of dom-leaf strips. D. ca. 35.0 cm. Figure 115, d, rows 2, 3. [T. D. in A]

131 K Fragments of a dom-leaf mat. Figure 115, d, row 2. [T. D. in A]

132 K Dish of grey unbaked mud. H. 7.0, D. 23.0 cm. 20, Figure K. [UNDER #4]

Not Registered Pottery K

16 large jars, type of Figure L, 8. [11-26 in B]

1 R.Pol. globular jar, type of Figure L, 2. D. 27.5 cm. [T. D. in B]

3 R.W. cups. D. ca. 15.0 cm. Not illustrated. [T. D. in B]

W 125 (55-65)? Map 17-I. Figures 116-118.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Red brick on plinth of re-used sandstone blocks.
Rubble filled. Type XIII. ca. 4.50 M. Sq.

NO ENCLOSURE

CHAPEL None preserved.

STAIR Type VI (unexcavated).

BLOCK Missing.

CHAMBERS A unclear; B drop type VIII.

BURIAL Plundered: no trace of body. Gebel bench along N. side of B, type VII. Objects found in Chamber Aoriginated mostly in B and had been dropped by thieves. Figure 116, a.

22-2-159 K 2 bronze cups. H. both 7.3, D. 9.2 and 10.6 cm. Figure 116, d. [T. D. in B]

160 K Pol.FR.W. bowl, type of Figure C, 9. H. 6.6, D. 14.0 cm. [T. D. in B]

161 B FPDbW. cup, Db. slip. Painted in dark red. H. 9.3, D. 11.0 cm. 20, Figure G. [T. D. in B]

162 B 13 R.Pol.CR.W. bowls. H. 8.8 to 9.0, D. 14.0 to 15.5 cm. 4, Figure F. [T. D. in B]

163 B 4 R.Pol.CR.W. jars, burnished. H. 24.4, D. 19.6 cm. 7, Figure I. [T. D. in B]

164 K 7 pottery jars, type of Figure L, 8, ware not stated. H. 57.0 to 62.0, D. 32.0 to 37.0 cm. [T. D. in A]

165 K RBrW. stand, R. washed, burnished on top. H. 16.4, D. 29.4 cm. 7, Figure H. [T. D. in A]
Figure 116
22-2-166  K RBrW. “brazier.” R.Pol., burnished on top surface and lower part. H. 24.5, D. 35.4 cm. 2, *Figure I.* [T. D. IN A]  

167  K Clear green glass handled vase. Square body. Blown in three parts. H. 28.0, 8.0 x 8.0 cm. *Figure 117, a.* [T. D. IN A]  

168  B Clear grey-green glass bottle. H. 16.2, D. 8.4 cm. *Figure 117, b.* [A OR B, DEBRIS]  

169  B Fine grey ware cup, whitish Db. slip. Painted in dark brown and faded red. H. 9.8, D. 9.6 cm. *Figure 21, Figure G.* [A OR B, DEBRIS]  

170  B FRW. cup. R.Pol. H. 6.0, D. 8.9 cm. *Figure 117, e.* [A, DEBRIS]  

171  K Base of a RBrW. table(?). H. 6.3, D. 10.8 cm. Not illustrated. [T. D. IN A]  


173  B CRBrW. cup, stained pink inside. H. 4.0, D. 7.5 cm. 3, *Figure F.* [B, DEBRIS]  

174  K Fragments of a large FHDb. paste amphora. D. mouth 13.7 cm. Sealed with sherd and plaster seal impression: (Daimonios of Adalia?). *Figure 17, Figure 118,f.* [B, DEBRIS]  

175  K Fragment of jar like 174 above with seal, illegible. Not illustrated. [B, DEBRIS]  

176  B 11 lumps blue color. Not illustrated. [A, DEBRIS]  

177  K 4 fragments corroded iron. Not illustrated. [B, DEBRIS]  

178  K Corner of a yellow sandstone offering table, with part of a Meroitic cursive inscription. Tk. 7.0 cm. *Figure 117, d.* [A, DEBRIS]  

479a (24.531-532) 12 hollow gold rectangular elements: Harpocrates in relief. 1.05 x 0.7 cm. *Figure 117, 4, row 5.* [A AND B, DEBRIS]  

b (24.538) 11 hollow gold elements: fly. L. 0.7 cm. *Figure 117, e, row 4.* [A AND B, DEBRIS]  

c (24.537) 24 gold elements: ram’s head and disc. L. 0.55 cm. *Figure 117, e, row 1.* [A AND B, DEBRIS]  

d (24.540) 22 gold elements: 6-lobed rosette. D. 0.7 cm. *Figure 117, e, row 2.* [A AND B, DEBRIS]  

e, f (24.539) 11 gold elements: uraeus and disc, restring alternately with f) 8 lozenge beads. Uraei H. 1.3, lozenges L. 0.6 cm. *Figure 5, Figure 117, e, row 2 (both).*  

480a (24.490) and K Pair of gold and enamel ear-studs. 2 Bes figures, dark blue paste filling. D. 3.15 cm. *Figure 117, f, g, 2/3, 2.* [A, DEBRIS]  

b (24.527,529) and K Pair of gold pendant earrings. Cloisonné decoration. H. ca. 4.0, D. ball 1.55 cm. *Figure 117, g, 2/3, 4, h.* [A, DEBRIS]  

481a-f (24.486) Necklace (reconstruction) [A, DEBRIS]  

a) 20 gold rams’ head elements;  

b-d) 10 pendants of gold, carnelian, and Amazon stones;  

e) 3 tiny gold ball beads;  

f) 23 carnelian ball beads. a-f, *Figure 117, g, row 1.*  

B 3 decayed brown glass ball beads. L. 0.28, D. 0.35 cm. Not illustrated. [A, DEBRIS]  

482  a) 356 green glass lentoid beads, type of *Figure S, X,* and fragments. D. 0.8, Tk. 0.35 cm. [DEBRIS]  

b) 424 green glass barrel beads, type of *Figure R, II,* and fragments. L. 0.8, D. 0.45 cm. [DEBRIS]  

B Misc. beads: [DEBRIS]  

a) 12 decayed blue glass barrel. L. 1.0, D. 0.5 cm. *Figure R.*  

b) 4 gilt glass barrel, type of *Figure R, II,* L. 1.85, D. 0.95 cm.  

c) 1 yellow glass ball with 3 rosettes millefiori, red and blue with red center. L. 1.3, D. 1.5 cm.  

i, *Figure R.*  

d) 1/4 a green or orange glass ball bead. L. 1.2, D. 1.35 cm. Not illustrated.  

e) 9 decayed yellow glass ball. L. 1.0, D. 1.2 cm. Not illustrated.  

f) 2 white glass ball, made by folding around a rod. L. 0.95, D. 0.85 cm. *Figure R.*  

g) 5 yellow glass ball fragments. L. 0.6, D. 0.75 cm. Not illustrated.  

h) 6 yellow glass ball with spiral white band. L. 0.55, D. 0.5 cm. *Figure R.*  

i) 3 yellow-green glass ball. Not illustrated.  

j) 7 gilt glass conical. L. 0.7, D. 0.7 cm. Not illustrated.  

k) 1 grey glass conical. L. 0.65, D. 0.5 cm. *Figure R.*  

l-o) Misc. fragmentary glass beads.  

p) Fragment of a gilt glass bead. *Figure 118,a.* q-z) Misc. glass beads, various.  

B Misc. as follows: [A, DEBRIS AND SIFTINGS]  

a) 1 olive-green glass flattened bead. L. 2.15, D. 0.7 cm. *Figure S.*  

b) 1 green glass scarab, plain base. L. 1.6, W. 1.2, Tk. 0.75 cm. *Figure 118,b.*  

c) Incomplete faience crocodile amulet. L. 1.8 cm. *Figure 118,c.*  

d) Blue faience hexagonal tubular bead. L. 0.85 cm. *Figure 118,d.*  

e) Fragments of 3 glass pendants: white inlay on greenish body. L. 1.8, D. 1.45 cm. *Figure R.*  

f-k) Misc. unclear fragments.  

l) Fragments 2 glass tubular beads: black, red striped. D. 0.7 cm. *Figure R.*  

m-q) Misc. fragments.
B Beads and pendants: [CHAMBER DEBRIS]
   a) 1 quartzite ball bead. L. 1.35, D. 1.5 cm.
   b) 2 quartzite barrel beads. L. 1.2, D. 0.8 cm.
   c-e) 3 quartzite-pendants, type of Figure T, Ig (a), and I e. L. 0.8 to 1.07 cm.
   f) 1 quartzite cone bead, type of Figure R, IV a. L. 0.75, D. 0.5 cm.
   g) 5 quartzite pendants. L. 1.35, D. 1.0 cm. II e, Figure T.
   h) 2 ivory (?) pendants. L. 0.7 cm. II f, Figure T.

B Beads and Amulets: [CHAMBER DEBRIS]
   a) I I carnelian ball beads. D. 0.35 cm.
   b) I I carnelian barrel bead. L. 0.75, D. 0.75 cm.
   c) Carnelian uraeus amulet. L. 1.07 cm. (detail on Figure 118, e).
   d) 2 carnelian cylinder beads. L. 0.5 cm.
   e) Tiny gold uraeus. L. 0.8 cm. (detail on Figure 118, e).
   f) 3 tiny gold rams' heads. L. 0.5 cm. (detail on Figure 118, e).
   g) 5 gold ball beads, cloisonné decoration. D. 0.6 cm. II l, Figure R.

Note: 22–2–485, 486 strung together. Figure 118, e.

B Beads and pendants: [DEBRIS]
   b) Silver amulet: crocodile. L. 1.45 cm. Figure 118, i.
   c) Fragment of green glass.

B Misc. [T. D. IN A]
   a) Fragments of one or more silver rams' heads. L. 2.01, W. 1.2, Tk. 0.6 cm. Figure 118, j.
   b) Rim fragment of a glass bottle(?).

B Misc. [A, DEBRIS]
   a) Fragment of a rectangular plaque, unclear diamond pattern.
   b) Incomplete signet ring with profile head intaglio. D. 1.5, seal 0.8 x 0.55 cm. Figure 118, h.
   c) Uraeus element, hollow. L. 2.0 cm. Figure 118, k.
   d,e) Unidentified corroded lumps.

B Corroded silver plaque as 487d, 488a above.

B Misc. [SIFTINGS IN B]
   a) Corner of a silver plaque like 491 above.
   b) 3 fragments silver, perhaps from 490b, above.
   c) Fragment thin sheet silver.
   d) Half a grey glass double ball bead. L. 0.5, D. 0.3 cm.
   e) 2 lumps corroded silver.

K Silver armlet with overlapping ends, decorated and bound with wrapped wire. D. exterior 7.1 to 7.55, W. of band 0.9, Tk. of band 0.6 cm. Figure 118, l.
   [FROM SURFACE SW. OF SUPERSTRUCTURE, PERHAPS NOT FROM THIS TOMB]

B Small ivory scarab, uninscribed. L. 1.1 cm. Figure 118, m. [A, DEBRIS]
SELECTED TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY
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Entrance & Block.

Red Brick block pulled down.

Form of Super. unclear. May have been circular mound.

Figure 119
Figure 120

B 4 R.Pol. CRW. tables. H. 13.0, D. 27.2 cm. 6, Figure H. [ROOM B]

K 5 RW. bowls. H. 10.6, D. 11.8 cm. i, Figure F. [ROOM B]

K R.Pol. FRW. beaker. H. 10.5, D. 9.2 cm. 12, Figure E. [ROOM B]


K Mouth of a RW. neckless globular pot, with 5 holes around shoulder. D. 8.0 cm. Not illustrated. [ROOM B]

K Crystalline grey stone weight(?), decayed. H. ca. 13.0, D. 7.0 cm. Figure 119, c. [ROOM B]

K Blue faience cup. H. 5.4, D. 9.4 cm. Figure 119, d. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

K “Millefiori” glass plate. Green with yellow spots with green centers, red dots at intervals. H. 4.3, D. 21.0 cm. Figure 119, e. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

B Fragment of “millefiori” glass cut from a vessel. Convex face black; Concave face shows parts of rosettes and patterns in red and yellow on black ground. Tk. 0.4 cm. Not illustrated. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

K Fragments of clear green glass bottle like 22–2–168 from W 125 (see p. 161). Not illustrated. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

K Fragments of a thick glass bottle like 22–2–167, from W 125 (see p. 161, above). Not illustrated. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

K Fragments of a clear glass bowl with cut lines outside. Not measured, not illustrated. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

K Fragments goose(?)-egg shell. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

K Potsherds as follows: [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

a) RBrW. spout of a vessel.

b) RBrW. bowl. H. 7.0, D. 14.0 cm. 6, Figure F.

c) Fragments of a basin with flaring rim. D. ca. 30.0 cm.

B 2 mud sealings (bag seals) with impression: Helmet with disc and horns and twin uraei. Ca. 1.4 x 1.3 cm. Figure 119, f; 120, a, 2/2, 3. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

K Sealing with impression like preceding. Figure 120, a, 2/1. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

K Red clay seal impression: face in relief. 1.2 x 1.0 cm. Figure 120, a, 1/1. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

K Red clay seal impression: standing figure. 1.3 x 1.1 cm. Figure 120, a, 1/3. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

B Fragment of red clay impression: fore part of a winged griffon(?). Figure 120, a, 1/2. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]
22-2-494  t) 1 yellowish green glass discoid bead. L. 0.15, D. 0.4 cm.
  u) 2 gilt glass ball beads. L. 0.35, D. 0.35 cm.
  v) 1 opaque red glass twin ball bead. L. 0.45, D. 0.3 cm.
  w) 8 tiny, green, yellow, and red glass ring beads. L. 0.3, D. 0.2 cm.

B Misc. as follows: [b, debris]
  a) 3 scraps bronze.
  b) Bronze wire ring, ends overlapped. D. 1.4, sec. 0.17 cm.
  c) Wooden disc (button?). 2.05 x 0.19, Tk. 0.5 cm.
  d) Scrap translucent white glass.
  e) Fragment oxidized sheet lead.

B Fragment of an embossed silver plaque, design illegible. L. 1.4, W. 1.1 cm. Not illustrated. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

B Fragment similar to a). L. 1.0, W. 1.0 cm.

K Bezel of a silver signet ring. Crosses or Ankh-signs intaglio. 0.8 x 0.9 cm. Figure 120, f; g, 1.

Bezel of a silver signet ring, intaglio design unclear. 1.0 x 0.85 cm. Figure 120, g, 2.

B Misc. as follows: [b, siftings]
  a) Obsidian pendant like 494d above.
  b) Bronze ball bead. L. 0.45, D. 0.6 cm.
  c) 4 carnelian ball beads like 494f above.
  d) Olive green glass barrel bead, type of Figure R, II c. L. 0.75 cm.
  e) Blue glass barrel bead, type of Figure R, II b. L. 0.76 cm.
  f) 4 small faience ring beads.
  g) 1 gilt glass cylinder bead. L. 0.9 cm.
  h) Gilt glass band bead, type of Figure R, VI a. L. 0.4, D. 0.32 cm.
  i) 3 scraps opaque white glass.
  j) 1 green faience ball bead, granulated surface. L. 0.7, D. 0.8 cm. I k, Figure R.
  k) 2 corroded silver elements: Uraeus and disc. L. 1.8 cm. Figure 120, d.
  l) Silver amulet: ram's head with disc and uraeus. L. 2.1 cm. Figure 120, e.

K Misc. as follows: [CHAMBER SIFTINGS]
  a) 9 fragments of a hard blue-green faience vessel. Not reconstructed.
  b) 25 fragments of a colorless glass vessel. Not reconstructed.
  c) Fragments translucent blue glass.
  d) 5 fragments of beads like 494j, above.
  e) Gilt glass tubular bead like 494h, above.
  f) Clay seal impression, illegible. 1.3 x 1.05 x 0.85 cm.

Electrum signet ring: bezel intaglio; standing goddess with feather crown and staff on shoulder. Amphora in front and stars in field. L. 2.15, D. bezel 1.2 cm. Figure 120, g, 3; h.
W 127 (55-65) Map 17-18-K. Figures 121-123.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Rubble platform only. Type XII? Ca. 5.80 M. Sq.

NO ENCLOSURE.

CHAPEL Trace only, red brick.

STAIR Under Chapel and Super., type VI.

BLOCK Destroyed.

CHAMBERS Unclear. Two oval, with roofs largely collapsed. Figure 121, a.

BURIAL Plundered. Low gebel bench at N. side of B (type VII). Near SE. corner of Room A print of a wooden box, remains of ivory box and a bracelet.

22-2-211 K 4 R.Pol.RBrW. tables, type of Figure H, 6, type size. [b, floor]

212 K 12 pottery bowls, type of Figure F, 1. H. ca. 10.0, D. ca. 12.0 cm. Ware not stated. [b, floor]

213 K 34 RBrW. jars, type of Figure L, 8. H. 60.0 to 65.0, D. 32.0 to 35.0 cm. [b, floor]

214 K 2 shallow bowls, ware not stated. H. 5.7, D. 15.0 cm. 5, Figure F. [b, floor]

215 K Pottery jar, type of Figure I, 7, type size. Ware not stated. [b, floor]

216 B Pol.BkW. pot with lid, decorated with impressed pattern. H. of pot 10.8, D. 17.7 cm. 39, Figure G. [b, floor]

217 K RBrW. saucer. H. 9.4, D. 10.5 cm. Figure 122, a. [stair, in original filling]

218 K Fragmentary bronze corner fittings and decayed wood from a box. Not reconstructed. Size in plan ca. 33.5 x 42.9 cm. Not illustrated. [a, in SE. quarter]

219 K Bronze bell. H. 9.9, D. 10.5 cm. Figure 122, a. [stair, in original filling]

220 K Fragmentary bronze corner fittings and decayed wood from a box. Not reconstructed. Size in plan ca. 33.5 x 42.75 cm. Not illustrated. [a, in SE. quarter]

221 K Grey quartzite weight(?). H. 5.4, D. 4.0 x 4.2 cm. Figure 122, b. [a, floor debri]

222 K Ivory kohl-tube with lid. H. 12.7, D. 1.9 cm. Figure 122, c. [a, floor debri]

223 (24.1025) Fragments of ivory panels from a box, with incised decoration. Representing at least 8 oblong panels in two groups of 4, each with 3 seated deities facing left. Fragment of a larger panel with part of a figure of a seated queen(?) facing left; and part of head of a large male figure facing right. Figure 121, b. (Not reconstructed.) [room A, SE. quarter]

224 K Sandstone mortar 36.0 x 25.0 x 5.0 cm. and pestle 11.0 x 8.3 x 3.3 cm. Not illustrated. [b, floor]

225 K Sandstone mortar 34.0 x 19.5 x 9.0 cm. and pestle 11.8 x 9.0 x 3.8 cm. Not illustrated. [b, floor]

226 K Ferricrete offering table with bordering Deborah-based Egyptian hieroglyphic inscription. The name appears to read Imn-pjw (?). Offerings in relief in center. [a, debri]

Note: The hand copy is Reisner's. This O.T. is either intrusive or re-used. Figure 122, d.

227 K R.Pol.FDbW. beaker. H. 8.5, D. 7.6 cm. Not illustrated. [chamber debri]

228 K Fragment of a thick white glass vessel. Not measured. [chamber debri]

229 (not from W 127)

230 K R.W. jar. H. 9.6, D. 8.4 cm. 31, Figure F. [b, floor]

231 (24.985) and K Pair of lead frogs. H. 6.0 cm. Figure 122, e. [b, floor debri]

232 (24.528) Gold finger ring with Greek inscription. 1.6 x 1.85 cm. Figure 122, f. [a, debri]

500 (24.499) 3 1 gold elements forming a bracelet. 9 facing right, 22 facing left. Found in two groups ca. 1 in. apart. Figure 122, h. 123 upper. [a, floor]

501 B a) 2 silver Udjats with paste filling. 1.55 x 1.5, Tk. 0.4 cm. Figure 122, g. [b, floor debri] b) 3 hollow gold hemispherical caps with hole in center. D. 0.5 cm. Not illustrated. c) 2 tiny carnelian ball beads. D. 0.25 cm.

502 (24.496) 31 gold elements forming a bracelet. 9 facing right, 22 facing left. Found in two groups ca. 1 in. apart. Figure 122, h. 123 upper. [a, floor]

503 (24.489) and K Pair of gold and enamel ear-studs, yellow paste background. D. 4.1 cm. Figure 122, i, 123 lower. [b, debri]

504 B a) 2 tiny dark blue glass duck amulets. L. 1.0 cm. Figure 122, j. [b, debri] b) 3 tiny gold elements: uraeus and disc. H. 0.62 cm. Figure 122, k. [b, debri]

505 (24.524) Gold wire ring, ends overlapping. D. 3.8 x 4.1, sec. 0.16 cm. Figure 122, l. [chamber debri]

Note: The mortars and pestles (22-2-224, 225) and the gold wire ring (22-2-505) may well have been taken from foundation deposits of older tombs.
Figure 121
**W 130 (55-65)? Map 16-K. Figures 124-127.**

**SUPERSTRUCTURE** Stone and rubble platform, brick pyramid destroyed. Type XII. ca. 4.40 M. Sq.

**NO ENCLOSURE**

**CHAPEL** Red brick, type VI: deposit of pottery 50 cm. E. of chapel façade (Figure 124, c).

**STAIR** Under Super., unexcavated, type VI.

**ENTRANCE** Unclear.

**CHAMBER** Oval, roof largely fallen, type V(?).

**BURIAL** Partly plundered. Wooden box coffin N. of axis, type IX N. Extended adult burial, head W., with objects in situ Figure 124, a, b; 125, a.

**Note:** W 130 is partly masked by W 129, hence is probably older than the latter. See Map.

---

**22-2-232 K Deep silver bowl. H. 8.5, D. 16.9 cm. Figure 125, b. [FLOOR, S. OF BURIAL]**

**233 B Corroded silver disc with flanking uraei. Enamel background, design unclear. Figure 125, c, 2/1 (upside down) and 3 (after cleaning). [ON CHEST OF BURIAL]**

**Note:** The design is similar to that on the gold signet ring 21-12-169a from Beg. N. 20. See RCK IV, p. 80, Pl. LX A.

**234 (24.1001,1002) Pair of silver bracelets set with glass "gems." Octagonal, plaster filling. Each with loop to go around wrist, closed at one side by a pin. Badly decayed. Face 6.5 x 6.5 cm. See drawings 1:1, Figure 126, and photo. Figure 127, a; in situ Figure 125, a. [ON WRISTS OF BURIAL]**
22-2-358  K 4 clear green glass octagonal bottles. H. 13.7
cm. Figure 125, i.  [AGAINST S. FACE OF COFFIN]
22-2-511  B Beads as follows: [NEAR FEET OF BURIAL]
a) 5 carnelian barrel beads, type of Figure R, II c. L. 0.67, D. 0.5 cm.
b) 40 faded paste band beads, type of Figure R, VI a. L. 0.45 to 0.8, D. 0.37 to 0.55 cm.
c) Glass ornament like 509a above.
d) 4 yellow glass ball beads, type of Figure R, I b. L. 0.72, D. 0.9 cm.
e) 7 yellow glass hexagonal beads, type of Figure S, VIII a. 1.2 to 1.35, D. 0.9 to 0.96 cm.
f) 21 deep blue glass beads, type of Figure R, III f. L. 0.22 to 0.35, D. 0.4 to 0.52 cm.
g) 7 green glass ball beads, type of Figure R, I c. L. 0.3, D. 0.35 cm.
h,i) 6 gilt glass ball beads, type of Figure R, I c. L. 0.25, D. 0.35 cm.
j) 1 yellow glass bead, type of Figure R, II d. L. 0.62, D. 0.5 cm.
k-m) Misc. scraps bronze, iron, and blue glass.
236  B Fragments of a folding stool with bronze fittings. Apparently similar to 23-2-107 from W 415 (p. 114 above). Not reconstructed. See Figures 124, b; 125, a, (upper right).
[NEAR FEET OF COFFIN]
237  B Bronze strips and nails representing a wooden box (decayed), inlaid with ivory ornaments (22-2-516, below). Not reconstructed. See Figure 124, b, (left). [N. OF AND ABOVE FOOT END OF COFFIN]
238  K Iron nails and corner fittings from coffin. Not measured, not illustrated. [COFFIN]
239  B Bk. Incised Ware bottle, type of Figure L, 4. H. 14.0, D. 14.6 cm. with rocked dot triangles at 90° intervals. 16, Figure J. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]
240  K 2 bronze bells with iron clappers. a) H. 8.3, D. 7.5; b) H. 7.2, D. 8.6 cm. Figure 125, d. [AGAINST N. SIDE OF COFFIN]
241  K 2 small Pink W. jars with knob handles. H. 7.2, D. 5.2 cm. 8, Figure K. [AGAINST S. FACE OF COFFIN]
242  K Fragment of a grey ware jar, dull Bk. Pol. Impressed pattern at mouth. D. mouth 8.0 cm. 15, Figure J. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]
243  K 6 shallow pottery bowls, ware not stated. H. 5.6, D. 18.2 cm. 24, Figure E. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]
244  K 2 fragments of a yellow sandstone offering table, incomplete. On left Nephthys (?) pouring libation. Bordering Merotic cursive inscription. H. 37.5, W. 39.0 cm. Figure 127, f. [LOCATION NOT STATED]
508a  B Oval garnet set (from a ring or one of the bracelets, 24-2-234 above). 1.4 x 1.0, Tk. 0.6 cm. Not illustrated. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]
509  B Misc. as follows: [CHAMBER DEBRIS]
a) 4 green glass ornaments: vase with three palm branches (?) on a basket, bored crosswise at back. H. 1.15 cm. Figure 125, g.
b) Green faience amulet: crocodile. L. 1.6 cm. Figure 125, h.
c) 1 grey paste bead, type of Figure R, VI a. L. 0.55 cm.
d) Few scraps bone.
e) 4 silver wire rings. D. 1.8, sec. 0.15 cm.
510  K Misc. scraps of thin sheet bronze, corroded iron, decayed wood, and ivory. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]
Figure 124
WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROÉ

Figure 125
Figure 126
Figure 127

SUPERSTRUCTURE Rubble on red-brick foundation, type XII or XIII? Ca. 3.30 M. Sq.

NO ENCLOSURE

CHAPEL Red brick, type VI.

STAIR Unexcavated, under Super., type VI.

BLOCK Destroyed.

ENTRANCE Drop type IV.

CHAMBER Single, type VIII. Extensive roof falls.

BURIALS Main burial: adult extended on back, head S. in wooden box coffin oriented N.S. near W. end of chamber, type IX W. Ill defined bones of a subsidiary burial in N. part of chamber. Chamber apparently unplundered but contents damaged by roof falls. Figure 128, a-c.

Note: The position of W 179 masking approach to W 3, would indicate that W 179 is later than W 3. See Map.

22- 2-398 K 8 RBrW. jars, type of Figure L, 8. H. 67.0 to 72 cm. [#1-3, 5-9]

399 K RBrW. "braizer." H. 32.0, D. base 30.0 cm. 6, Figure I. [#4]

400 K Pol.BkW. globular pot. H. 27.0, D. 22.0 cm. 9, Figure J. [#10]

401,402 K 2 Pol.RW. jars, type of Figure L, 2, type size. [#11, 12]

403 K 7 RBrW. bowls, R. washed. H. 8.0 to 9.0, D. ca. 12.0 cm. 26, Figure E. [#13, 14, 32-36]

404 K Fragments of a clear glass bottle with cut line decoration. H. 16.0 to 17.0 cm. Not reconstructed, not illustrated. [#15]

405 (24,902) Bronze pitcher with incised mark. H. 17.0, D. 9.2 cm. Figure 129, a, c. [#16]

406 (24,965) Bronze pitcher like 405 above with same incised mark. Same size. Figure 129, b. [#17]

407 K a) Black granite mortar. D. 19.0, Tk. 6.0 to 7.0 cm. [#18, 19]

b) Slate pestle. L. 7.6, D. 5.2 x 4.4 cm. Both Figure 129, d.

408 K Heavy bronze cup, distorted. H. 8.0, D. ca. 10.4 cm. Figure 129, g. [#20]

409 B Small silver bowl, broken, distorted. H. 4.5, D. ca. 10.4 cm. Figure 129, e. [#21]

410 + 413 (24,986) Bronze spouted basin on three feet. Two boys and a frog seated on rim. The spout (413) was detached when found. H. 14.7, D. 29.0 cm. Figure 129, f; 130, a. [spout #25]

412 B Flaring bronze bowl. H. 5.0, D. 16.6 cm. Figure 130, b. [#24]

414 K Bronze plate. H. ca. 3.0, D. 15.5 cm. Not illustrated. [#26]

415 K Fragments of a clear glass bottle. Not illustrated. [#27]

416 K Bronze disc mirror with bronze tang in form of a lotus, and plain ivory handle. D. 18.1, L. of flower 6.6, L. of ivory handle 8.5 cm. Figure 130, d. [#28]

417 K Square, clear green glass jug with handle. Type and size like 22-2-167 from W 125 above. (See p. 161 and Figure 117, a.) [#29]

418 B Bronze basin with two loop handles. H. 8.5, D. 32.05 cm. Figure 130, c. [#30]

419 K Fragments of a glass bottle like 417 above. [#41]

420 B Decayed ivory box with faintly incised decoration, including a winged sphinx. Size approximately 12.6 x 6.6, H. ca. 6.6 cm. Not reconstructed but similar to 425 below. Panels Figure 131, a; Box in situ Figure 131, c, lower left. [#37]

421a (24,485) Silver finger ring with ram's head. Figure 130, e, 2/2. [#38B]

b B Silver finger ring, broken. Uraeus with two feather crown, originally with inlaid decoration. Figure 130, e, 2/1. [#38A]

422 (24,1027) Bronze spoon, corroded. L. 16.7 cm. Figure 130, f. [#39]

423 B Bronze box. 13.0 x 8.2 x 4.0 cm. In fragments, reconstructed on paper only. Figure 131, b; c upper. [#40]

424 K Indeterminate glass fragments. Not illustrated. [#41]

425 B Fragments of an ivory box: 4 panels 6.5 x 2.9 cm. showing incised bulls; 1 panel 4.3 x 2.9 cm. showing incised winged sphinx; and various small fragments. Not reconstructed. Figure 131, d; f, j, i, 1/1, 4/2, 1/3, 3, 4. [INSIDE #22]

426 B Clear green glass bottle. H. 8.4, D. 5.6 cm. Figure 132, a. [DEBRIS]

427 B "Millefiori" glass bowl. Purple ground, drawn yellow and green blotches. H. 4.2, D. 9.0 cm. Figure 132, b. [DEBRIS]

428 K Bases of two clear green glass bottles of slender tubular form. D. base 3.4 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS]

429 B FHRW beaker. H. 8.6, D. 7.8 cm. Figure 132, c. [DEBRIS]

430 K Stick of kohl. L. 11.0 cm. [DEBRIS]
**W 179**
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22-2-431  B Tiny bronze bowl or boss(?). H. 1.3, D. 6.0 cm. Figure 132, d. [debris]

432  B 2 pieces coiled bronze wire. L. 3.0 cm. Figure 132, c. [debris]

559  B Glass beads as follows:

[CHAMBER DEBRIS ASSOCIATED WITH MAIN BURIAL]

a) 697 gilt glass ball beads and fragments. L. 0.4, D. 0.6 cm. Figure 132, f, row 8.

b) 648 gilt glass barrel beads and fragments. L. 0.6, D. 0.4 cm. Figure 132, f, row 7.

c) 16 gilt glass ball beads, type of Figure R, I b. L. 0.65, D. 0.85 cm. Figure 132, g, row 4.

d) 67 gilt glass cylinder beads. L. 1.5, D. 0.45 cm. Figure 132, f, row 6.

e-g) 97 hexagonal tubular, green, a few blue and white. L. 1.6, D. 0.4 cm. VIII d, Figure S; Figure 132, f, row 5.

f) 16 blue glass lozenge beads. L. 2.2 cm. X e, Figure S; Figure 132, f, row 16.

i) 37 variegated bead and fragments. Size like c) above. Figure 132, f, row 11.

j) 211 red glass cylinder beads. L. 1.2, D. 0.3 cm. Figure 132, f, row 13.

k) 710 green glass ball beads. L. 0.25, D. 0.3 cm. Figure 132, f, row 1.

I) 362 blue glass ball beads. L. 0.5, D. 0.6 cm. Figure 132, f, row 10.

m) (24,991) 187 dark blue barrel beads with equator stripes of white and pale blue. L. 0.95, D. 0.4 cm. II 1, Figure R; Figure 132, f, rows 2+3.

n) 535 faceted beads, green, blue, and black. L. 0.5 cm. VIII e, Figure S; Figure 132, f, row 4.

o) 47 pear-shaped, orange, black, and white. L. 1.3 cm. IV b, Figure R; Figure 132, f, row 12.

B 38 red glass ball beads. L. 0.2 to 0.3, D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm. Figure 132, g, row 8. [WITH #26-30]

561  B Beads: [WITH #28]

a) 125 faience ring beads, original stringing. D. 0.4 cm. Figure 132, g, row 6.

b) 1 green glass hexagonal tubular bead like 559e above.

562  B Miscellaneous. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

a) Carnelian barrel beads. L. 0.4 to 0.6, D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm. Figure 132, g, row 1.

b) Fragment variegated glass (foot of a goblet?) 2.5 x 0.5 cm. Not illustrated.

563  Beads as follows: [INSIDE #30]

a) 1 carnelian lentoid bead. 1.4 x 1.5, Tk. 0.25 cm. X k, Figure S.

b) 1 quartzite lentoid bead like a). 1.4 x 1.5, Tk. 0.4 cm. Not illustrated.

c) 1 mottled dark glass lentoid bead. 1.7 x 1.9, Tk. 0.3 cm. X l, Figure S.

B Beads, etc. [ASSOCIATED WITH SUBSIDIARY BURIAL]

a,b) 8 blue faience ball beads and one pendant. D. 1.1 to 1.4 cm. Figure 132, g, row 12.

c,d) 56 blue faience band and cylinder beads. L. 0.5 to 1.3 cm. Figure 132, g, row 11.

e) Fragments as d) above.

f) Oval bronze ring and fragments of another. L. 1.6 cm. Not illustrated.

565  B 53 nacre ball beads and fragments. L. 0.3 to 0.65, D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm.; and one nacre Udjat. L. 1.0, W. 0.8, Tk. 0.2 cm. Not illustrated.

566  B Miscellaneous as follows: [SIFTINGS]

a) 1 blue glass lip or ear-stud. H. 0.5, D. 0.7 cm. Figure 133, a.

b) 1 quartzite pear-shaped bead and 2 pendants. L. 0.75 to 0.9, D. 0.6 cm. Not illustrated.

c) 3 serpentine pendants, L. 0.7 to 0.9 cm.;

b) 1 obsidian pendant, L. 0.85 cm.;

c) 3 green jasper ball beads, D. 0.5 to 0.65 cm.;

f) 1 oblong silver bead, L. 1.4, W. 1.1, Tk. 0.4 cm. Strung together. Figure 132, g, row 2.

K) 1 green glass barrel bead. II w, Figure R.

567  B Contents of ivory box. [IN #37]

a) 17 red and green glass ball beads with equator stripe. L. 0.6, D. ca. 0.7 cm. I p, Figure R.

b) 1 pale blue glass ball bead with single white equator stripe. L. 0.7, D. 0.95 cm.

c) 5 spiral shells, pierced lengthwise. L. ca. 1.0 cm.

d,e) 1 carnelian barrel bead, L. 0.5, D. 0.4 cm.; and 1 carnelian ball bead, L. 0.4, D. 0.5 cm.

f) 1 bronze ball beads. L. 0.35, D. 0.4 cm.

g,h) 6 green glass band beads and 1 barrel. L. 0.6, D. 0.3+ cm.

i) 1 red glass pendant. L. 1.0 cm.

j) 1 dark green glass barrel bead. L. 1.0, D. 0.4 cm.

b) Not illustrated.

k) 1 red glass oval bead. 0.8 x 0.3 x 0.6 cm. X f, Figure S.

l) 2 fragmentary gilt glass ball beads.

m) 1 carnelian pendant. L. 0.7 cm. Figure 133, b.

569  K A fragment of green glass (vessel?). L. 2.4 cm. Not illustrated. [SIFTINGS]

570  B 1 piece charcoal, 9 spiral shells, a scrap of gold foil. [INSIDE #37]
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B Miscellaneous from box. [in box #37]
a-f) Misc. beads as 580 above.
g) Silver of wood.
h) 3 bronze rings (box fittings) Figure 133, h.
i) 1 bronze staple (from 4th ring?).
B Bronze and iron key for lock 22-2-572. Figure 133, i.
[DEBRIS]
B Silver objects: [RIGHT HAND OF MAIN BURIAL]
a) 1 granulated silver ball bead, type of Figure R, I k. L. 0.4, D. 0.55 cm.
b) Ca. 20 plain silver ball beads, size like a).
c) 12 silver rams similar to Figure 133, j, but smaller. L. 1.0 cm.
d) 1 silver ram like c) but larger. L. 1.5 cm.
B Silver objects: [LEFT HAND OF MAIN BURIAL]
a) Ram. L. 2.5 cm. Figure 133, j.
b) Plate used as base for a). L. 2.3, W. 1.2, Tk. 0.5 cm.
B Silver ram with incised decoration. L. 2.5 cm. Figure 133, k.
[LEFT HAND OF MAIN BURIAL]
B Silver finger ring with circular bezel showing scored parallel lines. Broken. D. 1.6, bezel D. 1.8 cm. Figure 130, e, 1/2.
[RIGHT HAND OF MAIN BURIAL]
B Silver finger ring in form of a uraeus. D. 1.9 cm. Figure 130, e, 2/3; 133, l.
[RIGHT HAND]
B Finger bone found inside 587.
B Silver signet ring: intaglio seated figure before altar. Corroded. D. 2.0, bezel D. 2.8 cm. Figure 130, c, 1/2.
[LEFT HAND]
B Silver finger ring similar to 587 above, but smaller, broken. D. 2.0 cm. Not illustrated.
[LEFT HAND]
B Bracelet elements: [FOUND BESIDE BOX #37]
a) 35 silver Hathor-heads. H. 0.8 cm. Figure 133, n.
b) 6 silver rams. L. 0.8 to 0.9 cm. Figure 133, o.
c) 3 silver uraei (+3 destroyed?) H. 0.85 cm. Figure 133, p.
d) 2 gold uraei similar to c). H. 0.9 cm. Not illustrated.
e) 11 silver crosses. H. 0.7 to 0.9 cm. III l, Figure 7.
f) 1 silver barrel bead. L. 0.6, D. 0.45 cm.
g) 2 gold Udjat. H. 1.0 cm. Figure 133, q.
B Silver elements: [FOUND IN DEBRIS]
a) 16 silver uraei and fragments of ca. 38 more. Originally strung with small blue glass ball beads as spacers. 4 face right, the rest left. L. 2.5 cm. Figure 133, r.
b) 8 silver Udjats and fragments of 3 more. Associated with a). L. 0.9 cm. Not illustrated.
B Miscellaneous:
[FROM WOODEN BOX 22-2-572-576]
a) Gold ball bead with welded wire decoration. D. 0.45 cm. Figure 133, s.
22-2-593  
2) Carnelian ball bead. D. 0.5 cm.
3) Bronze ball bead. D. 0.5 cm.
4) 3 silver Hathor-heads like 591a above.
5) 8 silver uraeus elements stuck together. H. 0.6 cm.
6) 19 tiny green glass ring beads. D. 0.15 cm.
7) 55 tiny white glass ring beads. D. ca. 0.2 cm.
8) 11 glass band beads. L. 0.15 D. 0.2 cm.
9) 3 silver ring beads. D. 0.2 cm.
10) 2 red glass ring beads. D. 0.2 cm.

594 (24.999) 210 black glass faceted beads, type of Figure S. VIIIa. L. 0.2 to 0.4 cm. Figure 131, g, row 7. [LEFT HAND, MAIN BURIAL]

595 B Misc. beads of types recorded previously, and 1 white glass composite bead. L. 1.2 D. 0.4 cm. Figure 133, k. [FLOOR DEBRIS]

596 B Silver elements like 583c, 59 B Beads of an anklet: [AT FEET OF MAIN BURIAL]  
601 Bracelets: [RIGHT WRIST OF MAIN BURIAL]  
a (24.1090) 21 gold elements: 20 carnelian and red glass ball beads; and 23 tiny gold ring beads.  

22-2-60lb (24.1091) 21 gold uraei and 20 carnelian ball beads.  

Note: The order of bracelets seems to have been as follows: At left wrist: #1 oxidized silver; #II = 600c; #III = 600c; #IV = 600b; #V glass pendants; #VI = 600a; #VII = pearl ball beads; #VIII = silver beads. At right wrist the order appears to have been: #I oxidized silver; #II = 601a; #III = 601b; #IV = 601c; #V white and green glass beads; #VI oxidized silver; #VII = 601d; #VIII green glass beads.

602 K Glass beads from debris: Not illustrated. [DEBRIS]  
a) 87 gilt glass barrel. L. 0.5 to 0.65 D. 0.3 to 0.45 cm.

603 B At waist: [WAIST OF MAIN BURIAL]  
a) (24.1069) carnelian beads: 462 barrel and 2 ball. L. 0.4 to 0.5, D. 0.25 to 0.5 cm. Figure 132, f, row 14.
b) (24.1068) 54 green faience elements. H. 1.6 cm. Strung with 15 green glass and 106 carnelian ball beads. L. 0.15 to 0.3, D. 0.25 to 0.4 cm. Figure 132, f, row 15.

c) 134 green glass faceted. L. 0.3 to 0.5, D. 0.3 to 0.4 cm.

604 K Gold elements forming a finger ring.  [ON FINGER OF MAIN BURIAL]  
a) 19 Hathor-heads. H. 0.75 to 0.8 cm., and  
b) 1 gold Bes amulet. H. 1.35 cm. Figure 133, u, row 5.

605 (24.502) Solid gold scarab; uraeus incised on base. Figure 134, a, 2/3; e.  
[INSIDE ONE OF THE BRONZE BOWLS]

606 B 344 gold ring beads. L. 0.1 to 0.2, D. 0.15 to 0.25 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS]

607 (24.549) and K Pair of gold earrings: hollow bird (2 halves welded) suspended from loops of wire. Figure 134, a, 3/5, 4/1; e. [DEBRIS]

608 (24.551) and K Pair of gold and enamel ear-studs. D. 3.3 cm. Figure 134, a, 4/1, 2; f.  
[AT NECK OF MAIN BURIAL]

609 (24.550) and K Pair of gold and enamel ear-studs: Hathor-head in relief: small wire loop at base. D. 2.3 cm. Figure 134, a, 3/1, 2; d.  
[IN BRONZE BOX #10]

610 (24.552) and K Pair of small gold and enamel ear-studs: bust and head of Hathor(?). D. 1.45 cm. Figure 134, a, 2/1, 2; b.  
[IN BRONZE BOX #40]

611 B Green faience scarab bead. L. 0.8 cm. XIV e, Figure 132. [NEAR LEFT HAND OF MAIN BURIAL]
Figure 132
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22–2–612 B Miscellaneous glass beads, including 2 black glass beads with white cross lines. D. 0.8, Tk. 0.35 cm. X m, Figure 8. [siftings]

613 B Miscellaneous beads of types already noted. [debris]

W 458 (55–65)? Map 10-C-D. Figures 135, 136.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Destroyed.

ENCLOSURE No trace.

CHAPEL Destroyed.

STAIR Long and narrow; badly washed, irregular.

ENTRANCE Unclear.

NO BLOCK

CHAMBERS Two of type VIII.

BURIAL Plundered but many pots in Room B. No trace of burial.

Note: This tomb has been previously opened (by Garstang?) and partially cleared. Figures 135, a; 136.

Note: For the rest of this vessel (fitting), see below 23–2–455.

b K 2 RBrW. bowls. H. 9.1, D. 14.6 cm. Figure 135, c. [t. d. floor in room A]

c K Block of yellow sandstone, rectangular, with slightly convex top surface. 6.5 x 5.0 x 2.2 cm. Not illustrated. [t. d. floor in room A]

22–2–614 B Ivory ornaments of box. [with box 572–576] a) 73 fragments including nb-sign. Figure 134, h.

b) Ivory inlay; disc and 2 uraei on nb-sign. Figure 131, f, 1/3; 134, i.

c) Ivory inlay fragments: papyrus: Figure 131, f, 1/2; 134, j.

23–2–324 K Bases of 2 green glass bottles type of 22–2–168 (see W 125 above, p. 161). D. ca. 9.5 cm. [a and b, debris]

23–3–248 (23.829) Lower part of a bronze jug-handle, with bearded face in high relief. H. 6.3, W. 2.6 cm. Figure 135, d. [t. d. floor in room A]

453 K 28 RBrW. jars, red-washed. One measured: H. 57.0, D. 28.0 cm. [floor, room B]

454 K Grey centered PW. jar. H. 29.4, D. 23.5 cm. Figure 135. b. [floor, room B]

455 K Body of HPW. amphora, ribbed. Fitting neck and mouth, with seal, found in Room A, see 23–2–323 above. H. 57.0, D. 28.0 cm. Figure 15, [floor, room B]

456 B Specked BrW. globular jar. Scratched decoration and pot mark on shoulder. H. 43.5, D. 38.0 cm. 11, Figure J. [floor, room B]


A few scraps of gold foil.
W 102 (60-70)? Map 16-D. Figures 137, 138.

**SUPERSTRUCTURE** White plastered rubble platform, type XII. ca. 7.35 M. Sq.

**NO ENCLOSURE**

**CHAPEL** Red brick, type VI.

**STAIR** Under Super., very narrow. Type VI.

**ENTRANCE** Drop type IV.

**BLOCK** Destroyed.

**CHAMBER** Single, oval. Type VIII. Roof collapsed.

---

**BURIALS** Disturbed. Empty wooden box coffin at N. side, type IX N. Two subsidiary burials at S. one of which is contracted, head W., the other unclear. Contents more or less in situ, but disturbed. Figure 137, a, b.

**Note:** In body of superstructure a later intrusive burial, extended, head S., without coffin or objects. See Figure 137, a.

22-1-500 K Rim fragment B&W. jar, incised decoration. D. rim ca. 9.0 cm. to, Figure L. [DEBRIS]

501 K Sherds from 4 FDbW. decorated cups. 25-26, Figure K. [DEBRIS]
Figure 137
22-1-504 B Carnelian or chalcedony arrow-head, chipped. L. 2.2 cm. Figure 137, c. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

K Fragments of a RBw. footed dish (or base of a vessel). Rim and outside R.Pol. D. 32.5 cm. Figure 137, d. [T. D. AT ENTRANCE]

509 K HDbW. sherd. Not measured, not illustrated. [T. D. AT ENTRANCE]

510 K Few fragments translucent white glass vessel. Not illustrated. [T. D. AT ENTRANCE]

518, 519 K 13 large RBw. jars. H. 57.0, D. 37.5 cm. [3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 14-16, 18-22]

520 K PiBkW. globular jar, grey specked, with incised white filled decoration. H. 37.5, D. 35.1 cm. [#11]

521 K Fragments of two BkW. globular jars like 520 above. [#2, 7]

522 K 2 BkW. globular jars like 520 above but with different decoration. 12, 13 Figure L. [#13, 17]

523 K Glass lamp with two spouts and two elephant-heads. 18.6 x 18.6, H. 7.2 cm. Figure 138, a-d. [#1]

524 K Bronze lamp with two spouts and two elephant-heads. 18.6 x 18.6, H. 7.2 cm. Figure 138, a-d. [#1]

525 K Few fragments translucent white glass vessel. Not illustrated. [T. D. AT ENTRANCE]

526 K Bronze chanfron of a pan (missing). L. 12.8 cm. Figure 138, f. [T. D. IN CHAMBER]

527 K a) RBw. bowl like 525 above. D. ca. 14.0 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

b) FBdW. bowl. H. 7.4, D. ca. 14.0 cm. 19, Figure K.

528 K Grey granite implement. Traces pink coloring. L. 8.6, W. 3.5, Tk. 1.65 cm. Figure 138, e. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

529 K Bronze ram's-head handle from a pan (missing). L. 12.8 cm. Figure 138, f. [T. D. IN CHAMBER]

530 (24.1027) Upper part of a cylindrical bronze vessel. Incised decoration of hawks and “ankh” signs. D. 7.75, H. of fragment 5.75 cm. Figure 138, g. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

531 K Miscellaneous bronze fragments: [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

a) Perforated disc. D. 5.3 cm. Figure 138, h.

b) Fragmentary shallow dish. D. 4.9 cm. Figure 138, i.

c) 2 fragmentary bronze studs. D. 1.2 cm. Figure 138, j.

d) Bronze nail. L. 1.7 cm.

e) Bronze rosette stud. D. 1.2 cm. Figure 138, k.

22-1-532 K Fragments of decayed glass vessels. Not measured. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

533 (24.1028) 38 poligonal orange paste beads. L. 1.5 to 2.0, D. 1.1 to 1.4 cm. VIII b, Figure S. [WITH SUBSIDIARY BURIAL B 1]

534 B Beads as follows: [WITH SUBSIDIARY BURIAL B 2]

a) 60 or more gilt glass ball beads. Gilt layer under outer transparent coating. L. 1.3, D. 1.9 cm. I e (large), Figure R.

b) Gilt glass twin ball beads, technique as a). L. ca. 1.5, D. ca. 0.8 cm. Figure 138, l.

c) A few opaque white glass beads, type of Figure R, I e. L. 0.7, D. 1.0 cm.

d) Many opaque red glass ball beads with blue “eyes” inlaid. L. 1.2, D. 1.35 cm. XI l, Figure S.

e) Opaque green glass ball beads with red and yellow “eyes.” D. ca. 1.0 cm. Not illustrated.

f) Black glass ball beads with pale blue “eyes.” D. 1.3 cm.

g) Dark blue glass ball beads with white and yellow “eyes.” D. 1.5 cm.

h) Orange paste ball and ring beads. D. 0.35 to 0.8 cm.

i) 17 carnelian and garnet ball beads. D. ca. 0.4 cm.

j) 1 olive green glass barrel bead, type of Figure R, II b. L. 2.4 cm.

(k-l) Not illustrated.

535 B Gold as follows: [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

a) Flattened oval lump of solid gold. 1.2 x 0.95 x 0.45 cm.

b) Piece of heavy gold wire. L. 2.0, Sec. 0.1 cm.

c) Crumpled gold foil.

536 B Bezel and part of a silver signet ring. Corroded. Intaglio design unclear: perhaps a seated cynocephalus facing a hawk-headed figure. D. of bezel 1.3 cm. Not illustrated. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

B More beads as in 534 above. [SIFTINGS]
W 106 (60-70)? Map 16-17-E. Figures 139-142.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Rubble platform, type XII, ca. 8 M. Sq. Internal rubble bracing, spaces filled with debris.

NO ENCLOSURE

CHAPEL No trace.

STAIR Under Super., type VI.

BLOCK Slab type VI, disturbed.

ENTRANCE Drop, type IV.

CHAMBER Single oval drop type VIII.

BURIAL Partly plundered. Wooden box coffin along N. side, type IX N. empty. Pottery ca. in situ in W. part of chamber. Figure 139, a-c.

Note: Intrusive grave with extended burial, head E. along S. side of stair cut. See Figure 139, a.

22-1-516 (23.876) RBrW. cup on stem, cream slip, red-brown painted decoration, broken. H. 19.0, D. 10.4 cm. 22, Figure K; Figure 140, a, 1/3. [Stair, in original filling]

612 K 14 RBrW. jars, type of Figure L, 3, some broken. H. ca. 56.0, D. ca. 37.0 cm. Figure 140, a, 2/1-3. [1, 3, 4, 6-11, 13, 36-38, 40]

613 K Pottery lamp on foot, with loop handle and flame-guard (incomplete). H. 21.3, L. 20.7 cm. 14, Figure L. [#2]

614 K Fragments of a HPW. jar, white slip, plaster stopper in mouth. H. 67.0 cm. 7, Figure L. [#5]

615 K Fragments of a CRW. tall amphora, white slip, plaster stopper. H. 138.0, D. ca. 25.0 cm. 6, Figure L. [#12]

616 B Fragments of 6 FDbW. cups with painted and stamped decoration. One is H. 7.9, D. 7.3 cm. 21, Figure K. [#17 inside #14, #19 under #1]

617 K 12 RBrW. bowls, R. washed. H. 8.6, D. 13.5 cm. 17, Figure K. Figure 140, a, 1/1, 2, 4, 5. [#22-23 inclusive]

618 B Remains of a wooden box ca. 53.0 x 55.0 cm. in plan, height unknown. Figure 139, c. Bronze corner sheathing with rosette-headed nails, Figure 141, b. Print in mud of relief decoration from wooden top. Figure 141, d. Bordering 10 decorative silver panels sheathed in bronze with leaf design in relief, Figure 141, c. Tentative reconstruction Figure 141, a. [14]

619 K 2 bronze bells. H. 8.5, D. 8.9 cm. Figure 140, c. One has incised design of a human face with headdress (corroded). Figure 140, b. [#15, 16]

22-1-620 K 4 RBrW. bowls, white slip, plaster stopper, possibly a spear-shaft. H. 49.0 cm. 4, Figure L. [#24 inside #12]

621 B Fragments of a blue glazed faience bowl with relief decoration on rim. Pink bodied. H. 7.1, D. ca. 18.0 cm. Figure 140, d. [21 under #14]

622 K Mass of iron spear-heads, corroded together. L. 11.7 cm. Figure 141, e. [35 under #12]

623 (23.352; 24.556, 610-615) 8 sheet gold tubes simulating the lashings of a bow. L. 3.9, D. graded from 1.4 to 2.3 cm. Figure 142, a. [18, 34 under #12]

624 (24.496) Gold disc or stud with relief scene on traces of blue enamel background. D. 2.25 cm. Figure 141, j. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

625 (24.568) Gold signet ring. Circular bezel with deep intaglio vulture and uraeus. Bezel 1.5 x 1.4 cm. Figure 141, g. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

626 K Opaque dark green glass archer’s loose, ornamented with 6 concentric circles of white, blue or red, and black. H. 2.55, D. 4.1 cm. Figure 141, h. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

627 K Stick of dark heavy wood. L. 51.8, D. 1.0 cm. Not illustrated. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

22-2-438 (24.876) 2 handled silver chalice on foot. H. of cup and base 7.4, D. at rim 5.4 cm. Punched dot inscription on under side of base. Figure 142, b, c. [INSIDE #40]

Note: It has been suggested by a number of Classical colleagues that this inscription is an abecedarium — the first few letters of the Greek alphabet — and hence meaningless. I have been unable to obtain a firm opinion on palaeographic grounds for dating this inscription.

523 B Fragments of 14 or 15 iron arrow-heads. Badly oxidized. L. ca. 5.0 cm. Figure 142, d. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

524 B 3 fragments of an oxidized iron rod, possibly a spear-shaft. L. of 2, 15.5, Sec. 1.3 cm. Not illustrated. [CHAMBER DEBRIS]

Not Registered A K A BrW. ribbed jar. Not measured, not illustrated. [#39]

B K 9 RBrW. jars, type of Figure L, 3. Not measured. [IN STAIR CUT]
Intrusive grave beside stair

Figure 139
Figure 140
SELECTED TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

W 109 (60-70) Map 17-F. Figures 143-145.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Rubble platform only. Type XII. Ca. 3.30 m. sq.

NO ENCLOSURE

CHAPEL Destroyed.

STAIR Under Super., type IV.

BLOCK Slab type, intact. Type VI.

ENTRANCE Drop type IV.

CHAMBER Single oval, type VIII.

BURIAL Main burial adult, extended on back, head W. in remains of wooden box coffin at N. (Type IX N.). S. of coffin two extended adult skeletons, heads W. Also three further subsidiary burials doubled up or disturbed at S. and E. Pottery, etc. in situ. Figure 143, a, b.

Note: Immediately W. of Super. a pit descends vertically to roof of chamber, at the base of which a sandstone offering table with cursive Meroitic inscription has been carefully set face down. Figure 143, c; 145, c. The pit looks like a plunderer’s penetration, but the offering table appears to have been placed so that the deceased might see the scene and inscription. There are no obvious signs of plundering in the chamber. The explanation of this unique situation is not apparent. Near E. end of stair a grave with extended burial, head E. seems unrelated to this tomb.

22-1-539 K Wooden toilet box and lid. Hawk in relief on lid; sides of box decorated with rosettes in relief. L. 12.5, W. 5.3, H. 4.0 cm. Figure 144, a. [426]

540 (24.970) Incomplete wooden box and lid in form of buckle amulet. L. (incomplete) 15.15, W. 4.6, H. 3.4 cm. Figure 144, b. [429]

B 11 RBrW. jars, R. washed. Various white painted pot marks. H. 66.0, D. 32.3 cm. 8, Figure L. [411]

542 K 4 RBrW. jars, R. washed, polished. H. 32.2, D. 23.7 cm. 2, Figure L. [412-15]

543 B Pottery beaker, R. washed, polished. H. 12.4, D. 10.7 cm. 13, Figure K. [416]

544 K 7 RBrW. cups, R. washed. H. 8.0, D. 13.6 cm. 18, Figure K. [421-23]

545 K Fragments of a glass goblet with foot. Bowl is transparent white; foot opaque dark blue. Incomplete. D. ca. 8.0, H. ca. 12.5 cm. Figure 144, c. [428]

546 (24.958) Bronze jug with trefoil mouth. Worn lion face on handle and worn human face at base of handle. H. 17.2, D. 10.9 cm. Figure 144, d. [424]

547 (24.982) Bronze pan with fluted ram’s head handle. D. pan 20.1, H. 5.9, L. handle 14.1 cm. Figure 145, a. [425]

548 K Blue glazed faience stand or incense burner(?). Red bodied. Relief decoration. H. 26.0, D. base 10.8 cm. Figure 145, b. [427]

Not Registered K Sandstone offering table. Relief scene of Nephthys (L) and Anubis (R) pouring libation. Bordering Meroitic cursive inscription. L. over spout 44.0, W. 33.0 cm. Figures 143, c; 145, e. [SET IN ROOF OF CHAMBER]
Figure 143
W 122 (60-70) Map 18-J. Figures 146-149.

SUPERSTRUCTURE Plastered rubble and brick pyramid on rubble platform. Type XII. Ca. 6.85 M. Sq.

NO ENCLOSURE

CHAPEL Red brick, perhaps type VII?

STAIR Under Super. type VI.

BLOCK Destroyed.

ENTRANCE Drop type IV.

CHAMBERS Two drop type oval, type VIII. Figure 146.
Disturbed. Figure 147, a. Skeletons of two oxen and a calf at base of stair. Figure 147, c. Chamber A contains: two extended adult skeletons, one incomplete, heads W. on center axis; 6 contracted and confused skeletons in NE. quarter; confused human bones at S. side. Chamber B contains only a few large pots. The suggestion is made that the plunderers entered Chamber B and dragged the main burial (and possibly another) into Chamber A; that the 6 bodies at NE. in A are sacrificial burials approximately in situ; and that there has been some disturbance throughout due to plundering.
Figure 147
Figure 148
22-2-143 B 73 arrows of reed and wood with iron heads. Contents of 142 above. L. 37.0 to 39.0 cm. In situ Figure 149, a; Figure 149, b. (A, B iron ferrule and head, C hard-wood, D reed with pith center.) [inside p.73]

Note: Discoloration of arrow-heads and the fact that they were contained in a carefully closed metal quiver, suggests that they were poisoned arrows.

144,145 B 20 bone and 2 slate arrow points. One end roughly sharpened to set in a reed, the other end well pointed but not barbed. L. 7.2 to 10.9, D. 0.5 to 0.6 cm. Figure 149, c. [floor of A at X, Y and Z. (See figure 147 a)]

146 B 2 bronze arrow points similar to 144, 145 above. L. 7.1, D. 0.35 cm. Not illustrated. [floor of A at X, Y and Z]

147 B 32 thin sheet bronze arrow-heads, and fragments of 12 more. Two-barbed. L. 2.2 to 5.2 cm. Figure 149, d, left. [floor of A at X, Y and Z]

148 B 10 thin sheet bronze arrow-heads, four barbed. L. 4.0 to 5.2 cm. Figure 149, d, center. [floor of A at X, Y, Z]

22-2-149 B 4 thin sheet bronze arrow-heads, six barbed. L. ca. 4.3 cm. Figure 149, d, right. [floor of A at X, Y, Z]

150 B About 80 iron arrow-heads, much corroded. 2, 4 and 6 barbed, similar to 147-149 above. L. 4.0 to 6.0 cm. Not illustrated. [floor of A at X, Y, Z]

151 B 20 fragments of iron arrow points similar to 144 above. Longest 10.5 cm. Not illustrated. [floor of A at X, Y, Z]

152 B 20 cowrie shells, backs cut off. Not illustrated. [floor of A at X, Y, Z]

153 B 2 broad headed bronze tacks. L. 1.6, D. 1.3 cm. Not illustrated. [floor of A at X, Y, Z]

154 B Scraps gold foil. [A, debris]

155 K Fragments translucent white glass (bottle?). Not measured, not illustrated. [A, debris]

156a B Flattish oval quartzite pebble, bored near one end. L. 6.8, W. 5.0, Tk. 1.9 cm. Not illustrated. [A, debris]

156b,c B Fragments of cloth, fine weave, one with fringe. Not illustrated. [A & B debris]
W 772 (undated) Map 1-D. Figure 150.

NO SUPERSTRUCTURE
NO CHAPEL
NO STAIR

GRAVE Oval pit E-W. 132 x 63 - 47 cm. Proportional No. 2.1.

BURIAL Intact child burial. Oval ended grey mud or crude pottery coffin with crudely modelled face on lid (broken). Figure 150, a, b.

23-3-716 K Grey mud coffin-lid with crudely modelled face, broken. Not measured. Figure 150, b. [GRAVE]

23-3-721 K CRBrW pottery coffin, broken. L. 100.0, W. 27.0, H. 11.0, Tk. of walls 2.0 cm. Figure 150, b. [GRAVE]

722 B Beads at neck of body: [AT NECK]
a) 2 red frit flower beads. L. 1.15, D. 0.75 cm. XIII b, Figure S.
b) 1 red frit flattened bead with corrugated edge. 1.0 x 0.85 x 0.5 cm. XV j, Figure S.
c) 1 blue faience “eye” bead. L. 0.6, D. 0.65 cm. XI b, Figure S.
d) About 18 blue faience ring beads. D. 0.3 cm. Not illustrated.
**W 820 (undated) Map 2-F. Figure 151.**

**NO SUPERSTRUCTURE**

**NO CHAPEL**

**NO STAIR**

**GRAVE**  Wide pit N.S. with rounded N. end, III B. 132 x 80 – 38 cm. Proportional No. 1.65.

**BURIAL**  Intact baby on right side, head S., much smaller than grave. Pottery vessels above head and beads, etc. at neck. Figure 151, a.

**23-M-607**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23-3-587</td>
<td>RBrW. cup, white slip, broken. H. 9.9, D. 0.7 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>588</td>
<td>PDW. Zamzamiyeh in fragments, white slip, neck missing. H. 11.7, W. 11.3, Tk. 7.9 cm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**23-M-608**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23-M-608</td>
<td>Faded blue faience scarab. 1.4 x 1.15 x 0.7 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>609</td>
<td>Crude faience amulet; seated cat. H. 1.3 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610</td>
<td>Blue faience Udjat. Molded on one side only. black details. L. 1.4 cm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B Miscellaneous beads, etc. [AT NECK]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23-M-611</td>
<td>a) Blue frit ring bead with ribbed edge. L. 0.5, D. 1.7 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) 1 carnelian ball bead. D. 0.7 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c) Amethyst double-cone bead. L. 0.6, D. 0.6 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d) 1 blue faience cone bead. L. 0.4, D. 1.2 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e) 1 blue faience ball bead with three black spots. D. 0.8 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f) 5 blue faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.7, D. 0.45 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>g) 6 shell ring beads. D. 0.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>h) 1 irregular circular disc of shell. 2.6 x 2.9 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i) 1 broken spiral shell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERSTRUCTURES</td>
<td>ENTRANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Circular Gravel Mound</td>
<td>I Plain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Rubble Pitched, Stone Faced Circular Gravel Mound</td>
<td>II Sunk Landing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Masonry Mastaba Encasing Rubble Pitched Gravel Mound</td>
<td>III Molded Door with Cornice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Masonry Mastaba, Rubble Filled</td>
<td>IV Drop Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Masonry Pyramid, Smooth Faced</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI Mastaba, Rubble or Brick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII Stepped Masonry Pyramid or Mastaba, No Plinth Course</td>
<td>VII Narrow Pit E-W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII Masonry Pyramid Faced with Leaning Slabs</td>
<td>VIII Wide Pit E-W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX Stepped Masonry Pyramid or Mastaba with Plinth Course</td>
<td>IX Pit E-W with Corner Holes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Stepped Pyramid with Molded Corners</td>
<td>X Pit E-W with Trenches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI Smooth Faced Masonry Pyramid, Rubble Filled, Late Form</td>
<td>XI Drop Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XII Rubble or Brick Pyramid on Rubble or Brick Platform</td>
<td>XII Brick or Rubble to Side Chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIII Rubble Pyramid</td>
<td>XIII Masonry Between Jambs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENCLOSURES</th>
<th>BLOCKING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I Horseshoe</td>
<td>I Brick or Rubble to Side Chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Plain</td>
<td>II Masonry Between Jambs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Re-entrant</td>
<td>III Masonry in Front of Jambs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Open Front</td>
<td>IV Rubble in Front of Jambs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Vestigial</td>
<td>V Brick in Front of Jambs, Straight or Bias</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHAPELS</th>
<th>CHAMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I Mud-Brick Plain</td>
<td>I Pit Grave N-S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Masonry Plain</td>
<td>II Pit and Side Chamber N-S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Masonry, Recessed Door</td>
<td>IIIA Narrow Pit E-W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Masonry or Brick, Pylon and Recessed Door</td>
<td>IIIB Wide Pit E-W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Masonry, Rubble, or Brick, Simplified Pylon</td>
<td>IIIC Pit E-W with Corner Holes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI Masonry, Rubble, or Brick, Open Front</td>
<td>IIIID Pit E-W with Trenches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII Brick Lined Masonry with Pylon</td>
<td>IV Corbel Roofed Pit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BURIAL METHOD</th>
<th>ACCESS TO BURIAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I Bed, Legs in Trenches</td>
<td>I Open Pit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Bed, Legs in Holes</td>
<td>II Entrance Pit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Bed on Bench</td>
<td>III Stair Through Tunnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Free Standing Coffin Bench A=Axial, S=South, N=North</td>
<td>IV Stair in Front of Chapel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Coffin Bench Attached at South</td>
<td>V Stair Under Chapel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI Axial Coffin Bench Attached at West</td>
<td>VI Stair Under Superstructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII Coffin Bench Attached at North</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII Stone Sarcophagus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX Wooden Box Coffin: A=Axial, N=Along North Wall, W=At West N-S</td>
<td>IX Anthropoid Coffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Anthropoid Coffin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECTION II
WEST CEMETERY
Summary Treatment of all Tombs in Numerical Order and Surface Finds
W 1 (40-50)? Map 15-C. P.M.T.B. VII, p. 259.


22-1-503 K Bronze basin. 21, Figure N. [STAIR BEFORE DOORWAY.]

505, 506 K Misc. fragments bronze, iron and gold foil. [STAIR BEFORE DOORWAY.]

507 B Fragmentary sheet electrum ornament, unclear. [STAIR BEFORE DOORWAY.]

508a (24.1073) Carnelian beads, type of Figure R, IId and IIIb. [STAIR BEFORE DOORWAY.]

537 K Fragments of 3 or more iron spear-heads. L. 12.8 cm. [STAIR BEFORE DOORWAY.]

53 K Bronze bucket, type of Figure O, 15. H. 18.5, D. 25.0 cm. [STAIR BEFORE DOORWAY.]

W 2 (ca. 40) Map 15-G. See Section I, p. 82.

W 3 (ca. 50)? Map 14-15-GH.


Note: Built over stair of W 315.

22-2-437 B Bk.Inc.W. jar, type of Figure J, 5-7. H. 19.2, D. 15.0 cm. [SURFACE, S. PART OF ENCLOSURE.]

K Sandstone offering table with bordering. Meroitic cursive inscription. Not measured. Figure 152, 1. [SURFACE, S. PART OF ENCLOSURE.]

W 4 (ca. 55)? Map 14-H. Figure 152.2.


Figure 152, 2.

Note: Clearly later than W 5 since it masks the entrance to the chapel of the latter.

23-3-316 K Incomplete yellow sandstone Ba-bird with hole in top of head. H. 41.0, W. 18.18, L. 23.0 cm. Not illustrated. [PRESUMED FROM CHAPEL, LOCATION NOT GIVEN.]

No other objects.


W 6 (ca. 35)? Map 12-13-FG.


23-1-372 B Faience beads. VI b, Figure R. [F. D. SW.]

373 B Beads like 372; lump lead ore. [F. D. SE.]

23-3-624 K Beads like 372; one carnelian bead, type of Figure R, IId; lump lead ore. [F. D. NW.]

625 K Beads only as in 624. [F. D. NE.]

W 7 (40-50)? Map 11-12-G.


23-1-503a, b, 381a, b, 382. K Potsherds. Figure 152, 3, 4; F. D. SW.

W 8 (40-45)? Map 12-G. Figure 153.1.

P.M.T.B. VII p. 260.

SUPER.: ferricrete rubble core-pyramid, overlaid with masonry type VII. 7.65 M.Sq. ENCL.: II masonry. CHAPEL: IV masonry. CHAPEL RELIEFS: S. wall partly preserved: winged Isis behind queen on lion throne. Figure 153, 5. F.D.: none. STAIR: V. BLOCK: destroyed. ENTRANCE: unclear. CHAMBER: VA oval. BURIAL: plundered out. Figure 153, 1.

Note: Previously entered, probably by Dr. Budge.

23-2-1 K RBbW. cup, type of Figure C, 16. H. 9.2, D. 13.4 cm. [SURFACE INSIDE ENCLOSURE.]

2 K Frag. Bk.Inc.W. bowl. 10, Figure C. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

*Photo Orinst 2946 by permission of Oriental Institute, University of Chicago.

W 9 (45-55)? Map 12-H.


23-1-203 K Glass “eye” beads, various coloring. XI b, Figure S.

204 (23.855) Glass pendants with yellow faces. Figure 153, 5; III p. Figure T.
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

1. W 3
2. W 4
3. W 7
4. W 7
5. W 8

Figure 152

Orinst. 2946
W 10 (ca. 35)? See Section I, p. 76.

W 11 (36-44). Map 12-13-I.

SUPER.: double pyramid; Inner: vii masonry, 5.52 M.Sq. with a few re-used blocks from a building with molded corners (type x); Outer: vii masonry, ca. 7.35 M.Sq. ENCL.: none. CHAPEL: IV masonry, no reliefs. F.D.: none. STAIR: IV blocked. ENTRANCE: unclear. CHAMBER: VA oval. BURIAL: plundered out. Empty.

Note: The re-used molded blocks found in inner Super. indicate the earliest date for their re-use at (36). The outer Super. runs over stair of W 10 and must be later than (39). Enclosing wall of W 12 (ca. 45?) was built against the SW. corner of outer Super. Hence the date range for W 11 is (36-44). See Map.

W 12 (ca. 45)? Map 11-12-I.


Note: NE. corner enclosure built against SW. corner of W 11, and is later. N. side of enclosure passes over stair of W 264 (39-40)? which is older.

23-1-97 (one in Boston 23.793) Gold wire rings, D. ca. 1.8 cm. [F.D.S.]

Not Registered. K? Fragments of a faience offering table with bordering Meroitic cursive inscription. Figure 154, 1. [CHAP. IN SAND.]

W 13 (35-40). Map 13-1J.


Note: Stair entirely covered by Super. W 14 (40-45).

23-1-388 K Fragment pink bodied faience offering table, blue glazed. Not illustrated. [CHAP. DEBRIS.]

389 K Neck and shoulder BK Inc. W. jar, decorated. Figure 154, 2. [CHAP. DEBRIS.]

392 K Potsherds: R.Pol. RW, painted bands and pot mark. 3, Figure C. Kena-Ware handle, and misc. RBrW. sherds. [CHAP. DEBRIS.]

W 14 (40-45). See Section I, p. 84.

P.M.T.B. VII, p. 260.
WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MERÖE

Figure 154

1. W 12
2. W 13
3. W 15
4. W 16
5. W 17
6. W 23


W 20. See Section I, p. 89.

W 21 (40-45)? Map 13-KL.

W 22 (45-50)? Map 12-13 KL.

W 23 (40-45)? Map 11-12 KL.


W 25 (45-50)? Map 13-M.
W 26 (35-50)? Map 11-M.


W 27. See Section I, p. 103.

W 28 (60-70)? Map 11-G.


W 29 (3-15)? Map 14-H.


23-1-45 K Fragments bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 5. H. 8.2, D. 11.5 cm. [#3 BESIDE #2.]

23-2-80 K R. Pol. RBW. pot. D. ca. 30.0, H. 31.3 cm. 19. Figure B. [#1 IN S. CORNER.]

81-83 B 3 nested bronze bowls, type of Figure N, 7. D. 7.7 to 11.8 cm. [#4-6 IN NW. CORNER.]

84 B Bk. Inc. W. globular jar like 23-2-80 above. Dec. on shoulder. Figure 155, 9. H. 34.0, D. 29.3 cm. [#2 IN S. CORNER.]

85 K Misc. sherds of RW., RBW., and Pinkish grey ware, and a few fragments human bone. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 30 (35-40)? Map 12-J.

SUPER.: V OR XI? masonry. ca. 3.90 M.Sq. ENCL.: none. CHAPEL: masonry. F.D.: gold wire rings at NW. and SE. corners only. STAIR: VI. BLOCK: VI intact. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII with one internal step. BURIAL: gabled bench VI. plundered. Pottery on floor (# 1-5) and beads in debris. 

Note: The f.c. NE. of W 26 is laid over f.c. SE. of W 30, and Enclosure of W 20 is built against chapel and W, face of W 30, showing W 20 to be later than W 30. See Map and Section I, p. 1-189.) Plundering of W 30 was through fallen roof and over doorblock.

22-2-67 K FHBW. askos, type of Figure I, 14. Not measured. [FLOOR S. OF ENTRANCE.]

68 B FHDW., DbY. slip askos, type of Figure I, 14, incomplete. H. 32.0 +, D. 22.2 cm. [FLOOR N. OF ENTRANCE.]

22-2-69 B CRW. jar, R. washed, distorted. H. 30.0, D. ca. 24.0 cm. 6, Figure C. [#3 CENTER OF N. WALL.]

70 K Jar, type of Figure I, 13. Not measured. [FLOOR #4 BESIDE #4.]

71 K CRW. jar. H. 26.5, D. 24.8 cm. 5, Figure C. [FLOOR #5 BESIDE #5.]

72 K Fragments RW. bowl with impressed decoration. H. ca. 12.0, D. ca. 13.0 cm. 4, Figure C. [DEBRIS.]

73 K Misc. fragments bronze vessels and sheets, and frags. of 2 yellow bodied faience vessels. [DEBRIS.]

443 B Misc. beads as follows: a) 69 yellow faience ball beads, D. 0.35 cm. Strung with e) 10 oxidized ball beads, D. 0.5 cm. in groups of 3. b) 17 carnelian ball beads, D. 0.4 cm. c, d) 2 green faience beads, D. 1.0 and 0.5 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

23-1-98 (23.795) and K 2 gold wire rings from SE. and NW. D. ca. 2.8 cm. [F.D.]}

W 31 (45-50)? Map 12-HI.


Note: SE. corner of Super. in contact with N. face of W 11, apparently built up against W 11. The order appears clearly to be W 10, W 11, W 31. See Map.

23-1-99 B Misc. 17 blue faience beads, type of Figure K, VI d. D. 0.3 to 0.4 cm. A few glass inlay pieces, and fragments of a bronze wire ring of sec. 02 + cm. [T.D., CHAMBER FLOOR.]

W 32 (40-45)? Map 13-14-H.


Note: Presumed older than W 4 and W 5. See Map.

23-1-370 B Beads, etc. a) dark red frit(?) cylindrical pendant. L. 1.5, D. 0.1 cm. Not illustrated. b) 6 hollow gold ball beads, type of Figure R, I a. D. ca. 0.8 cm. c) 12 black glass ball beads with white equator band, type of Figure R, I r. D. ca. 0.8 cm. d) 8 glass “eye” beads, type of Figure S, XI f. D. ca. 0.7 cm. e) 1 gilded blue glass bead, L. 0.3, D. 0.75 cm. X n, Figure S. f) 1 large carnelian bead ball of D. 0.9 cm., and 1 smaller of D. 0.35 cm. g) 8 carnelian barrel beads, type of Figure R, II d. L. 0.4 to 0.7 cm. h) 4 greenish frit(?) ball beads, type of Figure R, I b. D. 0.5 cm. i) a few blue faience ring beads. [ASSOCIATED WITH BODY E.]
W 33 (40-45). Map 7-G.

SUPER.: masonry, weathered, type v or vii (?). 5.05 M.Sq. ENCL.: none.

CHAPEL: masonry, traces only. F.D.: none. STAIR: presumably type IV. BLOCK: VI disturbed. ENTRANCE: single VIII, N. side straight suggesting coffin of type IX N.

BURIAL: plundered out. No trace of body or coffin. Scattered objects in T.D. only.

23- 2- 74 B Misc. beads. a) 30 blue faience band beads, type of Figure R, VI a. L. 0.3, D. 0.4 cm. b) 10 black glass ball beads with white band, type of Figure R, I r. (Like 370 c). c, d) 4 hollow gold ball beads, type of Figure R, I a. (Like 370 b). e) 2 tiny blue faience ring beads. D. 0.3 cm. f) 1 carnelian pendant, type of Figure T, I g. L. 1.1 cm. [BY HAND OF BODY.

309a (23-1461) Gold plated silver signet ring with rectangular bezel: intaglio of seated deities over 2 crocodiles. D. 2.6, Bezel 1.7 x 1.8 cm. Figure 155, 11. [DEBRIS NEAR COFFIN.]

b) Rock crystal pendant. L. 1.2 cm. Figure 155, 12.

c) 1 green glass ball bead. D. 0.4 cm.

d) Fragments cowrie shells.

310 K Fragments of a bronze strainer with duck handle, corroded. L. 22.6, D. ca. 10.7 cm. 18, Figure O. Fragments of basket-work and cloth adhering. [AT DOOR-BLOCK.]

W 34 (40-45)? Map 8-F.

SUPER.: masonry vii (?) rubble filled. ca. 4.30 M.Sq. ENCL.: none.

CHAPEL: no trace. F.D.: none. STAIR: IV irregular, skewed to S. BLOCK: VI disturbed. ENTRANCE: single VIII, N. side straight suggesting coffin of type IX N.

BURIAL: plundered out. No trace of body or coffin. Scattered objects in T.D. only.

23- 2-311 B Beads: a) 32 gold wire rings. D. 0.5 to 0.75 cm. b) 1 carnelian barrel bead, type of Figure R, II c. L. 0.9 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

312 B Heavy bronze foot from a vessel. 4.05 x 2.15, Tk. 0.95 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

313a B Pieces of lathe turned ivory. Figure 155, 14.

b,c, K Fragments haematite and cowries. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

314 K Fragments PW. bottle. D. ca. 10.2 cm. 1, Figure D. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

W 35 (50-55)? Map 8-9-F.

SUPER.: XI masonry, ca. 3.30 M.Sq. ENCL.: none.


Note: Built over stair-cut of W 426 which is older.

23- 2-317 K Irregular RW. bowl, type of Figure E, 21. H. 5.6, D. 17.2 cm. [T.D. AT DOOR-BLOCK.]

318 K Torso of a red sandstone Ba-Bird. H. ca. 37.0 cm. Not illustrated. [T.D. AT DOOR-BLOCK.]

319 K Yellow sandstone block with relief decoration and traces of debased Egyptian hieroglyphs. Re-used in block. L. 102.0 cm. Figure 155, 15. [T.D. AT DOOR-BLOCK.]

W 36 (undated). Map 8-9-E.

SUPER.: sandstone masonry f.c. only. Ca. 5.30 M.Sq. ENCL.: none.


Note: S. face of W 36 lies over stair-cut of W 428 and is later.

23- 2-315 K Misc. scraps alabaster vessel (?), white bodied faience, and Bk.Inc. pottery. Not illustrated. [T.D. IN CHAMBER.]
W 37 (50-55)? Map 9-DE.


23-2-343 B Misc. beads as follows: Hollow gold and electrum ball beads; carnelian ball and barrel beads; gilt glass barrel beads; glass paste ball and barrel beads; small faience ring beads and cowrie shells. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

W 104 (60-65)? Map 14-15-DE.

SUPER.: rubble platform only, (Type xii?) irregular, ca. 6.60 M.Sq. NO ENCLOSURE. CHAPEL: rubble, part of N. wall only. NO F.D. STAIR: VI. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: destroyed. Intrusive grave with extended burial, head E. in Superstructure. No objects. 

Note: Presumed older than W 105 which masks the entrance to chapel. See Map.

W 105 (65-70). Map 15-DE.

SUPER.: platform only of mixed ferricrete, sandstone, and red brick, Type xii, ca. 3.40 M.Sq. ENCL.: mixed, Type IV. CHAPEL: red brick VI. NO F.D. STAIR: VI. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single viii?, roof collapsed. BURIAL: plundered, no trace. Objects in debris. Figure 156, 2. 

Note: By position presumed later than W 104 since it blocks access to its chapel. See Map.

W 101 (60-70)? Map 15-B.

SUPER.: rubble platform only (Type xii?) irregular, ca. 7.16 M.Sq. NO ENCLOSURE. NO CHAPEL. NO F.DS. STAIR: IV(?) NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE AND CHAMBER: unclear. Roof fallen. Plundered out. Empty.

Note: This tomb lies at the extreme NE. edge of cemetery and should be one of the latest on the site.

22-2-152 K Incomplete HRW. footed cup, type of Figure K, 22, undecorated. H. 18.5, D. ca. 11.5 cm. [INTERIOR OF SUPER. IN DEBRIS.]

22-2-250 K Incomplete red sandstone offering table, re-used in filling of Superstructure, presumed taken from an older chapel. 29.0 x 28.0, Tk. 8.6 cm. Figure 156, 1.

W 106. Section I, p. 194.

W 107 (60-70)? Map 15-16-E.

SUPER.: rubble platform only (Type xii) (many re-used blocks), ca. 4.65 M.Sq. NO ENCLOSURE. CHAPEL: red brick, incomplete. NO F.DS. STAIR: VI. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII (?). BURIAL: plundered. Two skulls and scattered bones pushed into W. end of chamber. 

Note: Later than W 256 since Super. is built over that stair.

22-2-1567 K Fragments pale green glass globular bottle, very thin. Not reconstructed. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

W 108 (50-60)? Map 17-F.


22-1-58 K Fragments pale green glass globular bottle, very thin. Not reconstructed. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

22-2-16 K Veined red and white agate amulet: standing Ptah. H. 2.2 cm. Figure 156, 6. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

22-2-160 K RBrW. cup, type of Figure E, 26. H. 9.7, D. 11.8 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

22-2-167 K RBrW. bowl, type of Figure E, g. H. ca. 9.0, D. ca. 11.0 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

22-2-168 K Sheet bronze ornament. Kneeling Isis. H. 4.4 cm. Figure 156, 3. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

Macadam considers this offering table to be royal because of the certain presence of formula K. He reads the names: deceased Amnipilde, mother Mklbfe, father Teyye.
Figure 156
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY  W 109-113


W 110 (55-65)? Map 18-F.


22-1-549 K RBrW. footed offering tray, type of Figure H, 5. H. 9.3, D. 26.4 cm. [FLOOR IN A.] Potsherds: a) RBrW. jar, type of Figure L, 3; b) RBrW. jar, type of Figure L, 2. [FLOOR IN A.]

550 B Ivory: ca. half a turned base. D. ca. 3.2 cm., and 2 knobs, H. 1.55 cm. [A, DEBRIS.]

551 B Beads, etc.: 1 faience ball bead, D. 1.15 cm.; 1 faience cylinder bead, L. 1.2 cm.; 1 blue glass faceted bead, type of Figure 3, VIII e. L. 0.8, D. 0.6 cm.; and chips buff colored glass. [A, DEBRIS.]

552 Potsherds: fragments two RBrW. jars, type of Figure L, 2. H. ca. 35.0 cm. [#1-6, 14, 20, 22, 24, 25, 29-35.]

553 K 15 RBrW. cups, type of Figure F, 2. H. ca. 10.0, D. ca. 14.0 cm. [#2, 3, 7-12, 15-17, 26, 27, 37, 38.]

554 K 2 R.Pol. jars, type of Figure L, 2, with painted lines radiating from base of neck. H. 32.0 and 27.6, D. both 23.0 cm. [#13, 18.]

555 K RPol. jar similar to 113. H. 30.0, D. 27.0 cm. [#28.]

556 K RBrW. “Brazier,” type of Figure I, 6. H. 39.5, D. 47.0 cm. [#21.]

557 K Bk.Inc.W. jar, red filled impressed decoration. H. 21.0, D. 16.4 cm. Figure J. [#23.]

558 K BrW. globular jar, type of Figure J, 11, but undecorated. H. ca. 50.0, D. ca. 41.0 cm. [#36.]

559 B Bronze saucer, decorated with Udjat-eyes in relief on top of rim. H. 2.8, D. 6.8 cm. Figure N. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

560 K Misc. beads: small red jasper (?) tubular, L. 0.3 cm.; 2 green glass ring, D. 0.35 cm.; 3 shell barrel, L. 0.3 to 0.45 cm.; 24 glass twin ball beads and fragments D. 0.7 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

W 111 (60-70)? Map 17-18-FG.

SUPER.: rubble platform xii, ca. 7.00 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL, OR F.D.S. STAIR: VI. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBERS: single VIII. BURIAL: plundered.

561 (24,253) Hollow gold heart amulet. L. 1.8 cm. Figure 136, 7. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

562 (24,968) Small bronze hanging lamp with hook (iron rod corroded out). L. 20.0, W. 7.2, H. of body 17.7 cm. Estimated H. with rod and hook ca. 36.0 cm. [FLOOR IN A.] Potsherds: a) fragments two large RBrW. jars, H. ca. 15.0 cm. [T.D. IN SE. CORNER OF A.]

563 B Beads, etc.: 157, 1. (Only record). Foundation course showing W 113 to be later than W 115. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.] Potsherds: a) fragments two large RBrW. jars, type of Figure L, 8. b) fragments two RBrW. pots, type of Figure L, 2. c) base of an RBrW. cup, type of Figure K, 17. [T.D. IN SE. CORNER OF A.]

564 B Bone: fragments RBrW. footed offering tray, type of Figure H, 5. H. 9.3, D. 26.4 cm. [FLOOR IN A.]

565 B Potsherds: a) fragments two large RBrW. jars, type of Figure L, 8. b) fragments two RBrW. pots, type of Figure L, 2. [T.D. IN SE. CORNER OF A.]

566 B Potsherds: a) fragments two large RBrW. jars, type of Figure L, 8. b) fragments two RBrW. pots, type of Figure L, 2. c) base of an RBrW. cup, type of Figure K, 17. [T.D. IN SE. CORNER OF A.]

567 B Beads, etc.: 157, 1. (Only record). Foundation course showing W 113 to be later than W 115. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

568 B Beads, etc.: 157, 1. (Only record). Foundation course showing W 113 to be later than W 115. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

569 B Potsherds: a) fragments two large RBrW. jars, type of Figure L, 8. b) fragments two RBrW. pots, type of Figure L, 2. c) base of an RBrW. cup, type of Figure K, 17. [T.D. IN SE. CORNER OF A.]

570 B Beads, etc.: 157, 1. (Only record). Foundation course showing W 113 to be later than W 115. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

571 B Beads, etc.: 157, 1. (Only record). Foundation course showing W 113 to be later than W 115. [T.D. IN SE. CORNER OF A.]

572 B Beads, etc.: 157, 1. (Only record). Foundation course showing W 113 to be later than W 115. [T.D. IN SE. CORNER OF A.]

573 B Beads, etc.: 157, 1. (Only record). Foundation course showing W 113 to be later than W 115. [T.D. IN SE. CORNER OF A.]

574 B Beads, etc.: 157, 1. (Only record). Foundation course showing W 113 to be later than W 115. [T.D. IN SE. CORNER OF A.]

575 B Beads, etc.: 157, 1. (Only record). Foundation course showing W 113 to be later than W 115. [T.D. IN SE. CORNER OF A.]

W 112 (55-65)? Map 18-G.

SUPER.: rubble platform only xii, ca. 6.10 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: VI. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBERS: two VIII. BURIAL: no trace. Objects somewhat disturbed but many in situ. Figure 157, 1.

Note: Older than W 111. SE. corner of W 111 built over NW. corner of W 112, see Map.

22-1-554 K Fragment RBrW. cup, type of Figure K, 18. R. washed. D. ca. 15.0 cm. [DEBRIS IN A.]

555 K Potsherds: fragments decayed ostrich feathers. [DEBRIS IN A.]

556 K Potsherds: fragments decayed ostrich feathers. [DEBRIS IN A.]

W 113 (60-70). Map 17-G.

SUPER.: rubble platform xii, ca. 4.15 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: VI. BLOCK: disturbed. CHAMBERS: two VIII. BURIAL: plundered. Objects in debris.

Note: Older block re-used in door-block with Egyptian hieroglyphic inscription. Figure 157, 2 (only record). Foundation course of Super. at NE. corner is a re-used cavetto cornice with disc and uraeus. The S. face of Super. W 113 runs over N. face of W 113 showing W 113 to be later than W 115.

22-1-557 K Potsherds: a) fragments two large RBrW. jars, type of Figure L, 8. b) fragments two RBrW. pots, type of Figure L, 2. c) base of an RBrW. cup, type of Figure K, 17. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

558 K Two-thirds of a red sandstone offering table. Anubis and Nephthys (?) pouring libation. Bordering Meroitic cursive inscription. L. 58.0, W. 44.5, Tk. 9.5 cm. Figure 157, 3. (No photo taken: after hand copy in Object Register.) [DEBRIS IN STAIR-CUT.]

559 K Potsherds: a) fragments RBrW. offering tray, type of Figure H, 4. D. ca. 27.0 cm. b) fragments one or more RBrW. cups, type of Figure K, 18. D. ca. 13.0 cm. c) fragments RBrW. cup, type of Figure E, 25. H. 8.7, D. ca. 10.0 cm. d) sherds of soft Bk.W. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

560 K Potsherds: fragments of two HDbW. cups. D. ca. 10.0 and 16.0 cm. Fragments HDbW. cup, R.Pol. exterior. D. ca. 7.5 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]
WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROE

1. W 112

2. W 113

3. W 113

Figure 157
W 114 (60-70)? Map 17-GH.

**SUPER.**: rubble vi, ca. 6.75 M.Sq. **NO ENCL.** **CHAPEL**: red brick vi. **NO F.DS.** **STAIR**: VI. **BLOCK**: VI intact. **ENTRANCE**: IV. **CHAMBER**: single viii. **BURIAL**: plundered out through roof to W. of Super. Ox bones and trappings intact on landing before doorway. **Figure 158, 1.**

**Note**:
Later intrusive burial in grave in stair-cut, extended adult, head S. W 17 is probably older than W 118 by position since W 118 would have masked approach to its chapel.

W 115. See Section I, p. 137.

W 116 (?). Map 17-FG.

**NO SUPER.** **ENCL.** **CHAPEL** or F.DS. **STAIR**: **NO BLOCK.** **ENTRANCE**: IV. **CHAMBER**: single viii. **BURAiL**: plundered out. Empty.

W 117 (50-60)? Map 16-17-H.

**NO SUPER.** **ENCL.** **CHAPEL** or F.DS. **STAIR**: **NO BLOCK.** **ENTRANCE**: IV. **CHAMBER**: single viii. **BURAiL**: plundered out. **Note**:
Later intrusive burial in grave in stair-cut, extended adult, head S. W 117 is probably older than W 118 by position since W 118 would have masked approach to its chapel.

W 118. See Section I, p. 158.

W 119 (Undated). Map 17-H.

**NO SUPER.** **ENCL.** **CHAPEL** or F.DS. **STAIR**: **NO BLOCK.** **ENTRANCE**: IV. **CHAMBER**: single viii. **BURIAL**: plundered out. Human skull in debris N. side of chamber.

W 120 (55-65)? Map 18-I.

**SUPER.**: rubble platform, red brick pyramid xii, 4.85 M.Sq. **NO ENCL.** **CHAPEL**: red brick vi. **NO F.DS.** **STAIR**: VI. **BLOCK**: VI, intact. **ENTRANCE**: IV. **CHAMBER**: two vii, entire roofing collapsed. **BURIAL**: plundered. A gebel shelf along N. side of chamber B looks like coffin-bench, but print of a rectangular wooden box coffin is on 20 cm. of debris S. of this bench.

---

22-2-123 B Pol.BkW. jar, type of Figure L, 4. H. 15.3, D. 12.6 cm. **(T.D. IN CHAMBER.)**

W 118. See Section I, p. 158.

W 119 (Undated). Map 17-H.

**NO SUPER.** **ENCL.** **CHAPEL** or F.DS. **STAIR**: **NO BLOCK.** **ENTRANCE**: IV. **CHAMBER**: single viii. **BURIAL**: plundered out. Human skull in debris N. side of chamber.

W 120 (55-65)? Map 18-I.

---

22-2-564 K Bronze and iron trappings. a) Triangular bronze plate with incised decoration and nine rivets for attachment to harness. Found on forehead. L. 19.1 cm. b-d) Square and circular bronze plates associated with a). c) Bronze buckle with a-d). f) Few fragments corroded iron. **Figure 158, 2.**

---

22-2-565 K Cotton or hemp textile fragments including crude face of folded and stuffed cloth attached to rope in two colors. **Figure 158, 3.**

---

22-2-578 B Battered yellow sandstone offering table. Relief scene and bordering Meroitic cursive inscription in part legible. 41.0 x 39.0, T. 10.0 cm. **Figure 159, 1, 2.**

---

22-2-50a K Silver signet ring: intaglio seated figure on throne. Corroded. H. 2.9, Bezel 1.95 x 2.05 cm. **Figure 159, 4.**

---

b (24.575) Silver signet ring: intaglio seated figure on throne. Corroded. H. 2.9, Bezel 1.95 x 2.05 cm. **Figure 159, 4.**

c K Silver signet ring: intaglio seated Isis and Horus. Corroded. H. 2.6 cm. **Figure 159, 4.**

d B Incomplete silver signet ring: Harpocrates seated on lotus, unclear. Bezel 1.7 x 2.0 cm. **Figure 159, 4.**
W 120-129

WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROE

22-2-506 B Oval finger ring: ram's head in relief. H. 1.6, W. 2.0 cm. Figure 159, 4, #5. [DEBRIS IN A.]

51 B 15 corroded silver elements and fragments. Face crowned with disc over broad collar; one transverse hole. In relief, hollow, backs missing. H. 1.7 cm. Figure 159, 2, row 2. [DEBRIS IN A.]

52 B Misc. silver elements: standing figure H. 3.5 cm., rams' heads H. ca. 1.0 cm., conventional uraei 1.25 cm., and unclear pieces. Figure 159, 3, row 1. [DEBRIS IN A.]

53 B Misc. beads as follows: 18 black glass lentoid D. 0.8 cm., Xi, Figure S. 4 gilt glass and 4 green glass rings, D. 0.3 cm. Carnelian ring, ball, and barrel, D. 0.3 to 0.7 cm. 8 blue glass, type of Figure R, III h. D. 0.5 cm. 1 gilt glass, type of Figure R, IV a. L. 0.9, D. 0.4 cm. 1 gold barrel, type of Figure R, II c. L. 0.9, D. 0.55 cm. 8 blue glass polygonal, type of Figure S, VIII f. 0.45 x 0.35 cm., and misc. other beads. [DEBRIS IN A.]

135 K Broken R.Pol. jar, type of Figure L, 2. H. ca. 30.0, D. 23.8 cm. [FLOOR OF A.]

136 K 9 CRBrW. cups, type of Figure E, 26. H. ca. 9.0, D. ca. 13.5 cm. [FLOOR & DEBRIS OF A.]

137 K Upper part of a rectangular pottery stand. Ware not stated. H. 8.3, 12.0 x 12.0 cm. 12, Figure K. [FLOOR DEBRIS B.]

138 K Fragment bronze plate from base of a large vessel(?), 12.0 x 10.0, Tk. 0.15 cm., and fragment of an iron ring sec. 0.8 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS B.]

139 K Fragments of 2 R.Pol.Dw. beakers 18, Figure E. [FLOOR DEBRIS B.]

W 121 (60-70)? Map 18-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL, OR F.DS. STAIR. BLOCK: VI disturbed. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. BURIAL: plundered out.

22-1-579a K Fragments RBrW. bowl, type of Figure E, 9. R. wash inside and out. H. 6.6, D. ca. 16.5 cm. [SURFACE E. OF STAIR.]

b K 2 RBrW. dishes, type of Figure F, 7. H. 3.5, D. 9.8, and 10.5 cm. [SURFACE E. OF STAIR.]

Note: These surface finds may not belong to this tomb.

22-2-133 B Pol.Br.W. bottle jar, type of Figure J, 12. H. 18.2, D. 14.7 cm. [CHAMBER, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

134 K 3 wooden battens (from coffin?). Not measured. [CHAMBER, FLOOR DEBRIS.]


W 123 (Undated). Map 17-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL, OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV(?) broken down. CHAMBER: single VIII roof fallen. BURIAL: plundered out, empty.

W 124 (Undated). Map 17-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL, OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV(?) broken down. CHAMBER: single VIII roof fallen. BURIAL: plundered out, empty.

W 125. See Section I, p. 159.

W 126. See Section I, p. 164.

W 127. See Section I, p. 168.

W 128 (Undated). Map 16-J.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL, OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: unclear(?). CHAMBER: single VIII(?). BURIAL: plundered out.

22-2-506 B 2 gold lunate pendants. H. 1.25 cm. Figure 159, 5. [DEBRIS, EXACT LOCATION NOT GIVEN.]

W 128-1 (Undated). Map 17-J.


W 128-2 (Undated). Map 17-J.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL, OR F.DS. BLOCK: red brick intact. CHAMBER: IX A. BURIAL: no trace. OBJECTS: none. Intact, but baby bones decayed out.

W 128-3 (Undated). Map 17-J.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL, OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: unclear. CHAMBER: single VIII roof collapsed. BURIAL: none, plundered out, empty.

Note: Very small child's stairway tomb.

W 128-4 (Undated). Map 17-J.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL, OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: collapsed. CHAMBER: single VIII(?). BURIAL: plundered out, empty.

Note: Very small child's stairway tomb. Shape of chamber suggests NS burial.

W 129 (60-70)? Map 17-K.

SUPER.: sandstone rubble platform XII. NO ENCL., CHAPEL, OR F.DS. STAIR: VI. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: two VIII. BURIAL: plundered out.

22-2-229 K Yellow sandstone offering table. Relief scene: Anubis and Nephthys pouring libation. Bordering Meroitic cursive inscription illegible. Much battered. H. 44.0, W. 40.5, Tk. 12.5 cm. Figure 159, 6. [EXACT LOCATION NOT RECORDED.]
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY  W 119-133

1. W. 119

2. W. 119

3. W. 120

4. W. 120

5. W. 128

6. W. 129

7. W. 133

Figure 159

229
W 130. See Section I, p. 171.

W 131 (55-65)? Map 16-J.


Note: Later than W 148 since corner of enclosure ran over stair-cut of W 148.

22-2-245 K RW. globular pot, type of Figure 11. R. lashed undecorated. H. 32.0, D. 29.0 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

W 132 (Undated). Map 16-I.


W 132-1 (Undated). Map 16-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. BLOCK: red brick, intact. Infant burial on back, head S. No objects.

W 132-2 (Undated). Map 16-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE type IX with abnormally long slope and EW chamber with fallen roof. Traces brick block. Plundered out, empty.

W 133 (55-65)? Map 15-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: VIII single. BURIAL: plundered, type IX, leg bones only remain. Roof collapsed.

22-2-250 K Fragments of 2 R.Pol bowls, type of Figure E, 22. Type size. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

251 K Fragments of incised ivory plaques: Udjat 4.7 x 4.0, Tk. 0.25 cm., and human face (Hathor?) H. 2.0, W. 2.5 cm. Figure 159, 7. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

W 133-1 and 3 (Undated). Map 16-IJ.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPELS OR F.D.S. Two intersecting child graves of which W 133-3 is of type IX, intruded into by W 133-1, which is unclear, larger, and later in date. Both empty. Figure 160, 1.

22-2-246 K 6 pottery jars, type of Figure L, 8. H. ca. 66.0, D. ca. 32.0 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

247 K Pol.Bk.W. bottle, type of Figure L, 4. H. 20.0, D. 14.7 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

248 B Fragments of corroded iron, possibly of a spear(?). [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

249 (24.919) Rectangular bronze bell with traces of iron clapper. H. 5.7, opening 4.5 x 4.1 cm. Figure 160, 7. [AT BASE OF STAIR.]

W 134-1 (Undated). Map 16-J.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE type IX with brick block intact. BURIAL: decayed infant bones, head S. Intact. No objects.

W 134-2 (Undated). Map 16-J.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE type IX plundered. Empty.

W 135 (55-60). Map 15-J.

SUPER., rubble platform XII, ca. 3.80 M.Sq. NO ENCL. CHAPEL: red brick traces VI. NO F.D.S. STAIR: VI. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. BURIAL: no evidence. Plundered.

22-2-246 K 6 pottery jars, type of Figure L, 8. H. ca. 66.0, D. ca. 32.0 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

247 K Pol.Bk.W. bottle, type of Figure L, 4. H. 20.0, D. 14.7 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

248 B Fragments of corroded iron, possibly of a spear(?) [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

249 (24.919) Rectangular bronze bell with traces of iron clapper. H. 5.7, opening 4.5 x 4.1 cm. Figure 160, 7. [AT BASE OF STAIR.]
W 136 A and B (55-70)?? Map 16-17-J.
Figure 160, 8.

No supers., encl.s., chapels or f.d.s. A. Stair. Entrance, block and chamber collapsed but chamber appears to have been of type VIII. B. Stair destroyed by construction of A. Probably had more than one chamber of which only the inner one with door-jams and a N-S “gebel” bench at W. end, still roofed, remains. A was thought to be the earlier of the two by Reisner. Both completely plundered. No objects.

W 136-1 (Undated). Map 17-J.

No supers., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Tiny Stair and child’s grave IX with brick block intact. Burial: apparently intact but baby bones entirely disintegrated. No objects.

W 136-2 (55-65) Map 17-J.

No supers., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Child’s grave IX with brick and sandstone block disturbed. Burial: infant contracted on right side, head N., partially disintegrated. 22-2-252 K Pol.RW. cup, type of Figure E, 12. H. 10.4, D. ca. 11.0 cm. [in grave.]

W 137 (60-70)?? Map 16-1J.


W 137-1 (Undated). Map 16-J.

No supers., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Child’s grave IX with brick block intact. Burial: decayed infant bones, position not defined. No objects.

W 138 (Undated). Map 15-J.


W 139. See Section I, p. 127.

W 140. See Section I, p. 130.

W 141 (Undated). Map 15-K.


W 142 (50-60) Map 16-L.


Note: Later intrusive burial N-S over stair-cut with adult skeleton extended, head S., no objects.

22-2-303 K 2 RW. jars, type of Figure I, 12, undecorated. H. 32.0 and 33.0, D. 25.0 and 28.0 cm. [chamber floor.]

304 K Unclear fragments of iron and bronze. [floor debris.]

305 B Ferricrete sandstone offering table: in relief, vases, lotuses and offerings: bordering Meroitic cursive inscription. 50.0 x 44.5, Tk. 10.0 cm. Figure 160, to. [Surface, 2 to 3 m. N. of NW. corner superstructure.]

Note: This is a surface find, not necessarily related to W 142.

535 B Silver signet ring: round bezel with intaglio Udjat. L. 2.0, W. 1.85, bezel D. ca. 1.25 cm. Figure 160, 9. Also a broken ivory inlay, L. 1.9 cm. Not illustrated. [floor debris.]

W 143 (Undated). Map 16-K.


22-2-536 B 1 quartzite bead, type of Figure R, I b. D. 1.36 cm. [floor debris.]

W 144 (55-60) Map 17-KL.


22-2-306 K 3 RBrW. jars, type of Figure L 8. Type size. [chamber A, floor.]


308 K Rectangular bronze bell. 4.8 x 4.1, H. 6.0 cm. Figure 160, 11. [Stair in original filling.]

309 B Bronze foot of a vessel. D. 10.5, H. 4.0 cm. 8, Figure O. [chamber debris.]

310 B Many fragments of at least two ivory boxes: one rectangular, not reconstructed. One circular. Figure 161, 2. [B, debris.]

W 145. See Section I, pp. 111.
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

W 146 (45-55) Map 16-K.
no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. stair: long and very narrow. block: intact iv. entrance: unclear. chamber: single viii. rectangular roof entirely collapsed. burial: plundered out, no trace remaining. group of bronzes in sw. corner of chamber.
22-2-337 (45.894) incomplete thick green glass bottle. h. 10.5, d. 4.0 cm. figure 161, 5. [a, floor.]
338 k 2 r. washed speckled brw. jars, type of figure i, 13. h. ca. 60.0, d. ca. 36.0 cm. [a, floor.]

W 147 (undated). Map 15-L.
no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. stair: short and steep. no block. chamber: single viii. burial: plundered out. size for a baby or very small child. empty.

W 147-1 (undated). Map 15-K.
no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. no stair, no block. chamber: vii. burial: plundered out. size for a baby or very small child. empty.

W 147-2 (undated). Map 15-J.
no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. child's grave ix with brick block intact. burial: infant, no trace remaining. no objects.

W 149 (undated). Map 15-L.
no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. no stair, no block. chamber: vi. burial: plundered out. objects on floor and in debris.

W 150 (50-55) Map 14-L.

W 148 (30-40), re-used (50-55) Map 15-16-J.
no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. stair: block: v resting on debris, disturbed. entrance: i (?). chambers: v rectangular
W 151 (Undated). Map 14-KL.


W 152 (35-40)? Map 13-JK.


Note: West face of W 17 runs over stair of W 152, which must be older.

22- 2-348 B Small bronze bowl. H. 5.0, D. 10.4 cm. Figure 161, 1, 2. [Chamber Debris.]

349 K Bronze bowl. H. 7.6, D. 11.0 cm. 5, Figure N. [Chamber floor.]

350 (24.868) Bronze bell: traces iron clapper. Incised decoration of 2 birds. H. 7.6, D. 6.0 cm. Figure 161, 9. [Chamber floor.]

351 K Bronze basin on stand. H. 5.2, D. 10.4 cm. 7, Figure O. [Chamber floor.]

352, 353 K Fragments of a silver plate or cup and a fragment of grey kohl. Not illustrated. [Chamber Debris.]

354 B Ivory inlays: 33 diamond shaped 0.8 x 0.3, Tk. 0.15 cm. and 2 broken indeterminate. [Chamber Debris.]

355 B Misc. beads: a-d) Faience beads, type of Figure R, VI i, 2-358 blue, 1567 yellow, 304 red, 84 black. L. 0.15, D. 0.25 cm. e) 1 green faience, type of Figure R, VI a. L. 0.38, D. 0.44 cm. f) 7 green glass, type of Figure R, VI h. L. 0.3, D. 0.49 cm. g) 27 carnelian, type of Figure R, II c. L. 0.42, D. 0.32 cm. h) 1 carnelian pendant, L. 3.1 cm. 1b, Figure T. i) 41 blackened glass, type of Figure R, III h. L. 0.5, D. 0.62 cm. Also 47 cut cowrie shells and a scrap of thin sheet bronze. [Floor Debris.]

22- 2-544a (24.1030) 4 gold and enamel elements: disc flanked by uraei, yellow paste filling. H. 0.8, W. 0.87, Tk. 0.35 cm. Figure 161, 9. [Floor Debris.]

544b (24.1031) 1 gold element: Udjat filled with discolored paste. L. 1.1, H. 0.75, Tk. 0.3 cm. Figure 161, 11. [Floor Debris.]

W 153 (Undated). Map 12-13-K.


W 154 (40-50)? Map 12-K.


22- 2-355 K RB-W. jar, misshapen. H. 31.0, D. 28.8 cm. 5, Figure D. [Chamber floor.]

356 K Bronze bucket with bail handle. D. 25.2 cm. 15, Figure O. [Chamber floor.]

357 K Bronze beaker. H. 10.5, D. ca. 9.0 cm. 2, Figure O. [Chamber floor.]

358 B Fragment of a two-handled bronze vessel, its mouth filled with a bronze cased wooden plug. D. mouth ca. 10.6 cm. Not preserved. [Chamber floor.]

359 Khtmn. 2398 Bronze stand. H. 11.5 cm. 9, Figure O. [Chamber floor.]

360 B Fragments of a shallow bronze bowl, incised decoration inside. H. 5.4, D. ca. 18.0 cm. 1, Figure N. [Chamber floor.]

361 K Bronze bowl of form like Figure 161, 12. H. 7.4, D. 13.8 cm. [Chamber floor.]

362 B Heavy bronze conical cup. H. 6.6, D. 11.2 cm. 6, Figure N. [Chamber floor.]

363-365 K 3 hemispherical bronze bowls, one distorted, and fragments of 2 more. Not illustrated. [Chamber floor.]

366 B Buff-ware pottery lamp: painted red decoration. L. 15.5, H. 4.5, W. 7.0 cm. 13, Figure D. [Chamber floor.]

367 B Dark buff-ware spouted lamp made in two pieces. Upper half decorated in relief. L. 7.0, D. 4.9, H. ca. 2.0 cm. 12, Figure D. [Chamber floor.]

368 K Flaring bronze cup, type of Figure O, i, but undecorated. Base separately made. H. 8.2, D. base 4.8 cm. [Chamber floor.]

369 24.1070 Carnelian beads and pendants restrung as a necklace. 153 ball beads. D. 0.4 to 0.65, 7 pendants L. 1.26 to 2.0 cm. Figure 161, 13 row 3. [Chamber Debris.]

370 B 835 blue and yellow faience ring beads. D. ca. 0.4 cm. Figure 161, 13 rows 1 and 2. [Chamber Debris.]
W 155 (Undated). Map 11-12-L.


W 156 (Undated). Map 11-12-L.


22-2-552 B Miscellaneous as follows: 1 blue faience Udjat as in W 609, workman X. L. 1.8 cm., 2 stone pendants, type of Figure T, I c, one jasper L. 2.35 cm. and one obsidian L. 2.35 cm., 2 hollow gold ball beads, type of Figure R, I b. D. 0.75 cm., 1 quartzite pendant L. 1.1 cm., Carnelian ball bead, type of Figure R, I c. D. 0.8 cm., Agate barrel bead, type of Figure R, II d. L. 0.96 cm., 1 broken carnelian barrel bead. L. 0.56 cm., 2 blue faience “eye” beads, D. 0.66 cm. I j, Figure R. [T.D. chamber.]

553 B 1 agate pendant, L. 1.63 cm. Not illustrated. 1 hollow gold bead, type of Figure R, I a. D. 0.42 cm. 4 tiny gold wire rings, D. 0.175 to 0.34 cm. and fragments yellow glass ball beads. [T.D. chamber.]

554 B 1 hollow gold ball bead, type of Figure R, I a. 3 gold wire rings like 553 and a green faience ball bead, type of Figure R, I b. D. 0.6 cm. [T.D. chamber.]

W 157 (40-50). Map 11-12-L.

SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY  W 162–165

W 163 (Undated). Map 12-13-L.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. BURIAL: BENCH VI. Plundered out. Empty.

W 164 (Undated). Map 13-N.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR: with one high step before entrance. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII, low, oval. BURIAL: plundered out. Objects in T.D.

W 165 (45-50) Map 12-N.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR: block: masonry, III, base only. ENTRANCE: unclear, two steps down to CHAMBERS: two, VII with 2 inches N. and S. in A, B oval, irregular. BURIAL: BENCH VIII(?), plundered. Objects on floor in B and in T.D.

23-1-2 (23.845) and K Pair of gold ear-studs. Hathor-head granulated border. D. 1.3 cm. Figure 162, 8. [T.D. OVER COFFIN BENCH.]

3 (23.853) Gold finger ring with sheet gold ornament. D. ring 1.6 cm. Figure 162, 9. [T.D. OVER COFFIN BENCH.]

4a Base of a steatite scarab, re-used as a circular ring set(?). D. 0.9. Tk. 0.22 cm. Figure 162, 5. [T.D. OVER COFFIN BENCH.]

b Yellow glass oval set. White square with yellow bird "millefiori". 1.0 x 0.85. Tk. 0.2 cm. Figure 162, 6. [T.D. OVER COFFIN BENCH.]

5 B Heavily corroded silver signet ring, illegible. H. 2.0, Bezel 1.5 x 1.2 cm., and a gold wire loop of D. 4.8 (perhaps from a Foundation Deposit). Not illustrated. [T.D. OVER COFFIN BENCH.]

6 K Gold stud in form of a star, cloisons empty. D. ca. 2.0 cm. Figure 162, 10. [T.D. OVER COFFIN BENCH.]

7 (23.788) Glass "millefiori" bead with multicolored human face. 1.3 x 1.1, Tk. 0.45 cm. XVII, Figure S. [T.D. IN B.]

8 B Fragments of a silver signet, set missing. Bezel 1.1 x 1.0 cm., and bezel of a small bronze ring with cross hatched bezel 0.8 x 0.6 cm. Not illustrated. [T.D. IN B.]

9 B Beads as follows: 93 ball beads of gilt, opaque yellow and opaque red glass. D. 0.55 to 1.25 cm.; 15 dark glass beads with white stripes "millefiori." L. 0.9 to 1.2 cm. IVa, Figure S; 22 opaque green L., Figure R; 4 faience II m, Figure R; 1 green paste XV c, Figure S; 1 beryl pendant, II m, Figure T; and miscellaneous. [T.D. ON FLOOR OF B.]

10 B Miscellaneous as follows: Stick grey kohl, lump blue-grey color, cut cowrie shells and many minute faience ring beads. Not illustrated. [T.D. IN B.]

11 B Carnelian beads as follows: 40 XV h, Figure S; 3 type of Figure R, III h. L. 0.2, D. 0.45 cm., 10 barrel, L. 0.3 to 0.65, D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm.; and over 90 ball, D. 0.25 to 0.6 cm. Not illustrated. [T.D. IN B.]

12 B Miscellaneous as follows: 4 lumps blue color, and 4 paste ball beads sheathed in base gold, type of Figure I a. D. 1.0 cm. [T.D. IN B.]

13 B Fragments translucent green glass bottle. Figure 162, 11. [T.D. IN B.]

14 B 5 white quartzite pendants. I g, Figure T. [T.D. IN B.]

15 B Discolored glass pendant, type of Figure T, 1 c. 1.7 x 1.3 x 0.7 cm. [T.D. IN B.]

16 K Fragments of 2 clear glass bottles. Figure 162, 12. [A, DEBRIS.]

17 K Mud: print of pattern of gold leaf rectangles filled with red, and a blue border. 14.5 x 19.0 cm. [A, DEBRIS.]

28 B A few small faience ring beads and misc. fragments of gold leaf with painted lines in red and black. Associated with 30 above. [A, DEBRIS.]
SU1111AR Y TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY W 165-178

K Fragmentary bronze bowl. H. 11.0, D. 16.6 cm. 22, Figure N. [T.D. IN B.]

K Fragments of two bronze bowls, type of Figure N, 165-178. One H. 10.4, D. 14.2 cm., the other of D. ca. 16.0 cm. (T.D. IN B.]

K RBow, sherds. 22, Figure C and 18, Figure D. [T.D. IN B.]

B Piece of natural coral, bored for stringing. Figure 162, 15. [B, DEBRIS.]

K Fragments of two bronze bowls, type of Figure N, 22. One H. 10.4, D. 14.2 cm., the other of D. ca. 16.0 cm. (T.D. IN B.]

K RBrW, sherds. 22, Figure N. [T.D. IN B.]

K Offering tray, R.Pol. RBrW, type of Figure H, 4. H. 11.6, D. 25.5 cm. [B ON FLOOR.]

K Bronze basin in fragments. H. ca. 10.0, D. rim 26.0 cm. 11, Figure N. [B ON FLOOR.]

K Bronze cup, type of Figure N, 8, bent. H. 10.0, D. ca. 11.9 cm. [B ON FLOOR.]

K Fragments of 2 nested bronze cups, type of Figure N, 7. H. ca. 8.0, ca. 13.8 cm. [B ON FLOOR.]

K Offering tray, R.Pol. RBrW, type of Figure H, 4. H. 11.6, D. 25.5 cm. [B ON FLOOR.]

K Bronze bowl. H. 16.5, D. 24.0 cm. 25, Figure N. [B ON FLOOR.]

K Bronze cup, type of Figure N, 8, bent. H. 10.0, D. ca. 11.9 cm. [B ON FLOOR.]

K Fragments of 2 nested bronze cups, type of Figure N, 7. H. ca. 8.0, ca. 13.8 cm. [B ON FLOOR.]

W 166 (40-50)? Map 13-N.


W 167 (Undated). Map 14-J.


W 168 (Undated). Map 14-J.


Note: Cut into by stair of W 16, hence older than (40).

W 169 (Undated). Map 14-J.


W 170 (Undated). Map 15-J.


W 171 (40-50)? Map 14-I.


W 172 (Undated). Map 14-I.


W 173 (Undated). Map 15-I.


W 174 (Undated). Map 15-I.


W 175 (Undated). Map 15-I.


W 176. See Section I, p. 112.

W 177. See Section I, p. 91.

W 178 (30-35)? Map 11-J.

Note: Lies just inside N. enclosure of W 19. If later than W 19 the Super. of W 178 would have destroyed part of enclosing wall of W 19, hence W 178 is older than W 19.

W 179. See Section I, p. 177.

W 180 (60-65) Map 15-16-H.

- No super., encl., chapel or F.D.S. Stair: block: vi. Entrance: unclear. Chamber: single VIII. Burial: bench VII, plundered out. Many objects in situ. Figure 162, 19. 22-2-433 K 4 RBrW. jars, type of Figure L, 8. H. 62.0 to 65.0, D. ca. 32.5 cm. ([#1, 3, 4, 5].
- K 4 Pol.BkW. jar, type of Figure 9, 2. Type size. (g2.)
- K 4 CRBrW. jars, type of Figure 1, 12. Type size. (#6-9.)
- B Pol.FRw. beaker, type of Figure K, 13. H. 12.3, D. 9.8 cm. (#10.)
- K Gold wire ring of F.D. type. D. 2.0 cm. (intrusive?). [Debris under fallen roof.]
- K Serpentine heart scarab, inscribed, L. 4.25 cm. Figure 162, 20. [Debris.]

Note: Probably intrusive: of type found at Nuri with titles of a queen but no name.

W 181 (Undated). Map 15-H.


W 182 (Undated). Map 16-H.

- No super., encl., chapel or F.D.S. Unusually large child's grave IX with undercut only ca. half the width of the cut. Plundered out, empty. Note: Presumably used for a very small child: length of undercut only 65 cm.

W 183 (Undated). Map 15-16-H.

- No super., encl., chapel or F.D.S. Child's grave IX, brick block: intact. Note: This grave was never opened, excavation uncompleted. A fragment of red-brick wall immediately north of cut has no apparent relation. See Map.

W 184 (Undated). Map 15-16-H.


W 185 (50-55) Map 10-11-K.


W 186 (Undated). Map 15-H.

SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY W 187–199

W 187 (Undated). Map 15-H.

No super., encl., chapel or F.D.S. Child’s grave: IX. Brick block: intact. Burial: completely disintegrated (small infant?) No objects.

W 188 (Undated). Map 15-I.

No super., encl., chapel or F.D.S. Child’s grave: IX. Sandstone rubble block: disturbed. N.S. chamber undercut at N. and S. but not at W. Empty.

W 189 (Undated). Map 14-I.

No super., encl., chapel or F.D.S. Child’s grave: IX. No block. Plundered out. Empty.

W 190 (Undated). Map 15-I.

No super., encl., chapel or F.D.S. Child’s grave: IX. Brick block: intact. Burial: completely disintegrated (baby?). No objects.

W 191 (Undated). Map 14-I.

No super., encl., chapel or F.D.S. Child’s grave: IX. Brick block: intact. Burial: completely disintegrated (baby?). No objects.

W 192 (Undated). Map 15-I.


W 193 (55–65)? Map 16-I.

No super., encl., chapel or F.D.S. Stair. Block: to A VI, to B IV. Entrance: IV. Chambers: two VIII, 4 steps into A. Burials: two displaced skulls and a few bones in B, no trace of coffin or bench. Plundered. Pottery in B. Figure 163, 5.

23–1–20 B Fragments of 3 ivory dice. 2.05 x 1.7 x 1.5 cm. Figure 163, 6, and two ivory convex circular pieces with incised decoration. H. 0.6, D. 2.1 cm. Figure 163, 7. [T.D. in A.]

21 (23.863) 30 white quartzite pendants. L. 2.0 cm. 1 f, Figure T. [T.D. in A.]

22 B a) 8 or more iron arrow heads. L. 4.0 to 4.5 cm. Figure 163, 9. b) Iron knife blade. L. 8.1, W. 1.5, T. 0.35 cm. Figure 163, 12, also sheet bronze band for attaching b) to handle; and misc. scraps sheet bronze, bronze wire, and iron. [T.D. in A.]

23–1–37 E Pol.BkW. pot with incised decoration on rim. H. 19.0, D. 17.6 cm. 3, Figure J. [T.D. in A.]

328 K 8 RBrW. jars, type of Figure K, 5 and L. 8, all but 3 broken, of which 5 have pot marks. Figure 163, 15, 17. H. 65.0 to 68.5 cm. [B, #1–8.]

329 K 2 RBrW. bowls, type of Figure F, 2. H. 8.8, D. ca. 13.1 cm. [B, #8.]

23–2–3 K Gold disc from an ear-stud, applique wire rosette. D. 1.55, T. 0.1 cm. Figure 163, 3. [SIFTS.]

W 194 (45–55)? Map 16-I.

Super.: rubble platform XII(?) (preserved to 3.5 cm. only) or possibly VI, ca. 5.10 M.Sq. No encl. or F.D.S. Chapel: red brick, form unclear. Stair: VI. No block. Entrance: unclear, roof fallen, but had threshold. Chamber: single VI. Burial: no trace, plundered out, empty.

Note: The stair of W 194 breaks into the older child’s grave W 212. At this point at E. end of stair were found the gold flower ornaments 22–12–18 and 23–1–69, probably originating in W 212, under which tomb they are recorded.

W 195 (Undated). Map 16-H-I.


W 196 (Undated). Map 16-H.


W 197 (Undated). Map 16-H.

Irregular triangular hole ca. 85 cm. deep. Perhaps not a grave?

W 198 (Undated). Map 16-H.


W 199 (40–50)? Map 16-H.


23–1–11 K Gold signet ring: intaglio bezel. L. 2.0, bezel 1.3 x 1.2 cm. Figure 163, 12. [T.D. Chamber.]

Note: Compare similar design on bezel of 22–12–625 from W 106 q.v. (p. 194).

12 and 26 K 5 gold leaf and flower ornaments. L. 2.25, W. 1.8 cm. Figure 163, 14. [T.D. Chamber.

Note: Like 22–12–18 from W 212 q.v. (p. 243).
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY W 200-213

W 200 (Undated). Map 16-H.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. BURIAL: plundered out. 23-1-27 B Beads and pendants as follows: 1 white quartzite bead, type of Figure R, I b. L. 1.75, D. 1.85 cm.; 1 white quartzite pendant, type of Figure T, I d. L. 1.5 cm.; 2 translucent white stone beads, type of Figure R, I b. L. 1.0 cm.; 1 glass bead, black and white mottled. L. 1.0 cm. Vg, Figure R; and 1 discolored decayed glass “eye” bead, D. 1.3 cm. [T.D. IN CHAMBER.]

W 201 (Undated). Map 16-17-H.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. VERY IRREGULAR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. BURIAL: plundered out, empty.

W 202 (Undated). Map 16-H.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD’S GRAVE: IX. BRICK BLOCK: intact. BURIAL: no trace (baby disintegrated?). No objects.

W 203 (Undated). Map 15-H.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD’S GRAVE: IX. BRICK BLOCK: intact. BURIAL: this grave, originally with undercut 1.65 m. long, was re-used for a small infant when N. end of undercut was deepened to a length of only 95 cm. No trace of burial, no objects.

W 204 (Undated). Map 15-H.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD’S GRAVE: IX. BLOCK: disturbed. BURIAL: tiny wooden box coffin ca. 60 cm. long oriented N.S. Empty. No objects.

W 205 (Undated). Map 16-H.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD’S GRAVE: IX. BLOCK: sandstone and brick, disturbed. BURIAL: plundered out, empty.

W 206 (Undated). Map 15-I.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD’S GRAVE: IX. BLOCK: brick, intact. BURIAL: baby skull at N. end only. No other objects.

W 207 (Undated). Map 16-G-H.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. BLOCK: IV. Abnormal tomb. The block was intact but was on top of last step. Side walls of red brick were roofed with sandstone slabs re-used from an older building (one remained in place with traces of inscription on under side). Beyond, a single chamber of Type viii with roof collapsed (plundering had been done from here). No objects. This is apparently a re-used older tomb. Figure 163, 15.

W 208 (Undated). Map 16-H.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD’S PIT GRAVE: I, 105 X 48-73 cm. Brick and rubble covering intact. BURIAL: contracted child, face E., head S. No objects.

W 209 (Undated). Map 16-H.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD’S PIT GRAVE: I, 102 X 40-130 cm. RUBBLE BLOCKING: intact, set into shelf. Figure 163, 16. BURIAL: traces extended baby bones, direction of head not noted. No objects.

W 210 (Undated). Map 16-H-I.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD’S GRAVE: IX. BLOCK: brick, intact. BURIAL: baby completely disintegrated. No objects. Note: In contact with E. end of stair W 195, and apparently later.

W 211 (Undated). Map 17-I.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD’S GRAVE: IX. NO BLOCK. Empty.

W 212 (35-45)?? Map 16-I.

W 213 (Undated). Map 16-I.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD’S GRAVE: IX. BLOCK: brick, disturbed. BURIAL: plundered out, no objects.
W 214. See Section I, p. 135.

W 215 (Undated). Map 17-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. NO BLOCK. Empty.

W 216 (Undated). Map 16-17-H.


W 217 (Undated). Map 16-17-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Abnormal tomb. Figure 163, 17. Empty.

W 218 (Undated). Map 17-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. BLOCK: VI disturbed, one stone being a re-used cornice block. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. BURIAL: no evidence. Plundered out. Empty.

W 219 (55-65)? Map 16-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. BLOCK: VI intact. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII, roof partly collapsed. BURIAL: plundered through collapsed roof, no evidence.

23-1-44 K 1 gold bead, L. 0.9 cm. XIV f, Figure 8, and 1 gold pendant, L. 0.9 cm. III m, Figure T. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

75 K 4 RBrW. jars, type of Figure L, 2. Type size. [CHAMBER, N. SIDE AND IN DEBRIS.]

76 K Fragments of a CRBrW. jar, type of Figure L, 8. Type size. [FLOOR S. OF ENTRANCE.]

77 K Fragments ostrich feathers. [STUCK TO ONE OF POTS 23-1-75.

W 220 (Undated). Map 16-17-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR(?): or unusually long slope with tiny N.S. CHAMBER: modified type IX(?), 120 cm. long. TRACES BRICK BLOCK. Plundered. Empty.

W 221 (Undated). Map 16-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. NO ENTRANCE. Roof fallen. SMALL CHAMBER: oriented N.S. 160 cm. long. Plundered out. Empty. CHILD'S GRAVE(?).

W 222 (Undated). Map 17-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. NO BLOCK. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. Plundered out. Empty.

W 223 (40-50)? Map 15-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. BLOCK: IV with disturbed VI above. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. BURIAL: plundered, no trace.

Note: Enclosure at N.E. corner of W 3 passes over stair-cut, hence W 223 is older than W 3.

23-1-36 B Hollow gold scarab element, crushed. L. 1.1 cm. Figure 164, 1. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

46 K Fragments of a HPinkish-BrW. beaker, type of Figure E, 17, red washed. H. 11.4, D. 10.2 cm., also lumps and chips of white glass. Tk. 0.2 to 0.7 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

55 B 7 BRBrW. cups, type of Figure E, 26. H. 9.2, D. 12.9 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR S. OF ENTRANCE.]

56 K Fragments of an RBrW. "brazier." H. 38.5, D. 44.0 cm. Not illustrated. [CHAMBER FLOOR W. OF 55.]

57 K 3 rim fragments of RBrW. jars. 14, Figure D, and a round bottomed base fragment. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

W 224 (Undated). Map 16-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR BLOCK. CHILD'S GRAVE: I or II (very slight undercut at W.), 90 x 65-95 cm. BLOCK: brick, intact. BURIAL: traces decayed baby bones, position not recorded. No objects.

W 225 (60-70)? Map 15-16-F-G.

SUPER.: rubble XIII, ca. 5.10 M.Sq. ENCL.: rubble IV(?), N.W. and S. only. NO CHAPEL. STAIR: VI. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII, roof fallen. BURIAL: no trace.

Note: Reisner noted this tomb had been previously excavated "by Garstang?". OBJECTS: found at top of stair, presumed from chapel.

23-1-78 K Crude sandstone Ba-statue, base missing. H. 42.0 cm. Figure 164, 2. (No photo.)

79 B RBrW. offering tray, type of Figure K, 6. 18.7 x 14.5. Tk. 4.2 cm.
W 226 (Undated). Map 17-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. NO BLOCK. Empty.

W 227 (50-60)? Map 16-17-G.


23-1-219 K Potsherds. a) Fragments of at least 3 RBrW. cups, type of Figure E, 2. D. ca. 13.0 cm. b) Fragments of a R.Pol.RBrW. beaker, type of Figure E, 17. D. 10.2 cm. c) Many RBrW. sherds including neck, type of Figure J, 11. D. ca. 10.0 cm. d) 2 R.Pol. neck fragments, type of Figure I, 8. D. ca. 6.0 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

W 228 (50-60)? Map 16-G.


W 229 (Undated). Map 16-F.


W 230 (Undated). Map 16-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. BLOCK: VI intact. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII with fallen roof. BURIAL: plundered out through fallen roof. No objects.

W 231. See Section I, pp. 108.

W 232 (Undated). Map 16-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. NO BLOCK. Plundered out. Empty.

W 233 (Undated). Map 16-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. NO BLOCK. Plundered out. Empty.

W 234 (Undated). Map 16-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX (without undercut). NO BLOCK. Plundered out. Empty.

W 235 (Undated) and (50-60)? Map 16-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. BLOCK: brick, disturbed. Plundered out. Empty. RE-BURIAL: a later burial lying over disturbed blocking was not photographed or drawn, but yielded the following objects.

23-1-308 B 2 green faience amulets: Harpocrates, H. 1.95 cm. Like those from W 308. See Section I, p. 146; 23-1-308 9 and Figure 109, b 15.

51 B 2 beryl ball beads, type of Figure R, I b. D. 0.6 cm.; 1 carnelian pendant, type of Figure T, II k, L. 0.72 cm.; and a black faience bead. L. 0.75 cm. IV f, Figure R.

W 236 (Undated). Map 15-16-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. NO BLOCK. NO UNDERCUT. Plundered out, empty.

W 237 (Undated). Map 15-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. BLOCK: brick, intact. BURIAL: completely disintegrated (baby). No objects.

W 238 (Undated). Map 16-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. BLOCK: brick, intact. BURIAL: completely disintegrated, no objects.

W 239 (Undated). Map 15-E-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. BURIAL: plundered out, empty.

W 240 (20-35)? Map 14-15-F.

SUPER., rubble VI, 7.15 M.Sq. NO ENCL. CHAPEL: rubble VI. NO F.DS. STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: collapsed, unclear. CHAMBER: single v, elongated, apparently with low niche in W. wall. BURIAL: no evidence, plundered out, empty.
WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROE

W 241-251

W 241 (30-39)? Map 14-15-G.

SUPER.: rubble VI, ca. 7.00 M.Sq. NO ENCL. CHAPEL: rubble VI.
NO F.D.S. STAIR: V. BLOCK: brick between jambs, base only remains.
ENTRANCE: unclear, collapsed. CHAMBER: single V, roof in part fallen.
BURIAL: no evidence, plundered out.

Note: By position W 241 should be older than W 2 since the approach to its chapel is masked by the latter. See Map.

23-1-386 K Round topped sandstone stela. SCENE: in relief, female offering to Osiris with small figure behind him. Lower part appears uninscribed. Battered. H. 42.7, W. 29.0, Tk. 10.1 cm. Figure 164, 3. [T.D. IN STAIR, FALLEN FROM CHAPEL?]

W 242 (Undated). Map 15-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. BLOCK: brick, intact. BURIAL: completely disintegrated, no trace. No objects.

W 243 (50-60)? Map 15-F.


23-1-49 B Tiny blue faience stand with shallow bronze dish attached to its top by a bronze pin. H. 2.75, D. 3.9 cm. 6, Figure O. [SURFACE DEBRIS.]

131 B 2 bronze jugs with single handle and incised marks. a) H. 17.2, D. ca. 10.0 cm. Distorted. 2, Figure P. b) H. 17.2, D. ca. 9.5 cm. Distorted. 3, Figure P. [INSIDE DOORWAY ON DEBRIS.]

132 K Gold wire ring with overlapping ends (like F.D. rings). D. ca. 2.0, sec. 0.1 cm. Not illustrated. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

W 244 (Undated). Map 15-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Irregular hole, apparently a badly collapsed grave, ill defined, ca. 195 x 90-100 cm. Empty.

23-1-64 K Base of a molded glass vessel with knobs in relief, discolored. D. base ca. 2.9 cm. Figure 164, 4. [DEBRIS NEAR SURFACE AT E. END OF HOLE.]

W 245 (Undated). Map 16-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. NO BLOCK. Empty.

W 246 (Undated). Map 15-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX(?). NO BLOCK. No undercut and very irregular. L. of chamber ca. 2.70 m. which is very long for a child's grave. Empty.

W 247 (Undated). Map 16-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Tiny pit-grave 1, but with shelf E. and W. for blocking (missing). 65 x 32-23 cm. below shelf. Total depth 60 cm. BURIAL: no trace.

23-1-66 B A natural shell L. 1.9 cm.; fragment of a ribbed faience bead, type of Figure R, I d. D. 1.4 cm.; and indeterminate scraps of corroded iron. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 248 (Undated). Map 16-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. NO BLOCK. Plundered.

23-1-65 B Pink bead strung on a piece of gold wire (material?). L. 0.95, D. 0.75 cm. II f, Figure R, and a gold hemispherical cap with appliqué gold wire decoration once filled with enamel. H. 0.5, D. 1.0 cm. Figure 164, 5. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 249 (Undated). Map 16-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. NO BLOCK, NO UNDERCUT. Very small; the actual grave only 50 x 29 cm. Empty. No objects.

W 250 (Undated). Map 16-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. Plundered. Empty.

W 251 (50-60)? Map 16-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. BLOCK: VI disturbed. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Mud-brick coffin bench VII. Plundered. Objects in chamber debris and on floor. Figure 164, 6. 23-1-209 B Misc. fragments of opaque green and yellow glass fused together in streaks, perhaps neck of a bottle of D. ca. 2.0 cm.; misc. scraps of bronze; 5 faded faience ring beads; 1 faience ball bead; and a few chips translucent blue glass. Not measured, not illustrated. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

210 K Fragment of RBBrW. bowl, type of Figure E, 26. H. 9.6, D. 12.7 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

325 K PBkW. jar in fragments, type of Figure D, B. H. 21.0, D. 16.3 cm. [P?]

326 K 4 RBBrW. cups, type of Figure C, 17. H. 8.3 to 9.7, D. 9.3 to 10.0 cm. [P1-4.]
W 252 (Undated). Map 15-D.

No super., encl., chapel or F.D.S. Small stairway tomb, only partially excavated. Record incomplete. No objects.

W 253 (30-40)? Map 14-15-E.


23- 1-71 K Crude bronze Osiris, H. 13.5 cm. Figure 164, 7. [Chamber debris.]

23- 2-124 K Bronze bowl. Incised lines below rim, fragments cloth adhering, H. 8.2, D. ca. 13.0 cm, 7, Figure N. [Chamber floor.]

W 254 (45-55)? Map 16-D.


23- 1-205 K Gold objects in T.D. a) Crescent enclosing openwork wire rosette, hung from a wire loop. L. 1.0 cm. Figure 164, 8, 3. b) Hollow sheet gold element; lion's head with Aten-crown. L. 2.15 cm. Figure 164, 8, 2. c) Hollow gold scarab. L. 0.8 cm. Figure 164, 8, 1. [T.D. in Chamber.]

207 K 2 R.Pol.RBrW. bowls, type of Figure F, 2, in fragments. H. ca. 9.0, D. 14.2 and 14.9 cm. [T.D. in Chamber.]

208 K a) Few fragments of a pinkish glass bottle. Figure 164, 9. b) Corroded bronze ring of D. 3.0 cm. [T.D. in Chamber.]

327 B 1 R. washed RBrW. bowl, type of Figure F, 11. H. 8.6, D. 14.0 cm. [Chamber floor.]

W 255 (40-50)? Map 15-E.

Super.: rubble mastaba VI, incomplete, ca. 2.80 M.Sq. No encl., chapel or F.D.S. Stair: V. No block. Entrance: unclear. Chamber: single V with deep niche at W. Plundered. Empty. Note: The dating of this tomb is uncertain. It is presumably older than W 105, the S. enclosure of which appears to have passed over its stair-cut (see Map).

W 256 (40-50)? Map 15-E.

No super., encl., chapel or F.D.S. Stair. No block. Chamber: single V, narrow and sloping down W. Plundered, no burial. Note: Older than W 107, the N.W. corner of which lies over its stair (see Map).

W 257 (Undated). Map 15-E.

No super., encl., chapel or F.D.S. Short stair. No block, low step down to single chamber V. Plundered out. Empty.

W 258 (30-45)? Map 14-C-D.


23- 2-8 K Pol.Bk.Inc.W. dish with three handles and foot, elaborately decorated. H. 10.0, D. 18.2 cm. Figure 164, 10. (Cf. also Figure L, 15 and 16). [T.D. at entrance.]

9 B Fragments of FHPW. bottle with rudimentary handles. H. ca. 11.3, D. ca. 7.5 cm, 7, Figure C. [T.D. at entrance.]

W 259 (Undated). Map 13-14-D.

Super.: rubble mastaba VI, ca. 7.0 M.Sq. No encl., chapel or F.D.S. Stair: V. Entrance: broken down. Chamber: single V, long and narrow. Roof fallen.

25- 1-369 B Fragments of a green faience bowl with decoration in low relief: running man with shield: hind legs of lions, etc. Figure 165, I. [T.D. in Stair.]

390 a) Few fragments of a pinkish glass bottle. Figure 164, 9. b) Corroded bronze ring of D. 3.0 cm. [T.D. in Chamber.]

390 b) Fragment from an alabaster vessel of Tk. 0.9 cm. Not illustrated. [Surface debris. (Presumed from chapel).]

W 260 (40-50)? Map 10-F-G.


23- 1-80 K R.Pol.RBrW. beaker. Incomplete. Bk. and white painted bands. H. ca. 15.0, D. 10.5 cm. 21, Figure C. [Chamber debris.]

81 K Fragments RBrW. bowl. Incised lines and oval incisions below rim. H. 6.5, D. 17.0 cm, 11, Figure C. [Chamber debris.]

82 K Fragments of an RBrW. jar, type of Figure I, 7. D. rim 5.0 cm. [Chamber debris.]
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

1. W 259
2. W 260
3. W 268
4. W 265
5. W 269
6. W 269
7. W 269
8. W 270
9. W 270

Figure 165
W 260–270  WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROE

23-1-83  K  Pol.BkW. jar, type of Figure J, 7, with 4 holes below rim but undecorated. H. 30.2, D. 15.1 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

84   B  Pol.BkW. jar, type of Figure J, 2, irregular. H. 18.8, D. 14.25 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

85   K  RBrW. bowl, decorated as B1 above. H. 6.0, D. 12.4 cm. 1a, Figure C. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

86   K  Pink stone archer's loose. H. 2.1, D. 4.2 cm. Figure 165, 2. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

87   B  Beads as follows: a) 8 blue-green faience, type of Figure R, I, D. 0.45 to 0.6 cm. b) 3 faded faience, type of Figure R, VI e. D. 0.4 cm. c) 3 fragments yellow glass(?). [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

88   B  Misc. as follows: a) 2 bronze arrow-heads. L. 5.65 cm. D. 2.15, Fig. 165, 3 b) 2 fragments of a bronze boss(?). D. ca. 1.8 cm.; scraps corroded iron; 2 rim fragments R.Pol.BrW. bowl or beaker, Bk. Pol. inside. D. ca. 8.5 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

*W 261 (Undated). Map 11-J.*


W 262. Not a tomb.

W 263. See Section 1, pp. 71.

W 264 (30-40)? Map 12-I.

No super., Encl., chapel or F.D.S. Stair. No block. Chamber: VIII, single with very low roof. Plundered. No burial. Note: Older than W 12, since the stair lies under N. enclosing wall of W 12.

W 265 (40-55)? Map 12-I.

No super., Encl., chapel or F.D.S. Stair. Block: IV disturbed. Entrance: II. Chamber: single V. No bench. Plundered. Scattered bones from burial. Note: Presumed later than W 10. It must be supposed that Super. W 10 was already partly broken down before Super. of W 265 was built, since there would have been no room for it if this were not the case. See Map.

W 266 (Undated). Map 11-I.


W 267 (Undated). Map 10-I.


W 268 (50-60)? Map 10-I.


W 269 (50-60)? Map 10-11-H.


W 270 (50-60)? Map 11-I.

No super., Encl., chapel or F.D.S. Stair. No block. Entrance: IV. Chamber: single VIII, plundered. No burial. Objects in chamber. Figure 165, 9.
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

W 23-1-216 K Fragments of at least 2 clear white and pale green glass bottles like 22-12-28 from W 159 q.v. (see Section I, p. 135, Figure 99, K.) Not drawn, not measured. [T.D. IN CHAMBER.]

W 217 + 331 K Fragments of a large RBrW. offering table, type of Figure H, 11. H. ca. 37.6, D. ca. 45.5 cm. [T.D. IN CHAMBER.]

W 218 K a) Fragments of at least 2 RBrW. R. washed bowls, type of Figure E, 8. H. 5.9, D. ca. 8.2 cm. b) Fragments of at least 2 RBrW. saucer-lamps, type of Figure F, 29. Not measured. [T.D. IN CHAMBER.]

W 330 (23.780) Bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 3. H. 10.8, D. 27.0 cm. [#1.]

W 332 K Ivory kohl tube with lid, decayed. H. 18.7, D. base ca. 3.5 cm. Figure 165, 8. [#3.]

W 333 B R. washed pottery jar, type of Figure H, 43. H. 8.0, D. 8.0 cm. [#4.]

W 334 B 2 R.Poli. RBrW. bowls, type of Figure E, 8. H. 9.0, D. 13.0 cm. [#5 and fragments.]

W 335 B 2 pink W. spouted bowls, H. 7.2, D. 9.1 cm. 27, Figure F. [#6, 7.]

W 276 (Undated). Map 11-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD’S GRAVE: IX. BLOCK: brick, intact. BURIAL: loosely contracted baby, head S. NO OBJECTS.

W 277 (Undated). Map 10-11-G-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD’S GRAVE: IX. NO BLOCK. Plundered out. Empty.

W 278 (Undated). Map 11-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. BROKEN DOWN CHILD’S GRAVE, probably type IX. NO BLOCK. Empty. Grave is ill-defined.

W 279 (Undated). Map 11-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR: very long narrow (ca. 9.5 meters). NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Plundered out. Empty.

W 280 (Undated). Map 11-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD’S GRAVE: IX. NO BLOCK. Plundered out. Empty.

W 281 (Undated). Map 11-12-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR: long, narrow. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: unclear. CHAMBER: single, v, with roof falls and plunderer’s burrow. Plundered out. Empty.

W 282 (?-50). Map 12-H.


W 282-1 (50-60)? Map 12-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. PIT GRAVE: III A with rounded ends. 170 x 63 - ca. 10 (heavily denuded) Prop. No. 2.7. BURIAL: semicontracted adult on R. side, head E., somewhat disturbed. Objects apparently in situ. Figure 166, 1. Note: Lies over stair-cut of W 282; later than W 282.

W 274 (Undated). Map 10-11-H.


W 275 (Undated). Map 11-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD’S GRAVE: IX. NO BLOCK. Plundered out. Empty.

W 271 (Undated). Map 11-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD’S GRAVE: IX. BLOCK: brick, intact. BURIAL: traces baby skeleton, loosely contracted, head N. NO OBJECTS.

W 272 (Undated). Map 11-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD’S GRAVE: IX. BLOCK: sandstone and brick, intact. BURIAL: no trace preserved. NO OBJECTS.

W 273 (Undated). Map 11-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD’S GRAVE: IX. BLOCK: brick and rubble, intact. BURIAL: no trace preserved. 25-1-359 B 1 carnelian pendant, type of Figure T, I d. L. 0.95 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 274 (Undated). Map 10-11-H.


W 275 (Undated). Map 11-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD’S GRAVE: IX. NO BLOCK. Plundered out. Empty.
23-1-221 K Fragments of 10 RBrW. bowls, type of Figure F, 13, white slip, poorly made, varying in size. H. ca. 8.5, D. ca. 13.7 cm. #1-5.

222 K Fragments of a RBrW. cup, white slip, irregular. H. 9.0, D. ca. 10.5 cm. 18, Figure F. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

223 B 2 RBrW. bowls, white slip, irregular. H. 13.0 and 15.0 cm. 8, Figure F. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

224 B 7 RBrW. saucer lamps, type of Figure F, 29. R. washed, also 3 with white slip. H. 4.3 to 6.0, W. 6.1 to 8.8, L. 7.8 to 10.0 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

225 K Fine RBrW. bowl, type of Figure E, 9. White slip, incised lines below rim. H. 5.6, D. 11.2 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

226 B Fragments of a faience bowl. Blue glazed, pinkish paste. D. rim ca. 9.5 cm. Figure 166, 2. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 283 (?-50)?? Map 10-11-G.
SUPER: rubble mastaba VI, ca. 6.45 M. Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR: V. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: II. CHAMBER: single very small v. BURIAL: decayed traces of baby, contracted on R. side, head N. in print of tiny box coffin oriented N. S. No objects. Plundered.

W 284. See Section I, pp. 140.

W 288 (60-70)?? Map 11-F.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. SLOPE. BLOCK: VI disturbed. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII apparently oriented N.S. NO BURIAL. Plundered.

W 289 (Undated). Map 12-F.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV broken down. CHAMBER: single VIII, roof largely fallen. Plundered. OUT. Empty.

W 290 (Undated). Map 11-F.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Plundered.

W 291 (Undated). Map 11-12-F.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Plundered.

W 287 (Undated). Map 11-F.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR: ending in small N.S. sinkage for child burial. Empty.

W 286 (Undated). Map 11-H.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. NO BLOCK. Plundered. OUT. Empty.

W 285 (50-60)?? Map 11-G.

W 282-1-291
W 292 (Undated). Map 12-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. BLOCK: VI, disturbed. ENTRANCE: unclear. CHAMBER: single V, small oval. Plundered. 23-2-47 K a) Fragments Pol.RBrW. basin D. ca. 22.5 cm. 4, Figure M. b) Neck and shoulder of PoI.RW. jar, type of Figure L, 2(?). [STAIR DEBRIS.]

W 293 (Undated). Map 12-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. BLOCK: VI, disturbed. ENTRANCE. CHAMBER: single V, small oval with step down inside doorway. BURIAL: traces of very fragile child bones, position not recorded. No trace of coffin. No objects.

W 294 (Undated). Map 12-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE AND CHAMBER: ill defined. Single small chamber for child, type V. All much broken down. Plundered. 23-1-402b B Base of a PoI.RBrW. pot. D. ca. 8.8 cm. 6, Figure N. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

W 295 (Undated). Map 11-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE AND CHAMBER: ill defined. The whole much broken, but was size for a child. Plundered out. Empty.

W 296 (Undated). Map 12-E.F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: badly worn. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE AND CHAMBER: not defined. Roof entirely collapsed. Plundered out. Empty. Size for a child.

W 297 (Undated). Map 11-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. NO BLOCK. Plundered out. Empty. Chamber enlarged by plunderers.

W 298 (50-60). Map 12-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: with deep drop to landing. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: I. CHAMBER: single small oval V, with low step down from doorway. No trace of burial. Plundered. Pottery in situ. 23-2-53 K RBrW. offering table, type of Figure H, 11, in fragments. H. ca. 35.0, D. ca. 42.0 cm. [#1 ON FLOOR OF CHAMBER.]

W 299 (55-60). Map 12-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: unclear. CHAMBER: small oval V, deepened in center by plunderers. No trace of burial. Plundered. Note: This tomb is probably to be dated later than W 307 (45-55) since its Super. would have masked the approach to chapel of W 307 had it existed. The jar found in W 299 (see below) is of a type found in the N. cemetery in the range (54-57).

W 300 (45-55). Map 12-F.

SUPER.: traces sandstone masonry foundation course, size ca. 3.00 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: IV. BLOCK: destroyed. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. No trace of burial. Plundered. Note: Stair runs under W. face of W 362 which is later. The Super. of W 300 would have interfered with the presumed Super. of W 301, hence the latter must already have been destroyed when W 300 was built (or been pulled down to make room for it). Thus the relationship would seem to be: W 301 (40-50)?, W 300 (45-55)?, W 362 (55-65)? See Map. 23-1-399 K Potsherds: Fragments RBrW. bowl, type of Figure C 16, R. washed, type size. Also sherds of CRBrW. Tk. 0.9 to 1.8 cm., and fragments green glazed faience vessel, buff paste, of Tk. 1.25 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

W 301 (40-50). Map 12-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV(?). CHAMBER: small oval V (size for a child). Plundered out. Empty. Note: Stair runs under W. face of W 362 (see Map). See also Note under W 300 above.
W 302 (45-55)? Map 12-E-F.


23-1-377 K Sherds of 2 RBrW. bowls, type of Figure C, 16, red washed, type size, and fragments Pol.BkW. bowl, type of Figure C, 9. D. rim ca. 21.0 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

378 K CRBrW. dish. H. 7.8, D. 24.5 cm. 20, Figure C. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

W 303 (Undated). Map 12-E.


W 304 (Undated). Map 12-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV(?). CHAMBER: single viii. Plundered out. Empty.
W 305 (Undated). Map 12-E.

SUPER.: traces rubble, not defined. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS.
STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Plundered out, empty. Much weathered and broken. Previously opened (by Garstang?).

W 306. See Section I, pp. 142.

W 307 (45-52)? Map 11-12-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Traces wooden box coffin IX N. Plundered.

23-1-410 K 3 RBBrW. bowls, type of Figure C, 16, one complete. H. 8.8, D. 11.2 cm.; CRBrW. sherds, and fragments of a red-bodied blue glazed faience offering table with unclear relief design. Tk. 5.1 cm. Not illustrated. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

23-2-42 K RBBrW. bowl, type of Figure C, 16, broken. H. 9.0, D. 11.2 cm. [In situ, CHAMBER FLOOR.]

W 308. See Section I, pp. 143.

W 309 (30-35)? Map 13-E-F.

SUPER.: rubble VI ca. 6.60 M.Sq. CHAPEL: rubble V or VI. NO ENCLOSURE OR F.DS. STAIR: V. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: collapsed. CHAMBER: single long oval v. No trace of burial. Plundered.

23-2-23 B 2 gold wire rings, each composed of two wires welded together side by side, ends not joined. D. ca. 1.4 cm. Figure 166, 5, 2. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

24 B Fragment of a yellow sandstone tapered cylinder, opened at both ends. H. 3.65, D. 3.0 cm. Figure 166, 5, 1. [DEBRIS IN FRONT OF CHAPEL.]

63 B Yellow sandstone offering table: two figures of Nephthys libating on an altar. Upper right corner missing. Bordering Meroitic cursive inscription. L. 41.3, W. 33.0, Tk. 11.2 cm. 7. Figure 166, 6. [BLACK DEBRIS IN FRONT OF CHAPEL.]

W 310 (Undated). Map 12-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: collapsed. CHAMBER: tiny oval v. BURIAL: decayed baby, head N. No objects.

W 311 (45-55)? Map 12-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: collapsed. CHAMBER: single VIII. Plundered. No trace of burial. Roof largely fallen.

23-1-371 B a) 5 green faience Udjats, plain back. 0.7 x 0.6, Tk. 0.4 cm. Figure 167, 6; b) Green glazed faience lion amulet. L. 0.8 cm. Figure 167, 5; c) 2 carnelian ring beads. D. 0.25 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

385 B White quartzite archer's loose. H. 2.3, D. 3.85 cm. Figure 167, 8. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

411(23.345) Faience amulet with sheet gold backing. L. 2.85 cm. Figure 167, 9. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

412 K Gold wire finger ring; 3 to 4 spiral turns and wrapping of finer wire. D. ca. 2.2 cm. Figure 167, 7. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

*Macadam comments: Formula K, C, hence presumably royal. The reading of formula C (jimtwetw) is a new one, confirmed in 22-1-558 from W. 113 (Sec. II, p. 226, Figure 157, 3) and 23-2-218 from W. 384 (Sec. II, p. 269, Figure 179, 2). The names are: deceased Pt... rpe-Amni, mother... li, father Dlity.
W 309–314  WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROE

W 312 (Undated). Map 12-E.

No super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Badly weathered child's grave with worn stair and tiny chamber with wholly collapsed roof. Long since opened. Empty.

W 313 (50-60)? Map 12-E.


W 314 (30-30)? Map 11-E.


Note: Reisner in Diary observed “Perhaps dug by Garstang.”
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY  W 315-321

W 315 (?-50). Map 14-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: collapsed. CHAMBER: single v with largely collapsed roof. Plundered. Note: Since the stair of W 315 runs under the W. enclosing wall of W 3, this tomb must be older than W 3.

23-1-353 K Fragments of a bronze beaker, crushed and distorted. H. 10.5, D. rim ca. 7.7 cm. Not illustrated. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

W 316 (50-60). Map 10-11-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: collapsed. CHAMBER: single v, roof in part collapsed. Partially plundered. No trace of burial. Many objects in situ. Figure 168, 1. Note: Presumed later than W 317, since Super. of W 316 must have been built over stair-cut of W 317. See Map.

23-1-337 B RBrW. basin, ribbed. H. 10.0, D. 20.6 cm. 23, Figure F. [#1.)

W 317. See Section I, pp. 94.

W 318 (45-55)? Map 11-F.


23-1-363 B Beads, etc. 2 green patinated red glass pendants, type of Figure T, Id, L. 1.0 cm., and one each of white quartzite and carnelian, same form and size; 1 green glass bead, type of Figure R, II d, L. 1.0 cm.; 1 gilt glass bead, type of Figure R, II c, L. 0.8 cm.; 1 decayed glass bead, type of Figure S, XI f, D. 0.7 cm.; 4 yellow paste ball beads; 3 carnelian ball beads; 4 faience and glass ring beads. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

W 319 (Undated). Map 11-F.


W 320 (Undated). Map 11-E-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. BLOCK: VI disturbed. CHAMBER: single VIII. Plundered out. Empty.

W 321 (Undated). Map 11-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. BLOCK: rubble IV of re-used blocks taken from an older structure, apparently intact. SMALL N.S. CHAMBER: 1.70 M. long. No trace of burial. Figure 168, 5.

23-1-379 K Fragments of a Pol.BkW. jar, type of Figure J, 12, impressed pattern on shoulder. H. 18.0, D. 14.6 cm.; also a few RBrW. sherds, not measured. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]
W 322 (50-60)? Map 11-E.


23-2-126 K Pol.RW. saucer-lamp, type of Figure F, 29. H. 4.9, L. 8.8 cm. [Chamber floor.]

127 K Fragments of a Pol.RW. jar, type of Figure F, 38. H. 8.2, D. 8.6 cm. [Chamber floor.]

W 323 (40-50)? Map 11-D-E.


Note: The Super. of W 324, now destroyed, would probably be older than W 323, see above.

23-2-364 B 2 band rings linked together: a) Electrum with incised markings. D. 1.5, W. 0.85 cm. Figure 168, 10. b) Corroded bronze, linked to a). D. 1.75, W. 0.85 cm. Figure 168, 11. [T.D. in Chamber.]

W 324 (50-60)? Map 11-12-D-E.


Note: Presumed later than W 323, see above.

W 325 (Undated). Map 11-D.


W 326 (55-65)? Map 12-C-D.


Note: Later than W 337 which is partly covered by Super. of W 325. See Map.

23-1-400 K 2 hardwood fragments of spear shafts. a) L. ca. 48.0, D. butt 1.8 cm. b) L. 11.3 split in halves lengthwise. [At doorway to Chamber.]

401 K 17 to 20 corroded iron spear-heads of two types, barbed and unbarbed. Figure 168, 12. [At doorway to Chamber.]
W 327 (Undated). Map 12-13-D.


W 328 (Late Undated). Map 12-13-C-D.

Super., sandstone masonry f.c. only, ca. 3.60 M.Sq. Encl.: red brick iv. No chapel or F.D. Stair: v. Entrance: broken. Chamber: single oval v. Plundered out. Empty. Note: Later than W 343 which would have been covered by W. enclosure of W 328, see Map.

W 329 (50-60)? Map 13-G-H.


W 330 (Undated). Map 11-12-D.


W 331 (40-50)? Map 13-E.


W 332 (50-60)? Map 13-E.


W 333 (40-50)? Map 13-E.

No super., encl., chapel or F.D. Stair: vi(?). Block: vi disturbed. Entrance: iv. Chamber: single viii. Plundered through roof of chamber. No trace of burial. Note: The plunderers' hole through roof of chamber suggests that it was West of super., hence must have been of type vi. 23-2-10a B Silver signet ring with oval glass(? bezel, intaglio 4-headed seated figure. Corroded. H. 2.9, Bezel 1.9 x 1.6 cm. Figure 169, 2. [T.D. Chamber.]

10b B Silver signet ring with decayed rectangular glass bezel. Illegible. H. 2.6 cm. Figure 169, 4. [T.D. Chamber.]

11a B Silver signet ring: inset oval glass bezel badly decayed. H. 3.0, Bezel 2.0 x 1.9 cm. Figure 169, 4. [T.D. Chamber.]

11b B Silver signet ring: inset oval glass bezel decayed. H. 2.5, bezel 1.7 x 1.35 cm. Figure 169, 5. [T.D. Chamber.]

11c K Decayed bronze finger ring. Not measured, not illustrated. [T.D. Chamber.]

12 (23.303) Gold signet ring: round bezel with 4 lion heads intaglio. H. 2.1, bezel 1.25 cm. Figure 169, 6. [T.D. Chamber.]

13a (23.421) Iron(? signet ring cast in sheet gold. Bezel missing. Figure 169, 7. [T.D. Chamber.]

13b (23.423) Ring similar to 13a in form, technique and preservation. Figure 169, 8. [T.D. Chamber.]

13c K Gold casing of a ring like 13a-b. not illustrated. [T.D. Chamber.]

13d B Fragment of a ring like 13a-b. Figure 169, 9. [T.D. Chamber.]

14 K Electrum signet ring: round bezel with human-headed uraeus intaglio. H. 2.0, bezel 1.4 x 1.3 cm. Figure 169, 10. [T.D. Chamber.]

15a (23.422) Silver signet ring: decaying oval glass bezel set in gold or electrum frame. H. 2.4, bezel 1.6 x 1.2 cm. Figure 169, 11. [T.D. Chamber.]

15b-d B Fragments of 5 or 6 rings like 13a-b above. Not measured, not illustrated. [T.D. Chamber.]

15e B 2 fragments of a translucent dark blue glass set from a bezel. Not measured, not illustrated. [T.D. Chamber.]

16 B 2 green faience beads. L. 1.2, D. 1.3 cm. III i, Figure R. [T.D. Chamber.]

W 334 (Undated). Map 12-13-B-D.

SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY  W 332–341

Figure 16g

23- 1–357 B Oval gold frame for a ring bezel: incised decoration around edge. 1.0 x 0.85, depth 0.35 cm. Figure 16g, 13. Also fragments of blue glass set. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

23- 1–358a K Rim fragment Pol.RBrW. bowl: external lumps with corresponding holes inside. D. ca. 12.2 cm. 5, Figure M. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

b K Fragments of a Pol.BkW. jar, type of Figure J, 8. H. 19.1, D. 13.15 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]
W 335 (50-60)? Map 11-12-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. BLOCK: VI disturbed. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Traces stone coffin bench: VII. Plundered.
23- 2-26 B Rim fragment green glass bottle. D. rim ca. 4.2 cm. Not illustrated. [T. D. CHAMBER.]
60 B Rectangular piece of sheet bronze with 2 nail holes. 3.0 x 2.25, Tk. 0.15 cm. Not illustrated. [T. D. CHAMBER.]

W 336 (Undated). Map 12-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. No trace of burial. Plundered.
23- 1-366 B Beads as follows: 14 white quartzite, type of Figure R, 11 b. L. 0.75 cm.; 5 carnelian, type of Figure R, 11 d. D. 0.3 cm.; 3 carnelian, type of Figure R, 1 b. D. 0.3 cm.; and 2 faded faience, type of Figure R VI i. D. 0.3 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

W 337 (?-55). Map 12-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: badly washed. No trace of entrance or block. Roof entirely collapsed. This may have been a chamber tomb, possibly of type VIII. A sinkage in floor oriented E-W. could be an intrusive child's grave, but the whole is too badly collapsed and weathered to be sure. Empty.
Note: This tomb is presumably older than W 326 the Super. of which is built over its western part (see Map).

W 338 (Undated). Map 12-C.

SUPER.: slight traces masonry and rubble, not defined. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: VI (?). NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: unclear IV(?). CHAMBER: single VIII(?). Roof falls. Plundered out. Empty.

W 339 (45-55)? Map 12-13-B-C.

SUPER.: red brick XII ca. 4.70 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: VI. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: collapsed. CHAMBER: single V. COFFIN BENCH: IV N. Plundered.
23- 2-61 B 4 silver rings and fragments: ends unjoined or overlapping. D. 2.0 to 2.85, Sec. 0.3 to 0.4 cm. Not illustrated; and 1 green glass bead. L. 1.4, D. 0.8 cm. VIII a, Figure S. [T. D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

W 340 (50-60)? Map 12-C.

SUPER.: traces only red brick, XII (?). NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. NO BLOCK. STAIR: VI. ENTRANCE: IV (?). CHAMBER: single oval v. No trace of burial. Plundered.
23- 1-393 K Sherds of a large PRW jar, type of Figure K 2-4. Colored bands on neck and shoulder, incomplete. D. ca. 3.1 cm. H. uncertain. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

W 341 (50-60)? Map 13-C.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. BLOCK: VI disturbed. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Traces box coffin IX N. Plundered.
23- 2-29a B Fragments decayed ostrich feathers. [T. D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]
29b K Sherd of a PW. saucer-lamp, type of Figure F, 28-30. Not measured. [T. D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]
48 B Mottled grey stone archer's loose. H. 2.9, D. 5.2 cm. Not illustrated. [T. D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]
49 K Incomplete grey mud tube, possibly a pipe stem (intrusive?). L. 6.3, D. 2.5 cm. Not illustrated. [T. D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]
50 B Fragments of one or more faience vessels. White bodied green glazed outside, blue glazed inside. Tk. 0.35 to 0.7 cm. Not illustrated. [T. D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]
51a K Sherds of a PW. spouted vessel. L. 2.0, D. 1.25 cm. Not illustrated. [T. D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]
b K Fragment clear colorless glass. [T. D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]
c B Opaque green glass or beryl bead, type of Figure R, V d. L. 0.9, D. 0.5 cm. [T. D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]
d, e K Fragments ivory and sheet bronze. [T. D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]
f K 2 bronze arrow-heads. L. 6.85 and 6.65 cm. Figure 169, 14. [T. D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]
g K Bronze spear-head. L. 8.9 cm. Figure 169, 15. [T. D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]
52 K Foot of a RBrW. vessel, type of Figure K, 22: H. 5.7, D. 9.4 cm. Figure 169, 14. [T. D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]
334 B Pol.BkW. jar. H. 22.0, D. 16.4 cm. Figure 169, 15. [FLOOR S. OF COFFIN.]
335 B Pol.BkW. bowl. H. 10.0, D. 12.4 cm. Figure 169, 15. [FLOOR S. OF COFFIN.]
336 B Pol.RBrW. bowl, type of Figure E 22, with two cut lines below rim. H. 8.0, D. 17.0 cm. [FLOOR S. OF COFFIN.]
337 K Few fragments brown wood. [DEBRIS.]
W 342 (50-60)? Map 13-C.


23-1-404 K Rim of a RBrW. bowl, type of Figure E, 19. D. rim ca. 9.5 cm. [FOOT OF STAIR.]

405 K a) Many RBrW. sherds of large coarse jars. Not measured. b) Fragments of 2 or more RBrW. bowls, type of Figure C, 16. Type size. [CHAMBER, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

406 K 2 fragments sheet bronze, unclear. [CHAMBER, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

407 K 2 broken bronze studs, D. 1.5 cm.; a fragment of opaque white glass vessel (?); 2 opaque green glass beads, type of Figure R, 1 b, D. 0.4 and 0.55 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

408 K Fragments of at least 7 RBrW. bowls, type of Figure C, 16, and fragments of a thin Pol.RBrW. bowl, type of Figure F, 19. H. ca. 7.5, D. ca. 9.5 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

409 K RBrW. bowl, type of Figure K, 16, broken. H. 8.3, D. ca. 15.8 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

Note: The dating of this tomb, which is without clear chronological relation to other neighboring ones, rests on three elements: the type of burial chamber, the position of the coffin bench, and the style of the representations on this offering table. The latter is very similar to that on the O.T. of ARITENYESBEKHE, found in debris E of Chapel Beg. N. 19, but belonging undoubtedly to his tomb, Beg. N 34. See RVK IV, 164-177, Pl. XL B. While the type of chamber and coffin bench would indicate a date not previous to (54), the O.T. would suggest a date perhaps slightly earlier, and accordingly I have proposed a date range of (50-60?) for the tomb. Macadam considers the script archaic to transitional and finds it startling in such a late context. He reads the names: Deceased Atedekey, mother Mmmnšt, father Reteite.

W 344 (Undated). Map 13-B.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single oval, VIII. Much weathered, perhaps previously excavated. Plundered out. Empty.

W 345 (15-20)? Map 14-B.

SUPER.: traces only, sandstone masonry. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: VI broken. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE and CHAMBER completely collapsed. Badly broken and weathered, previously excavated. Plundered out. Empty.

W 346 (Undated). Map 14-C.

SUPER.: traces sandstone and ferrcrete rubble, unclear. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: VI broken. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE and CHAMBER completely collapsed. Badly broken and weathered, previously excavated. Plundered out. Empty.

W 347 (Undated). Map 14-C.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. LONG NARROW STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single long narrow VIII. Plundered out. Empty.

W 348. See Section I, p. 74.

W 349 (Undated). Map 14-D-E.


W 350 (Undated). Map 14-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: much broken. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: unclear. CHAMBER: long narrow V with almost completely fallen roof. BURIAL: crushed skull at extreme W. end against N. wall. Plundered.

23-2-150 K Shallow bronze bowl, incomplete. D. ca. 15.0 cm. Figure 170, 3. [NEXT TO SKULL.]

151 K Bronze bowl, type of Figure A, 11, bent. H. 8.0, D. ca. 11.0 cm. [NEXT TO SKULL.]
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

W 351 (Undated). Map 13-14-E.


W 352 (30-40)? Map 14-15-E.


23-2-19 K 5 flint, chalcedony and white quartz tangless arrow-heads. L. 2.4 to 3.3 cm. Figure 170, 4.

Note: Similar to arrow-heads from N. 8, 21-12-97 and 104 a. See RCK IV, p. 69.

20 B Tiny bronze wire ring, ends unjoined. D. 1.0 cm., and scraps of gold foil. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.

W 353 (Undated). Map 14-15-F.

SUPER.: rubble VI, ca. 4.36 M.Sq. NO ENCL. CHAPEL: rubble VI. NO F.D.S. STAIR: V. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: collapsed. CHAMBER: single oval v, roof partly fallen. No trace of burial. Objects in debris.

Note: A later child's grave of type IX intruded in stair. See W 356 below.


W 354 (50-60)? Map 12-13-G.

SUPER.: traces masonry only. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: VI. BLOCK: II, disturbed. ENTRANCE: II. CHAMBER: single v, with much of roof fallen. No trace of burial. Plundered. Objects in situ. Figure 171, 1.

23-2-4 K Polished quartzite archer's loose. H. 2.5, D. 5.0 cm. Figure 171, 2. [#5.]

5 K Fragments of a crushed bronze bowl, not reconstructed. D. ca. 11.7 cm. including a human head in relief. 13, Figure O. [#2.]

23-2-6a (24.964) Bronze pitcher: single handle terminating above in human head with arms, Hathor-head base. Incised mark on body. H. 17.1, D. 7.4 cm. Figure P. [#3.]

6b K Bronze pitcher like 6a above. Same size and decoration. Not illustrated. [#4.]

7 K Fragments of a BrW. jar, type of Figure L, 8. H. ca. 70.0, D. ca. 35.0 cm. Three incised marks. Figure 171, 3. [#1.]

W 355 (Undated). Map 14-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. LONG NARROW SLOPE. BLOCK: rubble IV, disturbed. Tiny undercut end CHAMBER 90 cm. N-S x 75 cm. E-W. Empty.

Note: This appears to be essentially a child's grave of type IX with unusually long approach slope.

W 356 (Undated). Map 15-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE IX intruded in stair of older tomb W 353 q.v. Plundered out. Empty.

W 357 (Undated). Map 14-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: collapsed. CHAMBER: single, long v, with mostly fallen roof. Plundered out, empty.

W 358 (Undated). Map 14-F.


W 359 (Undated). Map 13-F.


W 360 (?-50)? Map 12-13-F.


Note: The Super. was presumably destroyed before building of W 362. See Map.

23-2-25 B 3 faded faience beads, type of Figure R, VI h. D. 0.4 cm., and 1 faded faience bead, type of Figure R, V d. D. 0.6 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]
W 361 (Undated). Map 13-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX with brick. BLOCK: intact. Traces baby skeleton, head S. No objects.

W 362 (55-63)? Map 12-13-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL.: traces masonry f.c. 6.40 m. wide x 8.4 m. E-W (presumed to be too large to be f.c. of Super.). NO CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: V or VI (?). BLOCK: VI, disturbed. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. No trace of burial. Plundered.

Note: Clearly later than W 300 and W 301, the stairs of which run under W. wall of W 362. Presumed also later than W 360; see above. See Map.

23-2-28 B a) Rectangular block blue glazed faience, buff body. One edge and both faces glazed: other edges ground down. 3.55 x 3.1 x 1.4 cm. Not illustrated. b) Fragments of 3 or more bronze bands. D. ca. 1.7, W. ca. 1.2 cm. Figure 171, 4, e,d) Fragments opaque black glass vessel (?) and scraps of corroded iron. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

43 B R.PoI.R.Bw. bowl, broken. H. 6.2, D. 14.5 cm. 2t, Figure E. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

44 K Fragments of a R.Bw. bowl, type of Figure F, 7, red washed. H. 6.5, D. ca. 16.0 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

45 K Fragments of a R.Pol.R.Bw. bowl, type of Figure C, 9, H. 7.1, D. 14.4 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

46 K Misc. as follows: 2 bone or ivory beads, type of Figure R, II d. L. 0.8 and 0.5 cm.; 5 white glass beads, type of Figure R, V d. L. 0.9 cm.; and fragments of a reddish glass bottle neck. Figure 171, 5. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

W 363 (Undated). Map 12-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE and CHAMBER: collapsed and types not clear. Plundered out. Empty.

W 364 (Undated). Map 12-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: unclear. CHAMBER: single V. Plundered out. Empty.

W 365 (45-55)? Map 14-F.

SUPER.: rubble VI, 2.40 M.Sq. NO ENCL. CHAPEL or F.D.S. STAIR: IV or V. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: unclear. CHAMBER: single VIII with fallen roof. Plundered. No burial.

23-2-70 K Fragments of a bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 11. H. ca. 8.0, D. ca. 12.0 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

W 366 (35-45)? Map 13-14-G.

SUPER.: rubble VI, 4.75 M.Sq. NO ENCL. CHAPEL: rubble VI. NO F.D.S. STAIR: V or VI (?). BLOCK: VI, disturbed. ENTRANCE: unclear. CHAMBER: single V, roof partly fallen. No trace of burial. Plundered. 23-2-21 B 18 hollow gold beads, type of Figure R, VI h. D. 0.4 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

22 B Misc. as follows: a) Fragments of at least 8 faience beads, type of Figure R, VI h. ca. 1.4 cm. Figure 171, 6. b) 7 faded faience beads, type of Figure R, VI h to I. 0.4 to 0.6 cm. c) 1 cowrie, back cut off. L. 2.0 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

W 367 (Undated). Map 14-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL or F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX ill defined. Plundered out. Empty. See Map.

W 368 (Undated). Map 14-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL or F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: collapsed. CHAMBER: small single V with fallen roof. Plundered out. Empty.

W 369. See Section I, p. 95.

W 370 (Undated). Map 14-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL or F.D.S. STAIR. BLOCK: intact; sandstone slabs and mud brick in alternating horizontal courses. ENTRANCE: I(?). CHAMBER: single V, roof partly collapsed. BURIAL: decayed bones of a 10-year-old child, position not recorded. No objects.

W 371 (Undated). Map 14-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL or F.D.S. STAIR: washed. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: broken down. CHAMBER: single V, with partly fallen roof. Plundered. No trace of burial. 23-2-162 K Fragments of a bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 2. H. ca. 8.0, D. ca. 24.5 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

W 372 (Undated). Map 10-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL or F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE: IX. NO BLOCK. Plundered out. Empty.
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY W354-383

Figure 171
W 373 (Undated). Map 10-I.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Irregular sinkage with a child’s grave oriented N.S. sunk in bottom.  BRICK BLOCK: in part preserved but no undercut. Plundered out, empty. Was presumably closed with a stone slab, now missing.

W 374 (Undated). Map 9-I.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. TINY CHILD’S GRAVE: IX. BLOCK: brick, disturbed. Plundered.

23– 2–245 K Potsherds: Fragments RBrW. bowl, R. washed, type of Figure F, 7. H. ca. 6.0, D. ca. 15.5 cm., and RBrW. sherds including neck and shoulder of a jar, type of Figure I, 7. D. rim ca. 5.7 cm.  [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

W 375 (Undated). Map 9-10-H.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Well cut regular STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single small v. Plundered out. Empty.

W 376 (Undated). Map 9-I.

W 377 (50-60)? Map 9-H-I.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. BLOCK: III(?), disturbed. ENTRANCE: I. CHAMBER: single v. NO BURIAL. Plundered. Deposit of pottery pushed against N. wall by plunderers. Figure 171, 7.

23– 2–163 K Fragments of a green glass bottle. D. rim ca. 4.0, D. body ca. 6.6 cm. Not reconstructed.  [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

194 K RBrW. pot, type of Figure F, 42, R. washed, cracked. H. 6.5, D. 7.4 cm.  [DEPOSIT #6.]
195 K Pol.BkW. pot in fragments. H. 7.0, D. rim ca. 7.4 cm. 37, Figure F.  [UNDER DEPOSIT.]
196 K 3 Pol.BkW. saucer-lamps, type of Figure F, 29. All broken. Largest H. ca. 5.0, L. ca. 9.3, W. ca. 6.1 cm.  [DEPOSIT #5 AND 2 UNDERNEATH.]
197 K 4 Pol.RBrW. saucer-lamps, type of Figure F, 29. All broken. Largest H. 5.2, L. 9.1, W. 5.7 cm.  [ALL UNDER DEPOSIT.]
198 K 2 Pink W. saucer-lamps, type of Figure F, 29. H. 3.5 and 4.2, L. 6.8 and 7.6, W. 4.7 and 5.2 cm.  [DEPOSIT #10 AND ONE UNDER.]
199 K Buff W. pot, Y. wash with painted decoration, broken. H. 8.1, D. 9.1 cm. 14, Figure G.  [DEPOSIT #7.]

W 378 (55-65)? Map 7-8-H.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single, oval VIII. No trace of burial. Plundered.

23– 2–200 K RBrW. pot, black and white painted band decoration. H. 9.2, D. 10.9 cm. 7, Figure G.  [DEPOSIT #8.]
201 K Fragment of a RBrW. pot with painted bands. Actual H. 8.5, D. ca. 11.3 cm. 6, Figure G.  [DEPOSIT #9.]
202 K RBrW. bowl, incised lines and painted bands. In fragments. H. 8.7, D. 11.9 cm. 5, Figure G.  [UNDER DEPOSIT.]
203 K RBrW. jar with white painted band, in fragments. H. 9.1, D. ca. 9.8 cm. 45, Figure F.  [UNDER DEPOSIT.]
204 K RBrW. jar with painted bands on neck. H. 11.3, D. 10.3 cm. Figure 171, 8.  [DEPOSIT #4.]
205 K Pol.RBrW. bowl, type of Figure E, 8, in fragments. H. 9.1, D. 14.95 cm.  [DEPOSIT #1.]
206 K Pol.RBrW. bowl. Incised lines below rim. H. 10.5, D. 14.5 cm. Figure 171, 9.  [DEPOSIT #2.]
207 K Pol.RBrW. offering stand, type of Figure H, 11, two holes in stem. H. 29.2, D. 39.0 cm.  [DEPOSIT #12.]
208 K Fragments of a clear green glass bottle. D. rim. 3.4 cm. Like 23–2–178 in W 306 q.v. (Section I, p. 142).  [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

W 379 (Undated). Map 7-G-H.

W 380 (45-55)? Map 8-G.

23– 2–164 B Pol.BkW. jar of form X 3, impressed decoration on shoulder. Figure 171, 11. H. 21.3, D. 19.0 cm.  [IN STAIR.]
165 K Fragments of RBrW. offering tray, type of Figure H, 4. R. washed. H. 15.8, D. 29.3 cm.  [IN STAIR.]
166 K Sherds of Pol.BkW. with impressed decoration. 16, Figure D.  [T.D. IN CHAMBER.]
W 381 (50-60)? Map 8-G-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. BLOCK: VI disturbed. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Plundered, no burial. 

23-2-2 (23.807-809) 2 quartzite and 1 carnelian leaf-shaped pendants. L. 1.5 cm. III k, Figure T. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

W 382 (50-60)? Map 8-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. BLOCK: VI disturbed. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Plundered. No burial. Objects from surface 2 m. E. of stair-cut are presumed to have come from destroyed chapel.

23-2-168 K RBrW. "Ankh" tray, type of Figure K, 6. 28.5 x 20.4, Tk. 5.5 cm. [SURFACE 2 M. EAST.]

W 383 (50-60)? Map 8-9-H.


23-2-213 (23.360) Earring: twisted gold wire loop from which hangs an amethyst ball bead and below that a carnelian ball bead set in gold. H. over all 2.8 cm. Figure 171, 14. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

W 384 (50-60)? Map 8-9-G.

SUPER.: badly damaged, rubble core on red brick f.c. with some masonry facing on E. face, very irregular, ca. 8.30 M.Sq. NO ENCL. Traces red brick CHAPEL. STAIR: VI NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV(?). CHAMBER: single oval VIII. Plundered. Some objects found in debris S. of tomb, not necessarily belonging. Late intrusive burial, extended, head E. Sunk through body of Super. 

W 385 (Undated). Map 10-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: weathered. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: broken down. CHAMBER: tiny N-S. ca. 1.30 m. long, largely fallen in (CHILD'S GRAVE). Empty.
WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROÉ

W 386-397

W 386 (Undated). Map 10-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD'S GRAVE IX. NO BLOCK. Empty.

W 387 (Undated). Map 10-H.


W 388 (Undated). Map 10-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD'S GRAVE IX. NO BLOCK. Empty.

W 389 (Undated). Map 10-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD'S GRAVE IX. NO BLOCK. Empty.

W 390. See Section I, pp. 152.

W 391 (Undated). Map 10-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD'S GRAVE IX. NO BLOCK. Empty.

W 392 (Undated). Map 10-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD'S GRAVE IX. NO BLOCK. Empty.

W 393 (50-60)? Map 10-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR: washed. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Plundered. Pottery on floor of Chamber, S. central area.

23-2-134 K Pol.BkW. bowl, in fragments. H. ca. 6.4, D. ca. 10.2 cm. 35, Figure F. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

135 K 2 Pol.RBrW. saucer lamps, type of Figure F, 29. L. 10.1 and 10.4, W. 6.95 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

136 B and K 4 Pol.BkW. bowls, type of Figure E, 8, but with incised line below rim. H. 5.0 to 5.5, D. 9.5 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

137 K Pol.RW. beaker, type of Figure E, 12, incomplete. H. 6.6, D. 5.4 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

W 394 (Undated). Map 10-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD'S GRAVE IX. NO BLOCK. Empty.

W 395 (Undated). Map 10-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. CHILD'S GRAVE IX. NO BLOCK. Empty.

W 396 (Undated). Map 10-H.


W 397 (50-60)? Map 10-I.


23-2-224 K Fragments of a Pol.RBrW. "brazier," type of Figure I, 2. D. ca. 40.0 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

225 K Fragment from base of a large RBrW. round bottomed vessel; a fragment of grey bodied blue glazed faience 2.9 x 2.2 x 1.2 cm., and fragments of thin sheet bronze. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY W 384-432

1. W 384

2. W 384

3. W 410

4. W 414

5. W 414

6. W 423

7. W 427

8. W 430

9. W 430

10. W 431

11. W 432

Figure 172
W 398 (Undated). Map 10-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE IX. BRICK BLOCK intact. No trace of burial (infant completely disintegrated?). No objects.

W 399 (50-60)? Map 9-10-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: 1. CHAMBER: single v. Plundered.

23-235 K Potsherds: Fragments RBrW. "brazier" of D. ca. 39.0 cm.; neck and other fragments of a Pol.RW. jar, type of Figure I, 13. D. rim 8.4 cm. Not illustrated. [T.D. FLOOR.]

236a,b K 2 Pol.RW. bowls, type of Figure E, 7. H. 8.0 and 9.4, D. 10.5 and 12.1 cm. [T.D. FLOOR.]

e B Pol.BK.W. saucer lamp, type of Figure F, 29. H. 2.7, L. 6.7, W. 4.4 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

d K Fragments of a Pol.RW. saucer lamp. Form not clear, not measured. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

237 K Pol.RW. bowl, type of Figure F, 37, in fragments. H. 6.7, D. 7.6 cm. [T.D. FLOOR.]

238 K Pol.RBr.W. bowl, type of Figure E, 16, with incised line decoration. In fragments. H. ca. 9.5, D. ca. 7.3 cm. [T.D. FLOOR.]

239 B RBr.W. jar decorated with painted bands. H. 11.2, D. 9.3 cm. 12, Figure G. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

240, 241 K 2 RBr.W. jars similar to 239, in fragments. H. 9.15, D. ca. 8.3 and 8.6 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

242 K RBr.W. pot with incised and painted line decoration, in fragments. H. ca. 9.0, D. ca. 9.0 cm. 13, Figure G. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

243 K Potsherds: Fragments of a Pink W. saucer lamp, not measured; and fragments of a RW. bowl, type of Figure E, 4. D. rim ca. 9.0 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

244 B Miscellaneous as follows: scrap of kohl from base of a tube of D. 1.0 cm.; unclear fragment of a crushed base gold pendant, plaster filled, unclear; 3 gilt glass beads, type of Figure R, II c, D. 0.45 cm.; 3 striped glass beads D. 0.55, I W, Figure R; 1 carnelian bead, type of Figure R, V d, D. 0.35 cm.; 1 carnelian bead, type of Figure R, I a, D. 0.4 cm.; and 8 glass and faience ring beads, D. 0.3 to 0.4 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

W 400 (Undated). Map 10-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. NO BLOCK. CHILD'S GRAVE IX. Plundered.

Note: Red bricks with ferricrete and sandstone rubble lying in W. end of cut appear to have come from a collapsed superstructure, not from a block. Grave filled with sandy debris mixed with baby bones and a few beads, clearly plundered.

W 401 (Undated). Map 9-10-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE IX. NO BLOCK. Plundered. Few fragile bone fragments only. No objects.

W 402 (Undated). Map 10-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE IX. NO BLOCK. Plundered. Minute bone fragments only in debris.

W 403 (Undated). Map 9-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. BLOCK: rubble IV disturbed. ENTRANCE: unclear. CHAMBER: tiny N.S. ca. 95 cm. long. CHILD'S GRAVE. Plundered out. Empty.

W 404 (Undated). Map 9-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE IX. BLOCK: brick and rubble, disturbed. Plundered out. Empty.

W 405 (Undated). Map 9-H.


23-227 B Miscellaneous: 2 quartzite pendants, type of Figure T, I g, L. 1.55 cm.; 1 green glass bead, type of Figure R, VI d, D. 0.35 cm.; and a gold wire open ring with wrapped loop on one end. 1.35 X 1.1, section 0.15 cm. [IN GRAVE WITH BABY BONES.]

W 406 (Undated). Map 9-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE IX. NO BLOCK. Plundered out. Empty.


NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILD'S GRAVE IX. NO BLOCK. Plundered. Empty.
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

W 408 (Undated). Map 9-G.

W 409 (50-60). Map 9-G.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: collapsed. CHAMBER: single VIII. Roof mostly fallen in. Plundered. 23-2-29 K a) Fragments of a RPol.RBrW. stand, type of Figure H, 11. Not measured. b) Misc. sherds of BrW., RBrW., and Pol.RBrW. not reconstructed, one perhaps from a vessel lid, D. 9.9 cm. c) Fragments of a black glass vessel of Tk. o.17 to 0.3 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

W 410 (50-60). Map 9-G.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. BLOCK: VI disturbed. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Ox bones on ca. 50 cm. of debris in front of block. Plundered. No trace of burial. Pottery disturbed in W. end of chamber. Figure 172, 3. 23-2-337 K 3 RBrW. jars, type of Figure I, 8. H. 70.0, D. 36.0 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR W. END.]

W 411 (Undated). Map 9-G.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Plundered. No trace of burial. 23-2-102 K RBrW. sherds including base of a round bottomed jar. Tk. ca. 0.9 cm. Not reconstructed. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

W 412 (Undated). Map 9-G.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. One stone from block, type uncertain. ENTRANCE: I(?). CHAMBER: single v with many roof falls. Plundered out. Empty.

W 413 (Undated). Map 9-G.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. BADLY BROKEN CHILD'S GRAVE IX(?). NO BLOCK. Plundered out. Empty. Too broken to be clearly defined.

W 414 (50-60). Map 9-F.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Plundered. No trace of burial. 23-2-121 K Fragments of Pol.BkW. bowl, type of Figure M, 3. H. 6.2, D. 16.0 cm. [STAIR, ORIGINAL FILLING.]

W 415. See Section I, pp. 114.

W 416 (40-50). Map 8-9-G.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single oval VIII. Plundered out, empty. Note: Older than W 384, the Super. of which is built over stair of W 416. See Map.

W 417 (40-50). Map 9-G.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single oval VIII. Plundered out. Empty. Note: The position of W 417, close to the SE. corner of Super. W 384, suggests that the Super. of W 417 would have interfered with W 384, and must be presumed to have been destroyed before the latter was built. See Map.

W 418. See Section I, p. 99.

W 419 (50-60). Map 8-9-F.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single oval VIII. No trace of burial. Plundered. 23-3-330 B Pol.BkW. jar type of Figure J, 5, cracked. Red filled decoration. H. 22.1, D. 17.1 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

W 420 (Undated). Map 9-G.
NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Plundered out. Empty. Note: Older than W 384, the Super. of which is built over stair of W 416. See Map.
W 420 (Undated). Map 9-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. BLOCK: rubble IV disturbed. ENTRANCE: IV?. CHAMBER: small oval VIII, apparently for N.S. burial of a child (length NS. = 120 cm.). Plundered out, empty.

W 421 (Undated). Map 9-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. BASE ONLY OF BLOCK: ill, including re-used stone with disc and flanking uraei in relief. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII with roof largely fallen. Plundered out. Empty.

W 422 (Undated). Map 9-E-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: badly washed. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV?. CHAMBER: single oval VIII. Plundered out. Empty.

W 423 (Undated). Map 9-10-E-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: Red-brick jamb in landing, Figure 172, 6. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. No trace of burial. 23-2-246 K Sherd of brown specked ware with incised decoration. Tk. 0.5 cm. to Figure M. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

W 424 (Undated). Map 9-E.


W 425 (Undated). Map 9-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: washed. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single oval VIII. Plundered. No trace of burial. Note: The Super. of W 425 must have been destroyed before building of W 36. See Map.

W 426 (--50)? Map 8-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. CHILDS GRAVE IX(?) much broken, unclear. Empty. Note: Runs under W. face of W. 35. See Map.

W 427 (20-30)? Map 8-9-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. BLOCK: V, bias, disturbed. Figure 172, 7. ENTRANCE: I. CHAMBER: single V. No trace of burial. Plundered. 23-2-249 B Pinkish BrW. bowl of form like Figure E, 6. R.Pol. outside and inside ca. 2/3 down. H. 17.4, D. 19.0 cm. [STAIR, IN FRONT OF BLOCK.]

W 428 (Undated). Map 8-9-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: fallen. CHAMBER: single oval, unclear with roof mostly fallen. Plundered out, empty. Note: The SW. corner of W. 36, which is largely destroyed, would have conflicted with the probable position of Super. W 428. The latter could already have been destroyed when W. 36 was built, but equally well it could have been built after W. 36 had fallen into decay. See Map.

W 429 (20-30)? Map 8-D.

SUPER.: ferricrete rubble VI, 5.55 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: V. BLOCK: III, base only. ENTRANCE: I. CHAMBER: single V. No trace of burial, plundered. 23-2-269 B RBrW. bowl, R.Pol. inside and out, incomplete. H. ca. 10.0, D. ca. 20.3 cm. 23, Figure B. [STAIR.]

W 430 (50-60)?? Map 7-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Plundered. No trace of burial. 23-2-251 B K 4 RBrW. cups, type of Figure K, 18, R. washed. H. 8.1 to 8.5, D. 10.2 to 10.7 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

W 431 B 2 cowrie shells, backs cut. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

W 432 B 1 blue faience ribbed rosette. D. 1.1, Tk. 0.3 cm. Figure 172, 8. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

W 433 B a) Faience udjat, details on both sides. L. 1.55 cm. Figure 172, 9.

b) 2 irregular beryl beads. 1.0 x 0.9 x 0.9 cm.

c) 4 blue faience beads, type of Figure R, VI a. D. 0.6 cm.
d) 1 pale blue faience disc bead. D. 0.7 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER.]
W 431 (50-60)? Map 7-H.


K Iron arrow-head, broken. L. ca. 7.2 cm. Figure 172, 10., and misc. iron fragments including tip of another arrow: 1 red glass paste bead, broken, type of Figure R, V d. L. 0.6 cm.; a fragment of red bodied blue faience with relief pattern 3.8 x 3.2 cm.; fragments of a RBrW. cup, type of Figure K, 22.; and rim fragment of a H.Pinkish Brw. bowl of D. ca. 14.2 cm. [Chamber debris.]

23- 2-254 B RBrW. jar. Pol. and burnished. H. 21.9, D. 21.6 cm. 2, Figure 7. [Chamber debris.]

235 B 2 BrW. bowls, Pol. outside, handmade. H. 8.2 and 9.4, D. 13.6 and 13.6 cm. 20, Figure E. [Chamber debris.]

235 (23.87) Pol.BKW. bowl. White filled incised decoration on inside of rim. H. 7.1, D. 16.4 cm. 10, Figure E. [Chamber debris.]

W 432 (20-30). Map 5-6-G.


K Misc. a,b) Faience tubular beads, red, blue, and yellow. D. 0.5 cm., and 3 faience ball beads, D. 0.4 cm. c) 4 blue glass ball beads, D. 0.5 cm. d) 1 beryl ball bead, D. 0.4 cm. e) ca. 180 faience ring beads with large holes. D. 0.45 to 0.55 cm. f) carnelian pendant, type of Figure T, I j. L. 0.6 cm. g) 2 fragments clear white glass. Tk. 0.3 to 0.4 cm. [Chamber debris.]

Note: Same pattern as on ivories from S 27 and S 501 q.v.

262i B Misc. fragments of ivory: fragments with grooved edge and mortise-hole 3.1 x 2.0 x 0.5 cm.; fragment of a rosette in relief, L. 2.1, W. 0.6 cm.; and a few fragments of rods, total length 7.6, D. 0.4 to 0.6 cm. Not illustrated. [Chamber debris.]

W 433 (20-30). Map 5-6-F-G.


23- 2-256 K Block of yellow sandstone with parts of four columns of debased Egyptian hieroglyphic inscription. No photo. Drawn in Object Register. Figure 173, 1. [Stair: presumed fallen from chapel.]

257 K Fragments of an alabaster vase with disc rim. D. rim ca. 5.0 cm. 15, Figure Q. [Stair debris.]

258 B Alabaster mummy eye with detached obsidian pupil. L. 1.5 cm. Not illustrated. [T.D. Chamber floor.]

259 B Faience beads (perhaps from a net?): 4 common tubular, D. 0.5 cm.; a few red, white and black rings, D. 0.5 cm.; 1 discolored ball, D. 0.5 cm.; also a few scraps gold foil. [T.D. Chamber floor.]

260 B Many fragments ivory: flat strips, some with mitred ends (box-inlays?). Longest 5.0, widest 1.35, Tk. 0.2 to 0.5 cm. [T.D. Chamber floor.]

W 434 (18-26)? Map 6-E-F.


K Misc. a,b) Faience tubular beads, red, blue, and yellow. D. 0.4 cm., and 3 faience ball beads, D. 0.4 cm. c) 4 blue glass ball beads, D. 0.5 cm. d) 1 beryl ball bead, D. 0.4 cm. e) ca. 180 faience ring beads with large holes. D. 0.45 to 0.55 cm. f) carnelian pendant, type of Figure T, I j. L. 0.5 cm. g) 3 fragments clear white glass. Tk. 0.3 to 0.4 cm. [Chamber debris.]

264 B Misc. fragments decorated ivory: Strips with incised cross-hatching, and inlays and a fitting as drawn. Figure 173, 2; ivory knob, D. ca. 4.0 cm. Figure 173, 3; and misc. chips. [Debris s. of bench.]

265 B Fragments of an alabaster vase, H. 1.7, D. 4.1 cm. 13, Figure Q, also fragment from rim of another. [Debris s. of bench.]

W 435 (18-26)? Map 4-H.


K Block of yellow sandstone with parts of four columns of debased Egyptian hieroglyphic inscription. No photo. Drawn in Object Register. Figure 173, 1. [Stair: presumed fallen from chapel.]

257 K Fragments of an alabaster vase with disc rim. D. rim ca. 5.0 cm. 15, Figure Q. [Stair debris.]

258 B Alabaster mummy eye with detached obsidian pupil. L. 1.5 cm. Not illustrated. [T.D. Chamber floor.]

259 B Faience beads (perhaps from a net?): 4 common tubular, D. 0.5 cm.; a few red, white and black rings, D. 0.5 cm.; 1 discolored ball, D. 0.5 cm.; also a few scraps gold foil. [T.D. Chamber floor.]

260 B Many fragments ivory: flat strips, some with mitred ends (box-inlays?). Longest 5.0, widest 1.35, Tk. 0.2 to 0.5 cm. [T.D. Chamber floor.]

W 436 (15-30)? Map 5-F.

346 K Mass of ivory inlays preserved in wax (from coffin?). Never fully recorded and presumably sent to Khartoum. [CHAMBER.]
W 443-453  WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROE

23-2-276  B Fragments of one or more ivory blocks with rounded tops. L. 3.05, W. 2.1, H. 2.2 cm.; and one red faience bead, type of Figure R, VI a. D. 0.5 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

277  B Tiny blue glass ornament with inset gold ring bead, and fragments of another. L. ca. 0.7 cm. Figure 173, 11. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

278 (23.33)  Gold stud: ram's head with disc and double uraeus. Rosette back-piece. L. 2.95 cm. Figure 173, 12.

Note: Chamber breaks into the older chamber of W 447. Figure 173, 13. (Section looking W.)

23-2-281  B 1 red glass paste ball bead, type of Figure R, I b. D. 0.7 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

W 449  (Undated). Map 10-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: washed. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Plundered out. Empty. Note: Reisner in Diary says: "Dug by Garstang."

W 450  (50-60)? Map 9-10-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Plundered. No trace of burial.

23-2-283  K Fragments of a Pinkish BrW. pot, type of Figure I, 9. R.Pol., black inside. Undecorated. Type size. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

284  B a) Fragment of a small Pol.BkW. cylindrical vessel with incised decoration. D. 2.4 cm. Figure 173, 14. b-d) ca. 15 black glass beads with white stripe. L. 0.7, D. 0.5 cm. II s, Figure R.; translucent green glass bead, type of Figure R, I a. D. 0.65 cm.; opaque white glass bead, type of Figure R, VI j. D. 0.5 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

23-3-415  B Pol.BkW. pot, type of Figure D, 11. H. 19.8, D. 15.7 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

416  K Broken RBW. "brazier," type of Figure I, 2. H. 21.1, D. 32.8 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

417  K Fragments of a mud dish. L. ca. 6.2, D. 23.2 cm. 26, Figure F. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

W 451  (Undated). Map 11-E.


W 452  (50-60)? Map 10-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. BLOCK: VI disturbed. ENTRANCE: II. CHAMBER: single V. No trace of burial. Plundered.

23-3-328  K Yellow limestone archer's loose, veined with black. H. 2.35, D. 4.1 cm. Not illustrated. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

420  B RBW. pot, type of Figure I, 9, undecorated. H. 22.4, D. 28.3 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

W 446  (Undated). Map 10-F.


W 447  (Undated). Map 10-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. Tiny circular chamber for child. Empty. Note: The north side of chamber is broken into by chamber of W 448 which is larger, deeper, and clearly later. See Map and Figure 173, 13.

W 448  (Undated). Map 10-11-E-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: washed. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Plundered. No trace of burial.

W 454 (50-60). Map 10-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE:
IV. CHAMBER: single viii, with roof collapsed. No trace of burial. Plundered.

23- 2-304 B Miscellaneous small objects: a) (23.1463) Silver signet ring: rectangular bezel with inset green paste Udjat-eye. Electrolytically cleaned. H. 2.1, bezel 1.5 x 1.2 cm. Figure 179, 15.

b) (23.1464) Silver signet ring: oval bezel with glass millifiori inset; varicolored floral design in red, black, green, and yellow. Electrolytically cleaned. H. 1.7, bezel 1.2 x 0.9 cm. Figure 179, 16.

c) Fragment of a silver signet ring. Oval bezel with intaglio head crowned with disc and horns. Electrolytically cleaned. Bezel 1.3 x 1.2 cm., Figure 179, 18.

d) Loop of a silver ring, bezel missing. D. 1.95 cm.
e) Ivory knob. L. 1.1, D. 0.8 cm.

f) 122 minute gold ring beads. L. 0.1, D. 0.2 cm.

g) Tiny gold pointed pendant. Not illustrated. L. 0.5 cm., h),) Tiny gold ornament: gold horns around a paste disc with Isis seat above. H. 0.9, W. 0.5, Tk. 0.4 cm. Figure 173, 19.

j) (24.576) Silver signet ring: oval bezel with intaglio ram's head. L. 1.75, bezel 0.9 x 0.7 cm. Figure 173, 17.

[17.25 cm. OVER FLOOR.]

305 B R. Pol. handmade bowl, type of Figure E 22. H. 7.3, D. 16.6 cm. [SURFACE AT HEAD OF STAIR.]

306 K RBrW. bowl, type of Figure E 9, R. washed, in fragments. H. 10.5, D. 20.4 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

307 K a) RBrW, "Ankh"-tray, type of Figure D 22, broken. L. 23.5, W. 16.0, H. 7.3 cm. b) RBrW. bowl, type of Figure C 16. H. 8.8 cm. c) Fragments of a R. Pol. RBrW. jar, type of Figure I, 7. Type size. d) Sherds of Pol. BkW. [T.D. CHAMBER FLOOR.]

311 B Pol.BkW. pot, type of Figure J, 5. R. filled incised decoration. H. 21.4, D. 16.1 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

312 B 4 RBrW. pots, type of Figure I, 8. R. washed. H. 32.0 to 38.8, D. 25.5 to 37.0 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

313 K Fragments of 3 RBrW. bowls, type of Figure C, 16. H. 9.3, D. 14.0 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

314 K Potsherds of Pol. RW. and Pol. BkW. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

W 455 (Undated). Map 10-D.


23- 2-320 B Fragments of a Pol. BkW. jar, type of Figure J, 11, with incised Greek inscription below neck. Figure 174, 1. H. 37.2, D. 33.4 cm. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

W 456 (Undated). Map 10-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE:

23- 2-322 K Miscellaneous: a) Fragments of a Pol. RW. cup. H. ca. 9.8, D. ca. 10.3 cm, Figure M, b-d) Fragment of wood. L. 38.5, W. 5.8, Tk. ca. 2.9 cm. (coffin?); scraps of sheet bronze, and a natural shell. [T.D. OVER CHAMBER FLOOR.]

W 457 (Undated). Map 9-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. Tiny unfinished CHAMBER.

Note: Unfinished tomb, never used.

W 458. See Section I, p. 188.

W 459 (Undated). Map 5-A.


W 460 (30-60)? Map 5-6-A.

SUPER.: traces masonry facing over rubble core, ca. 7.40 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR: V washed. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: II. CHAMBER: single v with collapsed roof. Plundered. Faint traces gebel bench iv a and extended skeleton, head W. Note: The Pit-Grave W 460-1 has been intruded into gebel through core of Super. W 460, and is clearly later.

23- 2-325 K Fragments of a grey granite basin. D. ca. 14.6 cm. Figure 174, 2. [SURFACE DEBRIS CLOSE TO SUPER.]

326 K Miscellaneous: Fragments of 2 or more corroded iron arrow-heads. L. 3.55 cm. Figure 174, 3; fragments of an iron ring, D. ca. 9.7, Sec. ca. 1.9 cm.; 1 opaque white glass bead, type of Figure R, II c; L. 0.6 cm., and sherds of RW. and CRBrW. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

23- 3-726 K Fragments of a corroded iron anklet of round section. D. ca. 8.5, Sec. 2.0 cm. [AT ANKLES OF BURIAL.]

377 B Beads: A few red faience, type of Figure R, V b, L. 1.6 cm.; 3 tiny blue faience, type of Figure R, II b, L. 0.6 cm.; 1 red and 3 green glass paste beads, type of Figure R, II c, L. 1.3 cm. [AT WAIST OF BURIAL.]
W 460-1 (Late, Undated). Map 5-A.

W 460-1 (Late, Undated). Map 5-A.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. grave: of type ii. 150 x 52-x oriented N-s. with side chamber on E. Rubble and mud blocking intact. Contained adult skeleton extended on back, head S. No objects.

Note: Intruded through core of Super. W 460. See Map.

W 461 (20-30)? Map 4-5-B.

W 461 (20-30)? Map 4-5-B.


Note: Stair of W 461 extends under W. face of W 462, hence W 461 is older.

In debris of decay of Super. were the following objects, presumed older than W 461.

23-3-868 k. Agate amulet: hawk with white crown. Banded white and green, feet missing. H. 3.6, L. 2.0, W. 1.15 cm. Figure 174, 4. [DEBRIS OF DECAY IN SUPER.]

869 b. Bronze beaker. H. 20.9, D. 16.2 cm. 3, Figure 0. [DEBRIS OF DECAY IN SUPER.]

870 b. Bronze ribbed cup. H. 8.4, D. 9.0 cm. 1, Figure 0. [DEBRIS OF DECAY IN SUPER.]

W 462 (30-40)? Map 5-B.

W 462 (30-40)? Map 5-B.

super.: masonry casing over rubble core, type uncertain, ca. 7.80 M sq. encl.: III? (traces). No chapel or f.d.s. stair: vi. No block. Entrance, Block and chamber: destroyed. A re-used old grave, intact. Adult male burial, extended on back, head W. in traces of wooden anthropoid coffin showing faint traces of painted decoration. The grave was lined with rough stones and mud brick and roofed over with mud bricks. Figure 174, 5, 7. No objects.

W 463 (Undated). Map 6-B.

W 463 (Undated). Map 6-B.

A roughly circular well at least 10.97 m. deep. Not a tomb. Empty.

W 464 (18-26)? Map 4-5-A.

W 464 (18-26)? Map 4-5-A.


W 465 (Undated). Map 4-A.

W 465 (Undated). Map 4-A.

super.: traces rubble core, ca. 7.00 M sq. no encl., chapel or f.d.s. stair: v(?). No block. Entrance: ii(?). Chamber: single v. Plundered out. Empty.

W 466. See Section I, p. 71.

W 467 (2-23??). Map 10-D.

W 467 (2-23??). Map 10-D.

No super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. stair: badly washed. Entrance, block and chamber: destroyed. A re-used old grave, intact. Adult male burial, extended on back, head W. in traces of wooden anthropoid coffin showing faint traces of painted decoration. The grave was lined with rough stones and mud brick and roofed over with mud bricks. Figure 174, 5, 7. No objects.

W 468 (13-17)? Map 4-C.

W 468 (13-17)? Map 4-C.


Note: NW. corner enclosure destroyed by SE. corner of enclosure W 466. SW. corner enclosure runs over stair-cut of W 469. Hence W 468 is older than W 466 and later than W 469. See Map.

W 469. See Section I, p. 65.

W 470 (3-12). Map 2-C-D.

W 470 (3-12). Map 2-C-D.

No super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. pit-grave: III a 212 x 75 - 88. Prop. No. 2.9-. Plundered out. Contains a few scattered bones only.

W 471 (2-12). Map 2-C.

W 471 (2-12). Map 2-C.

No super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. pit-grave: III a 229 x 86 - 160. Prop. No. 2.6-. Plundered out. Empty.
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY W 455-492

1. W 455


Note: Later than W 477 since its SW. corner intrudes on Chapel emplacement and runs over stair of W 477.

2. W 460

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. PIT-GRAVE: III A, 200 x 65 - 80. Prop. No. 3.1 -. BURIAL: leg bones only of extended burial, head W.

Not Registered. A few faded faience ring beads in debris.

3. W 460

4. W 461

5. W 462

6. W 467

7. W 467

8. W 481

9. W 492

Figure 174

W 472 (15-25)? Map 3-4-C-D.

W 473 (2-12). Map 2-D.
WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROE

W 474 (Undated). Map 2-D.


W 475 (Undated). Map 4-B.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: II. CHAMBER: Single v with fallen roof. Plundered out. Empty.

W 476 (10-25)? Map 3-4-D-E.

SUPER.: traces masonry casing over rubble core, type?, 7.70 M.Sq. ENCL.: II (foundation trench only). CHAMBER: single v, roof largely fallen. Plundered out. Empty. Note: Super. and Enclosure at W. lies over the older graves W 483, 484 and 487. The location of W 476 precludes a date later than (30). See Map.

W 477. See Section I, p. 67.

W 478 (Undated). Map 3-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Pit Grave E-W. III A. 120 X 43-75. Prop. No. 2.8-. Child burial, intact. Extended on back, head W., skull and leg bones only preserved, with possible traces of a wooden box coffin unclear. No objects.

W 479 (3-9). Map 1-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Pit Grave E-W. III C. 240 X 142 - 63. Prop. No. 1.6+. Plundered. 23-2-3348 K Fragment of thick-walled alabaster. Tk. max. 1.35 cm. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

b B ca. 120 eggshell disc beads, type of Figure R, VI i, D. 1.1 cm. and 8 smaller ones of D. 0.6 cm. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

W 480 (6-10). Map 2-D.

SUPER.: traces only of mud-brick mastaba. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Pit Grave E-W. III A. 240 X 105 - 110. Prop. No. 2.3. Plundered out. Empty. Note: Overlies W 587 at SW., the latter apparently being older and deeper. See Map. Various objects were found in surface debris near this grave and east of it and these may have been thrown out by plunderers, but they may equally well have originated in other adjacent graves.

W 481 (5-12)? Map 3-E.

SUPER.: mud-brick VI, 5.10 x 5.80 cm. EW. NO ENCL. CHAPEL: I(?), incomplete. NO F.D.S. SLOPE OR STAIR: V. Open Pit Grave blocked by mud-brick wall. Abnormal. Figure 174, 8. No evidence as to roofing. Plundered. 23-2-342 K Potsherds: a) HDWB, ribbed. D. rim ca. 8.2 cm. Figure B. b) HDWB, ribbed. D. rim ca. 11.4 cm. 6, Figure B. c) Fragments of 2 HDWB bottles. D. rim ca. 4.5 cm. 13, Figure B. d) Fragments of 3 HDWB bottles, type of Figure A, 34. D. rim ca. 3.8 cm. e) Rim fragment large RBrW. jar, white slip. D. rim ca. 14.8 cm. Not illustrated. [IN DEBRIS OVER GRAVE.]

23-3-13 B Faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V C. L. 1.1 cm., and faded black and red faience ring beads, type of Figure R, VI i, D. 0.3 to 0.6 cm. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

W 482 (2-12). Map 3-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Pit Grave EW. III A. 22.5 X 80-72. Prop. No. 2.8+. Plundered. No trace of burial. 23-3-12 K Fragments of 2 RBrW. stands, type of Figure H, 11. H. of fragments ca. 17.3, D. top ca. 10.6 cm. [DEBRIS OF GRAVE.]

W 483 (2-12). Map 3-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Pit Grave EW. III A (flaring at W. end) 210 X 55-53. Prop. No. 3.8+. Plundered. Scattered bones only. Note: Older than W 476 which lies over it. See Map.

W 484 (5-10)? Map 3-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Pit Grave EW. III A (flaring at W.) 190 X 65-90. Prop. No. 3.0-. Intact. Adult burial extended on back, head W. Note: Older than W 476 which lies over it. See Map. 23-3-11 K Fragments of a CRBrW. bowl, type of Figure C, 9. D. 15.8 cm. [DEBRIS OF GRAVE.]

148 B Brown veined stone pendant, type of Figure T, I d. L. 2.1 cm., and a brown veined stone bead, type of Figure R, II b. L. 1.0 cm. [DEBRIS OF GRAVE.]

327 B a) Pol.RW. beaker, type of Figure A, 17. H. 10.1, D. 8.2 cm. b) Pol.RW. beaker, 25, Figure A. [AT HEAD OF BURIAL.]
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

W 485 (3-3). Map 3-D.

No super., encl., chapel or f.ds. Pit Grave EW. III C with unusually deep corner holes. 245 x 210 - 220. Prop. No. 1, 2 - . Plundered. No trace of burial.

24 - 3-84 K Miscellaneous: a) Fragments CRBrW. bowl. Not measured. b) Sherd of RBrW. thick. Not measured. c) Sherd of HDWj from jar, type of Figure B, 6, and vase, type of Figure B, 13. Not measured. d) Chips of alabaster (vessel?). e) Rim fragment bronze bowl. f) Fragment of a blue frit Udjat. 1.5 x 1.0 x 0.3 cm. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

85 K A fragment of ferricrete sandstone. Not measured. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

410 K Bronze basin with loop handle. Type of Figure O, 10. Type size. [IN NW. CORNER HOLE.]

W 486. See Section I, p. 12.

W 487 (2-12). Map 3-D.


Note: Older than W 476 which lies over it.

24 - 3-351 B A few fragments decayed black textile thought to be flax or hemp. [IN GRAVE.]

W 488 (2-12). Map 3-D.


24 - 3-16a K Base fragment BrBrW. vessel, round bottomed. Not illustrated. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

b B Ca. 20 faience beads, type of Figure R, V b, L. 1.0 cm., and 2 faience ball beads. D. 0.4 cm. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

W 489 (2-12). Map 3-D.


24 - 3-145 B Miscellaneous: ca. 50 faded faience beads, type of Figure R V b L. 1.4 to 1.6 cm.; a few faience beads, type of Figure R, VI f. D. 0.4 cm.; 1 twin ring bead, L. 0.2, D. 0.3 cm.; 1 beryl bead, type of Figure R, I b. D. 1.0 cm.; and a small fragment of a thick walled alabaster vessel, Tk. 0.8 cm. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

W 490 (2-12). Map 3-D.


W 491 (3-3)? Map 2-3-D.


24 - 3-35 B Fragments of bronze bowl. H. ca. 11.6 cm. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]

W 492 (2-12). Map 3-D.

No super., encl., chapel or f.ds. Pit Grave EW. III A 195 x 72 - 68. Prop. No. 2, 7+. Intact. Adult male skeleton extended on back, head W., in traces of a wooden box coffin. Figure 174, 9.

Not Registered: K Bead net slumped out of position on body. Following could be made out: Red face with green mouth. Traces of broad collar with red and white transverse stripes. Traces winged scarab on chest in red, white and black. Traces white band running down between legs. Remains of diamond mesh net in blue cylinder beads.

W 493 (2-3). Map 3-D. See Section I, p. 12.

W 494 (5-12). Map 3-D.


Note: Cuts across NE. corner of W 493 and is clearly later.

W 495 (2-12). Map 3-D.

No super., encl., chapel or f.ds. Pit Grave EW. III A. 200 x 83 - 78. Prop. No. 2.4+. Empty.

W 496 (2-12)? Map 3-D.


24 - 3-141 K Fragments of a RBrW. offering basin on stand. Actual H. 12.5, D. ca. 15.0 cm. Figure 175, 7. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

Note: This is perhaps an intrusion as it seems too late in type for such a context.
W 496-509  WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEREO

23- 3-142  K A few red, black, and blue faience ring beads, D. 0.35 to 0.6 cm., and ca. 50 cylinder beads, L. 0.7 to 1.05 cm., perhaps from a bead net? [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 497 (Undated). Map 3-D.

SUPER.: ferricrete sandstone irregular blocks out of place may represent a SUPER. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Much broken Pit Grave EW. Deep area at S. may represent the actual grave measuring ca. 185 x 58 - 105. This may be the re-use by deepening of an older and larger grave too broken down to measure. Empty.

W 498 (2-12). Map 3-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Pit Grave EW. III A. 227 x 85 - 100. Prop. No. 2.7 -. Empty.

W 499 (2-12). Map 3-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Somewhat irregular Pit Grave EW. III A(?). 195 x 88 - 62. Prop. No. 2.2+. N. and S. sides lined with mud-brick. Plundered. No trace of burial. 23- 3-147 B Miscellaneous: 4 ostrich shell disc beads, D. 0.6 to 1.0 cm.; 1 blue faience ring bead, D. 0.3 cm.; and 3 small scraps of sheet bronze. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 500 (Undated). Map 2-3-D.


W 501 (2-12). Map 2-3-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Pit Grave EW. III A with sloping E. end. 220 x 95 - 83. Prop. No. 2.3+-. Empty.

W 502 (3-9). Map 3-D. See Section I, p. 55.

W 503 (3-4). Map 3-D. See Section I, p. 18.

W 504 (3-9). Map 3-D.


23- 3-157 B Bronze bowl. 3, Figure N. [FLOOR, NEAR S.E. CORNER.]

158 K Potsherds: A few sherds gritty purplish RW., D. rim ca. 7.0 cm. 16, Figure B, and a fragment of pinkish DbW. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

159 K Beads as follows: Many faded faience, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.5 cm.; many faded faience ring beads, D. 0.5 cm.; 1 large faience bead, type of Figure R, II a; and 1 small green glass bead, type of Figure R II c. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 505 (Undated). Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Irregular Pit Grave EW. III A. 177 x 63 - 38. Prop. No. 2.8-, denuded but intact. Heavy-set adult skeleton (negro?), head E. (sic.) in matting of split palm stems bound with leather or vegetable fibre. No objects. Figure 175, 2. Note: This appears to be a late poor-man’s burial of abnormal type superimposed on an older, already plundered grave not numbered. See Map.

W 506 (4-6)? Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Irregular ill defined Pit Grave somewhat denuded, roughly 188 x 74 - 43. Plundered. No trace of burial. Note: In contact with W 515 which is deeper and apparently later. 23- 3-160 K Sherds of RW. and Pinkish-DbW, ribbed. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

222 (23.381) Gold sow-amulet. L. 1.0 cm. Figure 175, 3. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

223 K Small gold nugget. H. 0.9 cm. Not illustrated. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

224, 225 K Faience ring and cylinder beads. Not measured. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

226 K Porphyry barrel bead. Not measured. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 507 (6-9)? Map 2-D. See Section I, p. 58.


W 509 (2-12). Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 250 x 106 - 42. Prop. No. 2.4-. Empty.
W 510 (2-12). Map 2-D.


23- 3-168 K Sherds of at least 3 RBrW. vessels, with three types of rim. 17, Figure B. [Grave debris.]

b-d B Beads, perhaps from a net: A few blue faience, type of Figure R, V a; a few black, white and red ring, D. 0.25 to 0.5 cm.; and 2 faded ball, D. 0.4 cm. [Grave debris.]

W 511 (4-9?). Map 3-D.

No super., encl., chapel or F.D.S. Pit Grave with rounded ends EW. III A. 185 x 62 - 64. Prop. No. 3.0 -. Intact. Adult skeleton extended on back, head W., in traces of a wooden box coffin. Figure 175, 4. Beads in situ.

23- 3-234 K Necklace: gold wire rings strung with one small gold nugget and a beryl pendant. Figure 175, 5 upper. [At neck. #1.]

235 (24, 493) Girdle of stone barrel beads in original order: 2 white quartzite, 2 carnelian, 2 haematite and repeat. Total 33 beads. Figure 175, 5 lower. [At waist. #2.]

W 512 (3-9). Map 2-D.

No super., encl., chapel or F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III D. 160 x 90 - 62. Prop. No. 1.7 -. Size for a child(?). Plundered. Note: Stands so close to W 517 that the Super. of the latter must have been built after decay of Super. W 512. See Map.

23- 3-438 K Fragments of a HPW. vase, type of Figure A, 36, white slip. H. of fragment 11.2, D. 8.3 cm. [In W. trench.]

W 513 (2-9). Map 2-D.

No super., encl., chapel or F.D.S. Pit Grave EW. with rounded W. end, III A. 210 x 65 - 43 (denuded). Prop. No. 3.2+. Partly plundered: legs of adult burial, extended, head W., and remains of a bead net. Note: In contact with W 507 and apparently older. See Map.

23- 3-168 K Fragments of a CRBrW. vessel, type of Figure A, 23. H. 9.4, D. 14.4 cm. [Grave debris.]

169 K Faience beads of net: ca. 300 blue, type of Figure R, V a, L. 1.75 cm.; ca. 30 buff, type of Figure R, VI d, D. 0.4 cm.; and ca. 20 red and white ring beads, D. 0.45 cm. [By legs and scattered.]

W 514 (2-12). Map 2-D.


Note: Cut at E. end by W. end of W 505, which is probably later.

23- 3-180 B Faience beads (net?): Over 30 blue, type of Figure R, V a, L. 1.7 cm.; and over 30 red, white, and blue ring. D. 0.45 cm. [Grave debris.]

W 515 (6-12)? Map 2-D.


23- 3-181 B Faience beads as follows: Six faded, type of Figure R, Va, L. 1.5 cm., and a few faded ring beads, D. 0.4 cm. Also (discarded) 2 sherds of CRBrW. [Grave debris.]

Note: Cut at E. end by W. end of W 505, which is probably later.

23- 3-180 B Faience beads (of net?): Over 30 blue, type of Figure R, Va, L. 1.7 cm.; and over 30 red, white, and blue ring beads. D. 0.45 cm. [Grave debris.]

W 516 (2-12). Map 3-D.

No super., encl., chapel or F.D.S. Circular Child's Grave. D. ca. 65 - 38. Plundered. Scattered child bones in debris. 23- 3-236 B Blue faience amulet: sow, cut both sides. L. 1.8 cm. Figure 175, 7, 1. [Grave debris.]

237 B Steatite scarab, inscribed. L. 1.3, W. 0.95 cm. Figure 175, 6, 7, 2. [Grave debris.]

238 B 4 faience compound Udjat-eyes; each with 4 eyes on a serrated disc. D. ca. 1.3 cm. Figure 175, 7, 3. [Grave debris.]

239 B 1 faience flower pendant. L. 1.0 cm. Figure 175, 7, 4. [Grave debris.]

240 B 3 spiral shells and 1 cowrie. Figure 175, 7, 5-8. [Grave debris.]

241 B 3 faience short cylinder beads. Figure 175, 7, 9. [Grave debris.]

242 B Many faience ring beads. Figure 175, 7, 10. [Grave debris.]

W 517 (2-12). Map 2-D.

No super., encl., chapel or F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 222 x 75 - 54. Prop. No. 2.9 -. Plundered. No trace of burial. Note: Close to W 512, but no evidence as to which is the earlier. See Map.

23- 3-182a K Fragments of a CRBrW. basin, type of Figure A, 22. H. 8.0, D. ca. 14.0 cm. [Grave debris.]

b,c B A few decayed blue faience beads, type of Figure R, V b, L. 1.55 cm., and a few red, white, and black faience ring beads. D. 0.45 cm. [Grave debris.]

W 518 (2-9). Map 2-D.

W 519 (2-6)?? Map 2-D.

Note: Close to W 474 and W 528, probably older than W 528. See Map.

W 520 (4-8)? Map 2-D. See Section I, p. 49.

W 521 (6-12). Map 2-D.

Note: Cuts through W. end of W 527 and later.

W 522 (Undated). Map 2-D.


W 523 (6-12). Map 3-D.

Note: Intruded into the older grave W 531.

W 524 (2-12). Map 2-D.


W 525 (2-6)? Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Denuded Rect. Pit Grave EW. III B. 200 x 120 - 55. Prop. No. 1.7 —. Plundered. No trace of burial.
Note: Cut by W 526 which appears to be later(?) See Map.

W 526 (6-12)?? Map 2-D.

Note: Cuts into W 525 and probably later. See Map.

W 527 (2-6)? Map 2-D.

Note: Cut into by the later W 521 which has destroyed the two west holes.

W 528 (6-12)? Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Denuded Rect. Pit Grave NE-SW. III A. ca. 185 x 68 - 75. Prop. No. 2.7 —. Partly plundered. Near NE. end leg bones of an adult, head SW. Under this: W 528 sub. contracted skeleton of a small child, head NE. on left side. Figure 175, 8. No objects.
Note: Intruded over W 520 and clearly later. See Map. Apparently the burial of a child under the legs of its mother.

W 529 (3-5). Map 3-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave NW-SE. III C. 127 x 73 - 42. Prop. No. 1.7+ —. Plundered. No trace of burial.
Note: W 530 cuts across it and is later.

W 527 K and one (23.746) 3 faience plaques containing Udjat-eyes. One with incised head with uraeus on back. H. 8.2 to 2.9 cm. Figure 175, 9, 1-3. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

258 B Faience Bes-amulet, both sides alike. H. 2.8 cm. Figure 175, 9, 4. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

1. W 496
2. W 505
3. W 506
4. W 511
5. W 511
6. W 516
7. W 516
8. W 528
9. W 529
10. W 529
11. W 531
12. W 531
13. W 531
14. W 534
15. W 540

Figure 175
W 529-537 WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROE

23- 3-259 B Faience cat amulet. H. 2.6 cm. Figure 175, 9, 5. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
260 B Faience Udjat, molded, plain back, black details. L. 1.95 cm. Figure 175, 9, 6-8 lower. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
261 B 3 Udjats as 260 but smaller. L. ca. 1.6 cm. Figure 175, 9, 6-8 lower. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
262 B Faience Udjat cat amulet. H. 1.1 cm. Figure 175, 9, 9 upper. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
263 B Faience Udjat, molded, black details. L. 1.7 cm. Figure 175, 9, 7 upper. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
264 (23.765) Blue faience ball beads with "Ankh" and 2 eyes in black. L. 1.3, D. 1.2 cm. Figure 175, 9, 8 upper. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
265 B Faience Udjat, molded, black details. L. 1.7 cm. Figure 175, 9, 7 upper. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
266 K Steatite scarab, inscribed. L. 0.9 cm. Figure 175, 9, 6-8 lower. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
267 B Faience plaque with two holes: incised decoration obscured in baking. 3.5 x 3.0, Tk. 0.35 cm. Figure 175, 11. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
268 B 3 split cowries. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
269 K Faded steatite scarab, inscribed Mn-hpr-Rt (Shebitku?). L. 1.1 x 0.8 cm. Figure 175, 12. 1. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
270 B Faded steatite scarab, inscribed Bes. L. 1.1 x 0.8 cm. Figure 175, 12. 2. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
271 B Small bivalve shell. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
272 B White quartzite bead. L. 0.7, D. 0.4 cm. II c small, Figure R. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
273 B About 40 faience beads, type of Figure R, V c, L. 0.5 to 0.6 cm., and 2 tiny scarab beads, type of Figure S, XIV a. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
274 B Bright blue faience amulet: nude female standing figure. H. 2.0 cm. Figure 175, 13. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 532 (6-12). Map 2-D.

Note: Along N. side of grave a row of ferricrete stones was clearly set to hold back debris from the older W 532 into which W 532 had broken. W 532 also cuts through the NW. end of the older W 555. See Map.

W 533 (2-6)? Map 2-D.

Note: For relation to W 532 see previous entry.

W 534 (2-6)? Map 2-D.


W 535 (6-12)? Map 2-D.

Note: Older than W 523 which lies over its NE. corner. See Map.

W 536 (2-12)? Map 2-D.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Irregular Pit Grave NS. 174 x 74 - 55. Prop. No. 2.4. - Empty.

W 537 (Undated). Map 2-D.

W 538 (2-12)? Map 2-D.


23- 3-191 K a) Fragments RBWr. vessel, type of Figure A, 23. Not measured. b) 3 fragments alabaster. Tk. 0.4 to 1.45 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 539 (2-12). Map 2-D.

No super., encl., chapel or f ds. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 203 x 74 - 60. Prop. No. 2.7+. Plundered. Diary mentions "a few faience beads in debris". (Not registered.)

W 540 (2-12). Map 2-D.

No super., encl., chapel or f ds. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III A. 210 x 70 - 60. Prop. No. 3.0. Intact burial. Adult, extended on back, head NW. in print of anthropoid coffin. Figure 175, 15.

W 541 (2-6)? Map 2-D. See Section I, p. 9.

W 542 (2-12)? Map 2-C.


W 543 (2-12)? Map 2-D.


W 544 (2-12)? Map 2-D.

No super., encl., chapel or f ds. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 222 x 70 - 76. Prop. No. 3.2 - Plundered. No trace of burial.

23- 3-195 B Miscellaneous: few fragments CRBrW., including a bowl rim of D. ca. 22.5 cm.; ca. 20 faded blue faience beads, type of Figure R. V a. L. 1.5 to 1.8 cm.; ca. 10 faded blue faience ring beads, D. 0.45 cm.; and a fragment of glass, Tk. 0.8 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

196 K Yellow sandstone offering table, weathered and defaced. In relief: six round cakes between 2 Hcs-vases. No trace of inscription. H. over spout 30.0, W. 32.5, Tk. 10.0 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS, PROBABLY INTRUDED.]

W 545 (Undated). Map 2-C.

No super., encl., chapel or f ds. Oval Pit Grave EW. for a child. 90 x 52 - 60. Prop. No. 1.7+. Empty.

W 546 (Undated). Map 1-2-D.


W 547 (Undated). Map 1-C.

No super., encl., chapel or f ds. Irregular oval Pit Grave EW. 140 x 80 - 47. Prop. No. 1.7+. Empty.

W 548 (2-6)? Map 1-C-D.


23- 3-252 K Shallow bronze basin, 2 ring shanks on plates attached by rivets on one side only (loop handle missing). Plates type of Figure Q. 12. H. 10.5, D. ca. 31.6 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS.]

256 K 2 fragments of an alabaster vase. D. rim 8.0 cm. 1. Figure Q. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

277 B Crystal drop pendant. L. 2.2 cm. Figure 176, 2, 1/2-7. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

278 B 4 natural shells and 2 cut cowries. Figure 176, 2, 1/2-7. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

279 B Blue faience scarab, design obscure. 1.2 x 0.8 cm. Figure 176, 3. 3. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

280 B Glazed steatite (?) scarab, inscribed. 0.8 x 0.6 cm. Figure 176, 3. 3. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

281 B Rectangular steatite seal, both sides inscribed. 1.0 x 0.82 cm. Figure 176, 3. 3. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

282 B Lapis Udjat. L. 1.0 cm. Figure 176, 2, 2/5. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
W 548-558

WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROË

23- 3-284 B  Fragmentary faience Udjat, cut both faces. H. 0.85 cm. Figure 176, 2, 3/6. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

285 B 6 reddish-brown stone ram's head amulets. H. 1.0 to 1.2 cm. Figure 176, 1; 2, 3/1-6. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

286 K  I faience double cone bead. Figure 176, 2, 3/7. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

287 B 19 faience beads, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.3 cm. Figure 176, 2, 3/8. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

288 B  Ca. 25 white shell beads, type of Figure R, VI e. D. 0.3 cm. Figure 176, 2, 3/9. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

289 B  Ca. 25 red stone ram's head amulets. H. 1.0 to 1.2 cm. Figure 176, 1; 2, 3/1-6. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

290 B  Ca. 25 blue frit beads, type of Figure R, I c small. D. 0.35 to 0.4 cm. Figure 176, 2, 3/9. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

291 K  Agate amulet: frog. L. 0.8, H. 0.5 cm. Figure 176, 2, 3/9. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

292 K  Misc. faience beads as follows: 2 flower beads, type of Figure S, XIII d. H. 0.6 cm. Figure 176, 4, 2/1. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

293 K  Base fragment round bottomed RBrW vessel. Not measured. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

294 K  Misc. faience beads as follows: 2 flower beads, type of Figure S, XIII d. H. 0.6 cm. Figure 176, 4, 2/1. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 549 (Undated). Map 1-D.


W 550 (2-7)? Map 1-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW III A. 154 x 74 - 98. Prop. No. 2.1 -. Plundered. Re-used for a child: print of a small wooden box coffin in center 114 x 37 cm.

23- 3-253 K  Base fragment round bottomed RBrW vessel. Not measured. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

291 K  Faience amulet: crocodile. L. 2.3 cm. Figure 176, 4, 2/1. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

292 K  Yellow faience Udjat, cut, plain back. L. 1.7 cm. Figure 176, 4, 2/1. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

293 K  Agate amulet: frog. L. 0.8, H. 0.5 cm. Figure 176, 4, 2/1. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 551 (Undated). Map 2-D.


23- 3-254 B  Faience beads as follows: a few faded cylinder, type of Figure R V a and V b. L. 1.1 to 1.5 cm., and ca. 20 blue and white ring, not measured. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 552 (Undated). Map 1-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Irregular Pit Grave EW. 82 x 66 - 43. Prop. No. 1.0 -. Empty. Size for a child.

W 553 (Undated). Map 1-D.


W 554 (Undated). Map 1-D.


W 555 (2-6)? Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW III A. 205 x 82 - 50. Prop. No. 2.5. Empty. Note: Probably older than W 532 which cuts it at NW end. See Map.

W 556 (2-12)? Map 1-D.


23- 3-321 B  a) 1 faded blue faience bead, type of Figure R, V a. L. 2.8 cm. b) Small silver band ring with tapering ends unjoined, bent. W. 0.3 to 0.5, Sec. 0.2 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 557 (2-6)? Map 1-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW III A. 190 x 60 - 68. Prop. No. 3.1 -. Empty. Note: Breaking into N. side of W 557 is the intact crouched burial W 564, which must have been made after W 557. Hence W 557 is older than W 564. See below W 564. Figure 176, 8.

W 558 (2-12)? Map 1-D.


23- 3-352 B  Faience beads as follows: 8 faded blue, type of Figure R IV b. L. 0.5 cm.; a few small ring, D. 0.3 cm.; 1 ball, D. 0.3 cm.; and 1 twin ball, L. 0.4, D. 0.3 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY W 559-571

W 559 (2-12)? Map 1-D.

No super., enclosure, chapel or F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 190 x 58 - 52. Prop. No. 3.3 -. West end rounded. Empty.

W 560 (Undated). Map 1-D.


W 561 (Undated). Map 1-D.


W 562 (3-5). Map 1-2-D.

No super., enclosure, chapel or F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III C. 204 x 100 - 125. Prop. No. 2.0+. Plundered.

23-3-820 B Ivory and bone objects as follows: a) 3 ivory convex discs with incised designs as drawn. (Game pieces.) D. 2.05 to 2.65 cm. Figure 176, 5. b) Fragments of one or more ivory rods terminating in a horse (?)-head. Length uncertain. Figure 176, 6 left. c) Head of a similar ivory rod with cat's head. Figure 176, 6 right. d) (23.425) Bone ring peg as drawn. Figure 176, 7. [Grave debris.]

W 563 (3-9)? Map 2-D.


23-3-295 B 1 split cowrie, not measured. [Grave debris.]

296 B Glassed stone rectangular plaque, both faces decorated. 0.8 x 0.65 x 0.3 cm. IX b, Figure 5. [Grave debris.]

297 B Faience beads: 4 small and 4 larger cylinder; 1 ring, white, blue, red and black. Not measured. [Grave debris.]

W 564 (6-12)? Map 1-D.

No super., enclosure, chapel or F.D.S. Irregular Pit Grave EW. ca. 95 x 56 - 67. Prop. No. 1.7 -. Figure 176, 8. Intact. Adult contracted on left side, head W. with three vessels in place behind its back.

Note: In contact with W 557 and presumed broken into that older grave already plundered.

23-3-359 B Pottery in situ in grave. Figure 176, 8. a) CRBrW saucer, broken, handmade. H. 3.0, D. 16.0 cm. Figure 176, 9. b,c) 2 CRBrW bowls, broken, handmade. H. 5.0, D. 16.2 cm. 19, Figure A.

W 565 (2-12). Map 2-D.

No super., enclosure, chapel or F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 226 x 80 - 58. Prop. No. 2.85. Intact. Adult skeleton extended on back, head W. in remains of a bead net, lying in print of a wooden anthropoid coffin. Figure 176, 10. No objects except beads of net.

23-3-353 B Faience beads of net: ca. 50, type of Figure R V a, red, blue, and faded. L. 1.35 to 2.2 cm. and over 100 type of Figure R, VI g, red, white and black. D. 0.4 cm. [In situ.]

418 B Many more beads as 353 above. [sifting.]

W 566 (2-12). Map 2-C.


W 567 (3-6). Map 2-D. See Section I, p. 18.

W 568 (2-12). Map 2-D.

No super., enclosure, chapel or F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. Broken at E. ca. 220 x 84 - 43. (Denuded.) Prop. No. 2.6+. Empty. Cut through an older NS. grave, ill defined and not numbered. See Map.

W 569 (2-12)? Map 2-D.


23-3-332 B Broken PW. bowl. H. 7.4, D. 11.3 cm. 10, Figure A. [Floor of grave.]

W 570 (2-12). Map 2-3-D.


W 571 (4-6). Map 2-3-D-E.

No super., enclosure, chapel or F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III C. ca. 245 x 140 - 92. Prop. No. 1.75. Two of 4 corner holes preserved. E. end broken into by later W 598. Extension from NW. corner is probably a later unnumbered grave. Figure 176, 11. Plundered. No trace of burial.
W 571-575
WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEREOE

23- 3-304 K Blue frit amulet: Ptah with scarab on head. H. 2.6 cm. Figure 176, 12, 1. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

23- 3-304a Blue paste amulet: Lion with crossed paws: large hole lengthwise. L. 1.85 cm. Figure 176, 12, 2; 14. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

23- 3-306 K Gold amulet: Ptah with scarab on head. Hollow, welded flat back. H. 1.6 cm. Figure 176, 12, 3; 13 left. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

23- 3-307 K Solid gold amulet: seated ape. H. 1.1 cm. Figure 176, 13, 4; 13 right. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

23- 3-308 K Faience amulet: Ptah, scarab on head. H. 1.7 cm. Figure 176, 12, 5. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

23- 3-309 (23.851) Steatite scarab, 1.7 x 1.2 cm. [DENOUNDED.]

23- 3-310 (23.851) Steatite scarab, 0.9 x 0.7 cm. Figure 176, 12, 3; 14. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

23- 3-311 (23.851) Steatite scarab, 0.75 x 0.55 cm. Figure 176, 12, 5. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

23- 3-312 (23.851) Faience scarab, 0.75 x 0.55 cm. Figure 177, 12, 1/4. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

23- 3-313 (23.851) Necklace: 26 scarabs and scaraboids strung in original order with 26 gold ball beads and 26 carnelian barrel beads. Figure 177, 1, below. [FLOOR, GROUP 8.]

Note: To the necklace (or girdle) 23-3-313 certainly originally belonged 23-3-311 and 312 above, as also the two large gold beads 23-3-315b and the two carnelian beads 23-3-316 below. Probably also the large scarab 23-3-309 above.

23- 3-314 K 2 gold tubes, both with one end closed by a welded disc. One of D. 0.4 cm., L. 1.1 cm., the other (fitting inside the first) of D. 0.35 cm., L. 1.35 cm. Purpose not clear. Figure 176, 12, 7. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

23- 3-315 (23.851) a) 6 welded gold band beads, type of Figure R, VI d, D. 0.2 to 0.3 cm. Figure 176, 12, 8. b) 2 gold ball beads. D. 0.35 cm. Figure 176, 12, 6. [FLOOR, NEAR GROUP 8.]

23- 3-316 K 2 carnelian barrel beads. L. 0.35 cm. Figure 176, 12, 9. [FLOOR, NEAR GROUP 8.]

23- 3-317 K 1 silver bead, type of Figure R, III b, L. 0.7 cm. Figure 176, 12, 10. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

23- 3-318 K 2 shells. Figure 176, 12, 11, 12. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

23- 3-319 K Broken bronze bowl: single loop handle riveted to rim. H. 10.0, D. ca. 26.0 cm. 10, Figure O. [#1 ON FLOOR.]

23- 3-320 K 3 bronze bowls similar to 339, 2 in fragments, 1 broken. D. ca. 26.6 cm. Handle plate of one 12, Figure O. [#2, 3, and 7.]

23- 3-321 K Bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 11, broken. H. 10.5, D. 12.4 cm. [#4.]

23- 3-322 K Fragments of a bronze bowl, not clear. H. ca. 17.0, D. ca. 25.0 cm. [#5.]

23- 3-323 K Fragments of a PW jar, type of Figure B, 9, white slip. D. rim ca. 9.5 cm. [#6.]

23- 3-324 K Fragments of a RPol. RBrW. beaker, type of Figure A, 25, type size. [DEBRIS.]

23- 3-325 K RBrW. bowl, type of Figure N, 13, in fragments. H. 17.6, D. 19.5 cm. [IN NE. CORNER HOLE.]

W 572 (2-12). Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW, III A. 210 x 68 - 49. Prop. No. 3. 1-. Print of coffin only. Narrow shelf cut back along N. side and E. end. Empty.

W 573 (3-9)? Map 2-D.


W 574 (2-5)? Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW, III A. 245 x 96 - 112. Prop. No. 2. 6-. Plundered. Print of a box coffin. Note: Older than W 480, the mud-brick Super. of which lies over its E. end.

23- 3-349 B Incomplete RBrW. vessel, R.Pol. inside and out. H. 21.4, D. 26.0 cm. 15, Figure B. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

350 B Miscellaneous as follows: Sherds of a large BK.-Pol.HbK.W. vessel, Tk. 0.6 cm.; fragments RBrW. bowl of D. ca. 17.2 cm.; neck fragment R.Pol. RBrW. vessel, Tk. 0.4 cm.; ca. 20 blue faience beads, type of Figure R, V b, L. 1.5 cm.; ca. 20 blue faience beads, type of Figure R, VI g, D. 0.4 to 0.6 cm., (presumed from a bead net, see below 23-M-197). [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

23-M-194 B Rim fragment quartzite vase. Figure 177, 3. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

195 B Blue faience Udjat, cut, plain back. L. 1.65 cm. Figure 177, 4, 2. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

196 B Blue faience eye with black pupil. L. 2.0 cm. Figure 177, 4, 1. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

197 B More faience beads presumably from net: ca. 35 blue, type of Figure R, V b, and a few type of Figure R, VI g in blue, black and red. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 575 (2-12). Map 2-D.

W 575 (2-12). Map 2-D.


W 576 (6-12)? Map 2-D.


W 577 (Undated). Map 2-D.


W 578 (2-12). Map 1-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 144 x 60 - 76. Prop. No. 2.4. Empty.

W 579 (2-12). Map 2-D.


W 580 (2-6)? Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave SE. NW. 180 x 94 - 64. Prop. No. 2.0 -. Plundered. Note: Cut at NW. by the later W 376. See Map.

W 581 (2-12). Map 2-D.


W 582 (3-9). Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III D. 162 x 103 - 44. Prop. No. 1.6 -. Plundered. Somewhat denuded and irregular.

W 583 (2-12). Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Denuded Pit Grave SE-NW. III A. 204 x 52 - 43. Prop. No. 2.2+. Empty. NW. end broken and irregular.

W 584 (7-12)? Map 2-D-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 218 x 82 - 67. Prop. No. 2.7 -. Plundered. Note: NE. corner cuts into W 625 which is older. See Map.

W 585 (5-6). Map 2-E. See Section I, p. 49.

W 586 (2-5). Map 2-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 203 x 75 - 22. Prop. No. 2.7+. Heavily denuded. Plundered. Legs of extended burial, head W. at E. end. Note: Cut into by the later W 585. See W 585, Figure 34 a, b.

W 587 (2-3). Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave SE. NW. 180 x 94 - 64. Prop. No. 2.0 -. Plundered. Note: Cut at NW. by the later W 376. See Map.

W 588 (3-9). Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III D. 162 x 103 - 44. Prop. No. 1.6 -. Plundered. Somewhat denuded and irregular.

W 589 (2-12). Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 144 x 60 - 76. Prop. No. 2.4. Empty.

W 590 (2-6)? Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave SE. NW. 180 x 94 - 64. Prop. No. 2.0 -. Plundered. Note: Cut at NW. by the later W 376. See Map.

W 591 (2-12). Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave SE. NW. 180 x 94 - 64. Prop. No. 2.0 -. Plundered. Note: Cut at NW. by the later W 376. See Map.

W 592 (3-9). Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III D. 162 x 103 - 44. Prop. No. 1.6 -. Plundered. Somewhat denuded and irregular.

W 593 (2-12). Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 204 x 52 - 43. Prop. No. 2.2+. Empty. NW. end broken and irregular.

W 594 (7-12)? Map 2-D-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 218 x 82 - 67. Prop. No. 2.7 -. Plundered. Note: NE. corner cuts into W 625 which is older. See Map.

W 595 (5-6). Map 2-E. See Section I, p. 49.

W 596 (2-5). Map 2-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 203 x 75 - 22. Prop. No. 2.7+. Heavily denuded. Plundered. Legs of extended burial, head W. at E. end. Note: Cut into by the later W 585. See W 585, Figure 34 a, b.

W 597 (2-3). Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave SE. NW. 180 x 94 - 64. Prop. No. 2.0 -. Plundered. Note: Cut at NW. by the later W 376. See Map.

W 598 (3-9). Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III D. 162 x 103 - 44. Prop. No. 1.6 -. Plundered. Somewhat denuded and irregular.

W 599 (2-12). Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 204 x 52 - 43. Prop. No. 2.2+. Empty. NW. end broken and irregular.

295
W 587 (2-12). Map 2-D-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III a. ca. 190 x 50 - 48. Prop. No. 3.8. Empty?

Note: This grave is crossed by a Moslem burial N.S. and could not be completely cleared. It is in contact with W 480 but there is no evidence as to which is the older. See Map.

W 588 (Undated). Map 1-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Oval Pit Grave, denuded. 154 x 98 - 43. Prop. No. 1.6 -. Plundered. Perhaps a child's grave.

23-M-206 B Blue faience amulet: standing male (?) figure wearing disc and horns. H. 1.4 cm. Not illustrated. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

207 B Beads as follows: a) 13 multiple blue faience ball, in groups of 2 to 4, similar to Figure R, VI s. D. 0.25 to 0.3 cm. b) 1 blue faience ribbon ball bead. L. 0.4. D. 0.5 cm. c) 9 crude blue faience beads, type of Figure R, II c. L. 0.5 cm. d) 5 blue faience multiple band beads in groups of 2 to 4. D. 0.3 cm. e) 3 black faience ring beads in group of 2. D. 0.3 cm. f) 24 blue faience ring beads. D. 0.2 to 0.3 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 589 (2-12). Map 1-2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Pit Grave rounded ends. EW. III a. 186 x 76-70. Prop. No. 2.4+. Empty.

W 590 (2-12). Map 3-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III a. 226 x 86 - 113. Prop. No. 2.6+. Intact. Adult body extended on back, head W. in a bead net and in print of a box coffin. [Figure 177, 5.]

23-M-203 K Tiny gold nugget, pierced. 0.6 x 0.5 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS ON BODY.]

204 (23.785) Blue faience plaque: scarab in relief with three holes for attachment to bead net: lay crosswise over pelvis. [Figure 177, 6. [ON PELVIS #1.]

205 B Beads of net, pattern disturbed: blue faience, type of Figure R, V a, L. 1.2 to 1.5 cm., and faience ring beads, black, red, and white. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm. [ON BODY AND SCattered.]


W 592 (2-12). Map 3-E.


W 593 (2-5). Map 3-E.


23- 3-421a K Fragment of a RBrW. bowl, type of Figure A, 13. D. 9.5 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

b K Rim fragment of a R.washed RBrW. pot, type of Figure B, 6. D. ca. 10.0 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

c B Base of a R.Pol.RBrW. bowl, not measured. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

d B 3 ivory plano-convex discs with incised lines as illustrated. D. 2.7 and 2.8 cm. Figure 177, 7. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

e, f B 2 blue frit beads, type of Figure R, Va, L. 1.8 cm., and a few blue faience beads of same type L. 1.35 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

g B 2 cut cowrie shells. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

h B 1 faience ring bead. D. 0.25 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

i B 2 scraps sheet bronze. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 594 (Undated). Map 3-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III a. 142 x 66 - 63. Prop. No. 2.2 -. Empty. Perhaps for a large child.

Note: Immediately S. of W 530, but relative dating not evident.

W 595 (2-12). Map 2-3-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III a. 218 x 84 - 50 (denuded). Prop. No. 2.6 -. E. end rounded. Empty.

W 596 (3-9)? Map 2-3-E.


23- 3-363 B Beads, etc.; 4 cut cowries. L. 2.0 to 2.4 cm.; 1 bright blue frit bead, type of Figure R, Va, L. 1.85 cm.; 3 common faience beads, type of Figure R, V b, L. 1.3 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 597 (3-9)? Map 3-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave N.S. III c. 200 x 128 - 80. Prop. No. 1.6 -. Empty.
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY W 598-609

W 598 (6-12). Map 3-E.

Note: In contact with W 571. (See Map.) Presumably later than W 571, since it could have been dug without revealing objects in W 571, but this remains uncertain.

23-3-65 K Broken veined alabaster vase. H. 8.0, D. 5.6 cm.

W 599 (2-12). Map 3-E.


23-3-364 K a) Fragments of an RBrW. vessel, type of Figure A, 23. Type size. b) Fragments of an alabaster vase, including rim. D. rim ca. 3.0 cm. II, Figure Q. c) 5 blue faience beads, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.4 cm. d) faience ring bead, not measured. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 600 (2-12). Map 2-3-E.

No super., engl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III B with one trench at SE. end only. Figure 177, ii. 218 x 105 - 78 Prop. No. 2.1. - Plundered. Print of box coffin. No trace of body.

23-3-360 B Heavy bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 3. D. 24.0 cm. [#1 AT NE. CORNER.]

23-3-361 K Broken bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 2. Not measured. [#2 AT SE. CORNER.]

W 601 (Undated). Map 3-E.


W 602 (6-12). Map 3-E.

Note: This tomb is presumed to be later than W 603, which lies beneath the area once occupied by Super. W 602. See Map.

W 603 (2-6). Map 3-E. See Section I, p. 9.

W 604 (2-6). Map 3-E.

No super., engl., chapel or f.d.s. Irregular Pit Grave EW. largely destroyed by the later grave W 859. Empty. Broken, not measured. See Map only.

W 605 (5-7). Map 2-3-E.

Super.: traces ferricrete rubble at north. No engl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III C. 254 x 143 - 125. Prop. No. 1.8 -. Plundered. Figure 177, 9.
Note: Cut into by later grave W 616. See Map.

23-3-371a K Few fragmentary angles and straps of sheet bronze. Max. L. 11.8, W. 3.0 cm. Not illustrated. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

b K Fragment of an alabaster vase. g, Figure Q. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

c B Ivory plaque with incised Udjat. 4.2 x 3.1, Tk. 0.7 cm. Figure 177, 10 and fragments of another. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

d K A few blue faience beads, type of Figure R, V a. L. 2.15 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

616a K About 20 faience beads, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.55 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

b K 1 cut cowrie shell.

W 606 (3-9). Map 2-3-E.

No super., engl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III D with one trench at SE. end only. Figure 177, 11. 218 x 105 - 78 Prop. No. 2.1. - Plundered. Two bronze bowls in situ, traces of wooden bed-leg (?) in NE. corner. Other objects in debris.

23-3-360 B Heavy bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 3. D. 24.0 cm. [#1 AT NE. CORNER.]

361 K Broken bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 2. Not measured. [#2 AT SE. CORNER.]

368 B Misc. as follows: common faience cylinder beads, L. 1.2 to 2.3 cm.; 1 white quartzite bead, type of Figure R, v d; a few faience ring beads, D. 0.5 cm.; 1 yellow faience Udjat, Figure 177, 12; and 1 conical shell Figure 177, 13. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 607 (2-12). Map 2-E.


W 608 (5-12). Map 2-E.

Note: Intruded over and later than W 609. See Map and W 609, Figure 20 a.

23-3-423 B a) 2 fragments of steatite bowls. D. rim ca. 4.5 cm. Figure 177, 14. b) 3 faded faience cylinder beads. L. 1.5 to 2.2 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 609 (4-5). Map 2-E. See Section I, p. 28.
W 610 (6-12)? Map 2-E.


Note: Cuts into NE corner of W 630 and is probably later.

23-3-408a B Rim and neck fragments of a P.DbW. bottle, type of Figure B, 13. D. rim 5.15 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

b B Rim fragments of several P.DbW. ribbed jars, type of Figure B, 6. D. from ca. 9.0 to ca. 13.0 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

c K Fragments of a P.DbW. vase, type of Figure A, 36. D. rim 3.15 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

d K Fragments RBrW. basin on foot, type of Figure A, 23.

W 611 (2-5). Map 2-E. See Section I, p. 5.

W 612 (Undated). Map 2-E.


23-3-390 B CRBrW. saucer-lamp, type of Figure F, 29-30. L. 9.0, W. 6.0, H. 3.55 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 613 (2-12). Map 2-E.


23-3-425 B Miscellaneous as follows: 12 faded faience cylinder beads, L. 1.0 to 1.9 cm.; 10 faded faience ring beads, D. 0.3 to 0.55 cm.; 1 shell disc bead, D. 0.7 cm.; 1 irregular blue faience ball bead, type of Figure R, 1, D. 0.85 cm.; and a few chips of faience with herring-bone marking. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

W 614 (Undated). Map 3-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Irregular Pit Grave NS. (demuded to o at N. end). 150 x 82 - 27 at S. end. Prop. No. 1.9+. Intact. Traces decayed infant skeleton, head N.

23-M-224 B Faience amulet: seated Isis suckling Horus. H. 5.1 cm. Figure 177, 15. [BESIDE BURIAL.]

No other objects.

W 615 (Undated). Map 2-E.

SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY  W 618, 621

1. W 619 with 618

2. W 619

3. W 619

4. W 619

5. W 619

6. W 619

7. W 619

8. W 621

Figure 178
23-3-4436 K Fragments of an iron spear-head. Hollow butt.
L. ca. 37.0 cm. Figure 178, 5. [GROUP #2.]

f B Small iron spear-head(?). L. 12.5 cm. Figure 178, 2. [GROUP #2.]

230 K Misc. iron fragments. [DEBRIS.]

23-M-225 (23.832) Rect. steatite plaque, both faces inscribed.
3.6 x 2.6 x 0.8 cm. Figure 178, 6/2/1/7. [GROUP #1.]

226 (23.833) Blue faience amulet: boy with side-lock and collar. H. 2.5 cm. Figure 178, 6/2/2. [GROUP #3.]

227 (23.834) Blue faience amulet: lion. L. 1.3 cm. Figure 178, 6/2/3 upper. [GROUP #3.]

228 (23.835) Lapis amulet: Udjal, worked on both sides. L. 1.7 cm. Figure 178, 6/2/4 lower. [GROUP #3.]

229 (23.836) Porphyry amulet: Udjal, worked on one side. L. 1.6 cm. Figure 178, 6/2/4 upper. [GROUP #3.]

230 (23.837) and K 2 coiled silver wire ornaments. L. 1.9 and 2.0 cm. Figure 178, 6/1/1, 2. [GROUP #3.]

231 K 10 chips of quartzite, agate and flint. L. 1.5 to 3.1 cm. Figure 178, 6/2/5-13. [GROUP #3.]

232 B Stone beads and pendants: a) green glazed steatite decorated bead. L. 0.6, D. 0.6 cm. VII f, Figure R; Figure 178, 6/2/3 lower. b,c) 2 black and white stone beads. L. 0.6 cm. II e (large) Figure R; Figure 178, 6/1/12 lower. d) 1 veined agate ball bead. D.0.6 cm. e) 6 carnelian beads; barrel, ring, and irregular. One of them a ribbed barrel bead, Figure 178, 6/1/9. f) 7 opaque white quartzite beads. Figure 178, 6/1/9, 10, 11, 14 and 1 lower/2-4. One is II e, Figure R. g-j) 8 white quartzite pebble pendants. Figure 178, 6/3/6, 12, 13. [GROUP DEBRIS.]

233 B Various faience beads: twin cylinder, type of Figure R, V e, L. 1.6 cm.; ca. 50, type of Figure R, V d, L. 0.55 to 0.7 cm.; ca. 70 barrel beads; a few X d, Figure S, L. 0.7 to 1.1 cm.; one irregular I b, Figure R, D. 1.6 cm., one of D. 1.4 cm.; 3 irregular ball, XI d, Figure S. D. 0.9 to 1.3 cm., one II d, Figure R. L. 1.22 cm.; one ribbed, I g, Figure R. L. 0.8 cm.; one double cone, L. 0.85 cm., and one shell disc, D. 0.45 cm. [GROUP DEBRIS.]

234 B Twelve cowries with backs cut. [GROUP #3.]


W 621 (6-12)? Map 2-E.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 210 x 58 - 46. Prop. No. 3.6+. Disturbed adult burial, extended on back, head W. in remains of wooden coffin (anthropoid). Face on net yellow. Figure 178, 8. Note: Runs over SE. corner of W 634 and is clearly later. See Plan and Section W 634, Section I, Figure 29, a.

W 622 (2-12)? Map 2-E.


W 623 (2-12)? Map 2-E.


W 624 (2-12)? Map 2-E.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Pit Grave EW. III A. 202 x 58 - 63. Prop. No. 3.5. Intact. W. end rounded. Adult burial extended on back, head W. in anthropoid wooden coffin with modelled face. Figure 179, 1.

W 625 (2-7)? Map 2-D-E.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Irregular Pit Grave SE-NW. III B. 122 x 70 - 57. Prop. No. 1.7+. Plundered. No trace of burial. Presumed a child by size. Note: Cut into by W 564 which appears to be later. See Map.

W 626 (2-12). Map 2-E.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 210 x 58 - 46. Prop. No. 3.6+. Disturbed adult burial, extended on back, head W. in remains of wooden coffin (anthropoid). Face on net yellow. Figure 178, 8. Note: Runs over SE. corner of W 634 and is clearly later. See Plan and Section W 634, Section I, Figure 29, a.
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

W 627 (2-12). Map 2-E.

12-3-434 B Beads as follows: 1 carnelian, taper bored. L. 1.4, D. 0.9 cm. III b, Figure R; 20 blue faience, type of Figure R, V b, L. 1.1 to 1.4 cm.; 1 blue frit, type of Figure R, II d, L. 0.5 cm.; a few faience, type of Figure R, VI f, D. 0.4 to 0.6 cm.; and 1 shell, type of Figure R, VI 1, D. 0.6 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 628 (2-12). Map 2-E.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave EW. II A. 218 x 80 — 52. Prop. No. 2.5 —. Plundered. No trace of burial.
12-3-435 B Beads as follows: about 25 faded faience cylinder, L. 1.0 to 1.6 cm., and a few faded faience ring, D. 0.45 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 629 (2-12). Map 2-D.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave EW. II A. 208 x 84 — 64. Flaring at E. end. Prop. No. 2.5 —. Plundered. No trace of burial.
12-3-441 K Miscellaneous as follows: about 20 faience cylinder beads, L. 1.4 to 1.8 cm.; a few faience ring beads, D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm.; and 2 fragments alabaster, Tk. 0.35 to 0.7 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]


W 631 (2-5). Map 2-E.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave EW. II A. 205 x 52 — 45. Prop. No. 4.0 —. Partly plundered. Legs of extended burial at E. end, rest of burial plundered out.
12-3-440 B Fancy blue faience bead: Workman X. L. 1.3, D. 0.9 cm. Figure 179, 2, lower. [AT FEET OF BURIAL.]
12-3-441 B 2 carnelian beads, type of Figure R, II b. L. 1.2 cm. [AT FEET OF BURIAL.]
12-3-442 B 1 faience Udjat, openwork, plain back. Workman Y. L. 1.5 cm. Figure 179, 2, upper. [AT FEET OF BURIAL.]
12-3-443 B ca. 50 blue faience beads, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.4 to 1.5 cm., and a few red, blue, and yellow of same type. L. 1.0 cm. [AT FEET OF BURIAL.]
12-3-444 B 2 shell disc beads. D. 0.4 and 0.5 cm. [AT FEET OF BURIAL.]

W 632 (6-12)? Map 2-E.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III B. 260 x 106 — 83. Prop. No. 2.4 —. Plundered. Remains of wooden box coffin at W. end. No trace of body, no objects. Note: In contact with W 633 and W 667 and presumed later than both.

W 633 (3-5). Map 2-E.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave EW. II B. 177 x 103 — 83. Prop. No. 1.7 —. Plundered. No trace of burial. Note: NW. corner cut into by the later grave W 632. See Map.
12-3-451 B Miscellaneous: a) 31 faded faience beads, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.15 to 1.9 cm. b) 30 faience beads, type of Figure R, VI i, red, black and white. D. 0.35 to 0.5 cm. c) ca. 15 shell beads. D. 0.35 cm. VI K, Figure R. d) Fragments sheet bronze. e) Rounded base fragment of an alabaster vessel. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 634 (4-6). Map 2-E. See Section I, p. 42.

W 635 (5-10)? Map 2-E.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Vaguely oval grave (denuded) SE. NW. ca. 68 x 68 — 63 max. Prop. No. 1.0 —. Partly plundered. Decayed child bones not in situ. Objects probably disturbed. Note: Intruded into E. end of W 636 and later. See Map and Figure 179, 4.
12-3-448 B RBrW. bowl, R.washed inside and outside rim, broken. H. 9.8, D. ca. 11.8 cm. Figure 179, 5. [#2 INSIDE #3.]
12-3-449 B RBrW. bowl, R.washed inside and outside rim, broken. H. 11.1, D. ca. 13.3 cm. 5, Figure A. [#3.]
12-3-450 K Potsherds: 3 of CRBrW. Tk. 1.05 cm.; 2 of RW. with white slip, Tk. 0.7 cm.; 2 rim fragments BrW. of D. ca. 9.5 cm. [#4 AND 5(?)•
12-3-451 K RBrW. bowl, R.washed on rim. H. 14.3, D. 18.5 cm. Figure 179, 6. [AMONG BONES.]
23-M-294 K Glazed steatite scaraboid, fish back. L. 0.9 cm. Figure 179, 7. [AMONG BONES.]

295 K 15 faience beads, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.5 cm., and one faience ring bead, D. 0.55 cm. [AMONG BONES.]

W 636 (2-5)? Map 2-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Vague Pit Grave, denuded and broken down. No measurements possible. Plundered. No trace of burial.

Note: Broken into by later W 535. Figure 179, 4.

23-3-450 K BrW. jar, Y-White slip, ribbed, 2 handles, type of Figure B, 9. H. 24.9, D. 17.1 cm. [AT W. END OF GRAVE #1.]

W 637 (2-12)? Map 2-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 260 x 84 - 57. Prop. No. 3.1 -. Empty.

W 638 (2-12)? Map 2-D.


W 639 (4-8)? Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III b. 95 x 60 - 60. Prop. No. 1.6 -. Plundered. No trace of burial.

Note: W. end cut through by W 640 and intruded into by W 635 at N. Older than W 640. See Map.

23-M-296 K Gold mounted steatite scarab: inscribed "King of Upper and Lower Egypt Nfr-Rr" L. 1.9 cm. Figure 179, 8. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

W 640 (8-12)? Map 2-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III a. 203 x 86 - 87. Prop. No. 2.4 -. Empty.

Note: Intruded into W. end of W 639 and later. See Map.

W 641 (2-5)? Map 1-D.


Note: SW. corner cut into by later W 652. See Map.

W 63-649
W 650 (Undated). Map 1-D.


W 651 (2-12). Map 1-D. See Section I, p. 59.

W 652 (5-6)? Map 1-D. See Section I, p. 54.

W 653 (Undated). Map 1-D.


W 654 (2-12). Map 2-E.


W 655 (Undated). Map 2-D.

No super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Incomplete Pit Grave NE-SW. ca. 40 cm. deep. Size undetermined. Empty.  
Note: Apparently cut into W 639 which is older. Relation to W 640 not clear. See Map.

W 656 (6-12)? Map 2-E.


W 657 (3-6)? Map 2-E.


23-3-475a K Fragments RBrW. bowl. 22, Figure A. [Grave Debris.]

b K 2 side fragments of an alabaster vessel of D. ca. 8.7, Tk. 0.8 to 1.1 cm. Not illustrated. [Grave Debris.]

c B Fragment of a P.DbW. vase, white slip, ribbed. 14, Figure B. [Grave Debris.]

W 658 (2-4). Map 2-E.

No super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 198 x 60 - 30. Prop. No. 3.3. Disturbed. Denuded. Skull of adult at W. end in traces wooden box coffin. 23-3-473 K Fragments of a CRBrW. bowl, type of Figure A, 22, white slip. D. top ca. 15.8 cm. [Floor Debris.]

474 K Base fragment ribbed DbW. vessel white slip, round bottomed. Tk. 0.6 cm. Not reconstructed. [Floor Debris.]

23-M-344 (23.542) Rectangular faience seal with cartouches of Kashta and Amenirdis; incised Udjat on back. L. 3.2, D. 1.2 cm. Figure 179, 10, 1. [Floor Debris.]

345 B Large black and white stone barrel bead. L. 3.2, D. 1.2 cm. Figure 179, 10, 1. [Floor Debris.]

346 B Miscellaneous beads: a) ca. 50 blue faience, type of Figure R, V b, L. 1.4 to 1.5 cm. b,c) ca. 15 blue and 2 red faience ring beads. D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm. d) 1 blue faience, type of Figure R, III f, L. 0.85 cm. e) 1 shell disc, D. 0.6 cm. [Floor Debris.]

W 659 (2-6)? Map 2-E.

Note: Cut into by the later grave W 656. See Map.

W 660 (12-12)? Map 2-D-E.

Note: In contact at W. end with E. end of W 661, but unclear which is the older.

W 661 (Undated). Map 2-E.

Note: In contact with W 660, but unclear which is older.
23-3-682 K Incomplete RBW cup, type of Figure A, 9. R.Pol. outside and inside rim. H. ca. 7.0, D. ca. 8.2 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

483 K RBW. spouted cup or saucer lamp? R.Pol. Incomplete. H. 4-5, W. 7-7, L. ca. 8.1 cm. Figure 179, 11. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

484 B 9 cowries with back cut. L. 1.6 to 2.0 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

485 B 1 blue faience bead, type of Figure R, IV b. L. 0.55 cm., and a fragment crumpled sheet gold. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 662 (2-6). Map 2-E. See Section I, p. 11.

W 663 A (6-12)? B (3-6)? Map 2-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. A) Rect. Pit Grave EW. iii A. ca. 200 x 56 - 42. Prop. No. 3.7-. B) Rect. Pit Grave NE-SW. iv A. ca. 145 x 73 - 42. Prop. No. 2.0-. Both plundered, no trace of burials. 

Note: The form of B suggests a bed-burial. Objects disturbed. No trace of burials.

W 664 (6-12)? Map 2-3-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave NE-SW. iii A. 126 x 75 - 66. Prop. No. 2.3+. Empty. 

W 665 (Undated). Map 2-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Oval Pit Grave EW. iii A. 117 x 54 - 57. Prop. No. 2.2-. Size for a child. Empty. 

W 666 (6-12)? Map 2-D.


Note: Cuts into NW. corner of W 667 and is later.
WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEREOE

23-M-356
k) 1 red paste bead, type of Figure R, VI i. D. 0.7 cm. Figure 179, 15, 7 lower. l) 1 blue faience disc bead. D. 0.8 cm. Figure 179, 15, 7 upper. m) 2 red paste ball beads. D. 0.55 cm. Figure 179, 15, 6. n) 1 shell disc bead, D. 0.65 cm. o-p) 10 blue, faded, and yellow beads, type of Figure R, V a. L. 0.7 to 2.0 cm. q) 1 blue frit bead, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.8 cm. r) 1 black paste bead, type of Figure R, V c. L. 1.3 cm. s) ca. 15 blue faience ring beads. D. 0.3 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 668 (2-12)? Map 1-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 197 x 60 - 75. Prop. No. 3.3-. Empty.

W 669 (3-9)? Map 1-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III C. 181 x 89 - 78. Prop. No. 2.0+. Empty. Note: Holes for bed-legs represent a bed considerably shorter than the grave — perhaps for a child. Figure 179, 17.

W 670 (2-12). Map 2-E.


W 671 (4-6). Map 2-E. See Section I, p. 44.

W 672 (2-12)? Map 1-D-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III A. 241 x 93 - 93. Prop. No. 2.6-. Plundered. No trace of burial. B ca. 50 faded faience cylinder beads. L. 1.2 to 1.4 cm. and ca. 20 faded faience ring beads. D. 0.5 cm. Perhaps representing a bead net. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

W 673 (Undated). Map 1-E.


W 674 (2-12)? Map 1-E.


W 675 (2-12)? Map 1-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 246 x 78 - 53. Prop. No. 3.2-. Denuded. Plundered. No trace of burial. B Miscellaneous: a few blue faience cylinder beads, L. 1.8 to 2.0 cm.; a few blue, red, and white faience ring beads, D. 0.5 cm.; 3 blue faience beads, type of Figure R, I c, D. 0.5 cm.; all probably from a bead net. Also a scrap of sheet bronze. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

W 676 (2-12)? Map 1-2-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 194 x 70 - 54. Prop. No. 2.8-. Intact? Adult body extended on back, head W. No trace of coffin. Many beads of a net displaced at N. side along body. Figure 179, 18. No other objects. Grave apparently unplundered: displacement of net seems due to decay of body. B Large quantity of faience beads from net. Blue beads, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.3 to 1.5 cm.; blue, red, black and white beads, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm. including about 30 twins and a few triplets and fours. [AT N. SIDE OF BODY AND BY FEET.]

W 677 (2-12)? Map 1-D.


W 678 (4-6). Map 1-D. See Section I, p. 47.

W 679 (Undated). Map 1-E.

W 680 (Undated). Map 1-D-E.


W 681 (8-12). Map 3-F.

Super.: sandstone cased rubble VIII ca. 3.60 M.Sq. No Encl. Sandstone Chapel, incomplete. No F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III a. 248 x 104 - 79. Prop. No. 2.4 -. Empty. Note: Older than W 44' which is built over it. See Map. Superstructures of type VIII have not been noted earlier than (8) and pit graves III not later than (12).

W 682 (8-10)? Map 3-E.

Super.: sandstone casing VIII ca. 3.70 M.Sq. No Encl. Chapel: ferricrete f. c. ii. No F.D.S. Substructure Abnormal: Pit Grave EW. Under Super., with brick blocking between grave and entrance pit under Chapel. Pit 240 x 103 - 156. Prop. No. 2.3 +. No evidence as to roofing of grave. Figure 180, 1. Empty. Note: Under Enclosure of W 441 at its NW. corner, and in part overlaid by W 842, i.e. older than either of these tombs.

W 683 (7-10)? Map 3-E.


W 684 (6-12)? Map 2-E.

No Super., Encl., Chapel or F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III a. 200 x 73 - 60. Prop. No. 2.7 +. Plundered. Traces of wooden coffin at W. end. No trace of burial. Note: W 686 intrudes over its NW. corner and is clearly older. See Map and Figure 180, 5. W 852 in contact with S. face of W 684, and is probably later.

W 685 (3-5)? Map 2-E.


W 686 (3-5)? Map 2-E.

No Super., Encl., Chapel or F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III a. 197 x 68 - 28. Prop. No. 2.9 -. Adult skeleton extended on back, head W. in traces wooden box coffin. Apparently ca. intact, except cut into by the later W 684. Figure 180, 5. Denuded and N. side broken back.

W 687 (2-12)? Map 2-E.

No Super., Encl., Chapel or F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III a. 190 x 65 - 46 max. Prop. No. 3.0 -. East end denuded away to o. Empty. Note: In contact with W 685 but relative ages unclear.
W 688 (2-12)? Map 2-3-E.


Note: In contact with W 684 but relative ages unclear.

W 689 (Undated). Map 2-3-E.

No super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Abnormal square pit SE-NW. 104 x 97 - 36 max. Denuded to almost 0 at NW end. Perhaps not a grave. Empty.

W 690 (Undated). Map 2-E.


W 691 (Undated). Map 2-E.


Note: Cut into on S. by the later W 865. See Map.

W 692 (3-5). Map 2-E.


23-3-522 K RBrW. bowl, type of Figure A, 5. R. washed rim. H. 9.0, D. ca. 13.2 cm. [Debris of grave.]

23-M-400 K Blue glazed steatite scarab, inscribed. 1.65 x 1.1 x 0.7 cm. Figure 180, 7. [Debris of burial.]

401 B 4 blue faience Udjats. Flat back. Workman Y. L. ca. 1.5 cm. Figure 180, 6, 1, 2. [Debris of burial.]

402 B 3 blue faience Udjats: openwork, cut both sides. L. 0.6 to 0.9 cm. Figure 180, 6, 3.

403 B 18 blue faience amulets: boy with side lock. H. ca. 1.8 cm. Figure 180, 6, 4-7. [Debris of burial.]

404 B Blue faience amulet: incomplete frog on an oval base-plate. L. 0.7 cm. Figure 180, 6, 9 lower.

405 B Blue faience bead, type of Figure S, X. 0.9 x 0.7 x 2.2 cm. Figure 180, 6, 9 upper. [Debris of burial.]

406 B Gold serrated disc bead with transverse hole. D. 1.1 cm. Figure 180, 6, 8 lower. [Debris of burial.]

407 B Agate bead, type of Figure R, I a. D. 0.7 cm. Figure 180, 6, 6 upper. [Debris of burial.]

23-M-408 B Misc. beads as follows: 71 shell beads, type of Figure R, VI f. D. 0.45 cm.; 18 barrel-shaped shells, pierced. L. 0.8 to 0.9 cm. not illustrated; ca. 40 blue faience beads, D. 0.25 to 0.5 cm. VI j, Figure R.; and 3 blue faience beads, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.6 cm. [Debris of burial.]

W 693 (2-12). Map 2-E.

No super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. pit grave SE-NW. III a. 204 x 64 - 45. Prop. No. 3.2 -. Empty.

W 694 (2-12)? Map 2-E.


W 695 (4-8)? Map 2-E.

No super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. pit grave SE-NW. III a. 217 x 80 - 69. Prop. No. 2.7+. Intact. Adult body extended on back, head W. in traces of wooden box coffin. Figure 180, 8.

23-3-523 B RBrW. bowl, type of Figure A, 11, white slip, rim broken. H. 18.3, D. 15.2 cm. [#1 above head.]

524 B RBrW. dish white slip. H. 5.0, D. 16.4 cm. Figure 180, 9. [Location not recorded.]

525 B RBrW. cup, R.Pol. outside and inside rim. H. 10.2, D. 9.3 cm. 12, Figure A. [#2 above head.]

23-M-409 B Natural gold nugget, bored. 1.4 x 1.0 x 0.2 cm. Flat on back. Not illustrated. [#3 beside right ear.]

W 696 (Undated). Map 2-E.


W 697 (3-9)? Map 2-E.


23-3-526 B Broken bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 3. H. 8.0, D. ca. 18.7 cm. [In ne. hole.]

23-M-410a B Blue faience scarab, chipped. 1.4 x 1.1 x 0.6 cm. Figure 180, 10, 1. [Debris.]

b K Steatite scarab. 1.5 x 1.05 x 0.7 cm. Figure 180, 10, 2. [Debris.]
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY

W 682-705

1. W 682

2. W 684

3. W 685

4. W 686

5. W 686 and 684

6. W 692

7. W 692

8. W 695

9. W 695

10. W 697

11. W 699

12. W 705 and 738

13. W 705

14. W 705

Figure 180

W 698 (3-9)? Map 2-E.


23. 3-527 B DbW. Zamzamieh, type of Figure A, 31. H. 12.8, W. 10.5, Tk. 8.85 cm. [Grave debris.]

534 B Green glazed steatite conical fragment. H. 1.9, D. 2.1 cm., and rim fragment of a white glass bowl(?), Tk. 0.7 cm. Not illustrated. [Grave debris.]

W 699 (2-12)? Map 2-E.


23. 3-528 B Fragments of a bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 11. D. ca. 12.0 cm. [Near NW. corner of grave.]

529 K Fragments of an iron spear-head, hollow shank. L. 27 cm. (plus). Incomplete. Figure 180, 11. [Near NE. corner of grave.]

533 B Pink W. ribbed jar, white slip, in fragments. H. 27.2, D. 17.9 cm. 12, Figure B. [Grave debris.]
W 700 (Undated). Map 2-E.

No super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III. 1 b. 180 x 105 – 73. Prop. No. 1.7+. Plundered. No trace of burial. Note: NE. corner broken into by SW. corner of W 737, the latter empty. There is no evidence as to their relative ages.

23-3-702 K Misc. fragment of an alabaster vase with loop handle on shoulder, Tk. 0.65 cm.; fragment of an RBrW. basin, type of Figure A 23, type size; RBrW. sherd with incised decoration, Tk. 0.7 cm.; sherd of Pol.BkW. decorated with impressed squares; 2 sherds PDbW. and 2 of CRBrW.; a few common faience cylinder and ring beads, and a flint chip. Not measured, not illustrated. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]


W 702 (2-6)? Map 1-2-E.


W 703 (6-12)? Map 1-E.


W 704 (2-12)? Map 1-2-E.


W 705 (6-12)? Map 1-E.

No super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III. A. ca. 200 x 85 – 63. Prop. No. 2.4+. Plundered. Empty. Some objects appear in situ at W. end. Note: Dug partly over W 738 which is presumably older. Figure 180, 12.

W 706 (10-20)? Map 2-D.

Super.: mastaba of mixed mud-brick and red-brick, type VI(?). ca. 6.40 N.S x 3.90 E.W. (as preserved). No encl., chapel or f.d.s. Substructure abnormal: entrance pit E. of Super., and long narrow chamber under Super., with roof largely fallen. Empty. Figure 181, 1.

W 707 (Undated). Map 2-D.


W 708 (2-12)? Map 2-D.


W 709 (3-9)? Map 1-E.

W 710 (Undated). Map 1-E.

No super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 170 x 70 - 80. Prop. No. 2.4 +. Abnormal: lined with stone slabs set on edge to form inner cist. Inside dimensions of cist 136 x 34. Prop. No. 4.0. Size of cist indicates use (or re-use) for a child. Empty. Figure 181, 2.

W 711 (2-12)? Map 1-E.


W 712 (Undated). Map 1-E.


W 713 (Undated). Map 1-E.


W 714 (3-9)? Map 1-E.


W 715 (3-6)? Map 2-E. See Section I, p. 19.

W 716 (6-12)? Map 1-E.


23-M-437 (23,349) Purple crystal amulet: seated ape with disc on head. H. 3.0 cm. Figure 181, 3, 1. [Grave debris.]

K 4 purple crystal barrel beads. L. 1.3 cm. Figure 181, 3, 2. [Grave debris.]

W 717 (3-6)? Map 1-E.

No super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III C. 236 x 131 - 122. Prop. No. 1.8. Plundered. No trace of burial. 23-3-671 K Misc. as follows: stone rubber with mauve vein- ing. 7.0 x 5.0 x 2.5 cm.; fragment of an alabaster vessel, Tk. 0.09 cm.; fragment of a bronze vessel, Tk. 0.3 cm.; and fragment from an iron spearhead. L. 8.8, W. 4.8, Tk. 0.25 cm. Not illustrated. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

23-M-692 B Beads as follows: 3 blue faience, type of Figure R, V a. L. 2.1 cm.; 41 shell disc, D. 0.8 cm.; 1 blue faience ring, D. 0.4 cm.; and a spiral shell. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

693 B Faience Udjat: molded, back plain, black details. L. 1.5 cm. Figure 181, 4. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

694-695 B 10 yellow and 27 blue faience Udjats: cut on both sides. L. 0.8 to 1.1 cm. Figure 181, 5. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

696 B 3 scraps from a bronze vessel. Not measured. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

W 718 (Undated). Map 1-E.


23-3-553 K Small cracked bronze bowl, traces of cloth adhering. H. ca. 5.0, D. ca. 8.9 cm. 4, Figure N. [Beside head of burial.]

W 719 (2-12)? Map 1-E.


W 720 (2-12)? Map 1-E.


W 721 (2-12)? Map 2-F.


W 722 (Undated). Map 1-2-E-F.


Note: W. end in contact with E. end of W 739, but relative ages unclear. See Map.
WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MERÖE

W 723 (2-6)? Map I-F.


Note: In contact with W 739 immediately to the north; deeper than W 739 and presumed older. See Map.

W 724 (Undated). Map I-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. iii a. 122 x 49 - 38. Prop. No. 2.5 -. Empty.

W 725 (2-12)? Map I-E-F.


Note: W. end cut through NE. corner of W 730, and presumably later.

W 726 (3-6)? Map I-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave NS. iii c. 212 x 109 - 77. Prop. No. 1.9+. Plundered. No trace of burial. 23-M-439 K Fragments of 3 large PD6W, jars, type of Figure B, 4, type size, and 1 rim fragment somewhat different. D. rim ca. 9.3 cm. Figure 181, 8. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

23-M-439 B Amethyst matrix amulet: bucket(?) with silver neck. H. 1.7, D. 1.0 cm. Figure 181, 6, 1. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 727 (2-12)? Map I-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. iii a. 138 x 85 - 70. Prop. No. 2.2+. Somewhat broken down. Contained print of a small box coffin. 137 x 40 in center of grave. Used (or re-used?) for a child. Empty.

W 728 (Undated). Map 2-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. iii a. 210 x 63 - 49. Prop. No. 3.4 -. Re-used for burial of a small child (length ca. 90) extended on back, head W., in traces of a wooden anthropoid coffin too large for child (length ca. 1.25) with remains of a modelled face. This burial is at W. end of the larger grave. Intact. Figure 181, 9.

23-3-559 K A few fragments of wood from coffin and fragmentary iron nail with cloth adhering. L. 4.9, D. 0.7 cm. Not illustrated. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

561 B Amulets as follows: a, b) 3 blue faience Udjats, hand cut, plain back and a fourth worked on both sides. Openwork. L. 1.6 to 1.8 cm. c) Dark red stone (?) Udjat, no details. 1.25 x 1.0 x 0.4 cm. d) 6 cut cowrie shells. Not illustrated. [BESIDE HEAD, INSIDE COFFIN.]

W 729 (6-12). Map 2-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. iii a. 195 x 70 - 62. Prop. No. 2.8-. Empty.

Note: W. end cut through NE. corner of W 730, and presumably later.

W 730 (3-9)?? Map 2-E-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave NE-SW. iii c. 165 x 95 - 42. Prop. No. 1.7+. Empty.

Note: Cut on E. by W 729 which is presumed later; and on E. by W 731 the relative dating of which is uncertain. See Map.

W 731 (6-12)?? Map 2-E.


Note: Cut on E. by W 730 and on W. by W 715 and presumed later than both. See Map.

23-3-567 B Ca. 25 faded faience cylinder beads, L. 1.4 cm. and ca. 20 faded faience ring beads. D. 0.3 to 0.55 cm. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

W 732 (6-12)? Map 2-E.


Note: Lies partly over S. part of W 733 and presumed later. See Map and W 734, Section I, Figure 47 a.
W 733 (3-6)? Map 2-E.


Note: Intruded into on S. by W 732 and on N. by W 734 and older than both. In contact with W 776 on E, but relative dating not evident. See Map and Figure 74 a, Section I.

23- 3-560 K Fragments of a bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 11. D. rim 13.8 cm. [floor at w. end of grave.]

562a B Jar of gritty purplish ware, R.washed outside, type of Figure B, 3, but with rim like Figure B, 1. H. 39.4, D. 23.7 cm. [floor at w. end of grave.]

b B 2 rim fragments of a DbW. jar, type of Figure B, 4. D. rim ca. 17.5 cm. [grave debris.]

W 734 (6-12)? Map 2-E. See Section I, p. 63.

W 735 (2-6)? Map 1-E.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave E.W. III a. ca. 190 x ca. 70 - 115. Prop. No. 2.7+ (?). Empty.

Note: Partly overlaid by W 701, which is later. See Map.

W 736 (2-12)? Map 2-3-E.


23- 3-591 K Many faience beads (of net?) and miscellaneous: a) ca. 200 blue faience beads, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.1 to 1.9 cm. b) ca. 100 faience ring beads: blue, white, red and black. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm. c) 2 blue faience beads, type of Figure R, VI d. D. 0.7 cm. d) 1 shell disc bead. D. 0.75 cm. e) a scrap of blue faience, white bodied. f) tiny blue faience scarab bead, type of Figure S, XIV a. L. 0.3 cm. [t.d. on floor.]

W 737 (Undated). Map 2-E.


Note: Intrudes into NE. corner of W 700 which is slightly deeper: relative dates uncertain.

W 738 (2-6)? Map 1-E.


Note: Intruded into by later W 705 which is shallower. See Map.

W 739 (6-12). Map 1-E-F.


Note: Partly overlaid by W 723 which is older. In contact on E. with W 722, but relative age unclear.

W 740 (2-6)? Map 1-E.

super.: mud-brick VI ca. 2.70 M.Sq. no encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave E.W. III a. 245 x 92 - 93. Prop. No. 2.7-. Plundered. No trace of burial. Figure 181, 10.

Note: Super. lies over W 861 which is older.

23- 3-548 B A few blue faience cylinder. L. 1.5 cm., and ring beads, D. 0.45 cm. [t.d. in grave.]

W 741 (6-12). Map 2-E.

super.: mud-brick VI incomplete. Not less than 2.90 E-W. x 2.10 N-S. no encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave E.W. III a. 242 x 97 - 73. Prop. No. 2.5 -. Plundered. Traces of box coffin and bead net(?). No trace of body. Figure 181, 11.

23- 3-544 K Alabaster vase. H. 9.8, D. 5.5 cm. 2, Figure Q. [grave debris.]

563 K Fragments of an alabaster vase with separately made neck. Not measured. [gravestone.] 568 K a) Faience Udjat: openwork. 0.9 x 0.7 x 0.3 cm. b, c) Faience cylinder and ring beads of net?. Not measured. d) A chip of quartzite. [grave debris.]

W 742 (2-6)? Map 2-E.

super.: mud-brick VI incomplete. Not less than 2.90 E-W. x 2.10 N-S. no encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave E.W. III a. 242 x 97 - 73. Prop. No. 2.5 -. Plundered. Traces of box coffin and bead net(?). No trace of body. Figure 181, 11.

23- 3-544 K Alabaster vase. H. 9.8, D. 5.5 cm. 2, Figure Q. [grave debris.]

563 K Fragments of an alabaster vase with separately made neck. Not measured. [grave debris.]

568 K a) Faience Udjat: openwork. 0.9 x 0.7 x 0.3 cm. b, c) Faience cylinder and ring beads of net?. Not measured. d) A chip of quartzite. [grave debris.]

W 743 (3-6)? Map 2-F.


Note: Intruded over by W 744 which is later.

23- 3-564 B 4 RBrW. bowls, red-washed on rim. H. 15.5, D. 19.5 cm. Figure 181, 12. [1-4.]

565 K 2 RBrW. cups, R.washed on rim. H. 9.0 to 11.0, D. 11.7 to 11.9 cm. Figure 181, 13. [5-6.]

566 K Broken bronze bowl, type of Figure N, 11. H. 9.6, D. ca. 11.2 cm. [8.]

569 B RBrW. jar, white slip: neck, rim and handles missing. H. 41.0, D. 22.8 cm. Figure 182, 1. [7.]
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1. W 743

2. W 743

3. W 743, 744, 746

4. W 751

5. W 751, 755, 760, 763

6. W 752, 753

7. W 753

8. W 753

9. W 753

10. W 753

11. W 753

12. W 760

13. W 760

14. W 760

15. W 760

16. W 760

Figure 182
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W 743-753

W 744 (6-12)? Map 2-F.

W 745 (3-9)? Map 2-F.

W 746 (3-6)? Map 2-F.

W 747 (2-12)? Map 1-F.

W 748 (3-9)? Map 1-F.

W 749 (Undated). Map 1-F.

W 750 (Undated). Map 1-F.

W 751 (2-4)? Map 1-2-F.

W 752 (6-12). Map 1-F.

W 753 (2-6). Map 1-F.
W 754 (Undated). Map 1-F.


W 755 (Undated). Map 2-F.


Note: Clearly later than W 760 but its W. end destroyed. Relation to W 763 not clear. Figure 182, 5.

23-M-455 K A bronze disc mirror. H. 19.25, W. 17.05, Tk. 0.1 cm. Not illustrated. [Near SE. corner on floor.]

Note: This object may possibly come from plundering of W 760 or W 763.

W 756 (Undated). Map 1-F.


W 757 (Undated). Map 1-F.


W 758 (2-12)? Map 1-F.


W 759 (Undated). Map 1-F.

W 763-774

W 764 (3-9)? Map 1-F.


W 765 (2-12). Map 2-F.


W 766 (3-9)? Map 2-F.


W 767 (3-9)? Map 1-F.


W 768 (Undated). Map 1-F.

no super., encl., chapel or f.ds. Rect. Pit Grave EW. iii a. 106 x 41 - 60. Prop. No. 2.6-. Size for a child. Empty.

W 769 (Undated). Map 1-F.


W 770 (Undated). Map 1-F.

A roughly circular hole 98 x 86, 62 cm. deep. Empty. (Apparently not a grave.)

W 771 (Undated). Map 1-D.

no super., encl., chapel or f.ds. Rect. Pit Grave EW. iii a. 92 x 37 - 87. Prop. No. 2.5-. Intact. Traces only of bones of a baby, head W., too decayed to obtain position. Objects in situ.

W 772 (Undated). Map 1-D. See Section I, p. 207.

W 773 (2-12)? Map 1-D.


W 774 (2-6)? Map 1-D.

**SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY**

**W 775 (Undated). Map 2-F.**


**W 776 (6-12)? Map 2-E.**


**W 777 (3-9)? Map 2-F.**


**W 778 (3-9)? Map 1-2-F.**


**W 779 (2-6)? Map 2-F.**


**W 780 (3-6)? Map 1-F.**


**W 781 (Undated). Map 1-F.**

No super., encl., chapel or f.ds. Irregular pit grave NE-SW. III. B. 94 x 73 - 57. Prop. No. 1.5-. Size for a child. Empty.

**W 782 (2-12)? Map 1-F.**


**W 783 (2-12)? Map 1-F.**


**W 784 (3-9)? Map 1-F.**

W 785 (2-12)? Map 1-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. iii a. 182 x 162 — 78. Prop. No. 1.8 — Plundered. Bones and fragments of wood scattered in debris only — not registered.

W 786 (3-6). Map 2-F. See Section I, p. 22.

W 787 - 788 (3-8)? Map 2-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. W 787 consists only of the W. part of a denuded grave the rest of which has been cut through and destroyed by W 788, which is a Rect. Pit Grave EW. iii a. 212 x 68 — 72. Prop. No. 3.0+. Empty. But in W 787 were found a group of amulets which in all probability had been displaced from plundering of W 788. Figure 183, 12.

23-M-524 (24.844) Blue faience amulet: seated Isis suckling Horus. Workman Y. H. 2.2 cm. Figure 183, 14, 2.7. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

325 (24.845) Blue faience amulet: standing Isis. Workman Y. H. 2.2 cm. Figure 183, 14, 2.8. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

326 (24.846) Blue faience amulet: standing Bastet. Workman Y. H. 2.1 cm. Figure 183, 14, 2.9. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

327 (24.847) Blue faience amulet: standing male deity, damaged. Workman Y. H. 2.2 cm. Figure 183, 14, 2.5. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

328 (24.8486) Blue faience amulet: standing Horus. Workman Y. H. 2.3 cm. Figure 183, 14, 2.6. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

329 (24.849) 2 blue faience amulets: open right hands. Workman Y. L. 2.5 cm. Figure 183, 14, 2.11, 12. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

330 (24.850) Blue faience amulet: Ankh. Workman Y. H. 2.3 cm. Figure 183, 14, 2.4. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

331 (24.851) Blue faience amulet: column. Workman Y. H. 2.4 cm. Figure 183, 14, 2.10. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

332 (24.852) Blue faience amulet: sow. Workman Y. L. 1.7 cm. Figure 183, 14, 3.2. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

333 (24.853) Blue faience amulet: sow. Workman Y. L. 1.5 cm. Figure 183, 14, 3.3. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

334 (24.854, 845) 2 blue faience scarabs, uninscribed. Workman Y. L. 1.25 cm. Figure 183, 14, 2.2. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

335 (24.855) Blue faience amulet: seated cat. Workman Y. H. 1.7 cm. Figure 183, 14, 3/6. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

23-M-536 (24.856) Blue faience amulet: seated ape. Workman Y. H. 1.8 cm. Figure 183, 14, 3/4. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

337 (24.857) Blue faience amulet: lion. Workman Y. L. 2.3 cm. Figure 183, 14, 3/1. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

338 (24.858) Blue faience amulet: hawk. Workman Y. H. 1.7 cm. Figure 183, 14, 3/5. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

339 (24.859, 849) 2 blue faience amulets: crocodile. Workman Y. L. 2.1 cm. Figure 183, 14, 3/7, 8. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

340 (24.860) Blue faience amulet: 4 Udjat-eyes grouped as a disc. Workman Y. D. 1.1 cm. Figure 183, 14, 2/1. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

341 (24.861) Blue faience Udjat, cut both sides. L. 1.3 cm. Figure 183, 14, 2/13. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

342 (24.862) Blue faience Udjat, cut both sides. L. 0.9 cm. Like 341 but smaller. Not illustrated. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

343 (24.863) Cloudy agate amulet: crocodile. L. 2.3 cm. Figure 183, 14, 1/7, 8. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

344 (24.864) Cloudy agate amulet: heart(?). H. 1.5 cm. Figure 183, 14, 1/7, 8. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

345 (24.865, 852) 2 cloudy agate amulets: heart(?). H. 1.5 cm. Figure 183, 14, 1/7, 8. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

346 (24.866) Cloudy agate amulet: face(?). H. 1.5 cm. Figure 183, 14, 1/9. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

347 (24.867, 852) 2 cloudy agate Udjats. L. 0.95 cm. Figure 183, 14, 1/10, 11. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

348 (24.868) Sheet gold amulet: hawk with double crown. H. 1.5 cm. Figure 183, 14, 1/12. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

349 (24.869) Sheet gold amulet: sow. L. 1.3 cm. Figure 183, 14, 1/13. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

350 (24.870) Sheet gold amulet: kneeling Shu. H. 1.2 cm. Figure 183, 14, 1/14. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

351 (24.871, 839-832) 4 sheet gold amulets: dovetail. L. 0.85 cm. Figure 183, 14, 1/15-18. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

352 (24.872, 818, 822-824) 5 sheet silver amulets: dovetail. L. 1.1 cm. Figure 183, 14, 1/15-18. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

353 K 6 speckled stone beads, type of Figure R, I a. D. 0.6 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

354 K 4 gold beads, type of Figure R, III g. D. 0.5 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

355 K 9 faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V a and 2 faience ring beads. [FLOOR DEBRIS W 787.]

W 789 (Undated). Map 1-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Irregular Pit Grave EW. iii b. 96 x 75 — 53. Prop. No. 1.3 — Size for a child. Empty.
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Figure 183
W 790 (15-25)? Map 3-4-E.

**SUPER.** rubble core and foundation trench of masonry pyramid or mastaba, ca. 7.90 M.Sq. **ENCL.** foundation trench only. **Type II.** No trace of chapel. **NO F.D.S. STAIR.** **V. ENTRANCE:** unclear. Single Chamber V, roof largely fallen. Plundered. No trace of bench, coffin or body. All objects in T.D. chamber.

*Note:* Lies over W 842 and is clearly later. See Map.

23-3-574 B A few faience beads, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.6 cm.; ca. 50 faience ring beads, blue, white, black, red, and yellow. D. max. 0.6 cm., and a few red faience beads, type of Figure R, I b. D. 0.45 cm. (Perhaps from a bead net.)

623 B A few fragments of white plaster with traces of painted decoration in red and black, including rosette ornaments and part of a human face. Unclear. Not illustrated.

W 791 (2-12)? Map 2-E-F.


W 792 (2-7)? Map 2-F.

**NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S.** Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. in A. 235 x 82 - 50. Prop. No. 2.9-. Plundered. No trace of burial.

23-3-626 B Blue faience amulet: Ptah. H. 1.7 cm. Figure 183, 1.5. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

627 B Blue faience amulet: Uraeus. Workman X. H. 1.2 cm. Figure 183, 1.3, 5. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

628 B 2 blue faience amulets: ram's head. Workman X. H. 1.4 cm. Figure 183, 1.3, 2-4. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

629 B Steatite fragment, unclear. 1.4 x 1.2 x 0.6 cm. Figure 183, 1.3, 2. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

630 B 13 faided faience beads, type of Figure R, V c. L. 0.8 to 1.1 cm. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

W 793 (2-12)? Map 2-F. See Section I, p. 60.

W 794 (2-12)? Map 2-F.

**NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S.** Rect. Pit SE-NW., abnormal. 260 x 96 - 140. Prop. No. 2.8-. Plundered.

*Note:* The type is unclear; its depth and the configuration of W end suggests a chamber grave with collapsed roof, but no trace of stair remains. It appears to have been cut partly through W 795 and W 805 and is practically in contact with W 800 on the south, the latter being perhaps later in date. For the situation see plans and sections Figure 184, 1. It is suggested that the order of this group may well be W 795, then W 805, followed by W 794. W 800 may be anywhere in the range (2-12).

W 795 (2-5)? Map 2-F.


*Note:* In contact with W 794 and W 805. Figure 184, 1.

W 796 (3-9)? Map 2-F.


23-3-614 K a) Bronze bowl with 4 rivet-holes below rim at one side (for a simple loop handle, missing). H. 8.3, D. ca. 15.2 cm. Figure N. [FLOOR OF GRAVE AT SE. CORNER HOLE.] b) A fragment thin translucent alabaster. Tk. 0.15 cm. c) 1 blue faience bead, type of Figure R, V a. L. 2.0 cm. d) 1 natural shell, drum shaped. L. 2.45 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

23-M-563 B Blue faience rectangular plaque-bead. 1.4 x 1.05 x 0.35 cm. IX C, Figure S; Figure 184, 3, 1-1. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

634 B Steatite scarab, inscribed. 1.4 x 0.95 x 0.6 cm. Figure 184, 3, 2/1. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

635 B Tiny steatite scarab. 0.75 x 0.6 x 0.45 cm. Figure 184, 2; 3, 1/2. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

636 B Blue frit Udjat: openwork, both sides cut. L. 0.9 cm. Figure 184, 3, 2/2. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

637 B Blue faience Udjat: openwork, back plain. L. 2.6 cm. Figure 184, 3, 1-3. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

638 B 3 blue faience Udjats: both sides cut. L. 1.7 to 2.2 cm. Figure 184, 3, 3-1-3. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

639 B Blue faience amulet: Ptah. H. 1.2 cm. Figure 184, 4, 1. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

640 B Blue faience amulet: Ptah. H. 2.0 cm. Figure 184, 4, 2. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

641 B Red faience amulet: Bes. H. 2.2 cm. Figure 184, 4, 3-4. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

642 B Misc. beads as follows: a) carnelian bead, type of Figure R, II c., 1.08 cm. b) jasper bead, type of Figure R, I f. D. 0.6 cm. c) white paste bead, D. 0.5 cm. Figure 184, 4, 6 d) 3 blue frit beads, type of Figure R, II l. H. 0.6 cm. e) 2 mottled stone beads, type of Figure R, II e. L. 0.55 cm. f) blue frit bead, type of Figure R, V c. L. 0.25 cm. g) 2 red paste beads, type of Figure R, VI a. L. 0.25 cm. h) ca. 40 faded faience beads, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.5 to 1.6 cm. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]
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of Figure R, VI c. D. 0.8 cm. j) a quantity of blue faience ring beads, D. 0.45 cm. k) white shell beads, type of Figure R, VI j. D. 0.45 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

23-M-573 B Fragments of an ivory bracelet, half round section. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

574 B Decayed ivory disc playing-piece. Figure 184, 5. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

1. W794, 795, 800, 817

11. W 802

12. W 802

15. W 809 13. W 805

16. W 809

14. W 805

Figure 184
W 797 (2-12). Map 2-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. iii a. 263 x 110 – 112. Prop. No. 2.4 –. Plundered. No trace of burial. 23-M-575 B Blue faience amulet: Uraeus, disc on head. H. 1.7 cm. Figure 184, 7, 2/1. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 798 (Undated). Map 2-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Two broken and intersecting small pit graves. Empty. Not clear. See Map.

W 799 (2-12), Map 2-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. iii a. 214 x 80 – 63. Prop. No. 2.7 –. Empty.

W 800 (2-12)? Map 2-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. iii a. 222 x 71 – 40. Prop. No. 3.1+. Plundered. No trace of burial. Note: Immediately S. of W 794 and W 805 but not actually cutting either. Relative ages not evident. Plans and Sections of group, Figure 184, 1.

W 801 (2-7)? Map 2-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. iii a. 237 x 74 – 70. Prop. No. 3.2+. Plundered. No trace of burial. 23-M-579 B White quartzite twelve sided barrel bead. L. 1.4, W. 1.0, Tk. 0.6 cm. Figure 184, 7, 2/2. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 802 (3-9)? Map 2-F.


W 802 (3-9)? Map 2-F.


W 802 (3-9)? Map 2-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. iii c. 180 x 103 – 65. Prop. No. 1.7+. Plundered. No trace of burial. 23-M-586 B Blue faience Udjat: molded one side only, black details. L. 1.8 cm. Figure 184, 10, 1/1. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

23-M-587 B Yellow faience Udjat: openwork, both sides cut. L. 0.9 cm. Figure 184, 10, 2/1. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

23-M-588 B Syenite barrel bead. L. 1.8 cm. Figure 184, 10, 1/2. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

23-M-589 B Misc. beads as follows: a) faience ball bead with large hole, black circle and dots on two opposite sides. D. 1.1 cm. Figure 184, 11. b) 13 fluted faience ball beads. D. 0.7 to 0.8 cm. Figure 184, 12. c) 1 faience bead, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.8 cm. d) 1 faience multiple ring bead, 4 units. D. 0.25, L. 0.35 cm. e) 1 shell disc bead, D. 0.5 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

23-M-590 B 20 small univalve shells. Figure 184, 10, 1-2/2. Also 1 barrel shaped and a broken cowrie. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

Note: Items a-g may well be from a bead net.

Note: The items c, d) and f) above suggest a bead net.
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W 803 (2-12)? Map 2-E.


W 804 (2-12)? Map 2-3-F.


W 805 (5-8)? Map 2-F.


W 806 (2-12)? Map 2-3-F.


W 807 (3-9)? Map 2-F.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave NE-SW. III c. 190 × 107 - 105. Prop. No. 1.8-. Plundered. No trace of burial. 23-3-711 K a) base fragment RBrW. bowl, type of Figure A, 11. Not reconstructed. b) fragments of an alabaster vessel with pointed base. Not reconstructed. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 808 (6-12)? Map 2-F.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III a. 198(?) × 67 - 49. Prop. No. 3.0-(?) Empty except for remains of wooden box coffin. Note: The E. end appears to have been lost in clearing of the deeper but earlier W 816. See Map.

W 809 (2-6)? Map 2-F.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III a. 184 × 94 - 70. Prop. No. 2.0-. Somewhat irregular. Plundered. No trace of burial. 23-M-594 (23.775-777) 3 lapis amulets: Ptah with scarab on head, and fragments of 3 more. H. 3.0 to 3.2 cm. Figure 184, 16. [GRAVE DEBRIS.] 595 B Blue faience Udjaat: openwork, cut both sides. L. 1.1 cm. Figure 184, 15. [GRAVE DEBRIS.] 596 B 2 blue faience flower-beads. a) L. 1.5 cm. XIII a, Figure S. b) L. 0.9 cm. XIII d, Figure S. [GRAVE DEBRIS.] 597 B Misc. beads: ca. 15 blue faience, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.4 to 1.8 cm.; 1 blue faience, type of Figure R, VI a. D. 0.5 cm.; and 1 shell disc bead, D. 0.75 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 810 (3-9)? Map 2-F.


W 811 (3-9)? Map 2-F.


W 812 (3-9)? Map 1-F.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave NE-SW. III c. 176 × 87 - 80. Prop. No. 2.0+. Plundered. No trace of burial. 23-3-598 K Incomplete DbW. bottle, asymmetrical. H. 8.8, W. 8.3, Tk. 4.65 cm., Figure A. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 813 (3-9)? Map 1-F.

W 814 (3-6)? Map 1-F.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. iii c. 200 x 108 - 82. Prop. No. 1.9 -. Plundered. No trace of burial. 23- 3-545 (24.944) Alabaster vase with separately made neck. H. 8.15, D. 3.9 cm. 7, Figure Q. [FLOOR OF GRAVE NEAR SE. END.]

546 K Veined alabaster vase with separately made neck. H. 8.2, D. 3.35 cm. 6, Figure Q. [FLOOR OF GRAVE NEAR SE. END.]

W 815 (Undated). Map 1-F.


W 817 (2-12)? Map 2-F.


W 818 (4-6). Map 2-F. See Section I, p. 48.

W 819 (3-9)? Map 2-F.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. iii c. 150 x 95 - 60. Prop. No. 1.6 -. Plundered. No trace of burial. 23- 3-601 K Potsherds as follows: fragments of a RBrW. vessel, type of Figure A, 23, type size, and fragments of a RPol. RBrW. cup of D. ca. 8.4 cm., round bottom, vertical sides. Not reconstructed. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

688 K ca. 40 faience cylinder beads, L. 1.4 cm.; ca. 50 faience ring beads, D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm. and 1 multiple of 9 units; 1 shell disc bead of D. 0.7 cm.; and 2 natural shells. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

Note: The cylinders and ring beads suggest a bead net.


W 821 (3-6)? Map 2-F.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave N-S. iii c. 184 x 90 - 52. Prop. No. 2.0+. No trace of burial. Empty. Note: Cut into by EW. grave W 822 which is clearly later. Figure 185, 2.

W 822 (6-12)? Map 2-F.


W 823 (3-9)? Map 2-F-G.


W 824 (2-12)? Map 2-F.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Very narrow Pit Grave EW. 164 x 39 - 58. Prop. No. 4.2+. Plundered. No trace of burial. 23- 3-612 K Potsherds as follows: fragments of a RBrW. vessel, type of Figure A, 23, type size, and fragments of a RPol. RBrW. cup of D. ca. 8.4 cm., round bottom, vertical sides. Not reconstructed. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

688 K ca. 40 faience cylinder beads, L. 1.4 cm.; ca. 50 faience ring beads, D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm. and 1 multiple of 9 units; 1 shell disc bead of D. 0.7 cm.; and 2 natural shells. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

Note: The cylinders and ring beads suggest a bead net.

W 825 (3-9)? Map 2-F.


W 826 (Undated). Map 2-F.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Irregular Oval Baby Grave N. S. 68 x 56 - 43. Prop. No. 1.2+. Disturbed. Scattered baby bones and small objects. Note: Lies over W. end of W 827 but appears to be unrelated to it. See Plans and Sections. Figure 185, 3.

23-M-612 K Steatite scarab, inscribed. 1.2 x 0.95 x 0.55 cm. Figure 185, 4. [AMONG BABY BONES.]

613 K Blue faience Udjat: modelled on one side only, black details. L. 0.8 cm. Not illustrated. [AMONG BABY BONES.]

614 K 1 carnelian bead, type of Figure R, II e. D. 0.5 cm. [AMONG BABY BONES.]
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W 827 (Undated). Map 2-3-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Abnormal grave. *Figure 185, 3* (with W 826 above). Long pit oriented SE-NW. with undercut at W. end (made by plunderers?). Narrow throat near E. end. Open cut ca. 2.65 cm. long by ca. 85 cm. wide. Depth at W. end 1.35 cm. This could be an entrance pit tomb of type 11 with thieves burrow added, but not clearly so. Heavily plundered.

23-3-689 B Many faded faience cylinder beads, L. 2.1 cm., and 1 black and white veined stone bead, type of Figure R, II c. L. 1.0, D. 0.55 cm. [T.D. IN PIT.]

Figure 185
W 828 (2-12)? Map 2-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW, III A. 2.8 x 66 - 58. Prop. No. 3.2. - Print of wooden box coffin and human bones scattered in T.D. Otherwise empty.

W 829 (2-12). Map 2-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW, III A. 218 x 88 - 54. Prop. No. 2.5. - Disturbed adult burial extended on back, head W. in remains of wooden anthropoid coffin inside box coffin. Figure 185, 6.
23- 3-690 B cut cowrie. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
23-M-615 B 4 polished agate barrel beads. L. 1.5 cm. Figure 185, 5. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
616 B A triangular slab of amazonite, 2.7 x 2.0 x 1.0 cm. Not illustrated. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

W 830 (2-12)? Map 3-F.


W 831 (2-12)? Map 2-3-F.

23-M-617 K Glazed steatite scarab, inscribed. 1.0 x 0.8 x 0.45 cm. Figure 185, 7. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
618 B Fragments of an iron lance with hollow iron shaft. L. of shaft over 19.0 cm., D. 1.0, W. of blade 4.4 cm. Figure 185, 8. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
619 B A few blue faience cylinder and ring beads; ca. 300 black faience ring beads (many twins); 4 shell disc beads; and 1 red faience twin ring bead. None measured. [BETWEEN COFFIN AND S. EDGE OF GRAVE.]

W 832 (3-6)? Map 2-F. See Section I, p. 24.

W 833 (2-4)? Map 2-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Incomplete Pit Grave SE-NW, largely destroyed by cutting of the later grave W 818. For Plan and Section see Figure 33 (W 818). Objects on floor of W 833, but whether they form part of the original deposit is very doubtful since they appear to represent types of later date.

W 834 (18-26)? Map 5-D-E.

SUPER.: rubble VI, 5.35 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: very long V. ENTRANCE: II. BLOCK: disturbed, rubble IV. SMALL SINGLE CHAMBER v. Plundered, no trace of burial. See Map.
23- 3-670 K Misc. fragments: a) fragment of a RBrW., basin, type of Figure A, 23, in original filling of stair, not measured. b) shoulder fragment of an alabaster vase with separately made neck. Not measured. c) fragment of ivory. 0.75 x 0.6 x 0.6 cm., and a few chips. [STAIR, ORIGINAL FILLING, PERHAPS OLDER THAN GRAVE.]

W 835 (2-12)? Map 3-E.

23- 3-691 B Girdle of ca. 200 blue faience beads, type of Figure R, VI g, strung on leather(?) of which traces remain. D. of beads 0.6 cm. [AT WAIST.]
No other objects with this undisturbed burial.
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY  W 836-848

W 836 (2-12)? Map 3-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 237 x 88 - 88. Prop. No. 2.7 -. Intact. Adult male skeleton extended on back, head W. in wooden box coffin in remains of bead net.

23-M-649 K Bead girdle as follows: 29 carnelian beads, type of Figure R, I a. D. ca. 0.9 cm.; 28 amazon stone beads, type of Figure R, I a. D. ca. 0.9 cm.; and 40 or more hollow gilded silver beads, type of Figure R, I a, very fragile. D. ca. 0.9 cm. [AT WAIST.]

Note: The order appears to have been: 2 carnelian, 2 silver, 2 amazon stone, 2 silver, and repeat, on the assumption that about 16 of the silver beads have been lost by corrosion.

650 B Many faience beads of net: cylinder and ring, the latter blue, black, and red. The face of the net was red, indicating a man. [ON BODY.]

W 837 (2-12)? Map 3-E.


W 838 (2-12)? Map 3-E.


W 839 (2-12)? Map 3-E.


W 840 (2-12)? Map 3-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 190 x 52 - 73. Prop. No. 3.7 -. Empty.

W 841 (Undated). Map 3-E.


23- 3-692 B Anklet (or anklets) of ca. 50 tiny blue faience ring beads, D. 0.3 cm. with traces of thread stringing. Not illustrated. [AT ANKLES OF BURIAL.]

W 842 (10-12)? Map 3-E.

SUPER.: rubble filled masonry pyramid of type VIII built on rubble base, ca. 3.40 M.Sq. on masonry f.c. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III A. 239 x 94 - 70. Prop. No. 2.5+. Empty, except for trace of wooden box coffin at W. end.

Note: W 842 lies under SW. corner of W 790 and is older. W 842 in contact with W 682 but the evidence as to relative age is not clear. See Map.

W 843 (Undated). Map 1-E.


W 844 (2-12). Map 3-E.


652 B 4 blue faience amulets and fragments of a fifth. Crude standing male figure, hair black. H. 1.3 cm. Figure 185, 10, r-4. [IN DEBRIS OF BODY.]

W 845 (2-8)? Map 3-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III A. 189 x 47 - 50. Prop. No. 4.0+. Intact. Adult skeleton extended on back, head W. without trace of coffin or bead net.

23-M-651 B Blue faience Udjat, cut on one side only. Workman Y. 1.6 cm. Figure 185, 10, 5. [IN DEBRIS OF BODY.]

W 846 (4-8). Map 2-E. See Section I, p. 50.

W 847 (2-12)? Map 3-E.


W 848 (2-12)? Map 3-E. See Section I, p. 61.
W 849 (Undated). Map 5-D.

**W 855 (Undated). Map 2-C.**

No super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Oval Pit Grave EW. 85 x 56 - 61. Prop. No. 1.5+. Intact. Tightly contracted burial on R. side, head W. No coffin. No objects. Figure 185, 14.

W 856 (2-?). Map 2-F.


Note: Cut into on S. by W 786 which is intact and probably later.

W 857 (6-12)? Map 2-F.


Note: W. end breaks into NE. corner of W 761 which is intact and presumed earlier. Since W 761 is considerably deeper than W 857 it could easily have remained undisturbed when the latter was made. See Map.

W 858 (4-5)? Map 2-D.


Note: Cut into on S. by W 535 which is later. See Map.

23- 3-723 K Fragments of ostrich feathers. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

23-M-679 (23.810) Blue faience Udjat: openwork, cut on both sides. Workman X. L. 2.6 cm. Figure 185, 15. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

W 859 (6-12). Map 2-3-E. See Section I, p. 64.

W 860 (2-12)? Map 2-E.


23- 3-709 K Miscellaneous: a) a few alabaster vessel fragments. Tk. 0.45 to 1.15 cm. Not illustrated. b) ca. 50 blue faience cylinder beads. L. 1.15 to 2.5 cm. c) a few red and white faience ring beads. D. 0.4 cm. d) 1 barrel-shaped shell. L. 3.15 cm. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]
SUMMARY TREATMENT OF ALL TOMBS, WEST CEMETERY


W 862 (Undated). Map 5-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. Small deep cross-chamber N-S. Child's grave. Plundered. No trace of burial. Plan and Section, Figure 185, 16.

23-3-395 B Fragments of a Pol.BkW. bowl with incised decoration on rim. H. 7.3, D. ca. 12.7 cm. Figure 185, 17. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

W 863 (3-g)? Map 1-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave N-S. III c. 158 x 94 - 72. Prop. No. 1.7 -. Empty.

W 864 (Undated). Map 2-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Oval Pit Grave EW. 126 x 85 - 36. (denuded). Prop. No. 1.5 -. Empty.

W 865 (Undated). Map 2-E.


Note: Cuts into SW. corner of W 691 but is shallower. Both are empty, but W 865 appears to be later than W 691.

W 866 (2-12)? Map 2-E.


W 867 (Undated). Map 5-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Child's Grave of type IX. Empty.

W 868 (Undated). Map 10-D-E.

This is not a grave but a plunderer's hole through Super. of W 453 into the chamber below. The objects 23-3-596, 636 and 637 found in this hole, were doubtless dropped in the plundering of W 453 and are recorded under that tomb. See p. 153 (above).

W 869 (Undated). Map 2-E.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. A Pit Grave SE-NW. running under Super. of W 741 and apparently older. No measurements available. Empty. See Map only.

W 870 (Undated). Map 15-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Child's Grave of type IX with disturbed red-brick blocking and traces of child bones disturbed. No objects. Apparently late.
WEST CEMETERY: SURFACE FINDS

22-1-566  K RBrW. cup, type of Figure F, 1, red washed. H. 9.0, D. 10.4 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS E. OF W 114.]
22-2-493  K Silver armlet, described under W 125 (Section I, p. 159, Figure 118, 1). [SURFACE SW. OF SUPERSTRUCTURE W 125, PERHAPS NOT FROM THAT TOMB.]
23-1-368  B Blue faience double uraeus amulet, incomplete. H. 2.0 cm., and fragments of a clear green glass bottle, not reconstructed. [SURFACE DEBRIS S. OF SUPERSTRUCTURE W 351.]
23-2-3353  K Lower part of an RBrW. vessel, perhaps type of Figure A, 10 or 11. D. ca. 14.8 cm.
   a) Base fragment RBrW. vessel, type of Figure A, 22. D. ca. 5.7 cm.
   b) Rim fragment RBrW. bowl of D. ca. 14.0 cm.
   c) Fragment of gritty HBkW. bowl, type of Figure A, 13. D. ca. 8.0 cm.
   d) Sherds of BkW. with incised decoration.
   e) Fragments of one or more alabaster vases, type of Figure Q, 1, thick walled with knob handles. D. rim ca. 8.5 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS NEAR W 480, AND TO E. OF ITS SUPERSTRUCTURE.]
336a  B Yellow sandstone model of a phallus, incomplete. L. 8.7 cm. Figure 186, 1.
   b) BKW. pottery stamp seal, incised markings. 3.6 x 2.7, H. 1.9 cm. Figure 186, 2. [SURFACE DEBRIS NEAR W 480.]
23-3-471  B RBrW. ring-stand, white slip. H. 11.2, D. 21.2 cm. Figure 186, 3. [SURFACE DEBRIS NEAR W 480.]
172  K Pol.RW. deep bowl, type of Figure A, 14. H. 9.0, D. 8.5 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS NEAR W 480.]
173a-c B a) RBrW. bowl, type of Figure A, 7, R.washed. H. 10.5, D. ca. 10.75 cm. b) Pol.RW. beaker, type of Figure M, 2. H. 9.2, D. ca. 9.0 cm. c) CRBrW. deep cup. Crude. H. 7.7, D. 6.8 cm. Figure 186, 4. [SURFACE DEBRIS NEAR W 480.]
174  B RBrW. basin, type of Figure A, 22, white slip. H. 7.0, D. ca. 19.0 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS NEAR W 480.]
175  K Fragments of at least 9 RBrW. footed bowls, type of Figure A, 23. Type size. [SURFACE DEBRIS NEAR W 480.]
176  K Fragments of at least 5 round bottomed RBrW. vessels, not reconstructed. [SURFACE DEBRIS NEAR W 480.]
23-3-177  K Potsherds as follows: a) Fragments HDbW., including base of bottle, type of Figure A, 31. b) Rim fragment grey ware, type of Figure B, 6. c) Handles and neck of HDbW., type of Figure B, 13. d) Part of rim and one handle HDbW. amphora. D. rim ca. 11.0 cm. e) Rim fragment HDbW., type of Figure A, 34. Not measured. f,g) Sherds of greenish-grey ware and Pol. RW. Not identified. h) Neck and base fragments of Pol.RBrW. Figure 186, 5. [SURFACE DEBRIS NEAR W 480.]
178a,b  K Fragments of a green glazed steatite bowl. H. 3.3, D. 5.6 cm. Figure 186, 6, and 2 fragments natural shells. [SURFACE DEBRIS NEAR W 480.]
178b  B A fragment strip bronze. L. 8.9 cm.; a few chips ivory; 1 cowrie shell; a fragment buff bodied blue glazed faience; ca. 40 faded faience cylinder beads, L. 1.1 to 2.85 cm.; 1 blue frit cylinder bead, L. 1.8, D. 0.45 cm.; a few shell disc beads stained green, D. 0.7 cm.; and a few buff, blue black, and yellow faience ring beads. D. 0.35 to 0.55 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS NEAR W 480.]
179  K Fragments of alabaster vessels: a) Bowl of a footed cup, stem and base missing. H. ca. 11.0, D. ca. 9.5 cm. Figure 186, 7. b-m) Miscellaneous fragments of at least 9 vessels of various forms. Figure 186, 8. [SURFACE DEBRIS NEAR W 480.]
252  (23.779) Bronze bowl with two rings attached by rivets for a single loop handle (missing). H. 10.3, D. ca. 31.6 cm. Figure 186, 9. [SURFACE DEBRIS BETWEEN W 546 AND W 548.]
444  K Miscellaneous RRBrW. sherds, and three fragments alabaster. Not measured. [SURFACE DEBRIS BETWEEN W 620 AND W 630.]
516  K Red sandstone offering-table, weathered and de­faced, no relief and no inscription preserved. L. 26.0, H. 31.0, over spout 32.0, Tk. 7.0 cm. Not illustrated. [SURFACE DEBRIS OVER W 679.]
521  K Orange sandstone offering-table: broken, de­faced, part of spout missing. Crude design of two vases flanking a circular cake. No trace of inscription. Not illustrated. L. 38.0, H. 35.5, Tk. 5.0 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS WEST OF W 683.]
Outside the mapped area of the West Cemetery the Expedition cleared one tomb of a different type, presumably post-Meroitic in date, and presumed to be similar to mound burials excavated by Garstang, and published by him in Meroe, The City of the Ethiopians, Oxford, 1911, Chapter VII, p. 29 seq. The Expedition's records of this tomb consist of Diary entries of March 12 to 16, 1923, photographs and Object Register records of the objects.

G (Garstang) t. (post-Meroitic)? No Map reference.

A low, roughly circular gravel mound (dimensions not stated) about 200 m. NE of Garstang's house at Meroe Siding. Stairway cut in gravelly "gebel" descending from near E. edge of mound; with rudimentary steps cut in gravel. This leads to a red-brick blocking, broken by thieves at its S. end. Figure 187, A. The burial chamber was low and oval, with greatest dimension N-S. and had been plundered. No trace of burial, but the following objects in thieves' debris.

25 - 3-603 K RBrW. basin, type of Figure F, 23. H. 12.7, D. 22.6 cm. [Surface Debris, W. Cemetery.]

604 K Neck and rim fragment Orange Ware, type of Figure C, 7, with black and red bands around neck. H. 6.8, D. of rim 5.7 cm. [Surface Debris, W. Cemetery.]

610 K RBrW. sherds, perhaps from a ring stand. D. 14.7 cm. [Surface Debris, W. Cemetery.]

611 K Miscellaneous sherds. [Surface Debris, W. Cemetery.]

618 K Iron axe-head. L. 16.3, W. 117, Tk. 1.15 cm. [Surface Debris, W. Cemetery.]

619 K Red sandstone fragment of a base or pedestal with incised lines — unclear. 17.6 x 13.8, H. 22.3 cm. [Surface Debris, W. Cemetery.]

620 K Miscellaneous faience amulets and fragments, and ivory, shell and bronze fragments. [Surface Debris, W. Cemetery.]

23 - 3-621 K Miscellaneous beads and fragments. [Surface Debris, W. Cemetery.]

641-654 K Miscellaneous stone and faience beads and fragments of amulets. [Sifting of Debris from Various Small Tombs in W. Cemetery.]

657-668 K Miscellaneous stone and faience beads, amulets and fragments. [Sifting of Debris from Various Small Tombs in W. Cemetery.]

714 K Yellow sandstone offering-table, uninscribed. H. 28.5, W. 31.0, Tk. ca. 7.0 cm. Figure 186, 10. [Surface debris over W 774.]

717 K Fragment of a yellow sandstone Ba-bird: wings, belly, and upper part of legs only. H. 32.4, W. 19.0, L. 19.9 cm. Not illustrated. [Surface Debris, W. Cemetery.]

864 K 1 carnelian barrel bead. L. 0.65 cm. [Surface Debris, W. Cemetery.]

* * *

Surface Finds

WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEREO
23-3-511 B K Fragments of a Pol.BkW. bowl, handmade. H. 11.6, D. 16.2 cm. Figure 188, G.

512 K Purplish-grey stone archer's loose. H. 2.8, D. 5.65 cm. Figure 187, B, 1/1.

513 K Fragments of a Pol.BkW. bowl like 501 above.

530 B a) Iron knife with silver wire wrapped spirally around shaft. L. 10.3 cm. Figure 187, B, 4/2.

b) Fragmentary thin sheet bronze ornament: two discs flanked by uraei, ring-shanks top and bottom, and two thin bronze discs. L. 6.5, D. discs 2.3 cm. Figure 187, B, 3/2; 4/1. c) Two quartzite ball beads. D. ca. 1.3 cm. Figure 187, B, 2/1.

d) Two small spiral shells. L. 1.9 cm. Figure 187, B, 3/1.
Figures B
Figure C
Figure E.
VESSELS WITH PAINTED DECORATION

VESSELS WITH IMPRESSED DECORATION

Figure G
UNDATED.

Figure M
Figure N
METAL VESSELS

Figure O
METAL VESSELS

1. 23-3-703 W 705 1:4

2. 23-1-131a W 243

3. 23-1-131b W 243

detail 1:2

detail 1:2

4. 23-2-6a W 354 1:4
details 1:2

Figure P
STONE VESSELS

Figure Q
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DOUBLE CONE BEADS
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CYLINDER BEADS
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DRUM BEADS

Figure R
Figure S
SECTION III
SOUTH CEMETERY
Selected Tombs in Chronological Order

S 134 (2-3). Map 8-H. Figure 189.
K Fragment of bronze vessel showing six variants of folded rims. Tk. ca. 0.2 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]  

K 2 small pieces lead ore. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]  

B Sheet gold tube with one end closed. L. 1.6, D. 0.4 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]  

B Fragment from head of a green glazed faience shawabti, grey body paste. (Scrap only.) [GRAVE DEBRIS.]  

B 3 faience Udjat amulets, details on both sides. L. 2.7 to 3.7 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]  

B 9 blue faience beads, type of Figure R, II e. D. 1.0 to 1.3 cm., and 1 faience bead, type of Figure R, V b. L. 2.4 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]  

B Fragment grey bodied bright green glazed faience. L. 1.6 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]  

B Green glazed faience "marble." D. 1.2 to 1.4 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]  

K Potters: brown surfaced grey ware, brown surfaced BkW., FHRW. Db. slip, and CRW. Some used as scrapers. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]  

K Small spiral shell, pierced. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]  

K 3 fragments faience grey bodied. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]  

K Fragments of iron (dagger or chisel?). [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]  

K Fragment of a bronze kohl-stick. L. 7.3, D. 0.5 to 0.7 cm. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]  

K Many fragments iron, some apparently of a sword or dagger. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]  

B Irregular lump of lead ore. 6.5 x 6.5 x 4.8 cm. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]  

K A few fragments of a bronze basin with single loop handle. Figure 189, E. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]  

B 2 incomplete bronze implements. L. 10.8 cm. Figure 189, G, 2, 3; H. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]  

B Bronze kohl-stick with thickened top. L. 11.4 cm. Figure 189, G, 1. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]  

B Bronze rod, both ends missing. L. 24.2, D. 0.5 to 0.6 cm. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]  

B Bronze dagger. L. 32.7 cm. Figure 189, I. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]  

FFragments of alabaster vessels. Tk. 0.7 to 2.1 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]  

K Rim fragment greenish ware like Figure 187 B above, and a fragment of CRW. oval dish, L. 11.6 cm. Not reconstructed. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
Figure 190
S 125 (4-5). Map 8-1. Figure 192.

NO SUPER., ENCL., OR F.DS. Irregular Pit Grave N-S. III b(?), roughly cut in rock. ca. 170 x 120 – 70. Prop. No. 1.4+. Plundered. No trace of burial. Objects in debris. Figure 192, A.

21–2–256 B Fragment of a faience shawabti of Sashensa. H. 4.7 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

Note: Exactly like those found in S 132, and doubtless originating from the plundering of that tomb. See S 132, 21–2–431 (below p. 362) and Figure 193 C, D.

257 K Fragment of a bronze bowl. Tk. 0.2 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

258 K Fragment of rock crystal. 4.0 x 3.4 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

367 K Many fragments of a bronze vessel. Tk. 0.1 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

21–2–368 (24.995) Faience plaque: in relief Hathor head on nub-sign, flanked by winged uraei, plain back. 2.3 x 1.8, Tk. 0.3 cm. Figure 192, B, 3. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

369 (24.989) Faience amulet: seated Sekhmet. H. 5.8 cm. Figure 192, C, 1/1. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

370 (24.994) Blue glazed faience ram’s head. H. 2.5 cm. Figure 192, C, 1/2. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

371 B 4 faience amulets: seated boys. H. 1.1 to 1.3 cm. Figure 192, B, 4. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

372 B Faience Udjat, openwork, blue glaze. L. 1.0 cm. Not illustrated. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

373 B 1 cut cowrie shell, L. 1.8 cm. and 5 spiral shells, L. ca. 0.9 cm. Not illustrated. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

374 B 2 small fragments ivory, the larger 1.5 x 0.9 x 0.1 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
21-2-375 B Beads as follows: [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
a) 5 green bodied faience cylinder. L. 1.4 cm. Figure 192, D, 1/1. b) 9 blue bodied faience cylinder. L. 1.0 cm. Figure 192, D, 1/2. c) 12 faience ball. D. 0.2 to 0.4 cm. Figure 192, D, 1/3. d-g) 35 faience ring: black, red, green, and blue. D. 0.3 to 0.4 cm. Figure 192, D, 1/4. h) 1 opaque white stone ring, type of Figure R, VI. D. 0.5 cm. i) 13 white stone beads. D. 0.6 to 0.7 cm. Figure 192, D, 2/1. j) 1 green glass bead. L. 0.5 cm. Figure 192, D, 2/2.
k) 3 green glass barrel. L. 0/5 cm. Figure 192, D, 2/3. l) 1 large blue frit barrel. L. 4.2 cm. Figure 192, C, 2/2.
m) 1 green glass pendant. L. 2.2 cm. Figure 192, C, 2/1. n) 1 amethyst ball bead. D. 0.8 cm. Figure 192, C, 1/3.

376 B Gold beads and amulets as follows: [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
a) Udjat of flat gold wire. L. 0.8 cm. Figure 192, E, 1. b) Twin boys of gold wire. H. 1.1 cm. Figure 192, E, 2. c) Small gold nugget, pierced. L. 1.3 cm. Figure 192, F, 1. d) 3 hollow gold ball beads. D. 0.8 cm. Figure 192, F, 2. e-f) 2 gold barrel beads, types of Figure R, II c, II d. L. 1.0 to 1.1 cm. g) 1 gold barrel bead. L. 0.9 cm. Figure 192, F, 3. h-i) 2 gold barrel beads, types of Figure R, II a small to II d small. L. 0.4 to 0.7 cm. j) 1 gold bead, type of Figure R, VI a. L. 0.9 cm. k) 1 gold bead, type of Figure R, VI a. L. 0.2 cm.

377 B Decayed remains of a silver and paste amulet with sheet bronze backing: apparently a naos flanked by uraei – too decayed to reconstruct. H. ca. 3.7, W. 2.9, Tk. ca. 0.4 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

378 B 3 fragments of blue glass inlay. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

611 K Fragment of a bronze basin of D. ca. 30 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

612 B Fragment of cloisonné silver disc with rosette pattern in blue paste in cloisons. D. ca. 4.5 cm. Figure 192, G. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

613 K Thin silver disc. D. 5.9, Tk. 0.1 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

614 (24.996) Faience plaque: three standing female deities in relief, plain back, worn. H. 1.9, W. 2.2, Tk. 0.4 cm. Figure 192, B, 1. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

615 (24.997) Steatite plaque: obverse, an openwork seated deity; reverse, 3 nfr-signs in relief. H. 2.1, W. 1.7, Tk. 1.0 cm. Figure 192, B, 2; H. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

616 B 3 opaque yellowish-white stone beads, type of Figure R, VI h. D. 0.6 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

617 B 9 cut cowries. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

618 B 1 ivory inlay. L. 2.0 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

619 K FHRW. sherd. Db. slip. from side of a jar. Form not recovered. Tk. 0.4 to 0.6 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

21-2-205 K Sherds of FHRW. Db. slip like 21-2-619 above, and rim fragment of a small CRBrW. bowl. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

206 B Faience beads as follows: [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

15 faded cylinders, type of Figure R, V a. L. 0.9 to 1.0 cm. 1 faded cylinder, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.4 cm. 2 faded ring beads, type of Figure R, VI j. D. 0.4 cm. and brownish yellow bead. L. 1.8, W. 0.9, H. 0.4 cm.

207 B Fragments of 2 blue faience shawabti figures, inscribed, like those from S 84. (See below p. 416.) [Figure 192, I. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

Note: Many fragments of these figures were found in S 84, 87, 88 and 214 and had been obviously scattered widely in the plundering of the site. The largest number having come from S 84 it is to be presumed that this was their grave of origin.
S 101 A and B (8-10). Map 7-J. Figures 194, 195.


20– 4-66 (24.1043) Gold axe-shaped pendant. L. 1.0 cm. Figure 194 C. [WITH BODY.]

GRAVE B. No super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave N.S. III A. 203 x 62 – 66. Prop. No. 3.3 –. Intact adult burial extended on back, head N., in traces of anthropoid coffin and traces of a bead net. Traces of mummification. Figure 194, B, E. No objects.

Note: The masonry wall which runs SE-NW. over 101 B appears to be later than both graves and is unrelated to them. Reisner thought (Diary) B was somewhat later than A, but both are very similar in type.
Figure 194
There were found on the coffin bench 3 complete pairs of eyes and eyebrows, and two brows and one eye of a fourth pair, leading to the conclusion that there had been a cartonage mummy case (with inset eyes) inside the three anthropoid wooden coffins. The mummy had been overlaid with silver trappings and covered with a net of faience and silver beads strung on braided silver wire.

Note: There were found on the coffin bench 3 complete pairs of eyes and eyebrows, and two brows and one eye of a fourth pair, leading to the conclusion that there had been a cartonage mummy case (with inset eyes) inside the three anthropoid wooden coffins. The mummy had been overlaid with silver trappings and covered with a net of faience and silver beads strung on braided silver wire.

Note: There were found on the coffin bench 3 complete pairs of eyes and eyebrows, and two brows and one eye of a fourth pair, leading to the conclusion that there had been a cartonage mummy case (with inset eyes) inside the three anthropoid wooden coffins. The mummy had been overlaid with silver trappings and covered with a net of faience and silver beads strung on braided silver wire.

Note: There were found on the coffin bench 3 complete pairs of eyes and eyebrows, and two brows and one eye of a fourth pair, leading to the conclusion that there had been a cartonage mummy case (with inset eyes) inside the three anthropoid wooden coffins. The mummy had been overlaid with silver trappings and covered with a net of faience and silver beads strung on braided silver wire.

Note: There were found on the coffin bench 3 complete pairs of eyes and eyebrows, and two brows and one eye of a fourth pair, leading to the conclusion that there had been a cartonage mummy case (with inset eyes) inside the three anthropoid wooden coffins. The mummy had been overlaid with silver trappings and covered with a net of faience and silver beads strung on braided silver wire.

Note: There were found on the coffin bench 3 complete pairs of eyes and eyebrows, and two brows and one eye of a fourth pair, leading to the conclusion that there had been a cartonage mummy case (with inset eyes) inside the three anthropoid wooden coffins. The mummy had been overlaid with silver trappings and covered with a net of faience and silver beads strung on braided silver wire.
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23-3-794 (23.1455) 2 alabaster(? ) barrel beads. L. 1.15 cm.  
23-3-799 (23.1450) 4 white stone and 3 beryl amulets: Udjat.  
L. 0.95 to 1.05 cm. Figure 200 left, 7/8.  
23-3-798 (23.1457) 2 faience amulets: Udjat. H. 1.65 and 1.7 cm.  
23-3-797 (23.1456) 1 faience amulet: Udjat. H. 2.7 cm.  
23-3-792 (23.1453) Gold wire strung with four amulets: Ba.  
23-3-791 (23.1439) Scarab on wire similar to preceding.  
23-3-790 (23.1438) Beryl scarab on gold wire, uninscribed. L. 1.05, D. wire 2.5 cm. Figure 200 right, 1/1.  
23-3-789 (23.1437) Scarab on wire similar to preceding. L. 1.1 cm. Figure 200 right, 2/1.  
23-3-788 (23.1435) Gold wire strung with three amulets: Figure 200 right, row 4.  
23-3-787 (23.1434) Gold wire strung with four amulets: Babi, Udjat, and two vultures. Figure 200 right, row 5.  

Note: This entire group of amulets (23-3-737 to 788) constituted groups #13 + 14 on Figure 198 A, partially visible on Figure 197 B.  
23-3-789-794 The silver, gold and electrum ornaments of the mummy case. Figures 197 A, B; 198 A-C; 199 A, B. These have been electrolytically cleaned in the laboratory of the Museum of Fine Arts and mounted on a dummy form: Figure 199 A.  
23-3-789 Sheet silver relief figure with outstretched wings, originally gilded, head of mummy above the mask. L. 24.0 cm. Figure 198 A #11; B. [MUMMY #1.]  
23-3-790 Sheet silver face mask showing traces of gilding. L. ca. 20.0, W. ca. 18.0 cm. Figures 197 A, B; 198 A #2; 199 A. [MUMMY #2.]  
23-3-791 Sheet silver broad collar, originally gilded, terminating in hawk-heads. L. 29.0, W. 6.3 cm. Figures 197 A; 198 A, #3; 199 A. [MUMMY #3.]  
23-3-792 Sheet silver winged scarab, originally gilded. L. 38.5, W. ca. 11.0 cm. Figure 197 A; 198 A, #4; 199 A. [MUMMY #4.]  
23-3-793 Inscribed silver band running down center line of mummy from below #4 to feet. Inscribed in low repoussé relief. W. 3.8 cm., original L. ca. 1.20 M. [MUMMY #6, 7.]  
Note: The bead net (23-3-796) was attached to this band on either side through tiny holes in its edges. It was incomplete owing to corrosion, and much of its inscription could not be preserved. Figure 199 B is an attempt at reconstruction, with the parts preserved before electrolytic cleaning indicated in solid black outlined. Figure 198 A, #6, 7; 199 A, B.
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Pit and stair approximate only.

Figure 202
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S 44 (ca. 10). Map 10-H. Figure 202.

SUPER.: masonry f.c. only. 4.20 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR P.D.S. Pit Grave EW. ca. 200 x 120 x 175. Prop. No. 1.7 — with approach slope (or weathered stair) on E. Pit is under Super. but no evidence remains as to roofing. Rubble block. Measurements approximate only. Figure 202 A.

Note: The suggestion has been made by Miss Mary Reisner (in A.Z. 70 (1934), pp. 36, 37) that S 44 may be a tomb for Prince Khaliut, son of Piankhy, made by Aspe1ta, perhaps as a pious re-burial, long after the Prince's death.

21- 2-328 B 2 fragments of a bronze vessel. Tk. 0.1 cm. Not reconstructed. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

329+366 B Faience and carnelian beads. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

a) 839 and fragments blue faience cylinder. L. 1.2 to 1.5 cm. Figure 202 F, 1. b) 675 faience ring: red, black, and green, with a few twins and triplets. D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm. Figure 202, F, 2. c) 99 small ball, faded red and blue. D. 0.3 cm. Figure 202, F, 3. d) 1 carnelian barrel. L. 1.1 cm. Figure 202, F, 4.


SUPER.: traces stone f.c. of mastaba or pyramid ca. 3.50 M.Sq. running under f.c. of NE. corner of S 21. NO ENCLOSURE. CHAPEL: III, part of f.c. only NO P.D.S. NO STAIR. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 320 x 132 — 175. Prop. No. 2.4+. Pit lies under Super. and Chapel, both of which must have been built after burial. No coffin bench. BURIAL: wooden anthropoid coffin, plundered and broken at W. end, containing remains of mummy of which the head is missing. Figure 203 A-C. The wooden coffin too badly decayed to preserve, showed traces of black paint on inside with traces of yellow decoration (or inscription?) on foot end. Traces of white and red color beside right leg of mummy.

Note: S 32 must be older than S 21.

21- 2-17 K 2 wooden cleats from coffin. Not measured. [THIEVES' HOLE AT W. END OF PIT.]

93 K Haematite iris from a mummy-eye (perhaps from S 31, 21-2-92?). Not measured. [DEBRIS OF SUPER.]

94 K Misc. fragments leather. [DEBRIS OF SUPER.]

95 K Base of a black mud cup. D. 4.3 cm. [DEBRIS OF SUPER.]

96 K CBW. dish, incomplete. H. ca. 4.7, D. 11.1 cm. Figure 203, D. [DEBRIS OF SUPER.]

97 K BKW. cup, incomplete. H. 5.7, D. ca. 6.5 cm. Figure 203, E. [DEBRIS OF SUPER.]

21- 2-98 K Fragment CRW. jar with relief nose of a human face, with moustache. H. 6.0, W. 9.0, Tk. 0.8 cm. Not illustrated. [DEBRIS OF SUPER.]

99 K Fragments CRW. jar, R.washed inside and out. H. 25.0+, D. mouth ca. 16.0 cm. Figure 203, F. [DEBRIS OF SUPER.]

100 K Misc. potsherds. [DEBRIS OF SUPER.]

154 B & K 2 sandstone implements (whetters?): [OUTSIDE HEAD END OF COFFIN.]

a) L. 6.8, W. 1.3, Tk. 1.2 cm. Figure 203, C, b) L. 5.6, W. 1.4, Tk. 1.2 cm. Figure 203, H. [OUTSIDE HEAD END OF COFFIN.]

155 (24.961) Bronze disc mirror with bronze papyrus column handle. H. 28.4, D. disc 15.0 cm. Figure 203, J. [OUTSIDE HEAD END OF COFFIN.]

156 B & K 3 bronze chisels: [OUTSIDE HEAD END OF COFFIN.]

a) L. 10.7 cm. Figure 204, A, 3. b) L. 10.8 cm. Figure 204, A, 4. c) L. 10.6 cm. Figure 204, A, 5.

157 K 2 bronze adze-blades. L. 13.0, W. 4.3 cm. Figure 204, A, 1, 2. [OUTSIDE HEAD END OF COFFIN.]

164 K 2 alabaster vases, uninscribed. [GRAVE, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

a) H. 10.2, D. 3.4 cm. Figure 203, I. b) H. 10.4, D. 3.9 cm. Not illustrated.

620 K Bones of adult skeleton, head missing. [FROM COFFIN.]

621 K 10 base gold finger caps. Figure 204, B. [IN SITU ON FINGERS OF BODY.]
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S 69 (13-14). Map 10-11-C. Figure 205.

SUPER.: rubble VI ca. 6.57 M Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.D.S. STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: II. BLOCK: rubble between jambs disturbed. CHAMBER: single V. No trace of bench, coffin or burial. Plundered. Figure 205, A.

Note: Stair runs under S 27 which is later.

21-2-450 K Yellow sandstone offering table, battered. Bordering inscription, if any, completely illegible. In relief: three baskets, four loaves, two vases, etc. H. 33.5, W. 26.0, Tk. 9.4 cm. Figure 205, B. [DEBRIS IN THIEVES' HOLE IN STAIR.]

21-3-127 B a) Body of an alabaster vase, incomplete. H. 17.0 D. 10.9 cm. Figure 205, C. [THIEVES' DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

b) Part of rim of an alabaster vase. D. ca. 4.2 cm. Figure 205, D. [THIEVES' DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

191 B Pair of pottery ears from a mummy-case. L. 7.0 cm. Not illustrated. [THIEVES' DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

192 B Pair of alabaster and bronze mummy-eyes with one of the bronze eyebrows. L. of eyes 7.0, of brow 8.0 cm. Not illustrated. [THIEVES' DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

193 K Fragments of an alabaster vase, including rim and neck of D. 4.2 cm. Figure 205, E. [THIEVES' DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

194 K Faience beads of net, together with bits of painted plaster (from coffin?): 143 cylinder of which 9 are red and nine black. L. 1.2 to 1.8 cm. Figure 205 G, 1/1. 16 faded ball beads. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm. Figure 205 G, 2/1. 55 faded ring beads of which 4 are black. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm. Figure 205 G, 2/2. See also (below) 21-3-223 no doubt also from net.

21-3-195 B 2 blue glazed quartzite pear shaped beads. L. 1.3 cm. Figure 205, F. [FLOOR DEBRIS IN CHAMBER.]

196 K Upper part of an alabaster vase. H. 23.5 cm. Figure 205, I. [FLOOR DEBRIS IN CHAMBER.]

223 K Faience beads like 194 above, q.v.: [FLOOR DEBRIS IN CHAMBER.]

148 green, red and black cylinder; 125 faded ball; 2156 green, black and red ring.

224 K 5 fragments of ivory inlays, 1 with design like 21-2-355a (S 27). W. 1.2, Tk. 0.3 cm. Figure 205, J. [FLOOR DEBRIS IN CHAMBER.]

225 K Misc. fragments of small alabaster vases with unpierced knob handles. Thin walled. Not reconstructed. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

226 K Worn faded faience scarab. L. 0.6, W. 0.5, Tk. 0.3 cm. Figure 205, H. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

391 B 9 faded faience ring beads. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

392 K Bronze disc mirror with long tang handle. D. 15.4, L. of handle 7.2 cm. Figure 205, M. [GRAVE FLOOR.]

393 (24.872) Bronze chisel. L. 10.7 cm. Figure 205, L. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

394 K Stone implement (whetter?). L. 7.9 cm. Figure 205, K. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]
S 500, 63, 7
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S 500 (17-18)? Map 10-F. Figure 206.

super.: sandstone masonry mastaba IV, stepped. ca. 5.35 M.Sq. of which only the S. part is preserved. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. SUBSTRUCTURE abnormal: two small steps leading to rectangular cutting with shelf on S. side and E.W. chamber undercut (?) on N. of which the roofing has collapsed. Figure 206, A. No trace of burial.

Note: This Substructure is similar to that of S 311 (p. 444 below).

22- 1-85 (23.869) Close grained black granite round topped stela of the “King’s Brother” KARYBEN. Incised scene and inscription. Beneath a winged disc, five columns with the name and titles of KARYBEN and Osiris. Scene below: left; Osiris enthroned attended by Isis, both →. Table of offerings in center; right facing ← KARYBEN worshipping attended by female deity with feather on head, but labelled Isis. Below: six lines of incised corrupr Egyptian hieroglyphs. H. 56.0, W. 41.0, Tk. 16.0 cm. Figure 206, D, E. (At X on Figure 206 A.) [IN STAIR, PRESUMED FALLEN FROM CHAPEL.]

Not Registered. 2 fragments of a thin walled alabaster vase with knob handles. (Mentioned in Diary only.)

S 63 (21-22). Map 10-11-B, Figure 207.

super.: rubble VI, ca. 6.60 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR: V. BLOCK: IV, disturbed. ENTRANCE: N. BLOCK: rubble IV, disturbed. Objects in debris. Figure 207, A.

Note: By position older than S 64, the location of which, if already built, would have interfered with Chapel of S 63.

21- 1-15 K Alabaster mummy-eye, broken. L. 5.1 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS.]

Note: 21-1-26 below is its pupil.

26 B A fragment of 21-1-15 or its mate. [SURFACE DEBRIS.]

27 B Rim fragments of an alabaster jar, of type Figure 207, B. [SURFACE DEBRIS.]

21- 2-18 K Fragments of skull and other bones of an adult male (?) skeleton. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

19 B Haematite iris from mummy-eye. (Perhaps belonging to 21-1-15 above.) D. 2.0 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

S 7 (23-24). Map 13-14-F. Figure 208.

super.: masonry IX, 7.95 M.Sq. on plinth. NO ENCL. CHAPEL: masonry, largely destroyed. NO F.D.S. STAIR: under chapel v. ENTRANCE: II. BLOCK: rubble IV, disturbed. CHAMBER: single V with bench VI extending into shallow niche. Figure 208, A. CHAPEL RELIEFS: now destroyed but see L.D. Text V, p. 323, which records on several loose blocks an Egyptian hieroglyphic group which Lepsius took to be the name of the owner. Figure 208, B. Heavily plundered. No trace of burial.

21- 2-179 K Fragments of alabaster vessels: fragment of flaring flat rim with spring of neck. D. 5.2 cm. of type like 200 below; and thick body fragment. Tk. ca. 1.5 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

199 K Alabaster mummy-eye without iris. L. 5.5 cm. Not illustrated. [FLOOR DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

200 K Fragment of one or more alabaster vases. Figure 208, C. [WASHED DEBRIS ON CHAMBER FLOOR.]

201 K Sherd of thin Pol.BkW. Tk. ca. 0.25 cm. [WASHED DEBRIS ON CHAMBER FLOOR.]
Figure 208
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SUPER.: masonry VII, ca. 6.75 M.Sq. NO ENCL. CHAPEL: traces only. NO F.DS. STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: H. NO BLOCK. CHAMBER: single v. Traces of burial only. Plundered. Figure 209, A.

Note: A Greek plastic Rhyton was found standing against the core of the Superstructure, behind the casing, and directly behind the chapel, clearly so placed intentionally. Figure, 209 B. S 24 has its NW. corner overlying foundation course of chapel forecourt of S 25, and hence later than that tomb.

21-1-32 B Crumpled gold foil. [T.D. IN STAIRWAY AND CHAMBER.]

33 B Miscellaneous beads as follows: [T.D. IN STAIRWAY AND CHAMBER.]
a) 93 faded blue faience cylinder. L. 1.6 to 2.1 cm.
Figure 209, C, top. b-d) 204 red, black, yellow and blue faience disc. D. ca. 0.4 cm. Figure 209 C, 2/1.
e) 36 blue faience ring. D. ca. 0.3 cm. f) 22 rough blue faience ball. D. ca. 0.5 cm. Figure 209 C, 2/2.
g) 2 green glazed faience double cone. D. 0.6 cm. Figure 209 C, 3/1. h) 1 carnelian ball. D. 0.5 cm.
Figure 209 C, 3/2. i) 1 gold ball, crushed. D. ca. 0.2 cm. j) 2 glass eye beads. D. ca. 0.7 cm. Figure 209 C, 4/1.
k) 10 conventionalized multiple eye amulet beads of green faience. L. 0.6 to 0.8 cm. Figure 209 C, 4/2.


35 B 2 hollow bronze staff or post-tops. H. 5.6 and 5.9, D. 5.0 and 5.1 cm. Figure 209, E. [T.D. IN STAIRWAY.]

36 B Ivory inlays and fragments of figures. [T.D. IN STAIRWAY AND CHAMBER.]
a 1.) 180 squares and fragments. Figure 210 C, rows 1 and 2. a 2.) 121 triangles. Figure 210 C, rows 4 and 5. a 3.) 9 V-shaped. Figure 210 C, row 3. a 4.) 33 drop or petal shapes. Figure 210 C, row 6. a 5.) 1 hollow square. Figure 210 D, b c) 2 figures of Bes in the round, much decayed, traces of tenons at top and bottom. H. 9.2 cm. Figure 210 A, 2/1, 4. d) 2 birds on columns, incomplete, traces tenons at top and bottom. Figure 210 A, 2/2, 3. e) Column and capital (unclear). Figure 210 A, 1/2, 2/5.
g) Papyrus flower(?) Figure 210 A, 1/1. h) Openwork design on a thin plaque, broken. Winged Maat and columns. Figure 210 A, 1/4, 7. B. i) 2 small columns. Figure 210 A, 1/5, 6. j) Small Bes figure. Figure 210 A, 1/3.

21-1-37 See below 21-2-5.

38 K RBrW. dish. H. 3.5, D. 20.0 cm. Figure 211, A. [T.D. CHAMBER.]

39 See below 21-2-8.

40 See below 21-2-9.

41 K Shards of a large thick RW. jar, not reconstructed. [T.D. STAIRWAY.]

42 See below 21-2-11.

44 K Iron chisel. L. 16.3 cm. Figure 211, B. Possibly recent? [DEBRIS IN SE. CORNER CORE OF SUPERSTRUCTURE.]

45 B 2 bronze ring staples, D. 2.0 cm. Not illustrated. [T.D. STAIRWAY.]

46 B Miscellaneous faience beads of types like 21-1-33 above. [T.D. STAIRWAY.]

54 B 20 lead pellets of irregular shape. Rolled and folded flat strips, some pierced with holes. Suggestive of sinkers for fish net. L. 2.2 to 4.4 cm. Not illustrated. [BETWEEN CORE AND CASING OF SUPERSTRUCTURE, IN FRONT OF AND ON LEVEL WITH BASE OF RHYTON 21-1-55.]

55 (21.2286) Attic plastic Rhyton. Amazon on a horse with single handled red figured vase on her back. Painted on support beneath the horse, much faded but legible, one side a lion, on the other side a boar. Incised on base one side the inscription ΣΩΤΑΔΗΣ ΕΠΟΙΗΣΕΝ. L. over all 28.0, H. 34.0, W. 10.2 cm. In situ Figure 209, B; Figures 212-215. [BETWEEN CORE AND CASING OF SUPERSTRUCTURE, DIRECTLY BEHIND CHAPEL EMPLACEMENT.]

Note: The entire object is hollow, open at the base, and was made in sections (horse's head; the vase, head, and torso of the rider) and fused together. One ear of horse missing. For further description see D. von Bothmer: "Amazon in Greek Art," Oxford 1957, p. 222, No. 81, where full references to other publications are given, inter alia Sir John Beazley, A.R.V. (1942), p. 458, No. 3., G.M.A. Richter, Attic Red Figured Vases (1946), p. 1.11.

21-2-4 B Fragments of transparent clear glass (inlay?) with traces of painted design in black and red. 1.8 x 1.2, Tk. 0.3 cm. Figure 211, I. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

5 (+21-1-37) K RW. deep bowl. H. 18.8, D. 20.0 cm. Figure 211, C. [T.D. IN STAIR AND CHAMBER.]

6 K Base of a small mud cup. D. 4.2 cm. Not illustrated. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

7 K Bones from skeleton of a child (?-12 years). [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

8 (+21-1-39) K Pol.RW. bowl. H. 15.0, D. 17.0 cm. Figure 211, D. [T.D. IN STAIR AND CHAMBER.]

According to D. von Bothmer, loc. cit. this object may be dated to about 400 B.C. If my estimate of the date of S 24 is approximately correct the vase should have been deposited there between ca. 398 and 355 B.C. (according to Hintze somewhat later: 369-340 B.C.). In either case the vase must have been preserved for between 50 and 100 years before being deposited, an interval which does not seem unduly long considering its obvious value. How it got to Meroë is, of course, a matter of pure speculation.
Figure 209

- Rhyton found in debris against face of rubble core, level above top of stel casing.
- Entrance
- Door blocked, destroyed.
- Chapel.
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Figure 210
21-2-9 (+21-1-40) K Pol.RW. bowl, R.washed inside rim. H. ca. 13.0, D. 14.5 cm. Figure 211, F. [T.D. STAIR AND CHAMBER.]

10 K Pol.RW. globular bowl. H. 12.3, D. ca. 16.7 cm. Figure 211, G. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

11 (+21-1-42) K Pol.RW. bowl, 4 notched zones on rim. H. 6.7, D. 16.8 cm. Figure 211, E. [T.D. IN STAIR AND CHAMBER.]

12 K Pol.RW. bowl. H. 9.3, D. 19.0 cm. Figure 211, H. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

21-2-13 K Base of a PDbW. amphora(?), and other fragments. Not reconstructed. The base Figure 211, J. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

14 K Sherd of ribbed grey surfaced RW. Not illustrated. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

23-3-806 K Bronze brow from a mummy-eye. L. 11.1 cm. [DEBRIS E. OF SUPER., CLOSE TO STAIR CUT.]

807 K Miscellaneous faience and glass beads. [DEBRIS E. OF SUPER., NEAR STAIR CUT.]

Not Registered. K Scraps of painted plaster, blue, red, and green. [NO RECORD OF LOCATION.]
Figure 214
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SECTION IV
SOUTH CEMETERY
Summary Treatment of all Tombs in Numerical Order and Surface Finds

S 1 (28). Map 15-16-C. Published: RCK IV, p. 29, 30.


S 3 (29). Map 15-16-D. Published: RCK IV, p. 40, 41.


S 8 (25-26). Map 14-F-G. Figure 216.
SUPER.: sandstone masonry IX, 5.43 M.Sq. NO ENCLOSURE.
CHAPEL: destroyed, but there remain four displaced blocks with incised debased Egyptian hieroglyphic inscriptions, Figure 216 B.
Note: The Super. of S 9 lies over E. end of Stair. S 8 is older than S 9.

20-4-43 and 64 K Faience beads of net: many blue, black, and red cylinder. Figure 216 D, top; many blue, black, red, and faded ring. Figure 216 D, 2/2; 75 to 100 red, blue and faded ball. Figure 216 D, 2/1.

65 K Miscellaneous as follows: [CHAMBER SIFTINGS.]
a) 3 scraps gold foil and 1 silver foil. b) 3 fragments of 2 alabaster vases, type of Figure Q 14. H. 15.7, D. 4.6 cm. c) Fragments adult male human skull.

67 B 3 silver (or electrum?) discs joined together. L. 3.4, W. 1.1, Tk. 0.5 cm. Figure 216 E. [CHAMBER SIFTINGS.]

68 B a) 2 red glass (corroded to green) discoid beads. Figure 216 F. [CHAMBER SIFTINGS.]
b) Fragment of an ivory rosette inlay. D. ca. 1.5 cm. Figure 216 G. c) Small green stained fragment of ivory.
Figure 216


S 11 (18-19). Map 13-G. *Figure 216.*

SUPER.: masonry IX, ca. 7.00 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL or F.DS.
STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: II. BLOCK: disturbed type VI(?). *Figure 216 H.* CHAMBER: single v with anthropoid niche at W. end. No trace of burial. Plundered. Empty.

**Note:** Super. lies over stair of S 57 and must be later. By position presumed older than S 8. See Map.

S 12 (19-20). Map 13-F. *Figure 217.*

SUPER.: sandstone masonry IX (?) 6.75 M.Sq. NO ENCLOSURE.
CHAPEL: trace of S. wall only. NO F.D.S. STAIR: V. NO BLOCK.
ENTRANCE: II. CHAMBER: single v. No trace of burial. Heavily plundered. *Figure 217 A.*

**Note:** Presumed older than S 8 by position. See Map.

21-2-102 B Crumpled gold foil. [WASHED DEBRIS IN CHAMBER.]

103 B 3 black faience beads, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.9 cm. [WASHED DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

104 B Ivory fragment (from a box-lid?). L. ca. 3.0 cm. Not illustrated. [WASHED DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

105 K Fragment of a thin-walled alabaster bottle. D. ca. 4.5, L. of fragment 8.1 cm. Not reconstructed. [WASHED DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

---
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**SUPER.:** masonry IX, ca. 6.50 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL or F.DS.
STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: I. NO BLOCK. CHAMBER: single v very narrow. No trace of burial. Plundered. *Figure 218 A.*

21- 2- 70 K Haematite iris from a mummy-eye. D. 2.0, Tk. 0.2 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

71a K Irregular white quartz pebble pendant, pierced. *Figure 217 B.* [FLOOR DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

b K Pink stone bead (?). *Figure 217 C.*

c K Bronze bead or amulet, pierced vertically. *Figure 217 D.*

d B About 158 red, black, blue, and faded cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V a. L. 19., D. 0.4 cm.

e K 4 white faience disc beads. D. 0.4 cm.

16b K 2 alabaster vases with knob handles and tabs. H. 10.1 and 14.5, D. 3.8 and 4.8 cm. *Figure 217 F.* [FLOOR DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

161 (24.873) Silver kohl stick terminating in hawk head. L. 19., D. 0.4 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

162 B Stick of kohl, ribbed. L. 10.2, D. 1.1 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

163 B Cylindrical piece of mud, painted red. L. 5.0, D. 2.5 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

---

S 13-1 (10-11)? Map 12-G. *Figure 218 B.*


---

S 13-2 (10-11)? Map 12-G. *Figure 218 B.*


21- 2- 91 K Base fragment of a ferricrete sandstone vessel. Tk. 0.6 to 1.3 cm. Not reconstructed. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

380 K Faience beads of net: 2741 cylinder, 2619 ring, 1237 ball. Not measured, colors not recorded. [ON BODY AND SCATTERED IN DEBRIS.]

398 K Bones of adult skeleton, incomplete.

---

S 13-3 (10-11). Map 12-G. *Figure 218 B.*


---

S 14 (20-21)? Map 12-F. *Figure 218 C-E.*

**SUPER.:** f.c. only, masonry, type unclear. ca. 5.00 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL of F.D.S. STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: II. NO BLOCK. CHAMBER: single v. No trace of burial. Plundered. *Figure 218 C.*

---

S 16 (19-20). Map 11-H.

**SUPER.:** masonry IX ca. 5.30 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL of F.D.S. STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: II. NO BLOCK. CHAMBER: single v, long and narrow. Plundered out. Empty.
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A. S.15

B. S.15

C. S.15

D. S.15
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Figure 221

A. S.17
B. S.19
C. S.19
D. S.19
E. S.19
F. S.19
G. S.19
H. S.20
I. S.21

No trace Super.
**SOUTH CEMETERY SUMMARY**

**S 17 (15-16). Map 12-F.**

Super.: one sandstone block of f.c. only. No Encl., Chapel or F.D.S. Stair: VI. Entrance: I. Block: disturbed II, made of single stones laid horizontally, Figure 221 A. Single chamber V with collapsed roof. Empty.

Note: By position this tomb is probably later than S 33 but older than S 18. See Map.

**S 18 (19-20)? Map 12-E-F. Figure 221 A.**

Super.: masonry IX, partial first course only. Ca. 5.60 M.Sq. No Encl., Chapel or F.D.S. Stair: V. Entrance: I. Block: disturbed IV. Chamber: single V with partly fallen roof. Plundered. No trace of coffin or bench. Plundered.

**S 19 (23-24). Map 12-E. Figure 221 B-G.**

Super.: masonry, type unclear. Ca. 5.37 M.Sq. No Encl., Chapel or F.D.S. Stair: V. Entrance: I. Chamber: single V with partly fallen roof. Plundered. No trace of coffin or bench. Plundered. Figure 221 B.

Note: By position, crowded in between S 18 and S 20, S 19 would appear to be later than either. See Map.

**S 20 (20-21)? Map 12-E. Figure 221 H.**


Note: By position, crowded in between S 18 and S 20, S 19 would appear to be later than either. See Map.

**S 21 (20-21). Map 11-12-E. Figure 221 I.**

No Super., Encl., Chapel or F.D.S. Stair. Entrance: II. No block. Chamber: single V. Plundered. No trace of burial. Figure 221 I.

Note: The older pit grave S 21-1 has been cut into by stair of S 21.
WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MERÖE

S 21-25-1

21-1-52 B Faience beads, presumably from net: 81 faded blue cylinder, L. 1.5 to 2.2, D. ca. 0.4 cm. 34 ring, black and white. D. 0.5 to 0.6 cm. [STAIR DEBRIS.]

21-3-396 K Pol.BkW. bowl, type of Figure C 9. H. 9.2, D. 24.8 cm. [DRIFTED DEBRIS, HIGH UP INSIDE ENTRANCE.]

397 K Potsherds: fragment DbW. large jar, and a fragment of FRW. used as a scraper. [STAIR DEBRIS.]

398 K Bronze nail, L. 5.4 cm. [STAIR DEBRIS.]

S 21-1 (10-11). Map 12-E. Figure 221 I.


Note: Cut into by stair of S 21.

S 22 (22-23)? Map 11-12-D-E. Figure 222 A-C.


Note: By position S 22 should be later than S 21 since it masks approach to it. See Map.

21-3-394 B Haematite pupil of mummy-eye. 2.6 x 2.1 cm. [SW. CORNER OF CHAMBER.]

595 K Bronze frame of mummy-eye. L. 9.2 cm. [SW. CORNER, CHAMBER.]

596 K 2 rectangular bronze plates, each with two nail holes and nails. 7.9 x 5.4 x 0.5 cm., and 7.6 x 5.1 x 0.4 cm. Nails D. ca. 0.7 cm. [SW. CORNER, CHAMBER.]

597 B Alabaster amulets: 2 Udjats, L. 1.4 cm. Figure 222 B, 1 Dd. H. 1.8 cm. Figure 222 C. [SW. CORNER, CHAMBER.]

598 K Faience beads, faded green: 11 type of Figure R, V b, L. 1.2 to 1.5 cm., and 4, type of Figure R, VI j. D. ca. 0.4 cm. [SW. CORNER, CHAMBER.]

Not Registered. K. Traces of coffin which was 210 cm. long and 45 cm. wide, and may possibly have had a modelled face? The skull was adult of undetermined sex.

S 23 (19-20)? Map 12-D. Figure 222 D-F.


Note: Presumed older than S 22 and S 44, the construction of which would have encroached in Super. of S 23. See Map.

21-2-31, 150, 159a B Faience beads, presumably of a net: [STAIR DEBRIS.]

752 blue cylinder, L. 1.6 to 2.2 cm. Figure 222 E, 1. 93 blue, red, yellow, green, and black disc. D. 0.4 to 0.9 cm. Figure 222 E, 2, 3. [STAIR DEBRIS.]


S 25 (22-23). Map 11-D. Figure 222 G.


Note: Stair runs under NW. corner of S 24, hence S 25 is older than S 24.

21-2-58 K Few bones of adult skeleton, scattered. [CHAMBER, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

59 K 1 and a half alabaster mummy-eye whites with red corners. L. 5.2 cm. Not illustrated. [CHAMBER, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

60 K Several ivory inlays (from a box?). Rectangular, some with mitered ends, undecorated. L. 3.0 to 10.2, W. 1.1 to 2.3, T. 0.2 to 0.4 cm. Not reconstructed. [CHAMBER, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

61 K CRW. sherd, base of a bowl. Not measured. [CHAMBER, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

S 25-1 (10-11)? Map 11-D. Figure 222 G, H.

No super., encl., chapel of f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave EW. iii a. 193 x 60 - 60. Prop. No. 2.8. - Intact. Burial: Adult female extended on back, head W. in remains of wooden anthropoid coffin inside box coffin. Figure 222 H.

21-1-29; 21-2-249; 21-3-253 B Beads of net, ca. 10,000 cylinder ring and ball of faience. Figure 222 I. [SCATTERED OVER BODY.]

30 B A few fragments of ivory. Not measured. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

31 K Base fragments of a large Pol.BkW. bowl. Not measured. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
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Figure 223
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S 25-2 (11-12). Map 11-D. Figure 222 G.

NO SUPER., ENCL. CHAPEL OF F.D.S. RECT. PIT GRAVE EW. III A. 190 x 60 - 115. PROP. NO. 2.4. + BURIAL: ADULT SKELETON EXTENDED ON BACK, HEAD W. IN TRACES OF MUMMY-CASE AND BEAD NET. 21-2-232 K AND 21-3-282 B FAIENCE BEADS, CYLINDER, BALL AND RING, TOTALLING OVER 14,252 BEADS. TYPES SIMILAR TO FIGURE 222 I. [ON BURIAL.]

S 25-3 (10-11). Map 11-D. Figure 222 G.

NO SUPER., ENCL. CHAPEL OF F.D.S. RECT. PIT GRAVE EW. III A. 200 X 68 - 38 (DENUDED). PROP. NO. 3.0 -. PLUNDERED. NO TRACE OF BURIAL. 21-2-238 B FAIENCE BEADS: 55 GREENISH, TYPE OF FIGURE R V B. L. 1.7 TO 2.0 CM., 11 YELLOW AND WHITE, TYPE OF FIGURE R I B. D. CA. 0.4 CM., 5 FADED BLUE, TYPE OF FIGURE R VI I, D. CA. 0.5 CM. [DEBRIS IN GRAVE.]

S 25-4 (11-12). Map 11-D. Figure 222 G.

NO SUPER., ENCL. CHAPEL OF F.D.S. RECT. PIT GRAVE EW. III A. 195 X 64 - 28 (DENUDED). PROP. NO. 3.1 -. PLUNDERED. NO TRACE OF BURIAL. 21-2-238 B FAIENCE BEADS, GREY BODY, FADED BLUE GLAZE: 114 TYPE OF FIGURE R, V B. L. 1.3 TO 2.0 CM., 5 TYPE OF FIGURE R VI I, D. CA. 0.5 TO 0.7 CM. [T.D. IN GRAVE.]

S 26 (27-28)? Map 11-D.

SUPER.: MASONRY VII. 6.22 M.SQ. 1 COURSE ONLY. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. STAIR: IV. ENTRANCE: II-III. BLOCK: RUBBLE BETWEEN JAMBS, DISTURBED. CHAMBER: SINGLE V, RECTANGULAR AND WELL CUT. NO TRACE OF BURIAL. PLUNDERED. OBJECTS IN DEBRIS. NOTE: DATING EVIDENCE NOT CLEAR. APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN INSERTED IN GAP BETWEEN S 25 AND S 62, AND MAY BE LATER THAN BOTH. SEE MAP. 21-1-43 K FRAGMENT FROM SIDE OF AN ALABASTER JAR WITH ONE KNOB HANDLE. TK. AT HANDLE 0.8 CM. NOT ILLUSTRATED. [T.D. STAIR.]

S 27 (25-26)? Map 11-C. Figure 223.

SUPER.: SANDSTONE MASONRY, 1 COURSE ONLY, OVER RUBBLE CORE. IV(?). 5.30 M.SQ. NO ENCL. CHAPEL: MASONRY F.C. OF N. WALL ONLY, BUILT AGAINST S. FACE OF S 28. NO F.D.S. STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: II. BLOCK: II DISTURBED. CHAMBER: SINGLE V. COFFIN BENCH: VI EXTENDING INTO NICHES AT WEST. PLUNDERED; BONES AND OBJECTS IN DEBRIS.

S 27 (25-26) Map 11-D. Figure 223 G.

Note: S 27 is later than S 28 since chapel is built against S 28. Also later than S 69 the stair of which was built over by S 27. Figure 223 A and see Map.

21-1-24 K FRAGMENT OF ALABASTER MUMMY-EYE (OLDER THAN S 27). [IN ORIGINAL FILLING OF STAIR.]

21-2-116 + 358 K BONES OF ADULT SKELETON. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

355 (94.1020-1022) IVORY FITTINGS AND INLAYS, SOME DECORATED. FIGURE 223 B. PARTS OF A BOX OR BOXES, INCOMPLETE. [CHAMBER FLOOR AND DEBRIS.]

356 B FRAGMENTS OF AN ALABASTER VESSEL, TYPE OF FIGURE Q 14. NOT MEASURED. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

357 B A FEW FAIENCE CYLINDER, RING, AND BALL BEADS OF USUAL SIZES. NOT MEASURED IN DETAIL. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

S 28 (21-22)? Map 11-B-C.

SUPER.: MASONRY VII WITH RUBBLE CORE. CA. 5.25 M.SQ. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. STAIR: VI. ENTRANCE: I WITH STEP DOWN INSIDE. NO BLOCK. CHAMBER: SINGLE V WITH NICHETE AT W. END. NO BENCH. PLUNDERED. OBJECTS IN DEBRIS. NOTE: DIARY NOTES A BLOCK (FROM CHAPEL) FALLEN IN STAIR WITH HIEROGLYPHS AS AT "NURI TYPE D" (I.E. DATE RANGE (9-26). NOT REGISTERED. NOT ILLUSTRATED. S 28 IS OLDER THAN S 27 (SEE ABOVE) AND HAD ITS SUPERSTRUCTURE BUILT OVER THE STAIR CUT OF S 68, HENCE LATER THAN S 68. SEE MAP.

21-1-25,53; 21-2-23,52 B MANY FRAGMENTS OF IVORY INCLUDING PANELS AND STRIPS: LARGEST 7.6 X 2.4, TK. 0.4 CM., AND ONE PETAL-SHAPED INLAY 1.5 X 0.55 X 0.2 CM. NOT ILLUSTRATED. [DEBRIS IN STAIR AND CHAMBER, AND ON FLOOR.]

21-2-21 B ALABASTER MUMMY-EYE WITH HAEMATITE PUPIL, CUT OUT FOR RED INLAY IN CORNERS. L. 4.1 CM. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

S 29 (20-21). Map 11-D. Figure 223 C.


S 30 (18-19)? Map 11-D.

SUPER.: TRACES SANDSTONE MASONRY F.C. ONLY, CA. 5.00 M.SQ. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: II. NO BLOCK. CHAMBER: SINGLE V. PLUNDERED. BURIAL: REMAINS OF TWO NESTED RECTANGULAR BOX COFFINS. NO TRACE OF BODY.
Figure 224
SOUTH CEMETERY SUMMARY

21-3-105 B Faience beads as follows (from net?). [FLOOR DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

719 cylinder, faded blue, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.4 to 2.0 cm. 2297 ring, faded blue, black and red, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm.

106 K Alabaster mummy-eye with polished obsidian pupil. L. 5.4 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

107 K Faded blue faience scarab amulet: wide ring on under side. L. 1.8, W. 1.4 cm. Not illustrated. [FLOOR DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

108 K Faded faience Udjat, weathered. L. 1.0 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

110 K Brown stone amulet: column. L. 1.5 cm. Not illustrated. [FLOOR DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

S 31 (19-20). Map 11-E. Figure 224 A.

SUPER.: masonry, traces of f.c. and c.l. only. ca. 4.00 M.Sq. NO ENCLOSURE, CHAPEL OF F.DS. STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: II. BLOCK: IV (between jambs), disturbed. CHAMBER: single v. Plundered. Remains of wooden box coffin 213 X 72 cm. in center. Scattered human bones in SW. corner of chamber.

Note: Stair overlaid by SW. corner of S 22, which is later.

21-2-92 K Alabaster mummy-eye, corners tinted red. L. 5.8, W. 1.9 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

21-3-593 K Haematite pupil of mummy-eye. 2.5 x 1.9 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

S 31-1 (10-11). Map 11-E. Figure 224 A.


S 31-2 (11-12). Map 11-E. Figure 224 A.


S 31-3 (11-12). Map 11-E. Figure 224 A.


21-2-1 B Faience beads as follows: 62 common blue cylinder, L. 1.4 to 2.2, D. 0.4 cm. and 1 common blue disc, D. 0.4 cm. Not illustrated. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

2 K CRBrW. potsherdr used as scraper. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

S 31-4 to 6 (10-11). Map 11-E. Figure 224 A.

3 Narrow Pit Grave EW. III A. without trace of Superstructures. All empty. Prop. Nos. 2.8 to 3.0. See Figure 224 A only.


S 33 (12-13) Map 12-F.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.DS. STAIR. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: I. CHAMBER: single v. EMPTY.

Note: Presumed older than S 18 by position. See Map.

S 34 (10-11) Map 12-F.

SUPER.: sandstone f.c. only, ca. 3.30 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL, F.DS. or STAIR. Small Pit Grave EW. under Super. No measurements taken. BURIAL: plundered, few fragments human bone, scattered.

21-2-68 B Faience beads, presumably from a net. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

30 cylinder, discolored. L. 1.0 ±, D. 0.3 ± cm. 24 ball, rough, faded. D. ca. 0.5 cm. 158 ring, black, green, yellow & discolored. D. ca. 0.4 cm.

S 35 (10-11) Map 12-G.

SUPER.: sandstone f.c. only ca. 3.00 M.Sq. NO ENCLOSURE, CHAPEL, F.DS. or STAIR. Pit Grave EW. under Super. (no measurements recorded). Empty.

S 36 (11-12) Map 12-G.

SUPER.: sandstone f.c. only, ca. 3.35 M.Sq. NO ENCLOSURE, CHAPEL, F.DS. or STAIR. Pit Grave EW. under Super. (No measurements recorded.) "Narrow and shallow, floor only 60 cm. below surface." Plundered. Skull of burial in place at W. end of grave, other bones scattered. No objects.

S 37 (10-11) Map 11-G.

S 38 (9-10)? Map 11-G. Figure 224 B-I.

SUPER.: part of masonry f.c. ca. 3.30 M Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL of F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. ca. 238 x 80 - 150. Prop. No. 3.0. Plundered. No trace of burial. Figure 224 B.

Note: By position later than S 201 and S 203, since its Superstructure would have encroached on the Superstructures of these graves. See Map.

21-2-186 K 3 fragments of alabaster vessels, one drawn Figure 224 C. [DEBRIS OVER GRAVE.]

187 K 4 fragments of a bronze vessel, not illustrated. Tk. 0.2 cm. [DEBRIS OVER GRAVE.]

188 B 32 blue faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V b. L. ca. 1.4 cm., and 7 yellow, blue, and red ring beads. D. ca. 0.4 cm. Figure 224 F. [DEBRIS OVER GRAVE.]

206 K Plaster jar stopper, hemispherical. D. 9.0, H. 4.5 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS.]

207 B Red sandstone miniature canopic jar, incised inscription. D. 8.6, H. 8.8 cm. Figure 224 D, E. [SURFACE DEBRIS.]}

208 K 4 fragments of at least 3 alabaster vessels. Tk. 0.4 to 1.6 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS.]

209 B 2 sherds, 1 sandy BrW. and 1 FHRW. Db. slip. [SURFACE DEBRIS.]

251 B Sandstone canopic like 207 above. Inscribed. Figure 224 F. [DEBRIS OVER GRAVE.]

252 B Sandstone canopic like 207 above. Inscribed. Figure 224 G. [DEBRIS OVER GRAVE.]

Note: The fourth canopic was not found.

253 B 2 fragments alabaster vessels. Tk. 0.5 to 1.4 cm. [DEBRIS OVER GRAVE.]

314 K Potsherds: from a thick CRW. jar. Tk. 1.3 cm.; of FRW. Tk. 0.9 to 1.0 cm. [DEBRIS OVER GRAVE.]

315 B Yellow sandstone implement. L. 6.0. Figure 224 H. [DEBRIS OVER GRAVE.]

316 K Fragment of alabaster. 8.0 x 2.9. Tk. 0.4 to 0.5 cm., and fragment of quartzite. 3.0 x 1.5. Tk. 0.3 cm. [DEBRIS OVER GRAVE.]

317 K Fragment of a red sandstone block (from Chapel?). Parts of 3 columns of Egyptian hieroglyphs. 13.0 x 6.9 x 5.7 cm. Figure 224 I. [DEBRIS OVER GRAVE.]

467 K 3 fragments alabaster. Tk. 0.5 to 0.7 cm. [WASHED DEBRIS, FLOOR OF GRAVE.]

468 K Potsherds as follows: CRW. red washed inside. Tk. 0.4 to 1.1 cm. BkW. brown surfaced. Tk. 0.4 cm. Dark greyish RW. Db. slip, ribbed outside. Tk. 0.3 to 0.5 cm. [WASHED DEBRIS ON FLOOR OF GRAVE.]

S 40 (11-12)? Map 11-G.

SUPER.: sandstone masonry partial f.c. only. ca. 3.75 M Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL of F.DS. Entrance slope. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 255 x 115 - 180. Prop. No. 2.2. Empty.

S 41 (10-12)? Map 11-H. Figure 225.

SUPER.: masonry VIII. 3.60 M Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL of F.DS. Entrance slope. Rect. Pit Grave EW., not measured. Stone blocking at E. end, roofed with stone slabs. BURIAL: the Diary mentions “decayed skeleton of a woman, on back, head west.” Record incomplete, but the tomb had obviously been plundered. Figure 225 D.

21-2-310 K 2 fragments of alabaster vessels: [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

a) Side of a jar, Tk. 1.2 to 2.0 cm. b) Rim of a cup or bowl. 7.6 x 3.8, Tk. 0.7 cm.

322 + 381 B Faience beads, presumably from net. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

557 cylinder, blue-green. L. 1.2 to 1.5 cm. Figure 225 E. 653 ring, green, black and red. D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm. Figure 225 E. 51 faded ball, type of Figure R, I b. D. 0.3 to 0.4 cm.

Not Registered. Diary says “Fragments of bronze vessels.”

S 42 (9-10). Map 10-H. Figure 225.

SUPER.: masonry VIII. ca. 4.40 M Sq. NO ENCLOSURE. CHAPEL: masonry, traces only. NO F.DS. NO STAIR. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 260 x 110 - 145. Prop. No. 2.4. Plundered. Figure 225 F.

21-2-37 K 2 fragments of small alabaster jars. Not measured. [SURFACE DEBRIS AROUND SUPER.]

88 + 123 B Misc. scraps ivory. [SURFACE DEBRIS AND UNDER SURFACE STONES.]

89 + 122 B Misc. fragments bronze bowls. Tk. ca. 0.1 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS AND UNDER SURFACE STONES.]
S 42-49 WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROE

21-2 9-0 + 124 + 239 + 282 B Faience beads presumably of net. [MOSTLY FLOOR DEBRIS IN GRAVE.]
86 cylinder, blue-green, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.3 to 1.6 cm. 173 ring, blue, red, and black, type of Figure R, VI f. D. 0.3 to 0.4 cm. 24 ball, faded blue, type of Figure R, I c. D. 0.3 to 0.4 cm. 64 disc, faded blue, type of Figure R, VI m. D. 0.6 to 0.8 cm.

121 B Red sandstone object. L. 6.8, W. 3.6, Tk. 1.0 cm. Figure 225 G. [SURFACE DEBRIS.]

125 B Fragments of at least 3 faience shawabti figures: grey body, blue glaze. Woman with lappet wig. Size and type similar to the figures from S 85 (see Section III, p. 366 and Figure 198 D, E.). Inscription illegible, and figures much decayed. [DEBRIS UNDER SURFACE STONES.]

Note: These fragments do not necessarily belong, but they have probably not resulted from plundering of S 85 since that burial appears to have been intact. It is to be noted that both tombs are of approximately the same date.

126 K Sherds of a large HRW. jar. Tk. ca. 0.6 cm. [DEBRIS UNDER SURFACE STONES.]

127 K Small fragment of a quartzite bottle. Tk. ca. 0.2 cm. [DEBRIS UNDER SURFACE STONES.]

128 K Fragments from about 9 alabaster vessels: [DEBRIS UNDER SURFACE STONES.]

a) Rim and side of a bowl. D. ca. 12.0 cm. Figure 225 H. b-g) Fragments of ca. 6 vessels, type of Figure Q, 14. h) Fragments of a vessel with pierced handles. D. ca. 7.5 cm. Figure 225 I. i) Neck of a jug with single handle. Figure 225 J.

Note: The objects from this grave, with the exception of most of the beads, lay strewn about amidst the remains of the badly destroyed superstructure, but appear for the most part to be part of its original contents.

S 43 (11-12)? Map 10-H.

SUPER.: Masonry f.c. only on two adjoining sides, size uncertain, perhaps ca. 4.00 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL, F.DS. OF STAIR. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III a. 240 x 190 - 135. Prop. No. 2.7 -. Plundered.

21-2-414 B Faience beads, presumed from a net. [WASHED DEBRIS ON FLOOR.]
9 faded cylinder, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.6 cm. 388 ring; blue black and red, type of Figure R VI i-j. D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm.

S 44 (ca. 10). Map 10-H. See above Section III, p. 374, Figure 202.
21-2-451 B Faience beads as follows: [Grave debris.]
79 cylinder, green. L. 1.4 to 1.9 cm. Figure 226 F, 1.
25 ring, blue, t. red. D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm. Figure 226 F, 2. t. ball, faded. D. 0.3 cm. Figure 226 F, 3.

452 B Head of a faience shawabti, grey bodied, thick hand modelled. H. 6.8 cm. [Grave debris.]

Note: Like 21-2-197, 198 from S 84 (see below p. 416) and presumed intruded.

453 K Fragments of a small alabaster jar. D. 2.6 cm. Figure 226 G. [Grave debris.]

454 K Half of a faience “marble” (playing piece?). D. 1.5 cm. [Grave debris.]

455 K 2 small fragments bronze. Tk. 0.1 + cm. [Grave debris.]

481 K Potsherds: fragments of 2 large HRW. jars. Tk. 0.5 to 1.0 cm., and 2 fragments HRW.Db. slip, ribbed. Tk. 0.4 cm. [Grave debris.]

Figure 226
S 50 (6-7) Map 9-H.

SUPER.: masonry, f.c. only in part. 3.55 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL, Has f.d.s. or stair. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III a. 210 x 90 - 139. Prop. No. 2.3 +. Plundered.

21-2-718 B 4 scraps bronze. Tk. 0.1 cm. [GRAVE, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

719 B Faded faience beads: [GRAVE, FLOOR DEBRIS.]
51 cylinder, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.6 to 2.4 cm., 5 ring, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm.

S 51 (25-26). Map 14-F.

SUPER.: rubble VI. 5.85 x 6.30 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL. Has f.d.s. or stair. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III a. 210 x 90 - 139. Prop. No. 2.3 +. Plundered.

Note: By position later than S 7. See Map. 20-4-52 (24.883) and K. 2 alabaster vases with knob handles and tabs. Both type of Figure Q 14. a) H. 12.8, D. 5.95 cm. b) H. 13.0, D. 4.45 cm. [FLOOR, IN DOORWAY.]

53 B Many fragments ivory, some inlays. Figure 226 I. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

54 B Faience beads as follows: [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]
a) Large quantity cylinder, green, red, and faded. L. ca. 2.0 cm. Figure 226 H. b) 50-75 ball, green, red and faded. D. 0.5 cm. Figure 226 H. c) 50-75 ring, green, red, black, and faded. D. 0.5 cm. Figure 226 H. d) 1 red faience flower pendant. L. 3.3 cm. Figure 226 H.

55 B Alabaster mummy-eye and fragment of another 3.9 x 1.3, Tk. 0.6 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

56 B Miscellaneous: 2 cowries, one spiral shell, fragment of a human tooth, and 2 scraps bronze. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

Not Registered. Scattered human bones. [FLOOR IN DOORWAY.]

S 52 (25-26). Map 14-E-F.

SUPER.: rubble mound, type unclear, perhaps VI? ca. 5.90 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL. Has f.d.s. or stair. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III a. 210 x 90 - 139. Prop. No. 2.3 +. Plundered.

20-4-57 B Fragments of ivory inlays including human and animal figures and floral capitals of columns. Figure 227 A. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

58 K Silver ferrule or staff-end. D. 2.0, L. 2.4 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

59 K Miscellaneous: 3 alabaster vase fragments, type of Figure Q, 14; 3 spiral shells; gold foil; and fragments human bone. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

S 53 (19-20). Map 13-G. Figure 227.

SUPER.: rubble VI ca. 5.00 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL. Has f.d.s. or stair. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III a. 210 x 90 - 139. Prop. No. 2.3 +. Plundered.

Note: By position later than S 56 which is later. 21-2-36 + 39 + 106 B 3 bent bronze wire staples ca. 2.4 x 2.4 cm. [ONE IN T.D. IN STAIR, TWO IN FLOOR DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

37 + 45 B Misc. scraps ivory, including inlays. Figure 227 C-E. [T.D. IN STAIR AND FLOOR DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

38,43,46,108 B Faience beads, presumed of a net. Figure 227 F. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]
347 cylinder, red, yellow, blue and faded. L. 1.5 to 2.5 cm. 389 ball, red, blue and faded. D. 0.5 cm. 133 ring, red, black, blue and faded. D. 0.4 to 0.6 cm.

40 B 2 bronze wire rings. D. ca. 2.0 cm. [CHAMBER, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

41 B Loop of iron wire. L. 3.0, W. 1.2, sec. 0.3 cm. [CHAMBER, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

42 + 107 B 41 gold wire rings. D. 0.65 cm. [CHAMBER, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

44 K Few fragments adult human bone. [CHAMBER, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

S 54 (16-17) Map 13-G-H.

SUPER.: rubble VI. 6.10 x 6.30 M.Sq. NO ENCL. CHAPEL. Rubble, type unclear. NO F.D.S. STAIR: very steep with 3 large deep steps. ENTRANCE: unclear. NO BLOCK. CHAMBER: single F flaring wide at W. end. Roof largely collapsed. No trace of burial. Heavily plundered.

21-7-9 K Crumpled gold foil. [T.D. IN STAIR.]

10 B Faience beads as follows: [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]
118 cylinder, blue-green and faded, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.2 to 1.8 cm. 14 band, buff, type of Figure R, VI d. D. 0.5 cm. 74 ring, blue, black and faded, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.4 to 0.6 cm.

11 B Gold foil. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

12 K Corner fragment of a faience offering table, grey body, blue glaze. L. 13.8 x 11.0, Tk. 2.5 cm. Figure 227 G.

13 K Fragments of a HBrW. jar. D. ca. 15.0 cm. Figure 227 H. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

14 K Fragments of a large HDIV. vessel of Tk. 1.5 to 2.8 cm. Not reconstructed. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]
S 55 (19-20)? Map 13-H.


21-1 4 B Alabaster mummy-eye. L. 4.5, W. 1.4, Tkh. 1.0 cm. [DEBRIS IN DOORWAY.]

5; 21-2-570 B Many fragments and chips of ivory. [IN DOORWAY AND WASHED DEBRIS IN CHAMBER.]

6; 21-2-571 B Faience beads as follows: [IN DOORWAY AND WASHED DEBRIS IN CHAMBER.]

155 cylinder, green and red, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.8 to 2.3 cm. 13 ball, faded, type of Figure R, 1 b. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm. 98 band and ring, green, red, black and faded, types of Figure R VI d-g. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm. 15 disc, brown and buff. D. 0.5 cm.

S 56 (21-22)? Map 13-14-G.

SUPER.: formless rubble mound, ca. 6.40 in size. NO ENCL., CHAPEL or F.D.S. STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: II. NO BLOCK. CHAMBER: single V. No trace of burial. Heavily plundered.

Note: Stair of S 53 runs under Super. of S 56, hence S 56 is later than S 53. See Map.

21-2-33 K Fragmentary bones of adult skeleton. [FLOOR DEBRIS IN CHAMBER.]

34 B Faience beads as follows: [FLOOR DEBRIS IN CHAMBER.]

85 cylinder, blue, buff and red, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.2 to 1.7 cm. 44 ball, faded white. D. 0.5 cm. 107 ring, black, brown, blue, and faded. D. 0.4 cm.

35 K Crumpled gold foil. [FLOOR DEBRIS IN CHAMBER.]

S 57 (16-17)? Map 12-13-G.

SUPER.: formless rubble mound of D. ca. 6.00 M. NO ENCL., CHAPEL or F.D.S. Long well-cut stair. ENTRANCE: II, broken down. NO BLOCK. CHAMBER: single V, rectangular, roof collapsed. BURIAL: rock-cut coffin bench: IV A. Plundered.

Note: The NW. corner of Super. S 11 built over E. end of stair, hence S 57 is older than S 11.

21-2-117 K Fragmentary adult human bones. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

118 K Fragments of an alabaster vase, type of Figure Q, 14. Not measured. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

119, 120 K Fragments from a large brown-surfaced BKW. vessel, haematite wash, polished outside and on rim, apparently from a hemispherical bowl. Not measured. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

Not Registered. Diary entry Feb. 3, 1921: “In chamber an un-inscribed double offering-stone.” No further record of this can be found.

S 58 Number not used.

S 59 Number not used.

S 60 (Undated). Map 10-D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL or F.D.S. Small unfinished stair and chamber, apparently never used. Empty.

S 61 (20-21)? Map 11-D.

SUPER.: small rubble VI 9.50 E-W x 190 M. NO ENCL., CHAPEL or F.D.S. STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: II. NO BLOCK. CHAMBER: single VIII with one internal step, very long and narrow. No trace of burial. Empty.

Note: Stair extends far into W. side of S 25, leaving no room for a chapel, which must have been destroyed before building of S 25.

S 62 (19-20)? Map 10-11-C.


Note: No plan or section made. Record incomplete.

21-2-560 K Bronze kohl-stick, terminating in ape crowned with disc. L. 15.7 cm. Figure 228 A. [WASHED DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

561 K Incomplete alabaster vase, very thin walled. H. ca. 18.5, D. ca. 7.0 cm. Figure 228 B. [WASHED DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

S 63 (21-22). Map 10-11-B. See Section III, p. 380, Figure 207.

S 64 (24-25). Map 11-B. Figure 228 C.

SUPER.: rubble VI (SW. corner only). Size not more than 4.00 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL or F.D.S. STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: II. NO BLOCK: rubble disturbed. CHAMBER: single V. BURIAL: Gebel bench VI extending into niche at W. end. Empty.

Note: Position crowded in between S 63 and S 65 makes it apparent that S 64 is later than both.

S 65 (23-24)? Map 11-B.

SUPER.: rubble VI, irregular, averaging 5.78 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL or F.D.S. STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: II. NO BLOCK: VI disturbed. CHAMBER: single V, low, long and narrow. No trace of burial. Plundered.

Note: Built over stair of S 67 and clearly later. See Map.
21-1-17; 21-2-51,53 B Misc. fragments ivory. [T.D. in Stair and on Chamber floor.]

18; 21-2-54 B Faience beads as follows: [T.D. in Stair and on Chamber floor.]

232 cylinder, blue, black, red, and yellow, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.4 to 2.0 cm. 39 ball, blue and white, type of Figure R, I b. D. 0.4 cm. 461 disc, blue, black, red, white and yellow, type of Figure R, VI m. D. 0.4 cm.

19; 21-2-24 B 2 fragments from blue faience offering table, pink body, unclear indications of relief decoration. Tk. ca. 2.2 cm. Not illustrated. [T.D. in Stair and Chamber.]

S 66 (Undated). Map 10-11-A-B. Figure 228.

SUPER.: rubble VI ca. 5.10 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL or F.DS. STAIR: V. BLOCK: rubble VI disturbed. ENTRANCE: N. CHAMBER: single v. Plundered through hole through Super. into W. end of chamber. BURIAL: no trace. Figure 228 D.

Note: By position (see Map) this tomb should be datable near the end of occupancy of the cemetery, i.e. between (25) and (30) and its type is consistent with such a date. The contents, however, seems clearly to be considerably later, and suggests a second use of the tomb after the completion of the South Cemetery, followed by a second plundering of this intruded burial.

21-1-16 B Alabaster mummy-eye, with cuts in corners for insertion of red inlay (missing). L. 4.8 cm. [Surface debris.]

20-23 K 2 askos jars and fragments of 3 more. FHRW. Pink Slip. Molded over a basket. H. 39.5, D. 25.4 cm. Figure 228 E. The second H. 42.0, D. 26.2 cm. [Base of Stair Between Washed Sand and disturbed debris.]

21-2-74-77 K RBrW. bowl and fragments of 3 more, type of Figure F, 13. H. 9.5, D. 21.8 cm. [Washed Debris in Chamber.]

78 K CRBrW. cup, ribbed, incomplete. H. 11.2, D. 8.5 cm. Figure 228 F. [Washed Debris in Chamber.]

79,80 K 2 RBrW. bowls, incomplete. H. 7.2, D. ca. 23.8 cm. Figure 228 G. [Washed Debris in Chamber.]

81 K Fragments of a flaring RBrW. dish. D. ca. 28.0 cm. Not reconstructed. [Washed Debris in Chamber.]

82 K Fragment of a FHRBrW. bottle(?), thin. D. ca. 9.5 cm. Not reconstructed. [Washed Debris in Chamber.]

83 K Small fragment from a blue glazed faience offering table, white bodied ware. Part of an unclear object in relief. 4.5 x 3.5 cm. Not illustrated. [Washed Debris in Chamber.]

84a-c K 3 fragments of faience relief figures of Harpocrates. Figure 228 H.

Note: Similar in style to 21-3-706 d and 21-12-42 of glass from Beg. N.6 (46). See RCK IV, p. 111, Figure 73, Plate LXVI F.

21-2-85 K Fragment of F. Buff-Ware amphora handle. L. 10.6, D. 3.1 cm. Not illustrated. [Washed Debris in Chamber.]

96 K Shard of brown surfaced BkW. used as a scraper. [Washed Debris in Chamber.]

S 67 (19-20). Map 10-11-B.

SUPER.: rubble VI ca. 6.00 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL or F.DS. STAIR: V. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: IV. CHAMBER: single VIII. Empty.

Note: Older than S 65 which is built over stair of S 67. See Map.

S 68 (18-19). Map 10-11-C.

SUPER.: rubble VI ca. 4.45 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL or F.DS. STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: II. BLOCK: traces only, rubble. CHAMBER: single v with one internal step and anthropoid niche at W. end. No trace of burial. Plundered.

21-2-500 B Alabaster mummy-eye with obsidian pupil and red jasper corners inlaid. L. 4.2 cm. Figure 229 A. [Chamber floor.]

501 B 2 fragments bronze wire. L. 3.2, Sec. 0.2 cm. [Chamber floor.]

502 B Fragmentary ivory inlays: 6 strips with incised circle decoration. Tk. ca. 0.3 cm., Figure 229 B; 6 strips with cross-hatched decoration, Tk. ca. 0.4 cm., Figure 229 B, and 1 0.4 x 0.6, Tk. 0.2 cm., and 2 drop-shaped, Tk. 0.2 cm. Figure 229 B. [Chamber floor.]

503,504 B Faience beads as follows: [Chamber, T.D. and floor.]

557 cylinder, red bodied, faded blue, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.6 to 1.9 cm. 55 ball, rough, faded, type of Figure R, I a. D. 0.4 to 0.7 cm. 2555 ring, blue, red, black and faded, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm. 48 barrel, discolored. D. 0.4 to 0.7 cm.

S 69 (15-16). Map 10-11-C. See above Section III, p. 377, Figure 205.

S 70 (9-10)? Map 11-G.

SUPER.: rubble VI ca. 3.70 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL, F.D.S. or STAIR. Pit Grave under Super. Empty. (Record incomplete, without measurements of grave.)

S 71 (9-10)? Map 11-12-G.

SUPER.: masonry IV(?). ca. 3.23 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL, F.D.S. or STAIR. Pit Grave under Super. (Record incomplete.) Plundered.
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21-3-5 B Faience beads as follows: [FLOOR DEBRIS IN GRAVE.]
141 cylinder, faded, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.6 to 1.7 cm. 30 ball, rough, faded, type of Figure R, b. D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm. 2 ring, faded, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm.

S 72 (10-11)? Map 11-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL or F.DS. STAIR: apparently unfinished.
ENTRANCE: destroyed. CHAMBER: small with collapsed roof. No trace of burial.

Note: The tomb may never have been completed or used. Its position would suggest that it was older than S 40 which would have masked its chapel if one ever existed. See Map. At west end of chamber the Diary records finding on the floor a single alabaster vase, not otherwise recorded. Diary, March 8, 1921: "Small alabaster ointment jar of old form (Group A-B, Nuri)." Note that the Nuri tombs, so grouped by Reisner cover the period from (5) to (6). The jar in question appears never to have been drawn, measured, or photographed.

S 73 (6-7)? Map 11-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL of F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III. C. 240 x 90 - ca. 100. Prop. No. 2.5 +. No trace of burial. Empty.

S 74-80. These numbers not used.

S 81 (17-18)? Map 9-10-H.


Note: Must have been built after collapse of chapel S 82 and hence later.

21-2-195 K Fragments of at least 5 vessels, of the following forms: [DEBRIS OUTSIDE DOORWAY.]
a) CRW. jar, R.washed outside. H. ca. 44.4. D. 19.8 cm. Figure 229 C. b) Fragment of a RW. dish, R.Pol. inside. H. ca. 5.0. D. ca. 19.0 cm. Figure 229 D.

202 B Alabaster(?) ball, perhaps a playing piece. D. 1.4 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

203 K Fragments of two or more thick-walled alabaster vessels. Tk. 0.6 to 1.3 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

229 K Forsherds as follows: [FLOOR DEBRIS IN CHAMBER.]
a) Fragments of a CRBrW. bowl, R.washed outside rim, type of F. Figure 211. (See S 24 above.) D. ca. 19.0 cm. b) Flat rim fragments of a CRW. bowl of D. ca. 23.0 cm.

21-2-230 K Fragments of at least 3 alabaster vessels, including one like 21-2-164 from S 32. [FLOOR DEBRIS IN CHAMBER.]

231 K 2 green glazed faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.9 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

21-3-90 K Pol.RW. bowl, type of Figure E, VII. 18.0, D. 21.8 cm. [ORIGINAL FILLING AT FOOT OF STAIR.]

91 K Pol.RW. bowl with red line painted decoration. H. 18.0, D. 25.3 cm. Figure 229 E. [ORIGINAL FILLING AT FOOT OF STAIR.]

S 82 (11-12)? Map 9-H. Figure 229.

SUPER.: masonry f.c. only (at North), presumed VI(?) ca. 4.35 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL, F.DS. or STAIR. Rect. Pit Grave N.S. III. B. 330 x 150 - 210. Prop. No. 2.2. Plundered. Figure 229 F.

Note: Built in part over the older S 216. Older than S 81. See Map.

21-2-691 and 21-3-1 B Faience beads (of net?) as follows: [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
416 cylinder, faded blue, type of Figure R, V b. L. 0.8 to 1.2 cm. 72 ball, rough discolored, type of Figure R, b. D. ca. 0.4 cm. 443 ring, blue, black and red, type of Figure R, VI g. D. ca. 0.4 cm.

692 K 3 scraps sheet bronze. Tk. 0.2 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

693 + 21-3-3 K Fragments of a thick-walled alabaster vessel. Tk. rim 0.7, Tk. body 1.3 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

694 K Sherd of CRW. used as a scraper. Tk. 1.5 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

695a (24·5 I 3) Sheet gold amulet: vulture with spread wings. Rough cut, incised details. H. 1.0, W. 1.3, Tk. 0.025 cm. Figure 229 G, lower.

b B Sheet gold amulet: Uraeus, incomplete. H. 1.0 cm. Figure 229 G, upper. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

21-3-2 B Faded faience oval playing piece. L. 1.8, H. 1.7 cm. Figure 229 I. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

4 + 175 B 3 fragments of grey bodied blue glazed faience shawabti figures, much decayed. Thick hand modelled type, one with part of black painted inscription, including a name ([M]alenakan?). Largest fragment H. 5.5 cm. Inscription Figure 229 H. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

Note: Other fragments with the same name as well as fragments with other names were found in S 84 immediately to the west, but it is unclear whether either was the tomb of origin. The name Malenakan(?) suggests that of King MALENQAEN of Nu. 5 (RCK II, p. 140 seq.) but it is differently written and the determinative suggests that the owner was a woman.

174 K Sherd of RW. and FHRW. Db. slip, ribbed. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
S 83 (14-15). Map 9-H.


Super.: masonry (?) ca. 5.20 M.Sq. No encl., chapel of F.DS. Stair: v. Entrance: ii. No block. Chamber: large single oval v with collapsed roof. Heavily plundered. Figure 230 A.

21-2-173 + 197 + 198 + 226 B Many fragments of blue glazed grey bodied faience shawabti, some with remains of black ink inscriptions. Figures 229 J-O; 230 B, C. [disturbed debris in stair and outside entrance, except 198 which came from surface debris adjacent to stair.]

Note: These fragments represent at least three different persons: 21-2-198b, Figure 229 L, 230 B 1/6, 2/5 are from figures originating in S 132 (see Section III, p. 363, Figure I93 C, D); 21-2-226, Figures 229 N, 230 C bear the same name as 21-3-4 + 175 from S 82 (see above); and some of the rest show traces of a woman's name. Whether any of these shawabti fragments can be assigned to this tomb is doubtful; other shawabti fragments were found in S 88, 125 and 214 and, with the exception of the group from S 132, it would seem that all had been widely scattered by plundering and cannot be identified as to tomb of origin.

174 B + K Misc. scraps ivory. Tk. 0.4 cm. [Stair, upper debris.]

175 K Scrap of sheet bronze. Tk. 0.2 cm. [Stair, upper debris.]

176 K 1 blue faience bead, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.6 cm. [Stair, upper debris.]

177 K 5 fragments thick-walled alabaster vessels. [Stair, upper debris.]

178 K Potsherds: brown surfaced BkW., and FHRW. Db. slip, ribbed. [Stair, upper debris.]

227 K 2 sherds brown surfaced BkW. [Debris at entrance.]

228 K Fragment alabaster vessel. Tk. ca. 2.0 cm. [Debris at entrance.]


S 86 (6-7). Map 9-I. Figure 231.

Super.: foundation trench only, presumed iv. ca. 7.00 M.Sq. No encl., chapel, F.D.S. or Stair. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III b(?). 4.20 x 2.80 - 2.40. Prop. No. 1.5. Traces of 4 sinkages in floor suggest a bed 240 x 170. Plundered. Figure 231 A.

Note: Foundation trench at SW. corner runs over the older grave S 164.

21-2-266 K Fragments bronze vessel. Tk. 0.1 cm. [Grave, floor debris.]

267 K 3 fragments alabaster vessels. Tk. 1.0 to 0.4 cm. [Grave, floor debris.]

268 K 5 spiral shells and fragments of a larger one. L. ca. 1.1 cm. [Grave, floor debris.]

269 B Fragments of ivory inlays: parts of rosettes and squares. [Grave, floor debris.]

270 + 284 B 2 complete and 12 fragmentary faience pendants. L. ca. 3.0. Figure 231 B. [Grave, floor debris.]

Note: Compare those from horse-graves at Kurru (RCK I, Plates LXVIII A, LXIX A).

271 B Faience game pieces, both red and grey bodied. [Grave, floor debris.]

a) 15 spherical. D. ca. 1.6 cm. Figure 231 c b) 1 lentoid. 2.2 x 1.7. Tk. 1.1 cm. Figure 231 D.

272 B 5 irregular game pieces, 1 carnelian, 2 green jasper, 2 opaque whitish stone, 1.7 to 2.7 x 2.0 to 2.2 x 1.1 to 1.8 cm. [Grave, floor debris.]

273 + 283 B Faience beads of net(?). [Grave, floor debris.]

181 cylinder (2 sizes), faded. L. 1.4 to 2.5 cm. 1.290 ring, blue. black and red. D. 0.4 to 0.7 cm. 23 twin rings, blue. D. ca. 0.5 cm. All Figure 231 E.

274 K Lip of cup or bowl, soft DbW. Tk. 0.4 cm. [Grave, floor debris.]

275 K Fragments of an iron (dagger?) blade. L. over 20.0, W. 3.0. Tk. 0.8 cm. [Grave, floor debris.]

283 K 3 game pieces like 271 above, and fragments of 2 more. Also one of black and white mottled stone. [Grave, floor debris.]

286 K Chalcedony Udjat. L. 1.6 cm. [Grave, floor debris.]

287 B 7 fragments of ivory sticks (game pieces). Figure 231 F. [Grave, floor debris.]

288 K Small fragments of bronze bowls. Tk. ca. 0.1 cm. [Grave debris.]

289 K Fragments of an iron dagger, incomplete. L. 19.5, W. 4.4 cm. [Grave debris.]

290 K Base of a round bottomed DbW. jar. D. 5.4 cm. [Grave debris.]

291 K Fragments of 2 alabaster vessels; a bowl of D. ca. 11.0 cm., and of a jar with knob handle, Tk. 0.4 to 1.0 cm. [Grave debris.]

416
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Figure 229
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S 87 (7-8)? Map 10-H.

21-2-189 K Fragment from side of an alabaster vessel. Tk. 0.4 to 0.5 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
190 K Fragments of a small DbW. globular pot. D. ca. 6.5 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

S 88 (4-5)? Map 9-H.

super.: destroyed; foundation trench ca. 5.70 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL, F.D.S. of STAIR. Large Rect. Pit Grave EW. iii c. 355 x 230 = 180 Prop. No. 1.5. - Plundered.
21-2-214 + 388 + 441 B A few fragments of grey bodied faience shawabti. Traces of ink inscriptions, decayed, illegible. Presumed intrusive. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
215 + 387 + 438 K Fragments alabaster vessels, not reconstructed. Tk. 0.4 to 0.7 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
216 + 382 K Fragments of a bronze strainer with solid rim. Tk. 0.1 to 0.2 cm. Not reconstructed. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
383 K Fragment of strip ivory. 2.0 x 1.1, Tk. 0.3 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
384 K Faded faience Udjat, openwork. L. 1.0, W. 1.3 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
385 B Green glazed faience game piece. 2.2 x 1.6 x 1.0 cm. Figure 231 G. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
386 K 2 blue faience beads: 1 cylinder, type of Figure R, V a. L. 2.0 cm., 1 ring, type of Figure R, VI g. D. rim 0.4 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
389 K Rim fragment FHRW. vessel, Db. slip. D. rim ca. 8.0 cm. Figure 231 H. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
390 B Separately made neck and rim of an alabaster vessel. H. 8.1, D. rim 5.4 cm. Figure 231 I. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
439 K Small solid pottery object. L. 1.4, D. 0.9 cm. Figure 231 J. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
440 K Potsherds: FHDW. and CRW. both Tk. ca. 0.5 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
442 K Misc. fragments bronze vessels, not reconstructed. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
443 B Misc. metal fragments, including two bronze wheels of D. ca. 4.2 cm. and two of iron. Figure 231 K. The whole perhaps parts of a small iron altar on wheels? [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

S 89 (Undated). Map 10-H.

Record incomplete. Diary record only. No dimensions given.
no super., encl., chapel of f.d.s. STAIR. Two stones of doorblock. SINGLE CHAMBER. Plundered.
21-2-279 K 24 red bodied blue faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V a. L. 2.0 cm. [CHAMBER, FLOOR DEBRIS.]
21-2-280 B Head from a faience shawabti, grey bodied, thick hand modelled. H. 3.8 cm. [CHAMBER, FLOOR DEBRIS.]
281 K 1 fragment ivory. W. 0.4, Tk. 0.6 cm. [CHAMBER, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

S 90 (13-14)? Map 9-H. Figure 231.

no super., encl., chapel of f.d.s. STAIR (short and steep). ENTRANCE: 1. NO BLOCK. CHAMBER: single v with one internal step. Roof fallen. Plundered. Figure 231 L.
21-2-276 + 332 K Faience beads (of net?) as follows: [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]
110 cylinder, green, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.5 to 1.7 cm. 10 ball, rough, faded, type of Figure R, I e. D. ca. 0.4 cm. 763 ring, green, red and black, type of Figure R, VI e. D. ca. 0.4 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]
277 K 2 fragments alabaster vessels. Tk. 0.8 and 1.0 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]
278 + 331 K Crumpled gold foil. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]
339 K 2 sets of mummy-eyes. Bronze brows and frames, alabaster whites, obsidian pupils. a) L. 7.6, brows 8.5 cm. b) L. 6.3, brows 7.4 cm. Figure 231 M. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]
333 K RBrW. bowl, used as a scraper. Probably intrusive. H. 6.2, D. 12.8 cm. Figure 231 N. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

S 91 (23-24)? Map 9-A. Figure 232.

super.: rubble vi. 5.15 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL, F.D.S. STAIR. V. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: II. CHAMBER: single v with anthropoid niche. No trace of burial. Plundered. Figure 232 A.
23-3-608 K Fragments of 2 or more alabaster vases. Figure 232 B. [T.D. IN CHAMBER.]
809 K Fragments similar to 808 but with separately made neck. D. rim 6.2 cm. Figure 232 C. [T.D. IN CHAMBER.]
810 K Many fragments decayed ivory, including rosette inlays and fragments with relief decoration. [T.D. IN CHAMBER.]
821 (23-336) Striped quartzite hawk wearing double crown. H. 4.3 cm. Figure 232 D. [T.D. IN CHAMBER.]
822 B a) Banded quartzite barrel bead. L. 2.3 cm. Figure 232 E. [T.D. IN CHAMBER.]
b) Discolored green glass paste element: four scarabs with 4 threading holes. L. 2.6, W. 0.6 cm. Figure 232 F. [T.D. IN CHAMBER.]
823 B Pair of alabaster mummy-eyes with obsidian pupils. Decayed, thin. L. 3.8, W. 1.5 cm. [T.D. IN CHAMBER.]
824 K 2 fragments silver and one of lead(?). [T.D. IN CHAMBER.]
S 92 (23-24)? Map 9-B.

**SUPER.:** rubble VI ca. 5.20 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL of F.D.S. STAIR: V. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: II. CHAMBER: single VIII (?) with two internal steps. No trace of burial. Plundered.

23-3-827 B Ivory strips forming a rectangle with bevelled ends, perhaps parts of a box. L. of strips 8.0 to 12.5, Tk. ca. 0.4 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR, SOUTH.]

828 K Faience beads of net: [FLOOR DEBRIS, CHAMBER.] Many cylinder, red and yellow, type of Figure R, V a. L. ca. 1.8 cm. also ball beads, faded white. D. 0.5 cm., and many ring beads, blue, black, red, yellow and faded. D. 0.5 cm.

S 93 (21-22)? Map 9-A-B. Figure 232.

**SUPER.:** rubble VI ca. 6.70 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL of F.D.S. STAIR: V. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: II. CHAMBER: single VIII. Plundered. Figure 232 G.

Note: By position probably older than S 91 and S 92. See Map.

23-3-829 B Fragments of ivory inlays of which three forms are clear. Tk. 0.25 to 0.3 cm. Figure 232 H. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

830 B 4 carnelian ball beads, type of Figure R, I a. D. 1.0 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

831 K Many faience beads of net: cylinder, ball, and ring. Usual forms, not measured. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

832 K Yellow sandstone offering table. L. 31.0, W. 39.5 cm. [T.D. IN CHAMBER.]

Note: Record incomplete, no photograph taken. Diary, March 20, 1923 says “with usual relief scene.”

Not Registered. Diary, March 22, 1923. “Mouth of an alabaster vase.” [CHAMBER CLEARING.]

S 94 (20-21)? Map 10-A-B.

**SUPER.:** rubble VI. NO ENCL., CHAPEL of F.D.S. STAIR: V. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: II. CHAMBER: single V with one internal step and low anthropoid niche at west end.

23-3-833 K Fragments of two alabaster vases. D. rim 3.8 cm. No evidence of knob handles. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

834 K Fragments of grey kohl, cylindrical. D. 1.2 cm. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

835 B Faience beads of net, like 23-3-828 (see above S 92). [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

S 95 (22-23)? Map 10-D.

**SUPER.:** rubble VI, 5.60 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL of F.D.S. STAIR: V. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: II. CHAMBER: single V with one internal step and two deep internal steps. Chamber flaring to west. Plundered.

23-3-836 B Many fragments of ivory. Strips with mitred ends, two knobs with central holes, two rosettes, and a column. Presumed parts of a box. Figure 232 I. [CHAMBER FLOOR.]

Not Registered. Diary, March 25, 1923, “In debris over floor faience cylinder and barrel beads.”

S 96 (24-25)? Map 10-D.

**SUPER.:** rubble VI ca. 4.10 M.Sq., west part only preserved. NO ENCL., CHAPEL of F.D.S. STAIR: VI with deep drop to landing. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: unclear. CHAMBER: single V with floor sloping down to W. and partly fallen roof. Irregular. No trace of burial. Plundered.

23-3-837 B Body of an alabaster vase with knob handles but no tabs. Neck and rim missing. H. 10.7 cm. Figure 232 J. [FLOOR DEBRIS, CHAMBER.]

838 B Fragments of a white bodied faience cup. D. ca. 5.0 cm. Figure 232 K. [CHAMBER, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

840 B Pol. BkW. bowl with four legs and base plate. Legs and base decorated with impressed dots. D. 20.6, H. 11.6 cm. Figure 232 L. [T.D. INSIDE ENTRANCE.]

841 B CRW. jar with loop handles. H. 26.9, D. 14.8 cm. Figure 232 M. [T.D. INSIDE ENTRANCE.]

Note: The two jars 841 and 842 are types found at Nuri in Nu 37 and Nu 15 in the date range (25-26).

S 97 (19-20)? Map 9-C-D.

**SUPER.:** rubble VI. 6.08 M.Sq. NO ENCL., CHAPEL of F.D.S. STAIR: V. NO BLOCK. ENTRANCE: II. CHAMBER: single V rectangular. No trace of burial. Plundered.

23-3-835 B 2 carnelian ball beads. D. 0.55 cm. [T.D. IN STAIR AND CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

840 B Pol. BkW. bowl with four legs and base plate. Legs and base decorated with impressed dots. D. 20.6, H. 11.6 cm. Figure 232 A. [ORIGINAL FILLING OF STAIR ON STEP 7.]

Note: This vessel is reminiscent of two found in original filling of stair in W 348 (see Section I, p. 74, and IS, 16 Figure L), a tomb the original use of which has been tentatively dated (30-40?). The example from S 97 would appear to be of earlier date, and the type, which is rare at Meroe, may have been a local ware, seldom placed in tombs here, but of prolonged use in less sophisticated areas.

S 98 (18-19). Map 9-10-D.

**SUPER.:** rubble VI. NO ENCL., CHAPEL of F.D.S. STAIR. ENTRANCE: II. NO BLOCK. CHAMBER: single V with one internal step, flaring to west. Roof partly fallen. Empty.

Note: Stair runs under Super. of S 95 which is later. See Map.
S 99 (21-22)? Map 9-10-D. Figure 233.

SUPER.: rubble vi(?). Exists, but not recorded or measured. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. STAIR. ENTRANCE. II. NO BLOCK. CHAMBER: single v flaring to west. No trace of burial. Plundered. Figure 233 B.

23-3-844 B Faience beads of net (not counted). [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

Cylinder, green, red and faded, type of Figure R, V a. L. ca. 1.65 cm. Ball, a few green and faded, type of Figure R, I c. D. ca. 0.45 cm. Ring, green, red, black and yellow of which a few grouped in

original pattern, type of Figure R, VI g. D. ca. 0.45 cm.

23-3-845-847 B Fragments of 3 alabaster vases with knob handles and tabs. H. 14.7, D. 3.7 cm. Figure 233 C; H. 13.2, D. 4.6 cm., Figure 233 D; and H. 13.3, D. 4.4 cm. Not illustrated, similar to Figure 233 C. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

848 K Pair of mummy-eyes, bronze brows and frames, quartzite whites and obsidian pupils. Not measured. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

849 B Many fragments of ivory, including panels, some with mitred corners (from a box?). Not measured. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]
S 100 (28-29)? Map 9-E. Figure 233.

Super.: rubble VI ca. 6.70 M.Sq. No Encl., Chapel of Fds. Stair: VI. No Block. Entrance: I. Chamber: single V rectangular with one low internal step. No trace of burial. Plundered. Figure 233 E.

Note: Apparently later than S 502, the SW. quarter of which seems to have been destroyed to make room for S 100. The Chapel of the latter, if one existed, must have been very small.

23-3850 Miscellaneous fragments as follows: [T.D. in Chamber.]

- a A few faience beads of net. Not measured.
- b A few fragments ivory, including one of part of a female head, very fine work. H. 1.9 cm. Figure 233 F.
- c Crumpled gold foil.


S 102 (20-21)? Map 7-J. Figure 234.

Super.: masonry VI (?) ca. 3.70 M.Sq. No Encl. Chapel: masonry III. No Fds. Stair: abnormal, West of Super., descending to East. Entrance: II. Block: II, disturbed. Chamber: single V. No trace of burial. Plundered. Figure 234 A.

Note: This Super. is built over an older grave S 102-1. Its substructure lies quite abnormally to the West of Super., probably because of the slope of the hill. The same situation exists with S 103 below. Note also that the graves S 148 and 149 lie so close to the Super. of S 102 that they must be assumed to be older. See Map. 21-2-193 B Small fragment of an alabaster vessel. Tk. 0.4 to 0.7 cm. [Chamber Debris.]

194 + 671 B Faience beads of net: [Chamber Debris.]

- 865 cylinder, faded, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.4 to 2.0 cm. 156 ring, blue, black, red and faded, type of Figure R, VI f. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm. 29 ball, rough faded, type of Figure R, I c. D. 0.4 to 0.55 cm.

21-3-237 K Bones of adult skeleton. [Chamber Debris.]

S 102-1 (8-9)? Map 7-J. Figure 234.

No Super., Encl., Chapel of Fds. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III a. 228 x 68 - 120. Prop. No. 3.4 -. Burial: adult skeleton extended on back, head W. in traces of a wooden box coffin, in remains of a bead net. Figure 234 A.

Note: Older than S 102.

21-2-235 + 21-3-271 B Faience beads of net: [On Burial.]

About 3336 cylinder, red and green, type of Figure R, V b. L. ca. 1.6 cm. About 9165 ring, red, green and black, type of Figure R, VI f. D. ca. 0.5 cm. Not Registered. K Bones of adult skeleton.

S 103 (20-21)? Map 7-J. Figure 234.

Super.: masonry VI ca. 3.80 M.Sq. No Encl., Chapel of Fds. Stair: V at W., descending E. Entrance: II. Block: rubble IV disturbed. Chamber: single V large rectangular. Plundered. Figure 234 B.

Note: Substructure abnormal with entrance from west, as in S 102 above, doubtless because of the slope of the hill. See Map. 21-2-336 B Faience standing figure of Bastet with incised inscription down back-pillar. H. 7.6 cm. Figure 234 C. [T.D. in Stair.]

337 K 5 fragments of faience shawabti figures of Sashena, as found in S 132 (see Section III, p. 362, Figure 193). [T.D. in Stair, Intrusive.]

338 K Fragment of alabaster. 2.8 x 2.4, Tk. 0.3 to 0.7 cm. [Debris in Stair.]

339 K 3 fragments of a bronze vessel. Tk. 0.1 cm. [Debris in Stair.]

655 B 48 faded green faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R V a. L. 1.5 to 1.8 cm. [Washed Debris in Chamber.]

656 B 3 alabaster whites from mummy-eyes, a pair L. 6.4 cm, one with obsidian pupil, and one L. 5.0 cm. [Washed Debris in Chamber.]

657 B Scrap of bronze. Tk. 0.2 cm. [Washed Debris in Chamber.]

Not Registered. K Several fragments of wooden coffin boards. [T.D. in Chamber.]

Note: Nos. 21-2-180-183 were found in Surface Debris between S 102 and S 103. See below under Surface Finds. P. 447.

S 104 (6-7)? Map 7-I. Figure 234.

Super.: masonry VI? 4.30 M.Sq. No Encl., Chapel, Fds. or Stair. Pit Grave EW. III b. 248 x 200 - 100 Max. Prop. No. 1:2 + Plundered. Figure 234 D.

21-2-184 K Fragments of a bronze vessel. Tk. less than 0.2 cm. [Grave Debris.]

185 K 1 blue faience cylinder bead, type of Figure R, V a. L. 2.0 cm. [Grave Debris.]

S 105 (12-13)? Map 7-H-I.

S 106 (7-8)? Map 7-J. Figure 234.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL, F.DS. OF STAIR. Rect. Pit Grave, SE-NW. III A 208 x 65 - 77. Prop. No. 3.2. Burial intact. Adult extended on back, head NW. No trace of coffin. Figure 234 E.

1-2-205 B About 100 blue faience disc beads, type of Figure R, VI m. D. 0.8 to 1.0 cm. [ON BODY AT RIGHT WRIST, BRACELET?]
S 107 (7-8). Map 7-J.


234 B 43 faience cylinder beads, green and yellow, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.9 to 2.3 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

S 108 (8-9)? Map 7-J.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave, SE-NW. III A. 218 x 86 - 78. Prop. No. 2.7. No trace of burial. Plundered. 21-3-239 B Faience beads, presumed from net. [AT KNEES OF SKELETON.]

67 faded cylinder, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.1 to 1.4 cm. 131 ring, green, red, and black, type of Figure R VI i. D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm. 240 K Leg bones of skeleton.

S 109 (6-7)? Map 7-H. Figure 234.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave, SE-NW. III C. 246 x 128 - 1.15 SE. 42 NW. Prop. No. 2.0. No trace of burial. Plundered. Figure 234 F.

21-2-217 K Few fragments ivory, unclear. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

218 K Fragments of a bronze bowl. Tk. ca. 0.1 cm. Not reconstructed. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

219 B Faience as follows: worn head of a blue glazed amulet, Sekhmet? H. 2.1 cm. Figure 234 G; bead with serrated edge D. 0.5 cm., Figure 234 H; 1 cylinder bead, broken. D. 0.7 cm., 4 disc beads, green and faded. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm. and misc. fragments. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

220 K Fragments of alabaster vessels, including shapes on Figure 234 J. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

254 K Sherds of BkW. at least two vessels. Tk. 0.6 and 0.75 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

254 A B 2 circular convex ivory game pieces. D. 2.5 cm. Figure 234 L. and fragments of an ivory stick. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

255 K Fragments of a bronze bowl or dish of D. ca. 20.0, Tk. 0.2 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

608 K 4 bronze bowls, all type of Figure N 11 a-c) H. ca. 10.0, H. 10.4, H. 10.2 cm. [IN SW. BED-LEG HOLE.]

d) H. ca. 10.5 cm. [IN NW. BED-LEG HOLE.]

S 110 (6-7)? Map 7-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III B 222 x 152 - 115 E., 63 W. Prop. No. 1.5. No trace of burial. Plundered. 21-2-224 K Rim fragment of a bronze bowl with rivet for handle in place. Tk. 0.1 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

225 K Side fragment of a granite vessel. Tk. ca. 1.5 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

241 B Green faience Udjat, no details. L. 1.6 cm. GRAVE, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

242 B 10 fragments of a bronze vessel, not reconstructed. Tk. 0.1 to 0.3 cm. [GRAVE, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

243 B Small fragment of a shell. [GRAVE, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

248 B Bronze twisted wire handle with bird on top. L. 8.2, H. 5.0 cm. Figure 236 A. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

249 B 2 spiral shells. L. 2.6 cm. [GRAVE, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

250 B 2 faience beads, one type of Figure R, V a, L. 2.1 cm. and one type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.45 cm. [GRAVE, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

604 K Bronze bowl like 21-2-602 from S 110, see Figure 235 G. H. 9.3, D. 12.2 cm. [GRAVE, FLOOR IN SW. CORNER.]

S 111 (6-7)? Map 7-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III B 222 x 152 - 115 E., 63 W. Prop. No. 1.5. No trace of burial. Plundered. 21-2-224 K Rim fragment of a bronze bowl with rivet for handle in place. Tk. 0.1 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

225 K Side fragment of a granite vessel. Tk. ca. 1.5 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

241 B Green faience Udjat, no details. L. 1.6 cm. GRAVE, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

242 B 10 fragments of a bronze vessel, not reconstructed. Tk. 0.1 to 0.3 cm. [GRAVE, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

243 B Small fragment of a shell. [GRAVE, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

248 B Bronze twisted wire handle with bird on top. L. 8.2, H. 5.0 cm. Figure 236 A. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

249 B 2 spiral shells. L. 2.6 cm. [GRAVE, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

250 B 2 faience beads, one type of Figure R, V a, L. 2.1 cm. and one type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.45 cm. [GRAVE, FLOOR DEBRIS.]

604 K Bronze bowl like 21-2-602 from S 110, see Figure 235 G. H. 9.3, D. 12.2 cm. [GRAVE, FLOOR IN SW. CORNER.]

S 112 (4-5)? Map 7-I.

S 112-119 West and South Cemeteries at Meroë

21-2-245 K Fragment of an alabaster cup(?). D. ca. 7.0, Tk. 0.7 to 1.0 cm. [floor debris.]

246 B Fragment of a polished red jasper bowl. D. mouth ca. 12.0 cm. Figure 236 B. [floor debris.]

S 113 (4-5)? Map 7-I.

21-2-245 K Fragment of an alabaster cup(?). D. ca. 7.0, Tk. 0.7 to 1.0 cm. [floor debris.]

246 B Fragment of a polished red jasper bowl. D. mouth ca. 12.0 cm. Figure 236 B. [floor debris.]

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL or F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave NE-SW. iii a. 232 x 75 - 88 NE., 20 SW. Prop. No. 3.1 —. Legs of extended burial, head SW. (Perhaps female by lightness of bones.) Plundered.

21-2-311 K Fragment of a bronze bowl with rim folded in. Tk. 0.2 cm. [floor debris.]

312 B 10 silver Udjats, L. 1.8 cm. Figure 236 E. [at ankles of skeleton.]

313 B 7 faience Udjats, L. 1.65 cm. Figure 236 E. [at ankles of skeleton.]

Note: Two anklets, each alternating silver and faience Udjats.

610 K Fragments of a bronze basin anciently repaired. Rim turned over inward. H. ca. 13.2, D. ca. 26.0 cm. [at foot of grave, below feet.]

21-3-395 K DbW. vase, broken. H. 17.6 cm. Figure 236 F. [grave debris.]

S 1119 (4-5)? Record incomplete, “Top of Hill,” perhaps Map 8-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL or F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave III c. No measurements given. Plundered.

21-2-325 K Fragments of a bronze vessel. Tk. 0.1 to 0.2 cm. [grave debris.]

S 117 (8-9). Map 7-H.

21-2-295 B Ivory game-piece. D. 2.6, H. 0.9 cm. Figure 236 C. [floor debris.]

296 K Fragments from 2 bronze bowls, one with solid rim, one with folded rim. Tk. ca. 0.1 cm. [floor debris.]

297 K 6 fragments alabaster. Tk. 0.4 to 0.6 cm. [floor debris.]

298 K Fragment of a fine hard ferricrete sandstone vessel. Not measured. [floor debris.]

299 B Beads as follows: [floor debris.]

3 blue faience, D. 1.1 to 1.5 cm. Figure 236 D, top. 1 alabaster. D. 1.0 cm. Figure 236 D, center. 1 faience ribbed ball. D. 0.8 cm. Figure 236 D, bottom.
SOUTH CEMETERY SUMMARY

S 120 (4-5)? Map 8-I.


21- 2-326 K 9 fragments of alabaster vessels, 2 of flaring rims. Tk. 0.85 to 1.8 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

327 K 2 potsherds: CRW. Tk. 1.4 cm., FHRW. part of a rough handle. Tk. 0.3 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

436 B Steatite scarab, worn glaze. L. 2.8 cm. Figure 236 J. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]

437 K Bronze mirror with tang. H. 25.8, W. 22.4, Tk. 0.4 cm. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]

S 121 (8-9)? Map 7-H.


21- 2-300 K Few fragments of 2 bronze bowls, one with rim folded outwards. Tk. ca. 0.2 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

301 K Small alabaster vessel fragment. Tk. 0.7 to 1.2 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

302 K Rim fragment R.Pol.BrW. Tk. 0.5 to 0.6 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

303 K Sherd of greenish DbW., ribbed surface. Tk. 0.5 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

304 K Sherd of CRW., ribbed, black centered. Tk. 0.6 to 1.3 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

S 122 (9-10)? Map 7-H.


21- 2-323 K 2 beryl ball beads, type of Figure R, I a. D. 0.9 and 1.0 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

21- 3-259 (24.882) Alabaster vase. H. 12.5 cm. Figure 256 K. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

S 123 (4-5)? Map 7-I.


21- 2-522 K 2 fragments bronze. Tk. 0.2 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

523 K Side fragment alabaster vessel. Tk. ca. 2.6 cm., and fragment of an alabaster disc lid, D. 3.4, Tk. 0.9 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

524 K Sherd of brown surfaced BkW. Tk. 0.5 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
SOUTH CEMETERY SUMMARY

S 128 (6-7). Map 7-I.


21-2-349 K Fragments of alabaster vessels, including rim and shoulder of a jar. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

350 K 5 bronze vessel fragments. Tk. ca. 0.1 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

415 K Fragments brown surfaced BkW. pitted and incised decoration. Tk. 0.6 cm. [COARSE DEBRIS AMONG BLACK ROCKS.]

416 K 11 alabaster vase fragments (see 349 above). Tk. 0.4 to 2.0 cm. [COARSE DEBRIS AMONG BLACK ROCKS.]

417 K Bronze vessel fragments (see 350 above). [COARSE DEBRIS AMONG BLACK ROCKS.]

S 132 (7-8). Map 7-J. See Section III, p. 362, Figure 193.

S 133 (Undated). Map 7-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Irregular oval hole 280 x 230-88 SE. - 08 NW. Empty. Perhaps an unfinished grave never used or not a grave.

S 134 (2-3). Map 8-H. See Section III, p. 357, Figure 199.

S 135 (9-10). Map 7-J. Figure 236 V.


21-2-470 + 21-3-197 B Faience beads of net. [ON BODY AND DEBRIS OF DECAY.]

2526 faded green cylinder, type of Figure R, Va. L. 1.0 to 2.5 cm. 3625 ring, green, black, red, type of Figure R, VI f. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm. 602 rough ball, faded, type of Figure R, I a. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm.

21-3-198 K Skull and bones of skeleton.

S 136 (8-9). Map 7-J.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III a. 252 x 95 - 142 E. - 68 W. Prop. No. 2.6 - . No trace of burial. Plundered.

21-2-478 K Faience beads as follows: [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

116 faded green cylinder, 2 sizes, type of Figure R, Va. L. 1.6 to 2.5 cm. A few faded green ball, type of Figure R, I c. D. 0.4 to 0.6 cm.
21-2-479  K  Fragments of a bronze vessel with folded rim. Tk. 0.2 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

480  K  Potsherds:
   a) Fragments of a bowl, brown surfaced BkW., R.Pol. H. ca. 11.5, D. 21.8, D. mouth ca. 14.0 cm.
   b) Fragment of a RW. cup, R.washed, ribbed inside and out. Tk. 0.6 to 1.0 cm. c) Fragment of brown surfaced BkW. used as a scraper. Tk. 0.5 to 0.6 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

S 137 (8-9)? Map 7-J. Figure 237 A.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave NE-SW. III A. 270 x 112 - 165 NE. - 48 SW. Prop. No. 2.4 +. BURIAL: intact adult female extended on back, head SW. in remains of bead net but without trace of coffin. Remains of blue-black textile between hips and knees. Net disturbed but with black and yellow ring beads about skull. Hole 19 cm. deep in NE. corner not explained.

21-2-469; 21-3-219  B  Faience beads of net: [DEBRIS OVER A DOLLAR BODY AND ON FLOOR.]
   2722 cylinder, green, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.1 to 1.7 cm. 607 ball, faded, rough, type of Figure R, I c. D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm. 4929 ring, green, black, red, and yellow. Type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm.

21-3-220  K  Bones of adult female skeleton.

S 138 (8-9)? Map 7-J.


21-2-471; 23-3-300  B & K  Faience beads of net: [DEBRIS OF BODY AND GRAVE.]
   217 faded green cylinder, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.4 to 2.3 cm. 3 faded ball, type of Figure R, I b. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm. 1784 ring, green, red, black.
   Type of Figure R, VI f. D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm.
   472  B  3 small spiral shells. L. 0.5 to 1.1 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

21-3-199  K  Leg bones of skeleton.

S 139 (8-9). Map 7-J. Figure 237 B.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 218 x 82 - 80 E. - 29 W. Prop. No. 2.7 +. BURIAL: intact. Adult female extended on back, head W. in cast of a wooden anthropoid coffin. Traces of blackened textile on body, no other objects.
SOUTH CEMETERY SUMMARY

S 143 (2-3)? Map 8-9-I. Figure 237.

Super.: few sandstone blocks of rubble, not defined. No chapel or FS. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III a. 238 x 150 - 123. Prop. No. 1.6 - . No trace of burial. Plundered. Figure 237 C.

21-2-456 K 2 fragments thick walled alabaster vessels. Tk. 1.7 to 2.5 cm. [Floor Debris.]

457 K Scrap of ivory. Tk. 0.2 cm. [Floor Debris.]

458a K Bronze fragments, perhaps from a disc mirror. D. ca. 13.0, Tk. 0.1 to 0.2 cm.

b B Fragment of a bronze implement. L. 7.1 cm. Figure 237 D. [Floor Debris.]

459 K Potsherds as follows: [Floor Debris.]

Dark grey ware, buff slip, ribbed inside and out. Tk. 0.6 cm. Rim fragment FHR W. ribbed inside and out. D. mouth ca. 9.0, Tk. 0-4 cm. Fragments brown surfaced coarse BkW. Tk. 0-4 to 0.5 cm.

460 K Fragment of a grinding stone. 11.0 x 12.5, Tk. 3.3 to 4.4 cm. [Floor Debris.]

S 144 (8-9)? Map 7-J. Figure 237.

No super., encl., chapel of F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave NNW-SWW. III a. 226 x 91 - 33. Prop. No. 2.5 - . S. end denuded away. Burial: intact small female, extended on back, head N., in bead net showing traces of mumification but no coffin. Figure 237 E.

21-2-518 and 21-3-171 B Beads of net, some areas preserving pattern. Figure 237 F. [On Body.]

Also loose beads as follows:

931 cylinder, blue and faded, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.3 to 1.6 cm. 438 ball, rough, faded, type of Figure R, I c. D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm. 2740 ring, blue, green, yellow, red, black and faded, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.3 to 0.6 cm.

S 145 (9-10)? Map 7-J. Figure 237 G.

No super., encl., chapel of F.D.S. Pit Grave in form of anthropoid coffin. EW. 190 x 50 - 35 E. - 10 W. Leg bones only of extended adult burial, head W.

21-3-170 B Beads of net, disturbed: [Among Leg Bones.]

27 cylinder, faded blue-green, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.7 to 2.1 cm. 50 ball, rough, faded, type of Figure R, I c. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm. 6 ring, faded blue-green, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm.

S 146 (8-9)? Map 8-J. Figure 237.

No super., encl., chapel of F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III a. 234 x 88 - 70 E. - 57 W. Prop. No. 2.7 - . Burial: small adult extended on back, head W. in traces of bead net and in rectangular box coffin. Partially plundered, left side of body missing. Figure 237 H.

21-2-551 K Incomplete brown surfaced BkW. bowl. H. 8.6, D. ca. 11.4 cm. Figure 237 I. [Grave Debris.]

552 K Fragment of ivory. 2.6 x 1.8, Tk. 0.5 cm. [Grave Debris.]

553; 21-3-167 B Faience beads of net: [On Body and in Grave Debris.]

263 cylinder, blue-green, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.3 to 1.6 cm. 555 ring, blue-green, black, and red, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm.

S 147 (9-10)? Map 7-J. Figure 237 J.


21-2-554 + 21-3-235 B Faience beads of net: [On Body and in Grave Debris.]

267 cylinder, blue-green, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.2 to 1.7 cm. 212 ball, rough faded, type of Figure R, I c. D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm. 1349 ring, faded blue, red, black, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.3 to 0.5 cm.

21-3-187 K Skull and bones of negroid female.

S 148 (9-10)? Map 7-J.


S 149 (9-10)? Map 7-J.


S 150 (8-9)? Map 7-J.


S 151 (7-8)? Map 7-J.

S 152 (2-3)? Map 8-I. Figure 237.


21- 2-482 B Faience beads as follows, perhaps from net. [floor debris.]
87 cylinder, faded blue, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.5 to 1.8 cm. 505 ring, blue, green, black and red, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.3 to 0.6 cm.

S 154 (q-10)? Map 7-I. Figure 238.

no super., encl., chapel or f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave SSW-NNE. III A. 218 x 74 - 104. X. - 50 S. Prop. No. 3.1 -. burial: intact small adult extended on back, head N. in bead net, and apparently in anthropoid case inside a wooden box coffin. Figure 238 A.

21- 3-230 K Pair of gold ear-studs with removable caps. L. 1.5, D. 1.2 cm. Figure 238 B. [on body.] 231 K Amazon stone amulet. H. 1.0 cm. Figure 238 C. [debris of body.]

232 K a) Pair of gold terminals. L. 1.9 cm. Figure 238 D. [debris of grave.]
   b) 1 gold barrel bead, type of Figure R, II c small. L. 0.5 cm. [debris of grave.]
   c) 1 granulated gold bead, type of Figure R, VI p. D. 0.5 cm. [debris of grave.]
   d) 1 irregular gold nugget, pierced. 1.1 x 0.8 x 0.2 cm. [debris of grave.]

233 + 236 K Faience bead of net: [debris of body.]
1233 cylinder, 1 red, rest green. L. 1.3 to 1.9 cm. 807 ball, faded. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm. 6824 ring, green, black, and red. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm.

Note: Woven ring beads over face and breast, pattern not recovered. On shoulders, hips and legs a net of cylinder beads.

S 153 (3-4)? Map 8-I.

no super., encl., chapel of f.d.s. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III B.

S 156 (5-6)? Map 8-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL or F.D.S. Grave only an irregular hole ca. 69 cm. deep. Plundered.

21-2-519 K Lump of transparent crystal. 8.9 x 5.4 x 4.4 cm. [DEBRIS.]

520 K 4 small bronze vessel fragments. Tk. 0.1 to 0.2 cm. [DEBRIS.]

521 K Potsherds: 3 fragments brown surfaced BkW. Tk. 0.5 cm., and a few fragments of a RW. jar, Dbl. slip. Tk. 0.4 to 0.7 cm. [DEBRIS.]

S 157 (3-4)? Map 8-9-I.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL or F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III A. 210 x 106, depth not recorded. Prop. No. 2.0 -. Plundered. No trace of burial.

21-2-535 K 2 fragments alabaster vessels: from a jar. Tk. 0.9 to 1.3 cm., from a bowl of D. ca. 15.0, Tk. 0.4 to 0.8 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

536 K Cowrie shell, back cut off. L. 2.0 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

537 K Base of a small yellow ferricrete sandstone jar, pointed base. H. 4.6, D. 3.8 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

538 K 2 scraps bronze. Tk. ca. 0.1 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

539 K 27 shell beads, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.7 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

540 K Sherd of brown surfaced BkW. Tk. 0.6 to 1.1 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

541 K Lower part of a faience amulet: Pataikos or Bes standing on crocodiles with feet of profile figure on back. H. 1.9 cm. Figure 238. E. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

Note: Compare amulets of Piankhy Queens. RCK I, PI. I and LIV passim.

577 K 2 cowries, backs cut off. L. 2.0 and 2.2 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

578 K Faience beads as follows: [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

1 cylinder, green, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.5 cm., 1 ball with blue equator stripe, type of Figure R, I q. D. 0.3 cm., 2 faded ring, type of Figure R, VI f. D. 0.65 cm.

579 (24.988) Pale green glazed hawk amulet, white body, black details. H. 2.8 cm. Figure 238 F.

S 158 (3-4)? Map 8-1-J.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL or F.D.S. Irregular Oval Pit Grave EW. 170 x 98 - 57. Plundered. No trace of burial.

21-3-236 K 2 RBrW. deep bowls, both broken. a) H. 15.8, D. 13.2 cm. Figure 238 G. b) H. 12.5, D. 11.5 cm. Not illustrated. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

S 159 (3-4)? Map 8-J.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL or F.D.S. NW. corner of a Rectangular Pit Grave, the rest washed away. No measurements possible. No trace of burial.

21-2-525 K 8 small fragments bronze. Tk. 0.1 to 0.2 cm. [DEBRIS.]

526 K Fragment of a faience shawabti of SASHENSA (ex. S 132, Figure 193 C.D.). H. 3.5 cm. [DEBRIS, INTRUSIVE.]

527 B Miscellaneous beads: 4 white shell disc, type of Figure R, VI h, D. 0.7 to 0.9 cm., 2 faded green faience cylinder, type of Figure R, V b, L. 1.3 and 1.6 cm., 1 decayed lapis cylinder, type of Figure R, V d, L. 2.3, D. 1.2 cm. [DEBRIS.]

529 K 6 fragments thick walled alabaster jar. Tk. 0.8 to 1.6 cm. [DEBRIS.]

529 K CRW. sherd scraper. Tk. 0.7 to 1.4 cm. [DEBRIS.]

530 K 1 cowrie with cut back. L. 2.0 cm. [DEBRIS.]

531 K 7 fragments alabaster vessels. Tk. 0.9 to 2.0 cm. [DEBRIS.]

532 K 5 fragments of a bronze vessel with solid rim. Tk. 0.1, rim 0.3 cm. [DEBRIS.]

533 K 5 fragments of a brown surfaced BkW. jar, decorated with punched pit-marks, rim shows incised herring-bone pattern. Tk. 0.7 to 0.9 cm. [DEBRIS.]

S 160 (3-4)? Map 8-J.


21-2-714a B Fragment of a pottery cup, handmade, greenish surface, scored marking outside. H. 7.0, D. ca. 12.7. Figure 238 H. [DEBRIS.]

Note: A very crude local ware, undatable.

714b-c K 2 sherds of BkW. one brown surfaced. Tk. 0.5 and 0.7 cm. [DEBRIS.]

715 K 2 bronze vessel fragments with thickened rim. Tk. 0.2 and 0.3 cm. [DEBRIS.]

716 K 2 fragments alabaster vessels. Tk. 1.3 to 1.7 cm. [DEBRIS.]

S 161 (20-21)? Map 7-I. Figure 238.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL or F.D.S. STAIR. ENTRANCE: II. NO BLOCK. CHAMBER: single V flaring, roof collapsed. Oriented N-S. Plundered. Figure 238 J.

Note: Apparently a later intrusion into early part of cemetery, oriented abnormally because of restricted available space.

21-2-559 K CRW. jar with single loop handle. H. 28.8, D. 12.8 cm. Figure 238 I. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]

581 K Alabaster mummy-eye, pupil missing. L. 5.7 cm. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]
SOUTH CEMETERY SUMMARY

S 162 (2-3)? Map 8-I.
No Super., Encl., Chapel of F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave NE-SW. III C. 235 x 153 - 114 NE. - 82 SW. Prop. No. 1.5 +. Corner holes preserved at 2 South corners only. No trace of burial. Plundered. 21-2-576 K A few fragments of a bronze vessel with thickened rim. Tk. 0.1 to 0.2, rim 0.4 cm. [Grave Debris.]

S 163 (3-4)? Map 9-I.

S 164 (3-4)? Map 9-I.

S 165 (3-4)? Map 9-I.
No Super., Encl., Chapel of F.D.S. Oval Pit Grave NE-SW. 134 x 80 - 115 NE. - 78 SW. No trace of burial. Plundered. 21-2-589 K 3 fragments bronze vessel with solid rim. Tk. 0.1, rim 0.2 cm. [Washed Debris on Floor.]

S 166 (5-6)? Map 8-J.

S 167 (9-10)? Map 7-J.
No Super., Encl., Chapel of F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave N.S. III A. 205 x 61 - 90 N. - 72 S. Prop. No. 3.4 +. No trace of burial. Plundered. 21-2-650 B Faience beads as follows (from net?): [Grave Debris.] 420 cylinder, faded blue, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.4 to 1.6 cm. 100 ball, rough, faded, type of Figure R, I c. D. 0.4 to 0.6 cm. 29 ring, faded blue, one red, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.4 to 0.6 cm.

S 168 (6-7)? Not located on Map.
No Super., Encl., Chapel of F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III A. 230 x 120 - 143. Prop. No. 2.0 - No trace of burial. Plundered. 21-3-260 K Broken bronze bowl, type of Figure N I I. H. 15.2, D. 16.8 cm. [Grave, on Floor.]

S 169 (6-7)? Map 10-H.
No Super., Encl., Chapel of F.D.S. Circular Pit. D. ca. 120 - 62. ca. empty. Note: Perhaps not a grave. Diary (February 27, 1921) says "Empty except for fragment of alabaster in debris."

S 170 (7-8)? Map 10-H.
No Super., Encl., Chapel of F.D.S. Oval Pit Grave SE-NW. 240 x 147 - 153 NW. - 101 SE. No trace of burial. Plundered. 21-2-631 B Fragment of alabaster vessel, Tk. 1.6 cm., and fragment of yellow ferricrete vessel, Tk. 0.7 mc. [Grave Debris.]

S 171 (7-8)? Map 10-G.
No Super., Encl., Chapel of F.D.S. Pit Grave for child, rounded ends, SE-NW. III A. 114 x 46 - 50. Prop. No. 2.5 - Traces of decayed infant skeleton, head NW. Intact.
S 172 (5-6)? Map 10-G.


K 2 fragments of a thin walled alabaster perfume vase (base and side pieces). D. base 3.3 cm. [Coarse Debris and Sand in Grave.]

Beads like 662 above. 1 cylinder, 2 ring, 6 shell disc, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.8 cm. [Grave Debris.]

S 173 (6-7)? Map 10-G.


2 fragments of a thin walled alabaster perfume vase (base and side pieces). D. base 3.3 cm. [Coarse Debris and Sand in Grave.]

K 3 green faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R, VI g. L. 1.6 to 2.1 cm. [Sandy Debris in Grave.]

S 174 (6-7)? Map 10-G.


K Fragments bronze. Tk. 0.1 cm. [Grave Debris.]

Beads as follows: [Grave Debris.]

1 lapis flattened cylinder. L. 1.5, 0.8 x 0.6 cm., 1 shell ring bead, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.6 cm., 1 green faience disc, type of Figure R, VI I. D. 0.9 cm., 1 yellow faience twin ball, D. 0.2 cm.

K 1 faded green faience disc bead, type of Figure R, VI I. D. 0.9 cm. [Grave Debris.]

S 175 (5-6)? Map 10-G.


2 faience cylinder, faded green, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.6 and 2.4 cm. 22 faience ring, green and yellow, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.4 to 0.6 cm. 2 shell disc, type of Figure R, VI n. D. 0.8 and 1.2 cm.

B Tiny fragment very thin bronze. Tk. ca. 3/4 m/m. [In Sand and Coarse Debris.]

4 unidentifiable fragments of faience amulets. [In Sand and Coarse Debris.]

Separately made neck and rim of an alabaster vase. H. 2.7, D. 2.4 cm. Figure 238 P. [In Sand and Coarse Debris.]

K Tiny fragment very thin bronze. Tk. ca. 3/4 m/m. [In Sand and Coarse Debris.]

K 2 light RW. Zamzamyeh, Db.slip, type of Figure M 9, both with necks missing. a) H. 8.7, W. 8.2, Tk. 6.0 cm., b) H. 14.0, W. 13.0, Tk. 9.0 cm. [Grave Debris.]

B 5 small fragments bronze like 663 above. [Grave Debris.]

Small fragment ivory. 1.8 x 0.8 x 0.4 cm. [Grave Debris.]

Beads like 662 above. 1 cylinder, 2 ring, 6 shell disc. [Grave Debris.]

S 176 (5-6)? Map 10-G.


K 3 green faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.6 to 2.1 cm. [Sandy Debris in Grave.]

K Opaque white and yellow stone natural pebble, vaguely resembling a bull's head with horns. Used as an amulet? 1.6 x 2.2 x 1.9 cm. [Sandy Debris in Grave.]

S 177 (5-6)? Map 10-G.


K Fragment of an alabaster jar. H. ca. 11.0, D. ca. 6.2 cm. Figure 238 Q. [Sandy Debris in Grave.]

K 1 faded blue faience bead, type of Figure R, VI g. D. 0.5 cm. [Sandy Debris in Grave.]

2 bone plaques with incised Udjats, one fragmentary. 3.6 x 2.6 x 0.5 cm. Figure 238 S. [Sandy Debris in Grave.]

K Fragments of a brown surfaced BkW. bowl. R.washed. D. ca. 15.0 cm. Figure 238 R. [Sandy Debris in Grave.]

K CRW. sherd, Tk. 0.8 cm. [In Sand and Coarse Debris.]
S 177–185

WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROE

S 178 (6-7)? Map 10-G.

S 179 (7-8)? Map 10-G.

S 180 (7-8)? Map 10-H.

S 181 (7-8)? Map 10-11-G.

S 177–185

21– 2-670 K 2 fragments alabaster vessels. Tk. 0.5 to 1.1 cm. [Sandy debris in grave.]

696 B 2 bone plaques like 668 above. L. 2.9 and 3.2 cm. [Floor debris.]

697 K Sherds of R.Pol. CRW. used as scrapers. Tk. 0.8 cm. [Floor debris.]

S 178 (6-7)? Map 10-G.


Note: The Diary mentions “potsherds, alabaster and beads in debris.” Not registered.

S 179 (7-8)? Map 10-G.


21– 2-627 K 5 fragments of about 3 alabaster vessels. Tk. 0.4 to 1.2 cm. [Coarse sandy debris.]

629 K 7 fragments of about 3 alabaster vessels, one of which is like 21-2-666 from S 177. See Figure 238 Q. H. 9.8, D. ca. 6.0 cm. [Grave debris.]

630 K Small fragment bronze. Tk. 0.2 cm. [Grave debris.]

S 180 (7-8)? Map 10-H.


21– 2-676 B Faience amulet: ape with disc on head, faded green, greyish body. H. 2.1 cm. Figure 238 T. [Coarse debris in grave.]

677 B 3 fragments of an alabaster bowl. D. ca. 30.0, Tk. 1.0 to 1.6 cm. Not reconstructed. [Coarse debris in grave.]

21– 3-254 K CRW. bowl, ribbed. H. 19.0, D. 14.5 cm. Intrusive? Figure 238 U. [Grave debris.]

235 K Fragment of bronze wire. L. 4.7, D. 0.4 cm. [Grave debris.]

S 181 (7-8)? Map 10-11-G.


21– 2-678 B 7 fragments alabaster vessels, including rim fragment of a bowl, D. ca. 20.0, Tk. 0.9 cm., and fragment of a jar, H. 5.0, rim 3.2, Tk. 0.8 cm. Figure 238 V. [Coarse debris in grave.]

S 182 (7-8). Map 10-11-G.


21– 2-671 K Potsherds: 4 fragments RB/W. R.washed. Tk. 0.8 to 1.0 cm, and 2 fragments HRW. Buff slip, ribbed. [Grave debris.]

671a B Base of an alabaster vessel, thin, rounded bottom. D. 4.3, Tk. 0.1 to 0.2 cm.

b K Fragment alabaster. Tk. 0.8 to 1.2 cm. [Grave debris.]

672 + 726 B Faience cylinder and ring beads: [Grave debris and on floor.]

ca. 60 faded cylinder, type of Figure R, V a. L. 1.6 to 2.4 cm. 6 faded ring, type of Figure R, VI f. D. 0.4 to 0.5 cm.

673 B Small fragment ivory (inlay?). L. 2.1 cm. [Grave debris.]

721 K 4 fragments alabaster vessels. Tk. 0.9 to 1.6 cm. [Floor debris.]

722 K Potsherds: of CRW. and RB/W. used as scrapers, and fragment of a BrW. bowl(?), Tk. 0.5 cm. [Floor debris.]

21– 3-257 K 2 RB/W. bowls, R.washed, ribbed, both incomplete. H. ca. 17.0, D. 13.8 cm. Figure 239 W. [Floor debris.]

S 183 (5-6). Map 9-H.


Note: By position clearly older than the adjacent S 50 and S 82. See Map.

21– 2-717 B Fragment of a blue faience plaque, light grey body. Obverse: incised figure of Bes with snakes(?). Reverse: low relief seated female deity. H. 6.8, W. 3.8, Tk. 0.6 to 0.9 cm. Figure 239 A. [Floor debris in grave.]

Note: Reminiscent of plaques from tombs of Piakhy Queens at El Kurru. Cf. RCK I, Pis. XLIX — LIV passim.

S 184 (5-6)? Map 9-10-GH.


S 185. Number not used.
S 186 (5-6)? Map 9-G.


S 187, 188. Numbers not used.

S 189 (5-6)? Map 9-G.

21-3-15 K 4 fragments alabaster. Tk. 0.5 to 1.1 cm. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]
16 K 1 faded faience cylinder bead, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.5 cm. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]
17 K Fragment of a bronze vessel with thickened rim. Tk. 0.1, rim 0.2 cm. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]

S 190 (Undated). Map 9-10-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Roughly circular pit. D. 170 - 1.25. Empty.
Note: This may not be a grave.

S 191 (5-6)? Map 10-G.

21-2-698 K 12 ostrich shell disc beads, type of Figure R, VI.1. D. 1.1 to 1.2 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]
699 K 3 fragments alabaster. Tk. 0.2 to 0.5 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]
700 K 2 rough CRBrW. sherds. Tk. 0.8 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

S 192 (6-7)? Map 10-G.


S 193 (6-7)? Map 10-H. Figure 239 B.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Pit Grave with rounded ends. EW. 200 x 80 - 85. BURIAL: intact skeleton of a small (young?) horse on left side, head West. No objects.
Note: Suggestive of the horse-graves temp. Piankhy - Tanwe-tamani at El Kurru. Cf. RCK I, p. 111 seq. and Pls. XXVIII, XXIX.

S 194 (8-9)? Map 10-G.


S 195 (6-7)? Map 10-G.

21-2-723 K Potsherds as follows: [DEBRIS OVER FLOOR.]
Sherd of CRW. R.washed. Tk. 0.7 to 1.1 cm., side fragment of a jar with small loop handle in dark brownish grey ware, Db. slip. Tk. 0.5 cm., and a fragment of white specked RBrW.
724 K 1 broken faded faience cylinder bead, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.6 cm. [DEBRIS OVER FLOOR.]

S 196 (5-6)? Map 10-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III C. 210 x 110 - 68 SE. - 152 NW. Prop. No. 2.4. Empty.

S 197 (6-7)? Map 10-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Irregular Pit, SE-W. ca. 175 x 117 - 83. Empty.
Note: There is no evidence that this is a grave.

S 198 (7-8)? Map 10-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III B. 170 x 100 - 51 SE. - 109 NW. Prop. No. 1.7. Empty.

S 199 (5-6)? Map 10-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave NNE-SSW. (SW. end rounded), III B. 183 x 136 - 85 NNE. - 75 SSW. Prop. No. 1.4+. Empty.

S 200 (5-6)? Map 10-11-G. Figure 239 C.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III C. 190 x 117 - 74 SE. - 115 NW. Prop. No. 1.6+ (The two SW. holes are square and larger than the rounded NE. holes.) No trace of burial. Plundered.
21-2-701 K 4 fragments alabaster, including rims of 2 different bowls. Tk. 0.3 to 1.5 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
702 K Sherd of RBrW. Tk. 1.2 cm. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
S 201 (5-6)? Map 11-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Slightly Oval Pit Grave SE-NW. III B. 162 x 135 - 70 SE. - 107 NW. Prop. No. 1.4 -. No trace of burial. Plundered.

Note: In contact with S. face of S 38 and clearly older.

21-3-70 K 3 small fragments bronze. Tk. 0.1 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

711 K 2 fragments of a small round bottomed quartzite jar. D. near base 3.0 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

712 K 3 sherds of white specked FHRW., Db. slip, ribbed. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

713 K 3 fragments alabaster: two rim fragments of bowls, Tk. 0.9 cm., and 1 rim fragment with hole, Tk. 0.4 to 0.8 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

S 202 (7-8)? Map 10-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 188 x 90 - 72 E. - 119 W. Prop. No. 2.1 -. Empty.

S 203 (6-7)? Map 11-G.


Note: Presumed older than S 38 since it lies almost in contact with N. face of that Superstructure.

S 204 (9-10)? Map 11-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave ESE.-WNW. III A. 237 x 82 - 92 SE. - 113 NW. Prop. No. 2.9 -. Empty.

S 205 (6-7)? Map 11-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave SE-NW. III B. 150 x 110 - 97 SE. - 115 NW. Prop. No. 1.4 -. Empty.

S 206 (6-7)? Map 11-G. Figure 239 D.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Pit Grave EW. III D. ca. 230 x 130. For depth see Figure. Prop. No. 1.8 -. Empty.

Note: This abnormal grave is an exceptional form of the bedburial type.

S 207 (6-7)? Map 11-G.


21-3-6 B Fragments bronze. Tk. 0.1 cm. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

7 B Iron axe- or hatchet-head (apparently modern?). H. 14.0, W. 6.7, Tk. ca. 2.8 cm. Figure 239 E. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]

14 K Fragments alabaster jar. Tk. 1.1 to 1.8 cm. Figure 239 F. [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

258 K Fine orange-pink ware flask, slightly oval. Incised mark before firing. H. 13.0, D. 10.5 x 9.4 cm. Figure 239 G. [FLOOR OF GRAVE.]

Note: Diary, March 1, 1921 mentions beads also. Not registered.

S 208 (6-7)? Map 10-G.


S 209 (7-8)? Map 10-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Pit Grave SE-NW. with rounded SE. end III B. 160 x 100 - 85 SE. - 150 NW. Prop. No. 1.6. Empty.

S 210 (5-6)? Map 10-G.


S 211 (7-8)? Map 9-G. Figure 239 H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Oval Pit Grave abnormal. EW. with western half of floor 29 cm. below eastern half. 206 x 114. Prop. No. 1.8 +. No trace of burial. Plundered.

21-3-13 K Fragment from side of an alabaster vase, type of Figure Q 14. H. over 9.4 cm. Perhaps intrusive? [FLOOR DEBRIS.]

S 212 (Undated). Map 10-G.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Roughly Oval Pit 168 x 102 - ca. 92. Prop. No. 1.6 +. Apparently unfinished and never used. Empty.

S 213. Number not used.

S 214 (4-5)? Map 9-H.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Pit Grave SE-NW. with rounded ends. III A. 190 x 95 - 105 SE. - 66 NW. Prop. No. 2.0. No trace of burial. Plundered.

21-3-18 B Fragments of ca. 30 faience shawabti figures, grey bodied, thick hand molded type as in S 84. Figure 239, J. [GRAVE DEBRIS.]
S 215. Number not used.

S 216 (3-?4) Map 9-H. Figure 239 K.

NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. Rect. Pit Grave ENE-WSW.
Note: Partly under Super. of S 82 and clearly older.

S 217. Number not used.

S 218 (2-12) Map 8-9-I.

Note: This was the first of the small tombs on the hilltop to be opened in April 1920 and Reisner at that time speculated in the Diary as to its date on the basis of its contents, which he placed provisionally somewhere between Piankhy (2) and Analma'aye (3).

S 219-310. Numbers not used.

S 311 (?-15) Map 9-E-F. Figure 239 M.

SUPER.: trace of ferricrete rubble. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. STAIR pit and side CHAMBER on north, running E.W. No trace of burial. Plundered.
Note: This abnormal Substructure is similar to S 500. See Section III, p. 380, Figure 206.

S 312-499. Numbers not used.

S 500 (17-18). Map 10-F. See Section III, p. 380, Figure 206.

S 501 (26-27) Map 9-10-E. Figure 240.

SUPER.: MASONRY VII. NO ENCL., CHAPEL: MASONRY, F.C. ONLY, VI(?). NO F.D.S. STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: II. NO BLOCK. CHAMBER: SINGLE V. BENCH: IV A. Plundered. Figure 240, A.
22-1-1 B Alabaster vessel, damaged. H. 12.3, D. 3.9 cm. Figure 240, B. [WASHED SANDY DEBRIS IN CHAMBER.]
82 K Part of human skull. [WASHED SANDY DEBRIS IN CHAMBER.]
83 (24. 1023, 1024) Fragments of a decorated ivory box and lid, incomplete. 6.4 x 6.4, H. 12.2 cm. Figure 240, C. [WASHED SANDY DEBRIS IN CHAMBER.]
84 B Beads as follows: [WASHED SANDY DEBRIS IN CHAMBER.]
ca. 90 blue, red and black faience cylinder, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.6 to 2.0 cm.; 67 blue, red, yellow and black faience ring, type of Figure R, VI i. D. 0.5 cm.; 98 white faience ball, type of Figure R, VI j. D. 0.5 cm.; 1 carnelian ball, taper bored, type of Figure R, I b. D. 0.95 cm.

S 502 (19-20) Map 9-10-E. Figure 241.

SUPER.: MASONRY VII. NO ENCL., CHAPEL OF F.D.S. STAIR: V. ENTRANCE: II. NO BLOCK. Step down into single chamber: V. BENCH: SINGLE. Roof partly fallen. No trace of burial. Plundered. Figure 241, A.
Note: The SW. corner of S 502 destroyed to make room for the later S 100.
S 502, 503; Surface Finds

WEST AND SOUTH CEMETERIES AT MEROE

S 502-1 (II-12)? Map 10-E.

22-1-88 K  a) Fragment of white bodied blue glazed faience offering table with offerings in relief. Tk. 1.3 cm. Figure 241, B. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]
b) 2 fragments of an alabaster vessel like 22-1-81 from S 501. See Figure 240, B. Not measured. [CHAMBER DEBRIS.]


NO SUPER., ENCL., CHAPEL OR F.DS. Rect. Pit Grave EW. III A. 243 x 88 - 107 E. - 58 W. Prop. No. 2.8 -. Empty.

Figure 241
SOUTH CEMETERY: SURFACE FINDS

21- 2-129 K 3 fragments alabaster vessels. Tk. 0.5 to 1.6 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
130 K Circular jar cover of HRW. D. 4.0, Tk. 0.5 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
131 K Small fragments bronze vessel. Tk. 0.1 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
132 K Flint flake. L. 3.7 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
133 K Fragments of ca. 6 faience balls (game pieces), grey body, green glaze, weathered. D. ca. 1.3 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
134 K Scraps of ivory. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
135 K Fragment from a faience bowl, decorated in relief with part of a scene: a man carrying an animal? ca. 2.9 x 3.4 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
136 K Fragments of 2 or 3 green glazed faience flower pendants, type of Figure T III a. Not measured. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
137 K One or two spiral shells. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
138 K Two bone or alabaster disc beads, type of Figure R, VI n. D. 1.0 and 1.4 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
139 K Misc. faience beads, cylinder, ring and disc of usual forms. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
140 K Fragment of an alabaster mummy-eye. L. 3.5 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
147 K Potsherds: brown surfaced BKW., CRRW., RW. R-washed. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
148 K Fragment of an oval bowl of RW. R-washed: Figure 241, C. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
151 K Misc. sherds of RW. and greenish DBW. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
152 K Bronze mirror with tang, much corroded. On one face rectangular panel incised, obscured by corrosion, showing female before seated goddess Mut with three columns Egyptian hieroglyphic inscription above, too decayed for cleaning and largely illegible. H. 28.2, disc. 23.0 x 26.2, Tk. ca. 0.6 cm. Panel 6.0 x 5.0 cm. Figure 241, D. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
155 K Yellow sandstone offering table, uninscribed. Crude representation of offerings: two vases flanking two baskets with loaves and two lotus flowers above loaves. Spout mostly broken off. W. 32.5, H. without spout, ca. 20.0 cm. Not illustrated. [NORTH SLOPE OF S. HILLTOP, SURFACE DEBRIS.]
166 K Red sandstone offering table, broken, lower left corner missing. Crude bordering debased Egyptian hieroglyphic inscription, largely illegible. Offerings in relief in field. W. 36.0, H. 28.5, over spout 36.8, Tk. 9 to 10 cm. Figure 241, E. [NORTH SLOPE OF S. HILLTOP, NEAR S. 31.]
167 K Scrap of ivory. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]

21- 2-168 K Two fragments bronze, representing two different rims of vessels. Tk. ca. 0.1 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
169 K 9 blue, red and yellow faience cylinder beads, type of Figure R, V b. L. 1.0 to 1.6 cm.; 24 white faience disc beads. D. 0.4 cm.; and 2 alabaster disc beads, D. 0.7 cm.; one mottled white stone pendant, type of Figure T, II h. L. 1.6 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
170 K Four fragments of faience. a) rim of a cup with relief decoration of two Uraii with ca. 0.2 cm. b) fragment with part of a right hand in relief. 1.8 x 1.8 cm. c) fragment of rim and handle, upper part of a cartouche on handle. d) fragment of an amulet, unclear. H. ca. 2.6 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
171 K Fragments from 8 or 9 alabaster vessels, various thicknesses, not reconstructed, and part of a disc cover of D. 3.3 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
172 K Few fragments of a ribbed HRW. pot, not reconstructed. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
180 K Fragments of 6 or 7 faience shabtis of Seshnena. See above S. 132, Section III p. 362. Figure 193 C, D. [SURFACE DEBRIS BETWEEN S. 102 AND S. 103.]
181 K Fragments ostrich egg shell. [SURFACE DEBRIS BETWEEN S. 102 AND S. 103.]
182 K Cowrie shell, back cut off. [SURFACE DEBRIS BETWEEN S. 102 AND S. 103.]
183 K Scrap of alabaster. Dk. 0.6 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS BETWEEN S. 102 AND S. 103.]
434 K Three fragments bronze. Tk. 0.1 to 0.2 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]
435 K Lower part of faded faience amulet: Obverse, standing figure with drooping wings with small female figure in profile. H. 2.7, W. of base 1.3, Tk. 0.2 cm. [SURFACE DEBRIS, S. HILLTOP.]


Note: This unusual beaker clearly comes from Meroë but is not listed in the Expedition records. It was found in the magazines at Giza in 1917 when the camp there was being closed, and there is no record of its provenance. We do not know in which of the three Meroë cemeteries it was found, but it seems clear that such was its origin. Being incomplete and in a very fragile condition, it was eventually returned to Khartoum.
Figure 242
INDEX

A

Abecedarium - 194
Aegis - 3, 59, 136
Aconite - 3, 59, 136
Adze - 280, 298, 374
Agate - 19, 59, 63, 89, 103, 112, 236, 290, 320
Akheqa (Queen) - 67
AMANISLO - I
Amazon Rhyton - 383
AMENHOTEP III - 53
Amenirdis - 304
AMTALQA - 67
Amulet sht - 366

Ape - 22, 28, 36, 39, 44, 59, 69, 294, 311, 320, 440
Anubis - 3, 18
Ankh - 319, 320, 366
Bastet - 8, 320, 424
Bes - 3, 26, 36, 42, 44, 53, 59, 106, 122, 146, 151, 161, 172, 184, 265, 286, 316, 318, 322, 324
Bird - 3, 184
Bnu - 146
Boy - 3, 26, 28, 36, 37, 44, 59
with side-lock - 300, 308, 361
twins - 26, 39, 41, 50, 362
Bucket - 312
Buckle - 69, 130, 199, 399
Bull - 177
Bull's head - 219, 438
Case - 318, 438 (see also Charm case)
Cat - 3, 41, 44, 146, 208, 288, 320
Compound - 429
Column - 47, 307, 320, 366, 373, 405, 428
Crocodile - 41, 146, 161, 164, 172, 183, 290, 319, 320
Crook - 366
Dd - 69, 366, 373, 399, 400
Duck - 168
Fly - 9, 12, 47, 161, 184

Griffon - 366
Hare - 15
Harocereis - 18
Harpocrates - 3, 146, 161, 227, 245, 414
Hathor - 3, 18, 28, 36, 55, 59, 95, 135, 163, 184, 269, 288, 301, 317, 324, 361, 366, 373
Hawk - 3, 18, 24, 28, 36, 37, 41, 47, 69, 146, 155, 192, 280, 317, 320, 366, 399, 420, 436
Headrest - 69
Hearth - 133, 141, 225, 320, 366
Hippopotamus - 41, 54
Horus - 320, 366
Ibis - 3, 260
Isis - 3, 279
Ibis and Horus - 3, 22, 26, 28, 36, 39, 41, 50, 103, 122, 227, 298, 317, 320, 429
Jackal - 146
Khons - 146
Kneeling figure - 172
Lion - 12, 39, 46, 47, 133, 146, 294, 300, 320
Lotus - 366
Menat - 366
Min - 146
Nefertum - 28, 39
Nepthys - 36
Nfr - 366
Osiris - 248, 265, 366
Pataikos - 15, 22, 24, 26, 36, 37, 43, 50, 59, 430
Ptah - 3, 6, 26, 53, 223, 294, 319, 322, 325
Ram - 3, 6, 15, 18, 28, 37, 39, 44, 46, 47, 50, 53, 89, 102, 114, 140, 151, 161, 164, 167, 177, 183, 184, 192, 199, 228, 235, 239, 279, 290, 307, 319, 322, 361, 366, 431
Sa - 366
Scarab amulet - 22, 37, 44, 65, 69, 366, 405
Sekhmet - 3, 9, 12, 26, 28, 44, 53, 361
Shu - 41, 307, 320
### GENERAL INDEX

**D**
- Dagger - 358, 416
- Dating, evidence for - 1, 2
- Diadem - 63
- Dice - 217
- Discs - 35, 115 (see also Game Pieces; Materials, Ivory)
- Dome-vault - 82
- Double pyramid - 217
- Dovetail - 320

**E**
- Earrings - 24, 38, 42, 57, 59, 93, 122, 141, 161, 184, 269
- Elements - 235, 248, 420
- Elephant beaker - 447, Figs. 242, 243
  - head - 192
- Face - 320
- Faience stand - 199
- Figures, human - 238, 288, 296, 316, 329
- Finger rings - 122, 123, 155, 168, 172, 177, 183, 236, 237, 255 (see also ring; signet ring)
  - caps - 374
- Flax - 283 (see also Cloth, Textile)
- Flower elements - 3, 243, 285, 305, 410, 437
- Foundation deposit - 214, 217, 219, 221
- Funerary boat - 69

**F**
- Game pieces - 28, 35, 36, 233, 296, 312, 318, 323, 338, 409, 415, 416, 420, 426, 428, 431, 437 (see also Discs; Materials, Ivory)
- Garstang, John - 71, 188, 244, 255, 256, 258, 260, 276, 277, 334
- Gazelle (vase) - 35
- Girdle - 18
- Goddard, Amory - Preface
- Grapes - 146
- Greek - (See Inscription, Greek)
- Griffon head - 203

**H**
- Hand - 146, 320
- Handle - 232
- Harness - 227
- Harvard University - MFA Expedition - Preface
- Hinge - 76
- Hintze, Dr. F. - 2
- Ḥfr - ornament - 153, 276
- Horse grave - 416, 441

**I**
- Imn-pjtjw(??) - 168
- Implement - 358, 406, 433
- Inlays - 53, 55, 114, 146, 155, 167, 172, 188, 235, 236, 258, 276, 278, 325, 328, 362, 377, 383, 391, 400, 403, 410, 414, 416, 422, 437, 440 (see also Ivory)
  - Greek - 168
- Meroitic Hieroglyph - 82, 84

**K**
- KARYBEũ - 380
- KASHTA - 304
- Key - 183
- KHALIUT - 374
- Kirwan, L. P. - 106
- Knife - 35, 155, 232, 334, 336
- Kohl - 76, 103, 129, 146, 177, 233, 237, 270, 272, 276, 362, 395, 422
  - box - 233
  - spoon - 129, 183, 236
  - stick - 76, 129, 146, 233, 324, 358, 395, 412
  - tube - 76, 93, 146, 168, 240, 251
- Kurru - 416, 449, 441

**L**
- Leather - 80, 374
- Lepsius, Richard - 380
- Lock - 39

---
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M

Macadam, Dr. M. F. L. - Preface, 2, 223, 255, 263

Malenakan? - 415

MENAQAEN - 415

Marks - 89, 265

Mask - 373

Mat - 159

Materials, amethyst - 9, 15, 38, 44, 64
    amethyst matrix - 37, 319
    amazon stone - 46, 49, 54, 63, 65, 133, 161
    beryl - 6, 55, 65, 67, 68, 71, 135, 141, 155, 183
    bone - 59
    chalcedony - 102, 192
    copper ore - 57
    coral - 239
    crystal - 37, 44, 89, 103, 106, 127, 146
    frit - 19, 22, 24, 38, 43, 53, 58, 103, 207, 208
    garnet - 24, 26, 28, 38, 43, 53, 103, 172, 192
    glass - passim throughout
    glass, gilt - 106, 108, 114, 122, 133, 136, 140, 146, 150, 151, 155, 161, 167, 172, 178, 184, 192
    glass, millefiori - 112, 127, 130, 146, 155, 161, 166, 167, 177, 237
    glass, silvered - 150, 184
    gold - passim throughout
    haematite - 122
    horn - 362
    jasper - 65, 67, 69, 71, 103, 106, 129, 178
    lapis - 5, 15, 22, 26, 28, 36, 37, 38, 44, 54, 55, 59, 65, 67, 69, 71, 133, 137, 146, 155, 167

Materiales, lead ore - 24, 55, 57, 76, 214, 319, 358
    mother-of-pearl - 44, 112
    nacre - 178, 183
    obsidian - 11, 69, 89, 106, 150, 155, 167, 178
    onyx - 64
    porphyry - 38
    quartz - 38
    quartzite - 18, 22, 38, 39, 44, 47, 50, 58, 95, 106, 112, 114, 129, 130, 132, 133, 155, 164, 167, 178, 408
    sandstone - 6, 35, 65, 67, 71
    serpentine - 15, 44, 178
    silver gilt - 64, 108, 319, 373
    soapstone - 3, 36
    sulphur (?) - 112
    syenite - 38

Menou - 366


Mn-kw-Hr - 318

Monneret de Villard - 82

Mummification - 1, 363

Mummy - 366, 373, 374, 377
    case - 403

N

Naoes - 362

Necklace - 24, 28, 19, 65, 64, 74, 89, 95, 108, 122, 132, 133, 151, 155, 161, 172, 184, 285, 294

NASPNSP - 84

Nugget (gold) - 46, 49, 54, 63, 65, 130, 284, 296, 308, 362, 435
GENERAL INDEX

O

Offering stand - 82
tray - 222
Ornament, bronze - 336
Ostrich eggshell - 219, 265, 447
feather - 225, 244, 262, 330

P

Painted decoration - 61, 127, 140, 153
Palette - 114
Panel, ivory - 168
Papyrus - 188
PaTSHU - 395
Pendants - passim throughout
bottle - 5, 26, 37, 44, 53, 59, 103, 301
Pestle - 177
Phallus - 333
PPANKHY - 1, 374, 444
Queens - 431, 436, 440
Pin - 260
Plaster - 28, 118, 322, 383, 406
Pomegranate - 304
Post-Meroitic - 334
Pottery - passim throughout
Proportional Numbers (defined) - xxx
Quiver - 203

R

RAMESSES I - 53
Reisner, G. A. - Preface, 1, 244, 256, 276, 278, 307, 444
Miss Mary - 374
Rhyton (Greek) - 383
Richter, G. M. A. - 383
Ring - 130, 178, 183, 217, 219, 236, 240, 258, 262, 290, 330
hair - 22, 26, 39
Rosette - 9, 106, 155, 161, 172, 192, 199, 248, 274, 275, 278, 322, 362, 391, 422
Rubber (stone) - 311, 358
Sanborn, Ashton - Preface
Sandal - 114
SASHENSA - 361, 362, 424, 435, 436, 447
Scarab - passim throughout
heart - 240, 373, 444
Scaraboid - 9, 15, 26, 35, 36, 46, 54, 106, 302, 307
Scorpion - 55
Seal 36, 39, 46, 233, 273, 289, 304, 333
impressions - 161, 166, 167, 236
plaster - 153, 161
Seeds - 71
Shears - 118
SHEBITKU - 431
"Sheikh" - 214
ΣΟΤΑΔΗΣ - 383
Spear head - 114, 155, 194, 214, 230, 258, 262, 300, 307, 309, 311, 328, 334, 380
shaft - 151, 194, 258, 328, 380
Sphinx - 177, 219, 317
Spoon - 26, 177
Standard - 219
Staple - 183
Stela - 65, 82, 99, 246, 380, 395, 400
Stool - 114, 172
Story, Lyman - Preface
Stud - 263, 278
Sun barque - 24, 36

S

Sanborn, Ashton - Preface
Sandal - 114
SASHENSA - 361, 362, 424, 435, 436, 447
Scarab - passim throughout
heart - 240, 373, 444
Scaraboid - 9, 15, 26, 35, 36, 46, 54, 106, 302, 307
Scorpion - 55
Seal 36, 39, 46, 233, 273, 289, 304, 333
impressions - 161, 166, 167, 236
plaster - 153, 161
Seeds - 71
Shears - 118
SHEBITKU - 431
"Sheikh" - 214
ΣΟΤΑΔΗΣ - 383
Spear head - 114, 155, 194, 214, 230, 258, 262, 300, 307, 309, 311, 328, 334, 380
shaft - 151, 194, 258, 328, 380
Sphinx - 177, 219, 317
Spoon - 26, 177
Standard - 219
Staple - 183
Stela - 65, 82, 99, 246, 380, 395, 400
Stool - 114, 172
Story, Lyman - Preface
Stud - 263, 278
Sun barque - 24, 36
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tablet</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TAKTIDAMANI</strong></td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TANWETAMANI</strong></td>
<td>362, 441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEDEQEN(QE)</strong></td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminals (gold)</td>
<td>435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile</td>
<td>227, 283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool, bronze</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toy, mouse</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trappings</td>
<td>227, 366, 373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TUTHMOSIS III</strong></td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweezers</td>
<td>260, 334, 384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vessels, Alabaster bottle</td>
<td>233, 393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bowl</td>
<td>44, 426, 437, 440, 442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cup</td>
<td>428, 431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jar</td>
<td>435, 436, 438, 442, 444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undefined passim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beaker</td>
<td>28, 50, 61, 76, 95, 106, 143, 235, 240, 257, 286, 305, 326, 444, 447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bowl passim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bucket</td>
<td>39, 61, 74, 76, 89, 91, 106, 118, 214, 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>colander</td>
<td>35, 57, 74, 76, 118, 310, 420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cup</td>
<td>26, 39, 42, 89, 106, 112, 118, 143, 159, 177, 240, 280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dipper</td>
<td>93, 310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dish</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jug</td>
<td>50, 188, 199, 246, 310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lamp</td>
<td>137, 192, 203, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pan</td>
<td>192, 199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pitcher</td>
<td>89, 159, 177, 265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saucer</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strainer?</td>
<td>93, 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprinkler</td>
<td>106, 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vase</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>W</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>166, 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheels</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whetter</td>
<td>276, 374, 377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>(see below under X, Y, Z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>X</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workman “X”</td>
<td>xxx, 22, 28, 37, 53, 236, 301, 310, 319, 322, 330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Y</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workman “Y”</td>
<td>xxx, 320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Z</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workman “Z”</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PLATES
PLATE I

West Cemetery before excavation, looking West.

West Cemetery before excavation, looking Southwest.

West Cemetery before excavation, looking North from W 4.
West Cemetery after clearing, looking East.

PLATE II

West Cemetery during excavation, looking Southwest.

West Cemetery during excavation, looking Northeast.
(North Cemetery in far distance)

West Cemetery after clearing, looking East.
(Early graves on West Knoll)
General View of South Cemetery, looking West.

South Cemetery looking Northwest to North Cemetery.

North Spur of South Cemetery, looking Southeast.

South Cemetery: West Hilltop, looking West.

PLATE III